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Summary of PhD Thesis: 

Interpreting the Fathers: A Literary-Structural Comparison of 
Parallel Narratives in Avot de Rabbi Natan, Versions A and B 

by~ Natalie C. Polzer 
Trinity College, Cambridge 

My dis s ertation constitutes an experiment in methodology for 
the literary analysis of entire Rabbinic compilations. I employ 
a method through which a literary analysis of individual units of 
a greater text enable us to explore the redactional problems of 
the text as a whole. The focus of my research is Avot de Rabbi 
Natan (ARN) , a Rabbinic commentary on the Mishnah Tractate Avot, 
\"i11ich hi:\',; berm pl'- e~;er-ved in t\fm r- elate(~t'~_el~sion s U:'lr~NA and AF\I\lE!). 
Pil. thout;)h the cm-e of Af:':N is Tarmaitic ~2(l(l-~) AD), both versions 
have undergone lengthy and separate transmission processes so 
that the texts in their present form cannot be considered so 
t~arl·l· 

My thesis research explores two different but related 
problems. The first problem directly concerns ARNA and AF\NB: 
the peculiar characteri s tics of each version that might shed 
light on their relationship and their different process of 
development. The second problem is much broader: the nature and 
development of Rabbinic literary style and narrative structure 
and technique. These two problems are explored through a 
detailed source ~ritical and literary analysis of narratives with 
parallels in the two ARN versions, specifically of three 
narrative : genres: story, composite story and expanded s tory. 
One exam~ie of another narrative genre, Scriptural story, is 
included,las a point of comparison. 1'1y methodology is synthetic, 
combirl,irlg the methods of source criticism and tradition histm-y 
\I·li t11 . : l;.il e~-ary cr it i c ism, spec i ·f i cal. 1 y structural ism. 

;~~~~ain consistent stylistic and narrative phenomena 
pec L,\tj,"i:\t':' to each ARN versi on ar-e I~eveal ed by the cl ose 1 i teral"y 
an~lysi~ of individual stories. These appear on two textual 
lev~l s i 1) withi~ the individual stories themselves; 2) as 
part 0+ the redact.ional framewod::. The former can be seen, in 
par-t, i:\S or-i(,;]ini:\t.ing at the stage of compositioll,!thL,\s might be 0"'''-'"''7/ 
attributed to the vagaries of oral transmission; however, the U( 
latter must be s een as a product of the written stage of 
transmission when the stories were redacted in their present 
textual context and transmitted as a written text. The 
con s istent stylistic and narrative phenomena exhibited in the two 
v~;?r S icJn !5 pr-ovid(·;? ~:;ome novel insil;)hts into the char-acter and 
relative development of the two AF\N versions. 

Besides contributing to research on ARN pr-oper-, the thesis 
explores the development of Rabbinic narrative structur-e and 
stylistic5 as a whole. Consistently, mor-e developed parallel 
stor-ies exhibit different stylistic and narr-atological features 
than their undevel.oped twins. This shows that beyond a doubt, 
Rabbinic narrative under-went a transfor-ming development ~~ocess, 
just like the individual stories themselves and the texts in 
which they appear. With the study of a br-oader data base of 
Rabbinic stories, it should be possible to isolate specific 
nar-r-atological features to different relative stages of 
text0al development. 
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FOREWORD 

The work in this dissertation is completely orginal, except 

where the contrary is indicated in the notes. Al though I basf~ 

my s ilf on existing literary critical and historical methodologies 

of textual analysis, my synthetic methodology is original. Th i~; 

dissertation is the result of my own work and includes nothing 

which is the outcome of work done in collaboration. 

I have basically followed Goldin's translation of ARNA and 

Salda~ini 's of ARNB. However, I provide my own translation where 

I find theirs inaccurate or awkward. I follow the Revised 

standard Version Bible translation. The system of Hebrew 

transliteration used in the thesis is that of JJS. 

The references in the endnotes are indicated by author and 

abbreviated title. The abbreviated titles are listed either in 

parentheses at the end of each Bibliography entry or in the list 

of abbreviations located before the Bibliography. 
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University Library are to he thanked for their advice on the 

dating of ARN manuscripts. 

My Tutor, Dr. M.D. Cowley, of Trinity College, gave me 

continuous moral support during my Phd career which I will always 

remember with gratitude. This thesis could not have been 

finished in the appointed time were it not for a childcare grant 



bestowed by Trinity College upon recommendation of Dr. Cowley. I 

sincerely hope that Trinity will continue to offer financial 

support to student parents to enable them to work through school 
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office staff of the Oriental Studies Faculty of Cambridge 

University, Nathalie Cri~, Doreen Bennett, Louise Gibbons and 

Alistair Anderson, whose stimulating and observant conversation 

has more than once brightened my day and whose typewriter wa s 

always available for grant renewal applications. 
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I. Introduction 

This thesis attempts an experimental type of analysis of 

Rabbinic Midrashic compilations. The attempt was prompted by a 

sense of dissatisfaction with the contemporary scholarly 

literature on Avot de Rabbi Natan (ARN) in particular, and on 

Rabbinic literature in general, both theoretical scholarship and 

applied studies of specific Rabbinic texts. 

Initially, my goal was to execute a meaningful comparison of 

the two versions of ARN through which their distinctive features 

could be pinpointed. That is, could any consistent, peculiar 

redactional characteristics be observed through a close analysis 
, i 

of ,th:ei rind i vi dUi:\1 par-ts? And thus? coul dId i ~,cov(,?r- <..~ pecul i c:H-
, , " " i '. 

red ~2tional unity? 
! .I 

J-; j' .. '" ,',' 

:: .~"; -', .... 
, I 
.I/'( The qu€~stion o'f the "unity" of fvlic:lr'c':\S", hic compilation~; hc:\S 

'~~~~ently been explored by Neusner and other scholars. 1 UnlikE'~ 

European epic, which, at least superficially evinces the 

cr~~ c'J,tiCln," classic Midr~,S'>hic cC)mpili:\tion~3 display an inconsistent 

and ambiguous unity. Although individual unit s within a 

compilation can exhibit artistic and thematic coherence, it is a 

matter of debate whether unity is exhibited in a text as a 

whole. 2 Obviously, the classic Rabbinic compilations are far 

from unified in terms of composition: they are patchwork 

creations, composed of bits and pieces of formally distinct 

literary traditions. While these can demonstrate a unifying 



redactional impulse, the artistic unity of an entire compilation 

is most often minimal. Most often, the unity displayed by an 

e~tir~ compilation will only be its generic structure; that is, 

the arrangement of segments of tradition into homilies in the 

homiletic Midrashim, legal discussion in the Talmud and halakhi c 

Midrashim, and Biblical exegesis in the exegetical Midrashim. 

The problem is, in spite of recent attempts to describe the 

unity of Rabbinic texts, no one has carefully considered the 

e)·: act ~~l?nSe of the constr'uct "I i t.erary un it y. " For" tht? most 

part, "I iter ary uni t y" is consi derecl to mean themat i c coher·encE·? 

Thus, if an explicit theme is present throughout a compilation, 

this is assumed to be proof of its basic redactional unity.3 

However, theme criticism cannot be a good judge of the unity 

of a Rabbinic text. For theme criticism is, by definition, a 

hom09~nizing method. It overemphasizes similarities by playing 

do~n~ ~ifferences. In order to determine unity differences must 

• ~'I.·· I 

b~~onsidered as well as similarities. 
,-.' '. , 

Furthermore, theme 
'l~' ~~ ",:' ~: ,.~"".:' 
9F,i.. tt~ c ism comp I etE~1 y over I ook~:; strLlC: tUF'C:,\l c\rld st y list i c 1 i b:::~ r i,\r y 
'.1 ":i" 

two segments of discourse in a compilation may well 

~xhibit the same theme, but be utterly different in their 

composition and style. 

The truth is, the s cholarly understanding of the concept 

"lit.et-ar" y unity" must be e)·:panded. FOI~ Rabbinic compilations 

exhibit different kinds of unity: generic, structural, thematic, 

common subject matter or unity of style or narrative technique. 

A compilation may exhibit one or several, but not all, of these 

kinds o ·f unity."" 



The experimental aspect of my research was the constructi o n 

of a methodology that would allow a meaningful and reliable 

under s tanding of the way in which different kinds of literary 

unity are effected in s pecific texts. The two version s of Avot 

de Rabbi Natan (ARN) , a c ommentary on the Mishnah tractate Avot 
• 

tran s mitted as one of the extra-canonical tractates of the ET, 

are the focus of my experiment. It has long been recognized that 

the two versions of ARN are very different redactions of the s ame 

original te::t. Because they are so alike, they seemed well -

suited to a systematic comparative analysis. That is, through a 

meaningful compari s on the s pecific features embodying their 

pecul i ar 11 r'edact i onal un it Y 11 coul d become c·:\pparent. Their 

different characteristics could be easily identified since one 

version could be used a s a backdrop of comparison for the other . 

Similar comparative analyses have been attempted on texts 

with a clear genetic source- relationship, such as Ber Rab and 

Tan.~ However, the relationship of the two ARNs is not a parent-
.\ / 

child:, but "-\ sibling, sourc: r:?-r- elation~;hip. That is, the two 
. '. :. i:, 

versl~ns represent the same original text, but developed 
, ; )'.' "::' 

i 'hde'pendent I y. The;) pal'-all el tr-ad it i ont.:; in the two ARNs, 
,i ,':'; ~t ;: .:: .. ',:, 

. ~h~~efore, are independent developments, or mutations, of a 

c:ommon ";ourc:e, not <:Ievelopm E? nts o·f E? a ch oth e r-. Indeed, during my 

research I found no evidence indicating that the two versions 

influenced each other during their d e velopment. 

Much time and thought were spent trying to formulate an 

efficient methodology that would yield a meaningful de s ired 

Previous ly, scholarly comparisons of ARNA and ARNB ha v e 

been theme critical in scope and method. 6 Although my work wa s 

stimulated by a dissatisfaction with theme critical anal yses , my 

initial efforts were just as unsatisfactory, and for the same 

"":!' 
•• ~I 



my attempts resulted i n the same meaningless lists of 

textual phenomena as had previous theme critical studies. I 

finally realized that the only way to proceed would be to narrow 

my data base and to focus on traditions of an isolated literary 

• gent-e. 

Narrative literary genr~s were chosen as the special focus 

of my study. This choice was made for several reasons. Fi r-st. of 

all, ARN, especially ARNA, is noted for its unusually large 

number of narratives, and enough of them appear in both versions 

to create a meaningful data base. Secondly, narrative, 

inherently, is more likely to demonstrate redactional differences 

than other genres, such as list or parable. This is because 

Rabbinic narrative is not nearly as formally stereotyped as many 

other Rabbinic genres. Narrative is a malleable genre; it can 

mutate into another form and sub-genre, yet remain narrative. 

For instanc~, an exegetical narrative, linked lexically and 

functionally to a Biblical text, can be transformed into an 

i. n,de'ptendent story r'etell i ng thf.:? Ei b I i cal account, wi thout 
, I 

c::hani,i i n ~J its b <"'1, sic gEm re. 
';~ ~: ' :', .~: 
,f;; , ;, ., 
./ " . 

Finally, precisely because it is less stereotyped and more 

' malleable, narrative allows more evidence of individual artistic 

expression than other Rabbinic genres. As this thesis amply 

demonstrates, differences between two parallel stories can be 

much mOFe than di.fference~ of theme and/or content. They can 

reflect different artistic impulses and narratological and 

stylistic method and technique, both within an individual 

narrative proper or at the redactional level. 

I isolated eleven narrative sub - genres in ARN and compiled 

lists of their occurrence. Although this survey is limited to 



ARN, these sub-genres probably represent, more or less, all 

Rabbinic narrative genres to be found in Midrashic compi lations. 

Precedent Narrative: 1>, a) 
b) 

Admonition Narrative 
Illustration Narrative 

2) Narrative Parable 

3) Rabbinic Anecdote 
4) Simple Rabbi.nic Stor-y 

5) Expanded Rabbinic Story 

6) Composite Rabbinic Story 

7) Scr i pt.ur cd AnE?c:dote 

8) Scr-iptural f.-3tor-y 

9) Expanded/Composite Scriptural Story 

10) Historical Narrative 

11) Narrat.ive Tendencies (sayings with a narrative framework) 

Al though "Rabbi n i c narrat i vf.~" is of ten 1 i mi ted to de':5i gnat i ng th~? 

Rabbinic or Scriptural story,? many of the narrati.ve sub-genres 

an:! niJt st.oriE?s. Especially in the case of Precedent Narrative, 
; ... ,. i '. 

Na~~~~ive Tendencies and Hist.orical Narrative, I encountered 
J ; ./.- .~ •• :', , 

ih!~Ltta l problems with distinguishing between narTi:1.tive icUld non-
./ f; } ;: ,':",1,: • 

. ~~0~ative discourse. Structuralist literary theory helped me 

m~ke the distinction accurately, especially the structurali st 

definition of narrative as t.ransformation: in narrative fixed 

objects (actors or things) always undergo a transforming event 

(motion).9 This definition was useful in distinguishing 

Precedent Narrative from simple statements of admonition. For 

instance, "Do not c~ ~:;s OCic:~tE? with the idle!" contcl:i. n s no 

tran s formation and is a s imple statement. HOWE?Ver-, "I f you 

should go out into t.he street and pass by the idle gossiping at 

the street corner, do not sit and talk with them lest they lead 

r:.
J 



ARN, these sub-genres probably represent, more or less, all 

Rabbinic narrative genres to be found in Midrashic compilations. 

Precedent Narrative: a) Admonition Narrative 
b) Illustration Narrative 

:~) Nar-r-ative F'arable 

:3) Rabbinic Anecdote 
4) Simple Rabbinic Story 

5) Expanded Rabbinic story 

6) Composite Rabbinic Story 

7) Scr i ptur al Anecdote 

8) Scr-iptural Stor-y 

9) Expanded/Composite Scriptural Story 

10) Hi storical Narrative 

11) Narrative Tendencies (sayings with a narrative framework) 

Although "Rabbinic narrative" is often limited to cle':5iqnatinq thc:~ 

Rabbinic or Scriptural story,7 many of the narrative sub-genres 

Especially in the case of Precedent Narrative, 
., 

. . ( ' 

Natr~~ive Tendencies and Historical Narrative, I encountered 
~. I • 

. :'" '.i"; ~." 
i~~t{al problems with distinguishing between narrative and non-

" .' .... ," 

;:'; ;, '~.I.~ " 
ria~~~tive discourse. Structuralist literary theory helped me 

~ak~ the distinction accwrately, especially the structurali st 

definition of narrative as transformation: in narrative fixed 

objects (actors or things) always undergo a transforming event 

(motion).s This definition was useful in distinguishing 

Precedent Narrative from simple statements of admonition. For 

instance, "Do not a~:;socic:d~ (:) w:i.th the idle!" contc:\ins no 

transformation and is a simple statement. However-, "I f you 

should go out into the street and pass by the idle gossiping at 

t h e street corner, do not sit and talk with them lest they lead 

t::' 
d 



yOU into wi ckedne!5s," c:ontai ns sevE?r-al tr-ansfor-mati ons ~.:\f1d is,::., 

Precedent Narrative of Admonition. 

Ot iginally, I h <,~d intended to ~H"ovide <~ p<'J.rtial tn?atment o ·f 

all of these sub-gen~es in this thesis. Howeve~, this task 

proved to be impossible for several ~easons. In order to escape 

·from the circular "~:>c holar ship, genus: ta:·(onomy" I ~50 wished to 

avoid, a careful definition of each genre was needed before 

attempting a comparative literary analysis of the parallel 

t r- ad i t i on~::; . The present study of Rabbinic narrative genres is so 

unexploited that their definition alone would necess itate a major 

effort far beyond a thesis.· Furthermore, in order to be valid, 

the project demands a far greater data base than ARN alone. 

Narratives in all Rabbinic compilations must be considered before 

accurately pinpointing the characteristics of specific genres. 

This is work a scholar should undertake after years of deep 

textual exposure • 

.Thus, my study i!:-3 limited to threE? n(:H"r'ativE~ sub-genr(~=;: 
, ;,f."'· 

Si~ple Rabbinic Story, Expanded Rabbinic Story and Composite 
: ~". I 

RF\b.t;:> .. fn i c ~3tOt-y. Li st s of all of the AF~N e:·( amp I es o ·f theSE) ~wn~'e=; r ',' 
.f /' ~ " ; 
ap~~~r in ApIII. The defining characteristics of each are 

' ! ':, 

::~ ur' veyed below under "l'lethod." The only exception made to this 

limitation is one f?:·(ampl€~ o·f Composite Scriptur-al Stor-y, "The 

Angel of Df.-?ath Seeks thE) Soul of Mos(·?s." "Angel" wa~.; included 

since there are so few examples of the Compos ite Story. While 

the Rabbinic story is the most easily recognized a nd most widely 

di scussed of any Rabbinic narrative g8nre,10 little theoretical 

work on genre definition exists. Although the distinct generic 

characteristics of the Composite and Expanded story ha v e long 

been recognized, I am the first to designate these as distinct 

narrative genres. 

6 



Only stories with parallels in both versions, or closely 

related stories are subjected to a close comparative literary 

analysis. As the list in ApIII indicates, there are many 

stories, especially in ARNA, without parallels in the sibling 

te)·:t. While many of these are of particular interest,11 I was 

forced to exclude them from the thesis because of limited space 

and because of the new sets of problems their analysis would 

occasion. However, they should be analyzed as well before a full 

picture of ARN's narrative characteristics can be obtained. 

Initially, the goals of my thesis concerned ARN alone; as I 

proceeded however, I became increasingly aware of the broader 

implications of my work. The conclusions of my comparative 

literary analysis of ARN narratives prove to contribute to three 

separate, but related, areas in Rabbinic studies: 1) the study 

of AF,:N i tsel f; 2) problems relating to the aims and signs of the 

redactional impulse of Rabbinic compilations in general; 

theory ,' of Rabbinic ~:;tylistics and narTatology '::lnd ttiE:~ir' 

his to/.{' i cal dl~ve I opm(·?nt. 
I.'} • 

J.: ,,)',- ... ,"" 
. ~ . ., - '". 

3) the 

"',J:':" \)<:'Ir'iolls pr'oblE~ms concf:?rning {~RI\l itsel·f are illuminated by my 
. ,f ; .. ~I ;. '~r . . .. ~ 

I ' 

~tDdy~ the relationship between the two versions, their relative 
" 

d~velopment, the relationship between ARN and other sources, the 

redactional method peculiar to each version and the way in which 

redactional features appear within individual stories. 

A detailed picture of the differences between the two 

versions will unfold in the course of the thesis, and is 

SLlmm,:'Iri<:('?d ill ApV ("Comparative Summar"y of the Ni:HT<:\tive O,,,,ta"). 

While some of my conclusions about ARN itself are novel, others 

reinforce the conclusions of earlier ARN scholars. Fqr" instanCE?, 

my research supports the established observation that ARNA is 

7 



consistently more developed than ARNB; this development is 

evident not only on the redactional level, as has been remarked 

by other scholars, but also in the form, style and narrative 

technique of the individual stories. Without exception, the 

stories preserve a less developed form in ARNB. Not only is ARNA 

more developed, but it exhibits a predilection for expansion with 

narrative. ARNA exhibited more examples of all studied narrative 

genres (including those not listed in ApIII) than ARNB. Of th£'~ 

three genres considered here in depth, while 17 stories appear in 

ARNA without an exact or a closely related ARNB parallel, only 

two stcJrie~::; appf?arr:; in {-iRNB without a par-all(~l in AF\NA ("Elan," 

B.19 and "F\abbi Aki va Teaches the Gol den Rul e," B. 26) • Ar~NB , 

however, exhibits a predilection for the list genre, as its 

significantly expanded list chapters demonstrate (B.36- 48). 

My study reveals interesting conclusions about the 

relationship between the two ARN versions and other sources. 

Parallel ARN stories almost always show greater similarity to 

each J ther than to parallels in othersQurces, as expected of two 

;; / I, 

versions which developed from one original proto-text. 
~'I • 

, 1.'.' c ... ,' 

frl; 'J:eeping with it.~; developed stat.e, ARI\l?~ evinces a sub~:;tantic:d 

i :".1 . 'f,' 
a.mbL(ht of ass:i. mi I at. i on to other source':3, E?SP€-?C i all y t.rJ BT Shab. 

ARNA's assimilation is almost always formal and/or superficial 
'.' 

t)nly once ("F'I'-o~-;elyt('~") is AF\I\IA's i:.'1ssimilation not super- 'ficii':1.l, 

involving the incorporation of an - entire new scene. One 

interesting fact suggested by my study, is that while ARNA's 

stories are influenced more by other sources, ARNB's versions are 

used more as a source for other Rabbinic compilations (for a 

detailed clarification of this point, see Aplll), This is 

striking considering that ARNA was the version more well-known to 

Medieval commentators.12 The only compilation that appears to 



have used ARNA as a source for its stories is MhG. Why t.his:; i s 

SO i~;; une: 1 ei::lr. However, a more thorough source an~lysis of other 

ARN traditions must be provided before t.his question can be 

addressed further. 

My study proves false a common assumpt.ion about the source 

relationship between ARN and the BT. In analyses of individual 

ARN stories, it is assumed that the BT was the source for ARN and 

that its story version is the least developed. 13 This assumption 

is simply untrue. Where ARN stories have BT parallels, except 

for "Escape," it is always ARNB that e:·:hibits the leas:; t (h:.~veloped 

story (see ApIII). While the proto-ARN's source may ultimatel y 

have been the 8T, the BT stories in their present form scarcely 

represent the least developed version. 

The way in which individual stories appear in their 

commentary context show consistent signs of a different 

redactional impulse. ARNA exhibits more signs of a superficial, 
, .. 

even~~g redactional impulse. 
"(. 

ARNB also exhibits an evening 

red ~~tional impulse, but to a much lesser extent. 
" :1',' " .. ' 

\" , 

.i)' ".:> Thr"(~e kind s o ·f ar-t i ~;t i c: r" €·?dact i on ,,,,I i mpul se ar~~ evi dent. 

~i~5t, individual stories are integrated into the thematic 

~evelopment of a larger section of commentary. Here the theme of 

the individual stories is related to, and perhaps affected by , 

the thematic interest and hermeneutic: purpose of the commentary 

If this be so, the individual stories ma y have bee n 

tran s formed internally at the redactional level. Thf? SE!CClnd type," 

of ar·ti s; tic n :;'c.iactional impul s;f:;! i~; thE'~ pr' oqrf::~ssivf:~ <An-angement C)·f 

stories within units. Both versions exhibit this phenomenon, 

arranging s tories accordinq to significant subject matter. The 

th:i.rd tyP€~ of ar·ti.'::":i tic 1~f:?c.1c:.\CtiClni..'\1 impuls(;? OCCl.\I~S wheli ttlf~ri:.:? is 



i r-on i. c.: relationship between lemma and illustrating story. 

ThiS ironic.: relationship can be understood as a deliberate 

artistlc technique on the redactional level. 

Finally, certain peculiar tendencies of ARN as a whole and 

of each separate version have emerged from my study. 

the stories in ARNB tend to be more ironic. Furthermore, almost 

without exception, the Sages in ARNB are portrayed in a more 

negative light than those of ARNA. Related to this, is the 

portrayal of relationships between Sages and non-Sages. With 

"Escape" a~; a notable e:·:ception, theSE! r'eli::\tionships ar'e pictuTt2d 

in a more positive light in ARNB, while ARNA emphasizes their 

negative aspects. Both aspects, the portrayal of Sages and of 

the relationship between Sages and non-Sages, serve to make 

ARNA's characterization more idealized and ARNB's more realistic. 

The important position of speech in plot and hermeneutic 

levels in both versions was an interesting discovery of my study. 

StructUrally speaking, a ll of the analyzed stories contain 

. : / I, . 

functional speec h acts and some a re composed of them almost 
~.} . 

. 1'"'' .'.' 

f? ~.; .;'-.1 I I .. ; :. i v p ] V :t. 4 
. ': , -:, ' .• ~.: .- . . _ .. I .. In addition, the stories evince a large number 0f 

·f ,. ,{. (~ ·,<,_' .. ·.1·.'·' . ~ - ' illocutionary acts: betting, prophecy, swearing, 

cf(Qcrar-ing, d.nel so on. :I.~!5 Speech has hermeneutic as well as 

st ructur a l s ignificance. Human s peech, words and communication 

a r e a central thematic interes t in many of the stories. At 

trait of ARN stories alone~ or whether it is a feature o f 

Rabbinic stories in general. 

General problems relating to the redaction of Rabbinic 

stories within a greater commentary context are another area 

illuminated by my researc h. Most often, past scholarship has 
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treated Rabbinic stories as oral creations in isolation from 

their commentary context. 16 This approach views stories in 

relation to parallels in other texts, but not in relation to 

their commentary setting. This narrow approach is unjustified, 
1 

for the commentary context of a story may well account for its 

peculiar characteristics. The commentary context can influence 

the shape of an individual story in two ways: the stor-y may 

hav~ been altered to fit a broader thematic agenda on the 

redactional level; general redactional tendencies of the 

text in which it is found may have influenced the story 

internally. 80th of these phenomena appear in ARN. 

The distinction between oral and written stages of 

composition is another area tentatively explored by my research. 

With a few notable exceptions, just as stories are viewed in 

isolation from their commentary context in contemporary 

scholarship, so are they viewed as oral creations. Differences 

betwe~~ parallel individual stories are most often accounted for 

byan'I.6ral transmission mOdE!I. 17 Whjle undoubtedly Rabbinic 
.1 

s~o~1~s were originally oral creations, told in an actual oral 
't,~ ~~ ' ,.', .: ..•... 

r '. "'I.' . 

c grl',te:-: tin some time and place, I f eel strong I y that it is 
.. , 

1~ uitless to view all stories in their present redacted contexts 

as oral creations. This is especially true as far as ARN is 

c:oncE'rned. For there is no proof that any greater part of ARN 

was ever recited orally~ indeed, ARN is not the kind of text 

that would have made oral transmission mandatory or reas onable, 

being neither halakhah nor homily. The homiletic and exegetical 

Midrashim are more likely to have preserved stories in the 

context of an actual oral delivery, that is a sermon or an 

exposition in the House of Study. However ARN is not exegesis 

nor homily, nor halakhic argument, which would make oral 

11 



transmission probable. While the individual bits and pieces 

comprising ARN were probably once delivered orally, there is 

nothing to support the assumption that the redacted text, or 

units thereof, ever were. 19 

1 

In short, at least as far as ARN is concerned, we must 

recognize redacted compilations, in their present form, as being 

written, not oral, creations. This observation does not 

originate from a personal prejudice against orality, but the 

nature of the material itself. While in many ways ARN stories 

preserve features of oral narrative, they also show features of 

development that can only have been added at the written stage of 

tr"ansmi ssi on. In ARNA, in fact, assimilation and redBctional 

evening continued beyond the stage of manuscript transmission: 

the printed versions show even greater evidence of an evening 

redactional impulse than the manuscripts. This development 

simply cannot be regarded as evidence of a different oral 

deliv~ry context. 
; (::, 

,I 

" ,"'Thi s is not to imply that all differences between individual 
' I · • 

. , ": :" 

~.?pr" ies took place at:. thl? VowittEm ti'"c:~ nsmis~::;ion l~?vel. The point 

':is,., scholc.~r's must. t.ry t.o distinguish betwE!e:m fe:~atl.\r'E.~S VoJhich 

emerged at oral and written stages. Elements added at the 

writ.t.en, redacted stage of transmission can be identified with 

So/Oe cer-tainty. These elements should not be regarded as 

eviden ce of different oral delivery. Yet the fact that we cannot 

regard ARN stories in their present from as actual evidence of 

oral delivery does not mean the stories are without oral 

'featun:'2 s, All of the stories betray their oral origins by 

preserving many distinct features common to oral narrative. 

These feature s are noted in the thesis and ApV. 



Oral variants of type-stories have been identified in my ARN 

work. In two instances, groups of ARN stories exhibit the same 

basic functional structure and thematic interest, and sometimes, 

basic content, but are clearly not parallel stories (the Scale of 

In~ocence stories and the three Hillel stories). 

distinctive type-story about the same personage (Hillel) or 

situation evolved, with a shared functional structure but with 

different content. I feel that these stories undoubtedly 

represent oral variants of type-stories. This type of variant 

could not have emerged at a written stage. A structuro al i s.;t 

analysis is necessary to distinguish oral type-story variants, 

since they always share the same basic plot functions. 

The third area to which my thesis contributes is the 

theoretical study of Rabbinic narratology and its development. 

Interest in this area originated as a side-effect of my literary 

analysis of ~ndividual stories. As I proceeded, I noticed that 

certai~ narratological features and techniques were peculiar to 
',' . 

mor 0 o q~veloped or to less developed stories. I realized that if 

"'\ ; t7.g1a'tionship between a stClr"Y's relc.~tive development alld its 

nco"r- ; ~tive tE\chnique ",Ind literaroy styll? could bE':~ e~:;tablish£:.\d, then 
.i.r) , • 

o. 

°it must be possible to trace the chronological development of 

ROabbinic narTatology. We must proceed from an analysis of 

compilations whose relative lateness can be proven by source-

critical grounds (eg, Tan, PdRE); if narratives in these later 

compilations are compared with their parallels in what are 

Con s idered earlier texts, the peculiar characteristics of earlier 

and more developed narrative should emerge. Enough work has b e en 

executed in this area by other scholars to prove its potential. 19 

The two versions of ARN are not the most methodologically correct 

for thi s purpose, being sibling rather than parent - child texts, 
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yet repeatedly, the more developed ARNA shows narratological 

elements lacking in the less developed ARNB: nonfunctional 

characters and plot segments, enhanced character interest, more 

narrative discourse, supplying more background information, and 
• 

sO on. 

Thus, my AHN wor' k contt- i butE'S to the f ormul at i on of a theory 

of Rabbinic narratology. No scholar has attempted or even 

perceived the need for, a general theoretical description of 

Rabbinic narrative and its development. The closest to such a 

theoretical statement within Rabbinic literature itself are the 

various lists of middot, or hermeneutical principles,20 and even 

Medieval Jewish philosophers discuss narrative poetics only as 

they apply to Biblical hermeneutics. Yet Biblical hermeneutics 

is neither poetics nor narratology. A theoretical description of 

Rabbinic narrative, along with a diachronic demonstration of its 

development based on concrete examples in specific texts, will be 

of gr~at benefit not only to Rabbinic scholars, but to scholars 
" 

'; I' 

of ,· cR mpal~ ~3.tive lit. E'r-i::~tul·-e and literc:,\r;' theory r.."\t l c:.,\ lr g~? 

. ,',-

,f; ; ", . 
.I ,~- :1 • 

.' t ,', 

'! " II. Procedure 

I used Schechter's critical edition of ARN as the basis for 

my ~Jor' k. Unfortunately, as will be made clear in the discussion 

of the secondary literature, Schechter's text needs replacement. 

Not only did he not have many manuscript fragments available to 

him, but he relied on sometimes faulty copies of the main 

manuscripts. In order to compensate, I have obtained copies of 

the main manuscripts of both versions which I consulted 

consist.ently. They appear in the list of manuscripts preceding 

the Bibliography. I call attention to manuscript variants in two 



instances: 1) where they are relevant to my literary analysis or 

my observations about Rabbinic narratological or stylistic 

tectm i que; 2) where I have noticed that Schechter's critical 

edition is faulty. 

All ARN examples of the three story genres, Simple, Expanded 

and Composite Rabbinic Story are listed in ApIII. However-, on 1 y 

those stories with parallels or close variants in both versions 

are subjected to a close literary analysis. One e:-: amp 1 e o -f a 

composite Scriptural Story is considered as well, although a full 

list of ARN examples is not provided. The story analyses are 

presented according to the consec ut ive order of the stories 

within ARN. ApI provides a list of the analyzed stories and 

their full and abbreviated titles as used throughout the thesis. 

The literary analysis of each story is conducted in three 

stages. First, an analysis of the story in isolation from its 

commentary context is presented. Existing second ary literature 

is surveyed, and discussed in detail when pertinent. -rhe ~:;ource--

". !" 

relationship of the ARN stories and their parallels in other , -

t '~:/ts is br-ie-fly outlined; 
",' .... the latter are considered closely 

,I; ; -'f 

O(;\I',y_' when they ill umi nat.r~ ~:;PE?C i -f i c pr-Db I ems. Ap I I conti:.1.i ns Cl_ 

~ist of external parallels and a brief summary of th~ir source-

relationship with ARN stories and relevant observations. In thE~ 

first stage, the essence and success of each story as an 

independent artistic creation will be evaluated. 

In the second s tage, I view each story within its commentary 

context, ascertaining whether there is a formal or hermeneutic 

relationship between the individual story and the unit of 

commentary of which it forms a part. A formal relationship will 

OCCur if a st.ory's formal features are influenced by assimilation 
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from the immediate commentary context. 

relationship between story and commentary context takes various 

shapes. The theme of the individual story may be related to that 

ef a broader unit of commentary; an individual story may stand in 
• 

ironic juxtaposition to the lemma it illustrates; yet again, the 

way stories are ordered in groups can show redactional purpose 

and ar-t i stry. 

The third stage of my analysis is performed simultaneously 

with the first two, yet constitutes a separate area of inquiry: 

the nature and development of Rabbinic literary style and 

narrative technique. Narratological and stylistic features of 

less and more developed Rabbinic narrative are suggested 

throughout my analyses. These are listed in the summary of 

narrative and stylistic data in ApV. 

The outline of my thesis is as follows. A'fter the 

Introd0ction, comes a sur v ey of the secondary literature on ARN 

(ChI J.) I ~ The literary analyses of parallel ARN stories appear in 
, I 

q\sI-II through X. When stories are grouped together in ARN, 
":: ~'.' " 

t~~~~ are analyzed in the same chapter. ChXI briefly summarizes 
I r " 

i ~e . contribution of my work. Five Appendices are included for 

reference aid, to summarize my findings and to include materials 

unable to be discussed in the body of the th~sis. 

Some relevant material could not be included in the body of 

the thesis, for instanc e , the position of ARN stories within it s 

different source sections. It is noteworthy that certai n source 

sections in both versions attracted more narratives. I vJas; 

unable to explore this problem thoroughly since the location of 

all ARN narratives, not only its stories, should have been 

considered for complete accuracy. In ApIV I have presented a 



and brief analysis of scheme the way in which those narratives 

listed in ApIII appear in ARN's different source sections. 

Flnally, due to the interdisciplinary scope of my work, I 

wrote a chapter surveying the current state of scholarship on the 

literary critical study of Rabbinic narrative. 

could not be included in the thesis due to s pace limitation. 

However, I feel it is a valuable addition to the thesis: not 

only does it demonstrate the scope and problems of existing 

scholarship, but it clearly shows the many small but novel 

contributions made by my research. Therefore, I have chosen to 

submit this chapter to my examiners separately from the thesis. 

It is referred to it in the endnotes when relevant, and can be 

consulted for further clarification of problems treated here only 

br-i ef I y. 

I I 1. Method 

This section consists of a brief e~position of my method of 

l , ~ tg ;"'- .ary analysis and my sometimes idiosyncratic use of literary 
',:( ;', ". ' . 
c ~ltical terminology. 
.//" ,'f ~:" 

Definitions of terminology are limited to 

-the , sense in which it is employed in the thesis. 

theoretical discus sion of the terminology, the reader is referred 

to the sources listed in the endnotes. 

My methodology is basically a synthesis of tradition hi s tor y 

and literary critical analys i s . Each story i s subjec t e d to an 

independent literary analys is and compared with parallel 

ver s ions. My method is different from that of pure tradition 

history in that the latter views Rabbinic tradition s as 

independent oral creations, isolated from their commentary 

Conte:·:t. While I accept the fact of their original oral nature, 
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I view the ARN stories as literary traditions forming part of a 

written, redacted commentary context. Variants between the 

but considered as the result of redactional tendencies and/or 

art i str-y. 

The methodology of my literary analysis is a conscious 

synthesis of structuralism and theme criticism. I did not 

deliberately choose this methodology at the beginning of my 

research; instead it developed naturally in the course of my 

exposure to the stories, springing from their essential nature. 

That is, Rabbinic stories lend themselves to structural analysis; 

perhaps this is to be expected in stories that once circulated in 

oral form. As Propp concluded from his seminal structuralist 

analyses of Russian folk tales, the closer a tale is to an 

authentic oral tradition, the more it lends itself to a purely 

structural analysis. 21 The stories treated in this thesis all 

len~ t~emselves to a structuralist analysis? to a greater or 

les,se'r d£:~gree • 
. :, .,. 

','; 

,f li ~I ;: "f. 

I I 

':, ", " (.~ stl--uctural i st approach i s espE~ci all y sui tecl to the 

~~alysis of Rabbinic stories in that it helps provides objective 

tools for distinguishing between more and less developed stories. 

While less developed stories will consist only of one functional 

sequence, more developed stories will often contain nonfunctional 

elements or be composed of more than one functional sequence. 

The nonfunctional elements are mostly short phrases, but can 

Consi.st. of entir'e ~';CerH?S (IIC.:.'\ptivf:~ Mcliden 11"). While I dD not 

address the problem directly in my thesis, I believe that more a 

story is expanded with nonfunct.ional elements, the farther it is 

removed from an original oral form. 



A structuralist analysis is also useful as it provides a way 

of distinguishing groups of related but nonparallel stories. In 

two instances, groups of ARN stories share the same functions but 

have different content (the Scale of Innocence stories and the 

th~ee Hillel stories).22 I believe that these groups of stories 

represent different oral variants of specific type-stories about 

stereotyped characters and/or situations. This hypothesis is 

substantiated by the work of Vansina on oral transmission, who 

maintains that functional aspects of orally transmitted narrative 

tend to remain constant while non-functional aspects vary.23 

For, while the plot functions of these story groups remain 

constant, their nonfunctional elements vary considerably, ie, 

character identity, location and irony. 

Another advantage of a structuralist methodology is that it 

is a healthy corrective to prevailing methods of literary 

analysis of Rabbinic literature. Too often, what is called 

"literar"y analysis" of Rabbinic nar-rative consists men?ly of 

summa~y of theme and/or content. 24 Structuralism allows for a 

l.,i ; ti.e':~" ·ar"y ani'" I ysi s that goe~; beyond i'" mer"e paraphr"c.'l.si~; 0+ ttH?mf..~ 

a~:£!I, ' content. 

Structuralism has its problems as well as its benefits when 

applied to Rabbinic literature. The main problem with a pure 

structuralist approach is that it provides no way to distinguish 

between different versions of the same story, if they are 

structurally identical.2~ But two structurally identical 

versions are not necessarily the same story. Thus, a pure 

structuralist approach cannot deal with crucial historical 

questions regarding the literature and its development. For this 

reason I have combined structuralism with tradition history. 
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In one way, my methodology differs greatly from 

stl'"'UC t ur' a 1 ism. While theme is not usually treated as a separate 

object of inquiry in pure structuralism,26 I identify the theme 

of each ~-5tor-y and d :i, scus~::; its dl'?velopment in gr-e.::.d: d(~t<~~i 1. • The 

rea~on I discuss theme in such detail is because thematic 

interest s are an important part of the stories themselves. 

Nowadays "author i al intent ion" and "themat i c s;i gn if i cance" are 

I'"'egarded as relative and irrelevant to the au courant literary 

analyst. 8e that as it may, I am convinced that theme, ie, 

"significcU'lce" was of gr'ec\t. importcmc£.'! to the tellers/redactot-s 

of these stories. No matter what contemporary literary critics 

may say about the Deconstructionist nature of Rabbinic 

literature,27 it is very much a literature in which significance 

has an absolute ontological and epistemological existence. While 

theme is more important in some stories than others, some exhibit 

very sophisticated and conceptual thematic exploration. 

" 
". I' 

,', 



A. Definition of Literary Critical Terminology 

Definition of certain literary critical concepts and 

terminology used in the thesis will follow. The exposition is 

limited to the specific way in which the terminology is employed 

in'the thesis with no general theoretical discussion. 

of the literary aspects examined throughout the thesis are 

presented in ApV. These aspects are discuss ed in greater detail 

in the essay "A Survey of Secondary Scholarship on Rabbinic Story 

and Narr at i 'le," c i rcul c\ted unbound along wi th the thesi s. 

Following the exposition of the literary critical terminology 

appears a description of the three Rabbinic story genres 

considered in the thesis in detail. 

1. Function and Sequence 

The structuralist part of my literary analysis consists of 

identifying each story's basic narrative sequence. A nar-rativE-? 

sequence is ~ related series of functions . A function is an 

event within a sequence ~hich stimUlates a transformation to 

anoth~~ event or state.z~ The relationship between two functions 
~. I • 

c~~ :~~ causal or merely sequential. In the ARN stories, 
. ,,; ::> .. 

fJ {qct ions are cd most. a1 way~:; causc.~ll y Ir ' F.?1 ated. Functions can 
l I 

' ~i~~ys be designated by a name that best describes the functional 
, 

state or event (eg, Escape, Ignorance, Knowledge).29 A narrative 

sequence is made up of functions embodying three phases: 

possibility, event and result.30 On the macrocosmic level of an 

entire story these three phases correspond to three phases of the 

plot: initial calm beginning, increase in tension and 

roesol ut ion. 

There is a clear relationship bet.ween function pattern and 

Simple Stories consist of only one narrative sequence or 
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of one narrative sequence followed by its reversal. E:.: panded 

Rabbinic Stories contain a narrative sequence in every scene. 

Narrative sequences in Expanded Stories have a microcosmic-

macrocusmic configuration. That is, while each scene represents 

a microcosmic sequence, the story as a whole can be regarded as a 
1 

macrocosmic sequence. For" e:,:ample, f:)e:\ch SCE'ne of "Escape" ha !::.; a 

microcosmic thr-ee function ~;eql..lencf2 but the st.or"y as i::\ "'jhol£,~ has 

a macrocosmic three function sequence: Threat, Escape and 

Reward. In t.he thesis I call functions on the microcosmic and 

macrocosmic plot level~j "micro-functions" c:\nd "macro-functions." 

2. Scene 

Scene is related to, but not identical with, function. A 

scene is defined by actual story content rather than by plot 

structure. A new sc~ne occurs when the plot shifts to a new 

setting. Sometimes t.here is a correlation bet.ween a shift in 

scene and a transition to a new function. This is certainly 

always true in the Expanded Stories. FOI~ l2}:ample, in "Escapr:!" 

each scene shift is the embodiment of a shifting macro - funct.ion: 

Threat/within Jerusalem; 
: 1.:' . • 

Escape/at the gates; Rf?ward /Roman 
I ~ .-,',' .. ' •• ,. 

cc;Arop, • 
./'::' , :/':', 

However, most often there is no strict correspondence 

betwsen scene shift and function. Perhaps a specific 

s~eAe/function relationship can be regarded as a way of defining 

Rabbinic narrative genres. For instance, judging from the ARN 

narratives a clear scene/function relationship appears in the 

Expanded story but not always in the Simple Story. 

3. story 

I use the ter'm "story" in both a gE:)nelr'al and a specifice:llly 

struct.uralist sense. In its general sense, the t.erm designates 

the unit of narrative text under consideration which exhibits 

features commonly recognized as those of a story: chi:u-acters, 
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hero, suspense, and so on. In i t_s ':5truc:tul~ al i st SE?nSf-.?, "story" 

designates aspects of a narrative that are distinct from its 

purely functional sequence . While a narrative is a sequence of 

related functions proceeding vertically, story aspects are mos t 

oft'e n , but not alwi::\Ys , hor-izont a l. They comprise elements whi c h 

embody, not the nar rative itself, but the manner of its telling : 

language, point of view, characterization, thematic emphasis. 3 1 

Thus, two parallel narratives can be the identical narrati ve, but 

very different stories, with different themes and 

characterization. 

4. Speech Acts and Illocutionary Acts 

I use the term "speech act" in i:\ rather d if f erent way than 

it is used in contemporary criticism. 3 2 In this thesi £-; , "speech 

act" designate~:; a narr-ative function which i s e:-:ecuted thr-ouqh i::\ n 

act of speech in direct discourse. Thus, nonfunctional direct 

discourse is not considered a speech a c t. There are a large 

number of narrative functions embodied in speech in the ARN 

storie,s . Judging from the ARN evidence, there is a certain t y pe 

0f : ~~~e story constructed of functional speech act s , as oppos ed 
. : ,~' 

to~ fwn c tional actions. 
'f,,' ~If >: . ' 

It i s noteworthy, generall y sp e aking, 

tha t the more developed a story be, the greater the amount of 

fGn c tional actions, instead of speech a c t s , it contain s . The 

plots of Simple Stories are constructed of speech acts to a 

greater degree than Expanded or Composite Stories . 

The thematic and narratological importanc e of s p eech in the 

ARN s tories is demonstrated further in the central position o f 

illocutionary act s . lllocutionary act s , as defined by J. 

Austin 3 3 are acts which must be spoken to be performe d. Withou t 

verbal embodiment these act s cannot take place : bc,?ttinq, 



apolOgizing? naming, swearing, vowing, pronouncing ("I pronounce 

X, y") ••.• Illocutionary acts occupy a central place in many ARN 

stor· l eS. 

5. Plot and Hermeneutic Narrative Levels 

TI1(::! terms "plot level" i:mcl "her-meneutic IE~vel" distinguishes 

two levels of development within a story: plot and theme. This 

distinction is necessary, for some stories evince narrative 

development embodied not only in explicit plot action, but in a 

consistent thematic development. I call this thematic 

development the "herm€;!neut i c plot," to d i sti ngui sh it f r' om the 

narrative plot. For, just as there are conflict, suspense and 

resolution on the plot level embodied in character interaction, 

so are there conflict, suspense and resolution on the hermeneutic 

level embodied in the exposition of a conceptual theme. 

Not all ARN stories evince a developed hermeneutic plot. Of 

those that do~ some present the relationship between the plot 

level and hermeneutic level in a very effective and sophisticated 

man net- .• 

I.'} . 

~ ~y distinction between the two levels of narrative is 
":C .. ;', 

:' . ." 
./ .. , 

r(J~(gh loy model 1 ed on Barthe~:::;' theor-y o·f nal'Tat i ve codf-:?S. 34 1'1y 

': " 

plot . level corl'-esponds to his prt.lairetic code and my hermeneutic 

l~vel to his symbolic code. However, Barthes would not call his 

symbol i c code evi dence of c:\ "hermeneut i c ni-.U-Tat i vc'?," ·f DI'- he does 

not view theme development as a type of narrative movement. It 

must be noted that \t·jhat Barthes call s the "henneneut i c code" is 

not at all i dent i cal ('oIi th my "henllenE'~ut i c 1 E:~vel . " Bc~rthes ' 

hermeneutic code refers to the fabrication and resolution of 

enigmas within narrative that generate and defuse suspense, while 

I identify it as the line Df thematic development. 
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6. Irony 

The exact nature of irony is much debated in contemporary 

literary criticism.3~ For the purposes of this thesis, it is not 

necessdry to enter into the theoretical debate over the nature of 

The ironic thing about irony is that it can be recognized 

and appreciated without knowing exact ly what it is. 

There are two types of irony within the ARN stories: 

dramat i c i r"ony and what I call "l~P i stemol og i cal " i rCJr1y. 36 Both 

are generated by gaps or contradictions between different states 

of knowledge. Dramatic irony is always contained within the 

boundaries of a narrative. One or more of the characters are its 

tarCjet. It is generated by the reader's superior state of 

knowledge vis A vis the characters within the story. 

Epistemological irony is generated by and embodied in paradoxical 

relationship~ between two or more contradictory states of 

knowledge. It is different from dramatic irony in that it is not 

limited by the boundaries of the narrative proper; it enfolds 

the reader as well who does not stand in a superior 

episte~ological position, and is obliged to participate in the 

sarhe:'-ir"oniC: dilemma as the charac:ter"s of thf.? star"y. 
':~' -, ' 

,;:; ~I ;: " , 

I ,'>, I treat irony i.\S a stabl e el E! ment, thc::\t is, an el f'=!ment 

i~dicated by specific signals embedded in the text. Ir"cmy 

appears on two textual levels: within the individual stories and 

on the redactional level. The signals that engender dramatic 

irony are gaps, lexical ambig uity and contradiction between 

information revealed to the reader in different parts of the 

story or in different types of discourse. Epistemological irony 

is also generated by these, and by a further technique on the 

redactional level: the juxtaposition of lemma and illustrating 

stor"y. When the content of a story contradicts its explicit 



illustrating function this creates an ironic gap. 

B. Definition of Rabbinic Story Genres 

All three story genres share certain characteristics . ·lh f.'! Y 

ar~ most always arti s tic, rather than didactic or expository. An 

artistic literary creation is one which communicates more than 

the sum of its explicit content. When a text communicates only 

what is expressed as explicit content, it is a didactic or 

expository text. 37 Some Rabbinic narrative genres are more 

didactic than others. For instance, Historical Narrative and 

Precedent Narrative are invariably didactic. F~abbinic StoriE~~:; 

and Scriptural Narrative are most often artistic, but can be 

didactic. The least didactic genre is the Narrative Parable. 

Although a parable may well have a didactic function, it i s 

inherently undidactic in that it always s ignifies s omething other 

than its explicit content. 

All of the s tory genres exhibit c ommon s tructural and/or 

formai . characteristics. They usually open with an expository 
- ," 

sta~e~ent in narrative discourse which sets the background for 
: )-0-.. . 

th ~'::. en su i ne] 
I . . / J 

; )··.f " 

action and introduc es the main characters. 1"105 1:. 

.' ,', 

.oft 0 h, thi~:; statement is nonfunctional. All ~5tor i es are 

66nstructed of a narrative s equence of two or more fun c tions 

linked caus;ally. The final function in the .sequence i s the 

reversal and/or fulfillment of th e first. Often, stories end 

with a concluding statement in direct or narrative discour s e. 

Sometimf2s they are ·functional <SC: c:de o ·f InnDcence ':s tor-ies) , 

sometimes they are not but represent nonfunctional expansions 

<A's "Proselyte"). 
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In some ways, the portrayal of characters is similar in all 

story genres, yet there are also peculiarities in each which will 

be outlined below. There are three kinds of characters: 

1> a ncuned SagE:.'; 2) an identified anonymous person Ue, "a 

hegemon," ";", Hasid"); :5) a completely anonymous per-son (i€?, "a 

• man," "a woman"). Characterization in Rabbinic stories is very 

like that of oral folk narrative in general~3e there is little 

interest in internal emotions, character development or 

psychologizing. All characters are type-characters, representing 

specific values or peoples. The main characters always stand in 

some kind of opposition to each other: wise/foolish, 

knowledgable/ignorant, angry/patient, Jew/non - Jew. 

1. Simple Rabbinic Story 

The Simple Story is one, coherent textual unit with no 

obvious extraneous segments. Its standard structure is: opening 

expository statement followed by two or three functions. The 

first funct ions can be repeated (" Wager" ), but t~le f i nod f unct ion 

always occurs only once. A coda which confirms or embodies the 

fina'l · f-unr.: tion may appear'. There is:; most often only one scene of 

a~ti6M~ and never more than two. Characters can be of all three 

tY~~~ . listed above . 
. I ; ". 

2. Expanded Rabbinic Story 

Thi s takes the same basic form as the Simple Story, howev e r, 

it contains clearly identifiable independent expansions. These 

e:':pansions can be fl..lrlctior,;cd and/or' nonfunctionc\l, but some 0+ 

them must be functional in order to be counted as a n Expanded 

Story. The distinguishing characteristic of an Expanded Story IS 

that its independent units are linked in such a way that they 

form a continuous, coherent narrative. There is hardly ever any 

preservation of the formal signals of an independent unit. When 



there are independent units with formal signals, these often have 

an artistic purpose above and beyond their formal function. The 

ARN Expanded Stories all have three macro-functions and take 

place in three distinct scenes of action. The main characters 

are always named Sages. 

3. Composite Rabbinic Story 

Since there are are only two very different Composite 

stories in ARN, it is difficult to generalize about the form and 

characteristics of a typical Composite Story. What can be noted 

with certainty its distinguishing structure: it is composed of 

generically disparate, distinct segments of independent 

tradition. No attempt is made to integrate them into a seamless 

narrative, nevertheless, they are organized in such a way that 

they relate a story. Like the Expanded Story, the main 

characters are always named Sages (Akiva and Johanan b en Zakkai) . 

..... . "" 
"'I' 

I ; ~ •• , .~ •• ~ .' 

:~ \~,';':.,' . 
./.:' :, >: I 
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CHAPTER 2 

A SURVEY OF THE SECONDARY LITERATURE ON 

AVOT DE RABBI NATAN 

I. General Issues 

Avot de Rabbi Natan is considered one of the extracanonical 

or external tractates of the Babylonian Talmud. Most of the 

external tractates are independent compilations j their subject 

matter not found in an y other extant source. 1 Howevel~ , ARN is 

obviously not completely independent from the Mishnah, being a 

kind of commentary on the tractate Avot and relating to it in 

most of its sections. ARN is composed of a generic variety of 

literary traditions assembled in the form of a commentary on, or 

an augmentation of, the sayings in Avot. In ARN are direct 

commentary on Avot, parables, riddles, independent attributed 

sayings, enumeration lists, segments of Biblical exegesis, as 

well as different genres of narrative: exempla, stories, 

anecclot,es, histor-ical narrative .... Though the material in ARN 

d~~~';l;:; : With many topics and shows a var'iety of themes, clear"ly its 
,', " . :,,', 

OV~~~dding subject is the same as Avot: ,fr ~!r' .' • 

t.he proper way of I if e f or a Sage.l • ~,~ 

the study of Torah and 

The presence of a remarkably large number of narratives in 

ARN has been noted by many scholars. 3 In fact, Neusner maintain s 

that ARN contains the highest concentration of Sage stories of 

any Rabbinic compilation . 4 Many of ARN' s individual stories and 

narratives have been exploited in historical, theological and 

literary studies.~ However, only Neusner has singled out all ARN 

narra tives as an isolated focus of study; unfortunately, his 
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work is inaccurate and superficial, as will be discussed more 

fully below. b 

Scholarly investigation of ARN has concentrated on general 

questions posed to all Rabbinic texts: genre, title, date, 

language, basic structure, the origins and differences of the two 

ve~sions, text and manuscripts, and basic purpose. The ~;p(~c:i+ic 

genre of ARN has long been a matter of debate. 

commentators callE"~d ARN a "bc:\r<:d.ta," a "midr"ash," a "tosefta," or" 

even a "mi ~:;hnah. "7' Twent i r.~th century schol ar's, though well C:\\rJal~e 

that not all of ARN is exegetical in character, have mainly 

described it as a midrash or a gemara to Avot. 8 Indeed, the 

amount of variegated aggadic material not directly related to 

Avot makes ARN very similar to an aggadic Midrash. Howevet-, in 

the final analysis, ARN does not fit conveniently into anyone 

generiC category, for the different source sections of the text 

reveal different generic properties~ ARN's first and second 

source sections can most aptly be described as Midrash or Gemara, 

while the third and fourth s ections are more like Mishnah or 

Tosef tc~ .... 
- I:' 

; ~ The variegated generic nature of ARN has two causes. The 

+ j~it is its composite structure. 
,. " ,< 

It is agreed that the text is 

to~posed of several main sources, which will be discussed briefly 

belo .... J. The second cause of ARN's generic variation is its 

continuous function as a commentary on Avot. Avot was always 

much transmitted and heavily studied, especiall y after becoming 

part of the liturgy. 10 It is probable that a commentary on Avot, 

a continuously used text in an uninterrupted interpretive 

tradition, would attract many disparate materials which became 

incorporated into the text. 



Whatever be its causes, ARN's variegated generic nature has 

the effect of enhancing it with a certain oddity.11 ngain, the 

peculiar nature of Avot l' ,-' , ,::> probably responsible for the 

odd ndLure of its commentary. The unique nature of the tractate 

Avot is axiomatic in the scholarship.12 It is the only tractate 

of the Mishnah completely without halakhah. Furthermore, nvot 
• 

itself is composed of different source sections and a number of 

different generic materials. 13 

Studies of nRN, both traditional commentaries and 

contemporary critical scholarship, begin with historical 

questions pertinent to ancient texts: authorship, date, 

language, structure and textual development. As is the case with 

most Rabbinic texts, the authorship of ARN is a puzzle. 

its title connects it with Rabbi Natan, an e~rlier contemporary 

of Rabbi Judah the Patriarch, scholars often try to connect ARN 

with him in some way. 

It is unclear why ARN bears the name of Rabbi Natan. Though 

some midrashic works derive their names from the first Sage 

cit~d, ~ this is not the case with ARN; Rabbi Natan is the third 

~~~~~ited in ARNA and does not appear at all at the beginning of 

0f}fjfI;I '. · Schechter,14 and LerrH;)r 1 r!S presE;.lnt thor'ough surveys of t.he 
! 

' ~~planations for the name of the text, as do Goldin, Cashdan and 

g~ldarini in their introductions to their English translations. 1b 

More traditional scholars explain the title by attributing the 

authorship or redaction of an early form of ARN to Rabbi Natan. 17 

Bath Goldin and Saldarini, however, feel t.hat nothing certain can 

be said about. the exact relationship of Rabbi Natan t.o the work 

bearing his name. 1S 
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While Rabbinic scholars must address historical questions 

such as authorship, in most cases this is a frustrating and 

largely fruitless procedure. The point is, Rabbinic texts in 

their pr 'esent for-m ar-e at the tc:.dl end of ~;uch a long 

tr-ansmission pr-ocess, that even if we do attr-ibute a text to a 

certain author-, we cannot view him as the author of the extant 

te:·:t. Fur-ther-mor-e, v/hen we use the tenn "author-," spe .. ,-,king of 

Rabbinic compilations, we ar-e r-eally speaking of a hypothetical 

first redactor-. Since so little is known about the initial 

redaction pr-ocess of Rabbinic texts, and especially about the 

transition fr-om or-al to writ~en redaction,19 it is highly 

unlikely that <..,n acc:ur-ate attr-ibution o ·f "fir-st r-edac:tor-ship" c<..,n 

be made. Although scholar-s may feel themselves on sur-er- ground 

with texts attr-ibuted to traditional figur-es, such a s the two 

Mekhiltot (Rabbis Ishmael and Simeon bar- Yohai), the Mishnah, or-

even ARN, we cannot assume these attributions to be accurate 

without ser-ious misgivings. 

In my opinion, a looser, mor-e pragmatic appr-oach should be 

taken to the question of the authorship of Rabbinic compilations. 

Thei~por-tant question is not to discover exac:tly who compiled a 
! .. 'J 

j'o' ." 

tt:i' ):~ -t.. . , . few that is impcn:;;sible to answl-:?l'- acculrat€·?ly. ThE? qur~st ion 
,', ; 'I· 
(I'.f· 

s~o0fd be appr-oached by tr-ying to solve an invisible r-edactor's 

meth6d of redaction, instead of hypothesizing his concrete 

identity. 

While there is nothing wrong with speculating about ARN's 

title, attributing the author-ship or- redaction of ARN to a 

SpeCific, named individual is a blind alley procedure: the 

Conclusions gained by doing 50 do not stimulate further inquiry 

Or understanding of the text. As Saldarini aptly says, we cannot 

even be sure if there is any real significance to the title, and 



if there i s , it might be s omething other than that which we 

. I 20 Indeed, the Rabbi Natan of the title may not even have thlnt~ . 

been the Babylonian contemporary of Judah the Prince, but merely 

an onymous Sage bearing' the same name. 21 
somE! In the case of ARN, 

at any rate, attributing author s hip to one individual or another 

sim~IY doe s not h e lp to clarify any of the text's many problems . 

It is ·almost unanimously agreed that the core of ARN is 

Tannaitic . 22 Indeed, it is significant that not a single Amora 

is mentioned in either ARNA or ARNB.23 Neusner has snatch e d up 

the gauntlet, a~guing that ARN shows signs of late 8abyl o nian 

formulation and that its early Tannaitic date must be 

reconsidered. If ARN is Tannaitic, says Neus ner, it is th e 

latest Tannaitic work.24 On one hand, the research in this 

dissertation support s the contention that ARN is an early 

compilation. ARN stories appear in a remarkable variety of 

stages of development and evince few signs of a thorough 

redactional hand who reworked narratives internally. Un i f et-· m i t Y 

of development and a reworking, thorough redactional hand are 

eviden ~ in the narratives of later Rabbinic compilations, SER, 

C.'E-· " d T ~ ~ ~~ a n an for example. The lac k of narratological and 

s~ yJ:i: 'stic unifor-mity in tt1e ARN stories supports the contf:?rltion 
; I 

that the cOlr e of ARN, at I east, is pre-Gaoni c n On the other-

h~nd, Neusner's claim of ARN's lateness i s undoubtedly true for 

some of its individual stories. In short, ARN appear s to be an 

early compilation in which some individual traditions have 

reached a very developed state. 

80th ARN versions are written in standard Mishnaic Hebrew. 

ARN's Hebrew is clear and lucid; difficulties in comprehending 

ARN are due to textual problems, not linguistic ambiguity. As is 



in Tannaitic Midrashim, common occasional Aramaic phrases and 

Greek terms appear, as well as a few Latin phrases. Regr-ettabl y, 

no complete linguistic study of ARN has been attempted. 

Linguistic and philological comments appear in Schechter's 

commentary on the critical text and throughout Finkelstein's 

Int~ct_ion and th~"? En~JI ish transl at ions. 
--. 

Some scholars have 

commented on philological problems in isolated units of text.25 

Though the core of ARN may be early, it is clear that the 

work underwent a lengthy transmission history, during which 

additions and interpolations of various sorts were incorporated 

into the text. 26 ARN's obvious composite structure and the 

generic variety of its traditions, as well as the existence of 

two versions, are concrete evidence of ARN's lengthy and 

complicated transmission history. As stated above, the contents 

and genre of ARN are strikingly different in different source 

sect ions. Schechter divided ARN into four di s tinct sources, each 

eyincinQ a different genre and a different relationship to 

Ayot.27 Finkelstein, on the other hand, divided both AYot and 

ARN in:to five compositE'? par-ts. 28 Unlike Schechter', F'inkel~;tej,n 

does . not di st i ngui. sh between the I i terar-y chc:~racter- of the sour-ce 
., ..... 

se,c;t;'i ::ons, nor betw(~en th e ir e:,~egetical r'elc:\tionship to I:)vot. 
,.I; ';. " 

I~ ~l~ad of focusing on literary characteristics, Finkelstein 

hal dos that the d if f en2nce~; between the f i ndl form:; of the + i r st. 

three source sections were shaped by an actual historical 

background: an ongoing Hillelite - Shammaite polemic. Thl'~ I c:~st 

two sections differ from the first three due to their subject 

matter alone, the fourth section being a collection of sayin g s of 

"the four Si::\ges who entered thf? or-chal~d," while the 'fi 'f th 

Comprises the enumeration sayings. 
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A.J. Saldarini basically follows Finkelstein's division of 

h text; however, he distinguishes only four component parts, t e 

combining Finkelstein's third and fourth sections. 29 Lerner, on 

the ol/Ier hand, on 1 y d i lst i ngui sh(~s thr"ee sect ions in AfiN. 

l ike Schechter, remarks the literary differences in the LerTler' , 

th~ee component sections: the first section reads like a direct 

commentary on Avot, while the second is not presented in 

commentary form but as a loose collection of teachings of various 

Sages. The collection of enumeration sayings comprising the 

third segment of ARN has literary characteristics peculiar to 

itself. 30 

Without going into a detailed description of the 

transmission history theories of each ARN scholar, there is 

general agreement that the different component parts of ARN, be 

there three, four or five, all represent different sources and 

different stages of the text's literary growth. It is agreed 

that the oldest strata of ARN are the Chain of Tradition chapters 

(A.1-11; B.1-22) minus any later interpolated material, and the 

enume~ation sayings. 31 

, ~. I • 

;~ ~he existence of two parallel, but not identical, versions 
" : .':." . 

g,il"(,e's a clear indication o ·f ARN's lengthy and involvE~d process of 
I • 

transmission. At the same time, since they are based on an 

earlier version of Avot than that of our extant Mishnah, the two 

ARNs can be used to reconstruct its textual history. ?-lRNA is the 

traditional version which was used in manuscript form by most 

Medieval authorities, and which was subsequently printed with the 

Babylonian Talmud in Venice, 1550. Though some Medieval 

authorities used ARNB, scholars feel that ARNA was more widely 

Used. 32 Of course, this was true after it was printed and thus 

became widely available. However, my own research has shed a new 
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light on the question of ARN's use in other sources. At I east 

judging from the appearance of ARN stories in other sources, ARNA 

was hardly ever used as a source for later Midrashic 

compi 1. c\ti ons. Only MhG uses ARNA as a direct source. HOWE!Ver, 

ARNB is not only used more often as a direct source by later 

M£drashic compilations, its unique traditions suggest that it ma y 

be the source for earlier parallel version s as well. It appears 

that although Medieval commentators used ARNA rather than ARNB, 

redactors of later Midrashic compilations used ARNB more than 

ARNA. 

The origins of the two version s of ARN have been discussed 

by all scholars who deal with the text. Schechter, as is his 

wont, limits himself to purely textual matters ignoring the 

historical context of their origins. He observed that the two 

versions represent one original text; their differences are 

caused by their having branched off into separate lines of 

transmission at an early date. ARNB preserves a more original 

te>: t, 'bei ng in a much better state of preservc~t i on than ARNA 

whi ch'" has undergone the r'edact i anal and te:·: tual f 1 uctuat ions of Cl 

m~re·. act i ve tran f:5 mi ssi on process. ::S::''l 

.f; ; " 
I ~I' 

, I." Finkelstein, on the other hand, feels that the origins of 

~oth versions lie in the period of oral transmission. According 

to Finkelstein, ARN was transmitted orally: although the Mishnah 

itself had to be repeated with word for word fidelity, a greater 

freedom was allowed in the memorization of its oral commentary. 

Thus, the differences between ARNA and ARNB arose due to inexact 

memori zation. 34 Yet in his English summary of 1ntroduction, 

Finkelstein implicitly contradicts his own theory when he states: 

"The authors tried to make each part of the document as 
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meaningful as possible; and undoubtedly the document must be 

interpreted preci s ely as the Sages interpret Scripture.'13~ Thi s 

seems a rather s trange comment to make after specifying the 

careles~ness allowed in ARN's oral transmission. At any rate, 

though Finkelstein holds that the parting of the two versions 

began at the oral level of transmission, he does not deny that 
• 

textual changes distanced the two versions yet furth e r during 

their period of written transmission. 36 

The main difference between the above two opinions regarding 

the origins of the two versions is that Finkelstein feels neither 

version can be regarded as more original since both underwent a 

simultaneous, oral development. Schechter, on the other hand, 

holds that ARNB is more authentic and that there was one origina l 

form of the text, the differences between the two versions being 

due to accidents of written textual transmission. 

Unlike Schechter, Finkel s tein leaves the realm of pure text 

history, and speculates about the historical context of the 

origins of the two versions: the two versions are the product of 

different Rabbinic schools which shaped the form and content of 
, 

ARN ~ ~ ctraditions.37 
. ' "-'. 

,I; ; -:' 
1.1 • 

~ );Basically, other scholars have accepted either Schechter's 

or Finkelstein's or i gin theories of ARNA and ARNB. Only M.B. 

lerner has really looked afresh at the questions surrounding th e 

differences between the two versions. While presenting a concise 

Comparison of the redactional units in ARNA and ARND, Lerner 

PinpOint s s ome of their stylistic and redaction a l diff e rences. 

FUrthermore, by clarifying which versions were cited in their 

present form by different early authorities, he concludes that 

ARNB 1' 5 not only the earlier version, but the superior in style 
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and in editorial technique. The evidence that Lerner musters 

clearly demonstrates that even if ARNA is not inferior, it is 

later: a newly discovered sixth-seventh c~ntury fragment of ARNA 

indicates that at this time the text was far from its present 

form, and still in the process of formulation. 38 

• Judah Goldin only briefly discusses the origins of the two 

versions. In a short survey of their hermeneutic terminology, he 

states that the complete absence of ky,d mlmd in ARNB shows that 

the two are the product of different schools or editors.39 

While the research in this thesis does manage to isolate 

specific differences between the two versions of ARN, it does not 

contribute to our understanding of their origins. HoltJever, my 

work supports Schechter's claim that ARNB is preserved in a more 

original form than ARNA. 

Though other scholars do not add to the debate over ARN's 

origins, they do discuss their thematic differences. Jud<':.,h 

Goldin's conclusion that ARNA puts more emphasis on the theme of 

Torah study, while ARNB emphasizes goad works, has become almost 

axidm~tic in ARN scholarship.4D However, Louis Ginzberg, in his 
I; !' ..... , .. '.' 

po~tt")umousl y pub I i shed Commentar-:r. on tl~~~ t~§'...!:.-~~1:.i.Q..~..§n. J~_~.! mu9..' 
,I; :, -" 

st~f~~, judging from thematic evidence, that ARNA was an ethical 

work for popular consumption, while ARNB was composed 

specifically for scholars. 41 As Lerner points out,42 Ginzberg's 

conclusion seems to contradict Goldin's basic thesis, for we 

Would expect a popular work to be more conce~ned with good deeds 

than with learning Torah. 
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In his .~.nt/'"(=!'9.~\C~tiorl' Finkelstein makes mr.my specific 

comparisons between the themes of the two versions, usually 

attributing any differences to an affiliation with either the 

Hillelite or the Shammaite school. However, he makes no general 

statement about overall thematic differences. 

ARN scholarship as a whole suffers from the lack of work on 

manuscr"i pts;. Although mos t of them were not directly available 

to him, Schechter is the only scholar who attempts any kind of 

detailed description of the main ARN manuscripts. 43 While 

Finkelstein presents a detailed analysis of the relationship of 

different text families, he only lists the manuscripts briefly 

with no description whatsoever.44 Except for Bregman's 

fragment,4~ no attempt has been made to date or evaluate the 

manuscript evidence since Schechter. 

There is unanimous agreement about the basic purpose of both 

Avot and ARN. The former is seen as a kind of apologetic for the 

authority of the Oral Law and Pharisaic Judaism, with emphasis on 

proper ' conduct and the study of the Torah as the supreme goals of 

life~4~ Rather than apologetic, the main purpose of ARN is held 
~. I • 

tq ;.be.· didactic: it was created and transmitted in order to teach 
" -.", 

~JJ~ ; T.orah-centered val ues of Avot in a school sett i ng. In other' 
I '." 

' ~6rds, ARN is perceived by all scholars, first and foremost as a 

kind of textbook. 

There is some disagreement as to the exact nature of the 

School setting in which ARN was composed and whos e purposes it 

Served to further. Most scholars place ARN i n a He ll e ni s tic 

historical context; emphasizing the Hellenistic influence on 

Rabbinic schools, they hold that the latter were loosely modeled 

on Greek Stoic learning establishments and ideals. 47 Typically, 
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Neusner goes against the grain and downplays the influence of the 

Hellenistic philosophic schools on the Rabbinic. He sees the 

Rabbinic school as an internal Jewish historical development 

caused by the destruction of the Temple and the disappearance of 

the centrality of Temple worship and the priestly class. With 

these absent, the scholar took their place, becoming a new kind 
1 

of priest~ and his study, a new form of ritual worship. Thus, 

Neusner sees the Rabbinic schools as a kind of cult community, in 

his words "a holy community with highly I~itualized di.'1Y to day 

behavi our". "461 However, in spi te of thi s di sagreement over the 

ofigins of the Tannaitic Rabbinic schools, ARN is viewed by one 

and all as its product and didactic tool. In my opinion, this 

perception has influenced the direction and quality of ARN 

research. 

Beginning with Finkelstein, scholars have consistently and 

explicitly viewed ARN as a kind of textbook used in a Rabbinic 

school setting in order to teach the history of the Pharisaic 

movement and correct values. Finkelstein states that ARN 

consists of material given as lessons to 13 or 14 year old 
• ,'s 

youthS.49 Judah Goldin, likewise, sees ARN as a kind of school 

t~':<',t,book used to teach good behavi our in the Jewi sh pr i m.: .. wy i,H1d .. ; : .. '. 

, I. ; '" 
/1".1 . 

s~~o~dary school.~O Though Saldarini nowhere explicitly calls 

ARN ' a "te:,(tbook," thr'oughout his work we find comments that show 

that he does view it as such. Witness the following comment 

about the Chain of Tradition: "St.udents who read (it) ... would 

come away knowing the origins of their school, what is expected 

Qf them and how to rE~spond. "151 

There is no reason to doubt the truth of the claim that ARN 

is the product o'f the "Rabb i ni c school" i n~,;t i tut ion. Inde~'?d, 

eXcept for magical and mystical texts, this is true of most 

4 < 
0._1 



.. t~nt Jewish lit~?r-atur'e fr"om the Tanncdtic and Amor"cdc per-iods. e .. · p 

However, the widespr-ead assumption that ARN, as well as other 

Rabbinic te:·:ts, ar' €~ mer-ely a kind of "te:-:tbook" leads to a 

methodological danger. More often than not, this attitude limit s 

scholar-ship, stimulating only super-ficial liter-ary analysis of 

th~ texts in question. Since scholars assume they know to whom 

the text was intended to speak, ie, the member-s of a Rabbinic 

school, and what it proposed to communicate ? ie, the Torah-

center-ed values of this school, they r-efrain from fur-ther-

inquir-y. The texts are rarely read tabula rasa, on their own 

r-ight without preconceived notions about their meaning and 

intent; r-ather-, an assumed meaning is r-ead back into the text. 

This has definitely occurr-ed in ARN scholar-ship where the view of 

ARN as a textbook has encour-aged a dull and circular- scholarship. 

Apar-t fr-om text cr-iticism and r-edaction criticism, ARN resear-ch 

r-epeats the same conclusions: ARN is the pr-oduct of a Rabbinic 

school, ARN teaches the supr-emacy of Tor-ah. 

The view of ARN as textbook encour-ages it . to be r-ead as an 

expository text, that is, a text containing explicit, easily 
~" . 

o~tai~able, didactic infor-mation. Now ther-e can be no doubt that 
. . ', 

ARN ~ ~epr-esents a for-m of didactic liter-ature; again, most extant 
,f :' .' 

' R~bbinic liter-ature is didactic to some degr-ee. ARN may evE.'1'1 

have been used as a textbook. The mistake is to assume that a 

textbook is an expositor-y text. A biology t~xtbook is doubtless 

expositor-y, but "Mac::bE'1th" and "Ode to a Night.ingale" ar'e nDt, 

though they are used as textbooks in English speaking secondar-y 

Schools wor-Id over. 
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The above survey of the main issues discussed in ARN 

scholarship shows just how inconclusive ARN research has been. 

With a few notable exceptions, most of what is called "ARN 

5chol at sh i p" is 1 i tt 1 e morE~ tt1an statements wi th al mO~jt no i n-· 

depth supporting research. The only areas which have been 

explored in some depth are text critical and source critical. 
1 

Firm conclusions about ARN's problems are few. 

11. Text and Manuscripts 

As remarked above careful study of individual ARN 

manuscripts is almost nonexistent. Except for Bregman's 

published fragment,~2 no ARN scholars except Schechter attempt to 

evaluate, describe or date the manuscript evidence. e3 

The main extant complete manuscripts of both versions have 

been consulted in this thesis. They are listed along with 

consulted unpublished fragments on the Manuscript List located 

before the B~bliography. Bregman presents a comprehensive list 

of ARN Genizah fragments in his recent article.~4 

" Even my very limited work with the manuscripts has 
.1 

J' ,',' 

emR ~.l?-sized the great nE~ed for a new critical edition of ARN. 
,f I; .1 :. ' " 

Sche:chter based his cr i ti cal te:·; t of ARNB on Ms Romi, and on I y 

p!a~ed alternate readings from Ms Parma in an appendix. However, 

at least in the sections studied for this thesis, Ms Parma is 

superior to Ms Romi; the latter contains frequent copyist lacunae 

Where Ms Parma has an undisturbed reading. 

Not only does a new critical edition of ARN need to be 

prepared, but close exploratory work on the manuscripts and 

fragments must precede its preparation. Study of ARN is 

severely hampered by ignorance about basic questions concerning 
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The critical edition of ARNA and ARNB still in use today was 

prepared by Solomon Schechter, originally published in 1887, and 

reprinted with some printing corrections in 1945 and 1967.~5 

Although now outdated by the discovery of new manuscript 
• 

evidence, Schechter's critical text 10 coo -, an i mproessi ve e:o( amp 1. E' of 

careful and erudite scholarly work. Not only was it the first 

critical Rabbinic text ever published based on all available 

manuscripts and citations;~6 furthermore, it is highly easy to 

L1se: the two versions are displayed in parallel columns, it has 

a thorough Introduction, and is graced with Schechter's detailed, 

informative nates providing explanations of his readings, 

references to parallel material and other pertinent comments. 

Schechter's work is particularly exemplary due to the restraint 

of the man behind the work: his commentary is limited to purely 

text-critical questions. He does not give way to theological 

effusions, nor play at the historian, although he may have done 

both with success. In short, Schechter's ARN is scholarship with 

no ~ol~mic throbbing below the surface, unless that polemic be 

t~~~ 2a~efuI unbiased scientific preparation of a critical text, 
.. " 

of. " wh,ich the work itself i~; an example . 
• ( ~. ~j • 

If:, .. 

. ~ '. 
Though Schechter's ARN will always remain a paradigmatic 

model of a critical text, new developments in text critical 

method~7 and the discovery of new manuscript evidence of ARN~B 

have provoked the call for a new critical edition. [Ine real 

problem with Schechter's text is that he used readings in printed 

Versions and commentaries to compensate for the lack of ARNA 

manuscript evidence. Now more fragmentary evidence for ARNA is 

availablf? Furthermore, except for the manuscripts in the 
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which he appears to have studied firsthand, Schechter Bodl eian , 

d r handco~ies of r-eI i e 0 I t" 
the main manu s cripts. LJndoubtf?dl'l, 

copyist error crept in, at any rate some of Schechter's reading s 

Al thou~:.lh 

the completion of a new critic~l text of ARN probabl y goes 

beggin~, in part, because Schechter did too good a job to start 

with. In spite of the pioneering nature of his work, his very 

traditional outlook, the subsequent advances in text critical 

methods, our broadened historical knowledge of the Rabbinic 

period, the new manus cripts of ARN, in spite of all this, 

Schechter' s work of 1887 is of such calibre that anyone 

undertaking the completion of a new critical edition will have to 

lean heavily on his work. bo Though Louis Finkelstein did not 

mind being a dwarf atop the shoulders of a giant, it appears that 

other scholars are not so eager to aspire to that perilous perch. 

Schechter used all the manuscripts of ARNA and ARNB and the 

citations in other works known tohim in the preparation of his 

critical te:d:. 
~' J .1 

He based his text of ARNA on two more or less 
.... :. 

cQ~pJete manuscripts 61 and evidence of printed versions while he 
,f; :" ' ,. 

I ) .. , 

u~ed ~ two complete manuscripts for the text of ARNB,62 and 

inciuded readings from Ms Parma (ARNB) and Vatican 44 (ARNA) in 

an append i:.: . He added to this evidence by gathering a vast 

quantity of citations from both ve~sions in published and 

unpublished commentaries. 63 

Finkelstein discovered significant new manuscript evidence: 

an entire text of ARNA in the library of the Jewish Theological 

Seminary, new fragments of Geniza material and citations in other 
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tex tS . b4 The trouble with Finkelstein's work is that he is 

interested in text history, rather than manuscript history. 

Indeed, al though he devote~; al most 1 00 pagE~s of his 1J::l_!:,!::E,~!,,~:~.st ~E.J::l_ 

to a detailed description of the text history of both versions,65 

he never provides a thorough description of the manuscripts or 

eve~ a preliminary paleographic analysis! Th is 1 ack is 

espe~ially striking given Finkelstein ' s detailed discussion of 

variant readings and elaborate reconstruction of ARN's text 

history with manuscript and text family trees, tracing the 

transmission history of textual traditions in different 

geographic areas. 66 

Since Finkelstein, no one to my knowledge, has published new 

manuscript evidence for ARN apart from Bregman's fragment of 

Chs. 36-38. 67 However, it has been brought to my attention that 

there are still numerous uncatalogued fragments of ARN in the 

Genizah material. 6e Clearly, there is room for a new critical 

text, using not only the main manuscripts, but the Geniza 

fragments as well. Its preparation should be preceded by a 

care'fltl ', look at the manuscrj, pt evidence and a detai led 

des<:~:i:p' t i on and pal eograph i canal ys:;i s; 01: each i nd i vi dual 
, . , 

manLiscript. 69 
,f ~. ;. , 

; 

I I I. Translations 

To date, three English translations have been made of ARNA 

and one of ARNB. Judah Goldin was the first to produce a 

Complete English translation of ARNA as part of t he Yale Judai c a 

Series. 7o Goldin's eclectic notes explain textual problems, 

discuss theological concepts that may be obscure to the reader, 



proVide references to similar and parallel mater" i al in other 

texts, and note the oral communications of other scholars. 

GOldin's notes show no interest in source or redaction historical 

problems. Gold1n's translation is aimed towards an unspecialized 

;:\udience; on the whole, Gold1n's translation reads well and 

1i ,/es up to 1 ts a1 m. 

An independent English translation of ARNA was prepared by 

Eli Cashdan for the Soncino edition of the Minor Tractates of the 

Babylonian Talmud. Although Cashdan's translation was prepared 

before Goldin's, it appeared in print only after Goldin's had 

been published. Thus, Cashdan not untruthfully, but somewhat 

incongruously, takes the credit for offering the first English 

translation of the tractate. 71 Cashdan's translation is also 

aimed towards an unspecialized audience. He renders ARN into a 

less idiomatic and more literary English than Goldin, but also 

more awkward and less readable. Cashdan also appends notes 

indicating textual problems, explaining theological concepts, 

historical background, the choice of readings and showing 

par~ll .el passages in other te:·:ts. On the whole, Cashdan's work 
~'I .' 

is : ~~l· l done, but Goldin's is superior. 
~, ,', 

./:; ~I ;. ",. 

', Jacob Neusner has recently fixed his critical eye upon ARN. 

As ~ preliminary step in his ARN research, he has prepared what 

he calls "an Amer'ican analytical translation and e:·:planaticm."72 

Though Neusner criticizes Goldin's translation rather harshly, it 

forms the base for his own translation, indeed, he often follows 

it verbatim . His innovation consists of the layout: like all 

his "analytical translations," Neusnet- divides the te:·:t into 

Clearly marked form critical components, supplying a running 

c:ommentary on the f or'm, the basi c theme, the "log i cal 



Ovide references to similar and parallel material in other pr-

texts, and note the oral communications of other scholars. 

GOldin's notes show no interest in source or redaction historical 

pr-oblems. Goldin ' s translation is aimed towards an unspecialized 

audience; on the whole, Goldin's translation reads well and 

liv'es up to its aim. 

An independent English translation of ARNA was prepared by 

Eli Cashdan for the Soncino edition of the Minor Tractates of the 

Babylonian Talmud. Although Cashdan's translation was prepared 

before Goldin's, it appeared in print only after Goldin's had 

been published. Thus, Cashdan not untruthfully, but somewhat 

incongruously, takes the credit for offering the first English 

translation of the tractate. 71 Cashdan's translation is also 

aimed towards an unspecialized audience. He renders ARN into a 

less idiomatic and more literary English than Goldin, but also 

more awkward and less readable. Cashdan also appends notes 

indicating te~tual problems, explaining theological concepts, 

historical background, the choice of readings and showing 

parall~l passages in other texts. On the whole, Cashdan's work 
.. ', -

i~~~}l done, but Goldin's is superior. 
,,:: "" 

,I, "f, 
.I J" ~f '. 

I ,"'; Jacob Neusner hc;\S rec!:?ntly fiNed his critical eye upon AF~N. 

A~ a preliminary step in his ARN research, he has prepared what 

he calls "an Amer-' ican analytical translation c:.~nd e:':planaticm."72 

Though Neusner criticizes Goldin's translation rather harshly, it 

forms the base for his own translation, indeed, he often follows 

it verbatim. His innovation consists of the layout : like all 

his "analytical translations," Neu~5net- divides the te:,:t int.o 

Clearly marked form critical components, supplying a running 

commentary on the f or-'m, the basi c theme, the "log i cal 



proposition" and the redactional purpose of the unit. Neusner ' s 

main goal is to discover the redactional principle behind the 

composition. 73 Most often, Neusner's comments constitute no more 

than a fllere summar-y of contr=nt and theme, wh i ch are sel·f -evi dent 

without his direction. 

• Neusner criticizes Goldin for failing to discuss detailed 

questions regarding redaction, composition, formulation or 

e 74 This criticism is largely correct, for Goldin does purpos • 

ignore these issues in his translation, but it is misplaced. 

Since Goldin did not prepare his translation with a scholarly 

audience in mind, he is justified in not discussing them closely. 

The truth be told, although Neusner's translation is 

perfectly adequate it is not an improvement over Goldin's. 

Furthermore, his translation is not aimed at a real audience, 

being unsuitable for layman and scholar alike. Its division into 

form critical components, not to mention Neusner's commentary, 

make it disjointed, awkward, and unrewarding to read for a layman 

for whom 801din's translation is by far a more rewarding and 

educ~,ti anal read i ng e:·:per i ence. 
: . .I 

On the other hand, a scholar can 
. " ... ',' 

be~~fit nothing at all from using Neusner's translation. Neusner 
,f, ; Of , . 

stat~~ that no analytical work can proceed on ARN without his 

for~ critical translation. 75 This statement indicates that he 

seems to feel that the discovery of form critical units of 

thought in Rabbinic texts and understanding their content and 

theme are extremely difficult tasks which need to be done for 

Scholars, and done in English at that. Any scholar, or student 

for that matter, who is of sufficient mental and linguistic 

calibre to attempt the analysis of a Rabbinic document surely is 

capable of identifying form critical units in a Hebrew text! 
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ThUS, except for Neusner himself and perhaps his captive 

stLldents, his translation begg~o s a !:;uitable reader- !::lhip. 

A •• 1 • Saldarini translated ARNB as his doctoral dissertation 

o -t 76 pr-oJec . Saldarini ' s Enqlish prose is fairoly stilt.ed and 

somehol'/ does not manaqe to qet acnJ',:,s the (021 usi ve "f eel" o of the 

Hebrel'/. His copious notes, append e d in the fbrm of a running 

commentary, cover all facets of ARNB explaining textual 

difficulties, givinq theoloqical or historical background, 

listing parallel sources in other texts and making comparative 

structural and redactional observations about ARNA and ARNB. Few 

of Saldarini 's comments are original; he relies rather slavishly 

on Finkelstein's source critical theories of the relationship of 

Avot and ARN.77 Yet, although not original, Saldarini 's notes 

are useful. Besides supplying a wealth of general information, 

they provide easily usable, precise information comparing the two 

versions as well as many variant readings not actually translated 

in the English text . Two form critical appendices on the 

enumeration sayings and a bibliography and indices complete 

Salda~ini s translation. 
'. f' 

~. I • 

" ' 

,f :' .I :, '., 
IV. The Secondary Literature 

, 0, 

A brief look at the work of individual scholars who have 

contributed to ARN s cholar s hip follows below. Consi der- i ng how 

Widely ARN is used as a quarry for raw evidence for historical 

and theological studies, suprisingly littl e has been written 

exclusively on the text itself. Bas ic surveys of ARN ar e 

Contained in various encyclopaedic surveys of Rabbinic literature 

of the 19th and 20th centuries . 7B For the most part, these 

Surveys of ARN are superficial and comments brief and not 



, ~l'ng Lerner's work is an exception. ill LlmH,a \. • Not only does he 

succinctly cover all the histor'ical and bibliOgr' a ¥ information 

needed for a thorough introduction to ARN and its peculiar 

problems, but he also manages to include some novel, provocative 

and insightful observations of his own about the literary aspects 

of the two versions.?· 

ARN contains a high concentration of "biographicc:\l" stor-iE)s 

about important Rabbinic figures, often caught in crucial 

historic moments in time, as well as a variety of aggadic 

material evincing theological topics. Not surprisingly, ARN is 

frequently used as a quarry from which suitable material is 

extracted for use in historical, tradition historical and 

theological studies. Studies of the Jewish history of the Roman 

period frequently use ARN as a direct source, especially stUdies 

of the destruction of Jerusalem and the founding of Yavneh. ao 

Often, literary and tradition history studies also include 

isolated traditions from ARN. The enumeration lists and stories 

of famous Rabbis have been of special interest in these 

studies. s1 However, while these studies are useful for an 

und~~~tanding of isolated bits of ARN, they do not address the 
.... ',' . ,.." 

pr',Qb ,I ems of the t e:,: t as a ~Jhol e. 
, I, ; "',. 
f','.}: .. ' 

f r :'.' 

The scholarly work done specifically on ARN is of three 

kinds: A) comments about ARN appearing in scholarly work on 

other topics; B) articles that discuss indi~idual chapters or 

pericopes of ARN; C) moncigraphs. 

A. Neusner has recently shown special interest in ARN, as 

he feels it is an odd work, unlike any other Tannaitic text.S2 

He is now apparently preparing a monograph on ARNA entitled The 

~pects of Stor·y. 83 HowevE?r, unt i I now hi s, comment:-. on ARN ar'e 



scattered throughout his many scholarly publications. In 

~, a tradition historical analys;is o·f traditions about 

Johanan ben Zakkai, Neusner makes some literary judgements about 

ARNA: the versi on of the Escape stol~y in Af"NA is tr'ul y I i ter'ary, 

as opposed to oral, and is the product of a sophisticated 

editor. B4 This literary evaluation of ARN's escape story forces 

him to reconsider ARN's early date, thus, he concludes it must be 

Amoraic, or if Tannaitic, then the latest Tannaitic work.EI~ 

For the most part, Neusner's other comments on ARN concern 

its basic genre and nature. Is ARN, asks Neusner, a "hodge 

podge," a haphazard compilation of dispal~ate litE.~rary mater'ials, 

or does it evince a cogent unity and authorial purpose 

distinctive to its framers? Neusner, in tune with his current 

polemic, holds the latter option to be true. ID6 Neusner also 

comments on the theological-historical outlook of ARN, which he 

feels is "ahistorical" like that of Avot.s· ... 

Neusner has made a novel contribution to the study of 

Rabbinic: narrative genre in general, and ARN stories in 

Go~ ~ : .The main subject of Incarnation is tllE~ histor'y of r'el igicm, 
, : . ." 

SPE;?,~{f.ically, the clevelopmr.mt of the Rabbinic percE~ption of God . 
. 1 r } 

I . 

In~~~er to explore this problem, Neusner uses evidence from many 

Rabbinic stories. The ARN stories are a special focus of his 

attention. Ele Neusner's conclusions about the ' development of 

Jewish perception of God are suspect. According to Neusner, the 

portrayal of God in Rabbinic stories shows a progression from a 

percepti on of God a~; "premi se" to "pr' esence," from "pr'ssance" to 

" person," from "pe ... ·son" to "personality," and from "personality" 

to ultimate incarnation. El9 The problem is, Neusner does not 

SUPPort this claim either through an in-depth literary analysis 
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of the sources, or through a consideration of parallel versions 

of a story in different states of development. 

to his assumption that all Rabbinic stories are expository and 

didactic, he fails to read them as artistic creations. 

of viewing the God within Rabbinic stories, first and foremost, 

as ~ literary character, he assumes it is an accurate portrayal 

of a theological belief. Yet, God as a character in literature 

and God as an object of religious belief are two very different 

things. 90 

Neusner's work is not without value. In the course of his 

study, he makes many novel observations on the development of 

Rabbinic story genres and their characteristics. In fact, he is 

one of the few scholars to identify narrative Rabbinic genres 

apart from Scriptural narrative and story.91 However", he 

presents no thorough literary analyses of individual ARN stories. 

The one anal ysi s he provi dE'~s of the Il"lartyr"dom" story is both 

superficial and obviously incorrect. 92 

In conclusion, although Neusner has made some novel 
- ,.'. 

observations on ARN narrative, he has not considered its stories 
" 

Also, he has restricted his comments to ARNA story 
.f;·; "~I' 

I r'.1 .. 

versi"bns alone. He has added nothing to our understanding of 

A"RN's general redact i onal and hi stOY- i cal prob I ems, nor- of the 

relationship between the two versions. We must await the 

publication of his promised monograph on ARN for further 

developments. 

Many ARN stories are mentioned briefly in the work of 

numerous scholars with literary critical approaches to the texts. 

This work is of very mixed quality and scope. Sometimes it 

ConSists of brief comments about ARN stories. 93 Sometimes the 
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genre of an ARN story will be noted and defined. 94 Some times a 

Y analysis of an ARN story will be executed.9~ Thic.; liter-ar-

liter-atur-e is too di s parate to be r-eviewed here. Some of it i s 

di scussed in mor-e depth in the ess ay "Sec::" ci r'cul ated unbound 

with the thesi s . Apart from J. Elbaum and J. Fr-aenkel,9. none of 

th~se scholars evaluate ARN as a whole but focus on i s olated 

literary tradition s . 

B. Series of ar-ticles on ARN have been published by Goldin, 

Finkelstein, Saldarini, and Elbaum and individual articles by 

Lerner and Br-egman, discussed above. Most of them di s cuss 

isolated sections of ARN, although sever-al broach broader 

historical or- theological topics. Goldin, in spite of his 

extensive interest in ARN, has never published a monograph on the 

te:< t. Judging from the car-eful work evin c:: ed by his ar-ticles and 

his tr-anslation1 a monogr-aph fr-om Goldin would be a gr-eat 

contribution to ARN studies. Goldin's articles on ARN are of 

three sor-ts. He deals with the br-oader linguistic, theological, 

historical and/or- social problems posed by the text,97 he 

condu~ts detailed textual analyses of isolated sections,98 and in 

O,f) !? ;a~'ticle he pr-esents a thematic compar-ison of thf? two ver-siorl s 
. ~.', 

i ~ .~~eir- entir-ety.9. Apar-t fr-om some interest in historical 
'., 

'questions,10o textual pr-oblems ar-e the focus of Goldin's work. 

Tb solve te:·:tual problems, he uses a kind of thf?me criticism. 

His method of analysis is not a tr-uly liter-ary cr-itical one; 

that is, he does not analyze the structural or stylistic aspects 

of the texts, but i s content with a r-ecapitulation and compar-ison 

of theme. 

Apar-t fr-om hi s monogr-aph, Intr-od_~\cti on, Fi nkel stei n has 

Published one article on the ARN commentar-y on the saying of the 
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Men of the Great Assembly. 101 There is no independent 

tl' on l'n tl~l's ar·ticle, as it was incorporated in his later infor-ma I 

monograph. 

Saldarini has published two form critical and tradition 

historical stUdies of isolated ARN traditions. 102 In "Deathbed," 

Sal~arini uses material from ARN for evidence, but he does not 

focuS on ARN itself. Rather, he is concerned with more general 

problems; he wishes to show when and under what conditions, 

ce .... tain forms of t.he "deathbed t'radition" camE:! into e:·:istencE!.1C>:~ 

In "Escape," Saldarini also has tradition historical qoals: he 

seeks t.o discover the historical context in which certain 

manifestations of the Escape story emerged. 104 

Elbaum has published two articles on ARN. One is his review 

of Saldarini '5 English translation. 103 This is much more than a 

simple book review, containing much valuable, detailed 

information about the text and its problems. Another article by 

Elbaum comprises a tradition historical analysis of parallel 

traditions about important Rabbinic figures; here Elbaum 

comm~nts on the way in which ARN8 uses sources. 106 

. ~ ,', . 

'i.::::: c . Apart from the translations, only two published 
. '. ; -',. 

I r .1 • 

mOM6graphs focus specifically on ARN: 

and Saldarini '5 Scholastic Rabbinism. 

Finkelstein's Introduction 

The former is composed of 

two distinct sections: the first 100 pages are devoted to a 

redaction and source critical comparison of what Finkelstein 

holds to be the five redactional components of Avot and ARN. The 

Second odd 100 pages consist of a detailed description of textual 

problems and a reconstruction of ARN's text transmission history. 

Throughout ~he work, Finkelstein's main concern is always text 
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cri ti cal . His goal is to arrive at the original form of th e t e xt 

by comparing reading s in Avot and the ARNs. Despite his keen 

abilities in te:·:t criticism, Ir"!..tC9d~~s.!:.L9"~ is marred by 

Finkel~tein's naive historicity. Almost every textual variant or 

redactional difference is accounted for by hypothes izing a 

concrete historical event or social context which was it s direct 

cause. Usually, he holds that a polemical purpose is behind the 

textua l change, and that this polemic shows the rival authoritiy 

of different Rabbini c schools or leaders.107 

Examples of Finkelstein's historical naivet~ appear on 

It i s 

eHpressed further in his use of "historical facts" or "common 

knowl edge" about th(~ personal it i es of Habb is appear i ng in Avot 

and in ARN, or about the personalities of their redactors, to 

s0pport purely textual decisions. 1oe For example, he postulates 

that a variant oc c urs in ARNB in the Johanan ben Zakkai section 

because Rabbi III ai "knew" what F~abb i El i e z er was J. i ke in his 01 d 

age and that Ak i va "knew" the verac it Y o ·f a cert,3.i n tr-ad it i on but 

deliberately altered it.10. Again, he states that ARNB's version 

of "W9ger" has been al tered by 1 ater" edi tor-s because Hi 11 el 

hi rris:!=?J,f never' woul cl have sai d whc:{t he did. 1. :I. C> Yet agai n, the 
.t' :i ~I ;: ,: f· 

prai~~ of Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah in both versions has to do 

with "unknown facts" about his private life. 111 The validity of 

the above type of reasoning is obviously suspect. Thus, 

Finkelstein's Introduction is a mixed ble':5sing; wh i le it 

contains a great deal of detailed and useful information about 

Avot and the ARNs, it is embarrassingly weak in s ome a reas. 

In hi s own wor'd s , Saldarini 's ~_~b_~ini s~~ consists of c:{ 

thematic and literary- structural comparison of Avot and the two 

Versions of ARN.:I.:l. 2 He analyzes the texts in their final form, 
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, noring source critical and redaction critical data. 
lq 

Theme and 

broad structural features are the focus of Saldarini 's attention. 

Saldarini believes that theme functions in ARN the way argument 

, logical treatise: doe~.; 1 n a it unifies the text, instructs the 

d S to what is of central rea er a importance and implicitly 

ccmmLnicates the message and purpose of the author. 

Saldarini pays scant attention to redaction critical issues, 

following Finkelstein's source theory, but listing only four 

sections rather than five. 113 After a comprehensive but 

superficial comparison of the main structures and themes of ARNA 

and ARNB, the monocJr' aph ends wi th two chapters, "Li ter'ary 

Conclusions" and "Historical Conclusions." In spite of their 

promising titles, Saldarini does not arrive at any important new 

conclusions. His main literary conclusion is that the traditions 

in ARN are, for the most part, independent of the Talmuds,114 an 

issue he did not discuss in the main body of the monograph. 

Furthermore, this conclusion is not completely correct; my 

research shows that some of ARNA's stories are very close indeed 

to the, ,BT. Saldarini 's main histor' ical conclusion is merely thE' 

" . 

mURh~re~eated assumption that ARN arose from a Rabbinic school 

Cor:l't~:'l ,t . 11::5 
,Ii ;' ' .• 

I ! 
'., 

Saldarini 's work is very disappointing. Although he 

promises a structural sort of literary analysis, he does not 

achieve it. His "litF~rary analysis" is mer'ely a t-ecapitulation 

of content and theme. Saldarini really does little more than 

rewrite his own abridged version of ARN, and of course it is both 

more useful and a more rewarding aesthetic experience to read the 

Origi nal . Furthermore, his final literary and historical 

COnclusions are superficial, anticlimactic and redundant. In 



short, thou(;)h Ri::\tJb i I~_~m has a I i mi ted L\f':;E.~ as an i ntroduct i on to 

ARN for a beginning student, it doe~ not further any real 

knowledge about the text, either from a text critical, 

redactlonal critical or literary critical point of view. 

v. Conclusion 

The survey of the secondary literature on ARN shows that few 

of its historical, literary and textual problems have been 

adequately investigated. Furthermore, no larger part of ARN has 

ever been treated with a true literary analysis. Comparisons of 

the two versions have been superficial, for the most part 

restricted to theme and content and textual aspects. No one r'las 

attempted a sustained comparison of their redactional techniques. 

ARN has clearly never been investigated with the scope and 

methodology of this dissertation. My literary analysis of ARN's 

individual parallel stories does not provide answers to all of 

ARN's unknowns; but it does enable us to see novel distinctive 

redactional characteristics of the two versions. 

" 
. I' 

~. I • 

,; '";.' ....... 
. ~ : '.' 
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CHAPTER 2 

END NOTES 

1. For a concise introduction to the BT external tractates see: 
Ler 'ner, "E:,:terna1 Trac:tates," pp367 '-369. 

Ibid, pp371-373 for a summary of ARN's contents. Also: 
Saldarini, Rabbinism, throughout but eg, pp54- 55; and 
Gal din, "Twa Ver-si ons," 'f or (.)f~N' s 'f ocu~:; on the thE1me af 
Torah. 

" ' .... Eg: Lerner, Ibid, pp372- 373. 

4. Neusner, Ibid. 

5. See below, notes 80 and 81. 

6. Neusner', I ncan~..§\ti on, Ch 8. See d i scussi on of Neusnet- ' s 
genre classification in "Sec," pp6-9, LA. And below, this 
chapter, IV.A. 

7. See Lerner, "E:·:ternal Trac:tates," p369; and, Schechter', 
ARN, ppxvi-xvii far the genres early commentators attributed 
to ARN. 

8. Finkelstein, Introduction, pp4-5 feels ARN is an 
amp1ificationofamuch ec\rlier form of our ewtant l"1ishnah 
Avot. Also see: Goldin, ARNA, pxvii. Neusner, ARNA, pix. 
Sal dar' i ni, Ra9.£.i ni s~, Ch 1. Schechter, ARN, pvi i . 

9. For Schechter's generic source division see: 
xvii. Also, Saldarini, ARNB, pp4-6. 

ARN, pp:{vi -

10. The continuous popularity of Avot is demonstrated by the 
vast number of extant manuscripts, see: Lerner and Sharvit, 
"Avot . . " 

~ ,':. 

11. A~ .N~usner remarks, ARNA, pix. 
,~RNB, p4. 

Saldarini follows suit, 

',: .. :, ":: .. " 
12. ,E;.g C ' Epstei n , 

'GcH ,d in, ARNA, 
':" 'iAyot," p246; 

Tannai m, p232. Fi nkel stei n, I ntrod~,lc,,= ion, pv. 
p:,:vi i. Neusner' , Damages p205. Helr ford, 

and, Abotb., p2, p5, pp14-15. 

13. ~or source critical studies of Avot see: Finkelstein, 
Introduct ion, throughout; <:md," I ntroductory Study." Al s o: 
Lerner and Sharvi t, "Avat," pp264- 272. Saldari ni, "Chai n of 
Tradition." 

14. Schecter, ARN, Introduction Ch 1. 

15 . Lerner, "E:-: ter'nal Tractates, 11 pp370- 371. 

l~. Cashdan, ARNA, pviii. Goldin, ARNA, ppxx-xxi. Sa I d ar' i ni, 
ARNB, pp6--8. 



18. 

Cashdan and Saldarini, Ibid, summarize the views of earlier 
scholars on ARN's authorship. Schechter, ARN, pxxvi, and 
Ler-ner-, "E:·:ternal Tr-;actates," p ~::' 70, feel that the Mi shnah 
text upon which the core of ARN is based represents the 
redaction of Rabbi Natan, which predated Rabbi Judah's 
Mishnah. 

Goldi~, ARNA, ppxx-xxi. Saldarini, ARNB, p8. 

19. I am assuminq c.1 "tr-ansitional model" in which writtf2n and 
oral transmission occurred simultaneuously for a period of 

'time and exerted some mutual influence. For the 
tr'ansitional model in BibJicaJ. liter-'ature: Culley, "CJt-'a l 
Tradition;" and in Rabbinic liter-ature: Shinan, "Oral 
Narrati ve. " A gr'eater Llrlderstc.mdi ng of the transi ti on ft-om 
oral to written transmission in Rabbinic literature might be 
achieved by interdisciplinary study. A significant amount 
of work on oral/written transition exists in contemporary 
Ang I o - Sa:·( on stud i es, eg: Kather" i ne 0' Br' i en 0 ' ~:::eef E', Vi si b .. !~.:. 
Song: Transitional LiJ.er·acy in Q!.E. English ~_er"se 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990). For a 
general discussion of the transition from oral to written 
literature in Europe see: Ong, !;It- a~...:ti. and_ Liter'~, 
pp95-97. 

20. Saldarini, ARNB, p8. 

21. Goldin, ARNA, pp:o: --:o:i. 

22. Eg: Finkelstein, Introduction, throughout, assumes ARN has 
preserved authentic pre- 70 oral materials. Lerner, 
"E:·:ternal Tr-actates," p376. Saldarini, Rabbl1~.i.§m, 

pp138- 142. Schechter, ARN, pxxv-xxvi. 

23. Lerner, Ibid. See note 61 where he refutes Saldarini s 
claim that three Amoraim are cited in ARNB. 

24. NetlsnE"~r, Leg~n(~_ , p226, pp274--275 . 
. ," 

25. ' ~).hkelstein, !..ntr9cILlc_:t~on, Preface; Golclin, ARNA, p:o:i, 
, : ~ ~xxiv; Saldarini, ARNB, pp11-12, make general comments on 
{~ARN's language. Some v er y specific philological problems in 
.I;·ARN traditions are di~5cussed in: Blid!r>tein, "Note." . 

. t /' ~j '. ' 

l,· E.lbaum, "Revielo'J;" "Linguistic Problems," p180. Lieberman, 
, ~ISix Words." 

26. ' Lerner, "E:·:ter··nal Tractates," pp376--2:'78, summar'izes a 
hypothetical redaction history of both versions. 
Descriptions of ARN's redaction history ~lso appear in 
Schechter, ARN, Introductions and throughout Finkelstein's 
Introduction. 



Schechter-, 
1) A.1-11 
2) A.12-18 
::q A. 20--30 
4) A.31-41 

ARN, ppxvi-xvii: 
B. 1--23 
El. 23--::::'0 
B. 31--3~) 
B.36-48 

He makes gener-ic distinctions between the units: the first 
cllld second sect ions ar-I::: a Mi dr-a~;h or- Gemar-a; the th i rod 
section is a like a Mishnah and the fourth like a Tosefta. 

28. Finkelstein, Introduction p5, ppix-xviii: 
1) The Chain of Tr-adition 

A.I-13 B.1--27 
2) The Sayings of Johanan ben Zakkai and his Disciples 

A.14-18 B.28-31 
3) The Sayings of Five Shammaite Leaders 

A.19-22 B.32* 
27-30 

4) The Sayings of Four Who Entered the Orchard 
A.23-26 B.33-35* 

5) The Enumeration Sayings 
A.31-41 B.36-48 

*These two sections are not clearly di s tinguished in ARNB. 

29. Sal dar in i B.ab~_i ni sm., p4: 
1) The Chain of Tradition 

A.I-13 13.1-27 
2) The Sayings of Johanan ben Zakkai and his Di s ciples 

A.14-18 B.28-31 
3) The Sayings of the Early Sages 

A.19-30 B.32-35 
4) The Enumeration Sayings 

A.31-41 B.36 - 48 

30. Lerner, "E:·:ter·nal Tr-i.Ktates," pp371--:S72: 
1) The Chain of Tradition 

A. 1-11 B. 1- 22 
2) A Collection of the Sayings of Early Sages 

A.14-30 B.23- 35 
3) ~ The Enumeration Sayings 

,',' A. ::::' 1-41 B.36-48 

31 ~ ;:::' .. Ibid, p372. 
,I; ; '" . 

32 ~ . "· · .Ibi d, p374. For a summary of whi ch Medi eval commentatOt-s 
used which version see Schechter, ARN, Introduction Ch 2. 

3~. Schechter-, ARN, ppxx - xxiv, esp pxx. 

34. Finkelstein, Introduction, pp111-112. 

35. Ibid, pxxxvii. 

36. For instance, Finkelstein agrees that the post -200 Avot text 
I ater rei nf I uenced ARN: "Introductory Study," p48. 

37. Finkelstein, Introduction, pv- vi and throughout, sees 
d if f erences i n"-the two -v£:.~rsi ons as authent i c evi dence o ·f an 
ongoing Hillelite-Shammaite polemic. 

38. Lerner, "E:·:ternal Tractates," pp376-·379. Bregman, 
"Early Fragment." 
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39. Goldin, "Reflections," pp59-61. 

40. Goldin, "Two Ver'<:jions," p98 and throughout. 

42. Ll:;'rner-, "E:·:ternal Tracti:.,tes," p375. 

43. Schechter, ARN, Introduction Ch 8 (ARNA) and Ch 9 (ARNS). 

44. Finkelstein, 1!:l_:!:!, .. oc.!.~.~_1:_:i:En. , pp 1-::::'. 

45. Bregman, "Ear-ly Fri::\gment," p212. BI'-egllli::u1 feels this is one 
of the earliest Geniza fragments, representing Cl. text not 
far removed from its original written form. For his reason s 
see below, this thes is, Ch 10, note 3. 

46. Seen throughout thf? secondar-y 1 iter ature eg: Davi E-?S, "Avoth 
Revisited," p130; Herford, "Avot," and (4both pp14-15; 
Neusner, Torat:!., FC.9_~ Our ~_~; Vi vi ano, §.!:u9.Y_ ~.~:.>. ~Ll?.~·~21..E_ , 
throughout. 

47. Eg: Goldin, "Tol~ah Education," esp pH:14. Saldar· i.ni, 
Rabbi . ..Q.!.sm, esp Ch 10. For the Hellenlstic influence on the 
formation of Ri:.,bbinic schools see: Bickerman, "Chai"ne," 
pp49-50. Fi schel, Gr-~co-R0.!!li:.u2.; Ph i ,losopt2.Y-} "Story and 
Hi story," through(Jut. Li eberman, tjel ~ en ism; §~::.~k. 
Vi vi ano, Study as Worshi..e.., pp52- 54. 

48. Neusner, "Formation," pp19-25. 

50. Goldin, "Torah Education," p184. This is consistent with 
Goldin's ' opinion that Midrash is, first and foremost, a 
didactic tool. See: "Te:·:t to Interpretation" tht- oughout, 
esp p165 where f:3oldin states: "11idrash is not just a 
devi ce. It i s pedago~~y." 

51. ' Saldarini, Rabbinism, p55. 
", - ------

52'<1":.'B·~egman, "Early Fr-agment." See above, note 45 • 
. .1; ; "f, 

53; ~:$chechter, ARN, Introduction Ch 8 (ARNA) and Ch 9 (ARNB). 

54. Br/egman, "Early Fri:\gment," pp219--222. 

55. Solomon Schechter, The Tractate e,vo!. de fi.Cl.bbi Nat~n_ ~r.:!. TIi'ID 

Versions (Vienna: 1887; reprint edition: New Yor' k: 
Feldheim, 1967>. 

56. Finkelstein, Introduction, pxxv. Ler-ner, "E:{ternal 
Tractates," p368. 

57. See Goldin's comments, ARNA, ppxxiii - xxiv. 

58. Li sted in Fi n kel stei n, I ntrodLlc ·~2.cH,), Ch 1. Also see 
Bregman, "Early Fragment," pp219- 22. 

59. Fin k e 1st e in, I bid, P :.: :.: vi. 



60. As notes Goldin, ARNA, pXX1V. 

61. Oxford ms - Neubauer 408 (95); Epstein ms - it was placed 
in the Vienna Library and disappeared. See Finkelstein, 
Introduction, pi. 

62. Rumi ms - Aseemani 303; Halberstam ms - the Mogen Avot, 
Neubauer 2635, a commentary on ARNA containing lengthy 
quotations from ARNB. Parma ms - De Rossi 327, was only 
made available to Schechter after he had completed his 
critical te~t; he included its unique readings in his 
f)ppend i :.( I I I . 

63. For Schechter's discussion of citation sources see ARN, 
Introduction Ch 2, and Appendices I,ll, and Ill, where he 
lists many different readings not appearing in the critical 
apparatus. 

64. Finkelstein, Introduction, ppl - 3. 

65. Ibid, ppl14-211. 

66. Ibid, p194 (ARNA); p211 (ARNS). 

67. BI'"'egman," Ear 1 y Fragment," i nc 1 udes pal'"·t of a story 
discussed in this thesis, Ch 10: "The Mal~tynjom of Rabbi 
Simeon and Rabbi Ishmael." 

68. Communicated in a conversation with Dr. Robert Brody, March 
1988, who kindly provided me with a list of some of the 
fragments. 

69. Menahem Lister, a Phd candidate in the Talmud Dept. of the 
Hebrew University of Jerusalem is apparently preparing an 
exhaustive' critical edition of parts of ARN. I have 
corresponded with him, but he has not indicated the extent 
of his work. However, he has communicated that he has not 
attempted basic paleographic groundwork on the manuscripts, 
and :'.is unable to comment on their date and provenance. 

70. ,: .JLldah Goldin, Th~ Fathers A~<::_9!-d~~<;l tC?, f.<abbi Natan, Yale 
~ ~wdaica Series No.10 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
.U .955) • 

"/' ~!r ~: • 

71 ;!: . .' El i Cashdan, .. Aboth de Rabb i Nathan," in: 
rractates of the Talmud, A. Cohen ed., 2nd 
Sonci no Press ~-19 :1~pi :.,. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ESCAPE OF JOHANAN BEN ZAKKAI FROM JERUSALEM 

THE DESTRUCTION CLUSTER 

A.4 - B.6-8 

The account of the e s cape of Johanan ben Zakkai from 

JerLlsal em ("Escape") is an E:": panded Story in A. 4 and B. 6. It 

appears in in a short anthology of traditions about the 

destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD, assembled a s commentary to the 

Avot saying of Simeon the Righteous: "The worl d s tands on thr-e€~ 

things, on the Torah, on Temple sacrifice and on acts of loving 

kindness." The camp I ete Destructi on Cl uster- (" Cl uster" ) 

anthology is a Composite Story, and covers half of A.4 and most 

of B.6-8. 

I. The Escape of Johanan ben Zakkai from Jerusalem 

"Escape" ,is di"ffer-ent from other ARN stories in that it 

betrays an explicit aetiological interest, justifying a 

hist6r~cal transformation: the emergence of Johanan ben 

Za~d(al " .' " s school at Yavneh. 
J! '.". 

The Composite Story "Cluster" as a 

whb)~~ also justifies a historical transformation: the 
• f ~ ~. 

I I 

substitution of acts of loving kindness (gmylwt hsdym) for Temple . " 

sa"cri f i ce af tar the Df":struct ion. 

The traditions making up ARN's "CILlster" and their parallels 

have received heavy scholarly attention. For the most part, 

scholarly interest in these materials has been hi s tori ca l . For 

they represent some of the few Rabbinic primary sources for the 

Siege and fall of Jerugalem at the hands of the Romans, the 

desecration and conflagration of the Temple, the post - Temple 
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transformation of Jewish ritual and the establishment of ben 

Zak kai 's school at Yavneh. The historical studies are often 

exacting and admirable examples of scholarship,1 useful for their 

many perceptive comments on textual matters and parallel sources. 

However, few of them consider the literary aspects of the 

tracE t ions. :2 

Tradition historical and source critical studies of "Escape" 

proper have been executed by Neusner and Saldarini. 3 Their goal 

is to discover the genetic and chronological relationship between 

the existing parallel sources and to posit a historical context 

for the emergence of the story in its original form. 4 Their work 

has excited the methodolog ical criticism of Peter Sch~fer, who 

holds it is not worthwhile to trace an aggadic tradition back to 

one original literary formulation, since aggadic materials 

circulated in a fluid oral form.~ 

Both Neusner and Saldarini have undertaken superficial 

I iter ary anal yses of "EscapE~." Saldarini briefly compares the 

Although he has some 

insig~~ful comments, his literary analysis only discusses theme 

a~~~ 2Qntent, and never addresses structure or style. 6 Besides 

hi,:~ "';2 ,6mments on thf? literary aspects of "E~:;cape" i n ~~,~..!:..1...~,-7 
"/" ~t. ~:', 

Ne~sner makes a few comments on its literary structure in the 

Course of his "analytic: tTiu'lslation" of ARNA. 'Th f::~s€:~ comments ewe 

very general, lacking a detailed literary an~lysis. Like 

Saldarini, Neusner focuses on content and theme, ignoring 

structural and stylistic aspects. a 

"Esc:apl~" is clf?arly Dl'H'? of the most d(;?velop(;?d ~:;tor-ies in 

either version of ARN. Its developed nature is demonstrated by 

its genre, Expanded story , and by many of its literary 



three scenes, a clear scene/function 

relationship, more narrative discourse, and more. 

Schol ar"s have r emi:.'Ir" keel that the A["N ven5i orE'; o·f "ES'.Ce.'Pf:?" 

differ substantially from parallels in other sources, sharing 

many unique ele:?mE?rd:s. 9 Vt~r£~ions of "Escc:\~H~" appE'~ar in fiv(~ 

d i f'f eren t sour" ces: ARNA.4, ARNB.6, BT 8it 56a-b, Lam Rab (on Lam 

1:5) and MM 15. 10 The MM version is generally held to be late, 

and is a virtual copy of ARNB; undoubtedly ARNB was used as its 

direct literary source. 11 

There is considerable disagreement about the relationship 

and relative date of the other four versions. WhilE;? admitting 

that all four are in a very developed form, Neusner argues for 

the priority of ARNA since, he claims, it is formed of earlier 

materials and shows a shorter, less developed version than any 

other.12 ARNB, Neusner continues, is a composite of ARNA and 

Git,13 while Lam Rab is the latest, showing great development and 

elaboration. 14 

Sch~fer criticizes Neusner's methodology, especially his 

ass0~p~ion that the shorter text, here ARNA, is the earlier.1~ 

impossible to determine which text used which 
; If; I ;. ", 

a so~rce when speaking about the stage of oral transmission. 

P~r~llel traditions should be considered as individual 

embodiments of a fluid, oral transmission unless there is clear 

evidence to suggest use of a source at the written level of 

transmission. 16 

Saldarini, too, is unable to solve the problem, and attempts 

to cut the Gordion knot by positing a theoretical common Vorlags, 

Which developed into two (proto-ARN and prato-8it, Lam Rab) and 

then four traditions, which accounts for the similarities 



between the pairs ARNA and ARNB, and Git and Lam Rab.~7 

While it is certain that the two ARN versions have a close 

relationship, it i s difficult to pinpoint the exact genetic 

relationship betl ... jeen the v e rsion s of /lE~scape, /I EI :,:cept for thE? Mt1 

version which clearly used ARNE a s cl written sourCB. The t-'f~c\SOn 

for this difficulty is because all of the versions are very 

developed, albeit, in different ways. In the study of parallel 

traditions, it is safe to hypothesize about an original form of a 

tradition only if one parallel remains in a relatively 

undeveloped state. In this case, all parallel versions are s o 

developed, that their original genetic relationship cannot be 

detel~mi ned. 

The problem is compounded by cross-pollination. NE~usner' is 

correct in observing that ARNB shares features with BT Git a s 

well as with ARNA. The materials shared by ARNE and ET Git 

i ncl ude el ements wi th in /I Es cape" proper-, as well as mater- i al sin 

"Cluster' . /I Given thF~ shar-ed, distinct ch.:lr'acter-is;tics of ()F\NA and 

ARNB, :the mater-ials shared by Git and ARNB mus t reflect cross-

po I ] 'i h a t ion. There are three poss ibilities: l) at som€~ poi n t 

wh~~ ' A and B were distinct r-edactions the Git material s wer- B 
' .. ' . 

. , l
i
"; "1 

In~ o~ por-ated into B (Neusner-'s theory); 2 ) Git incorpor-ated the 

mater-ials from ARNB; 3) both took the s hared materi a ls from a 

common third source . The re s earch in this diss ertation gives 

mor-e s uppor-t to the second possibility; for, where other- stor-ies 

are concerned ARNB was often used as a s ource for other midrashic 

Compilations and s hows no ass imilation to the 8T . ~8 Fur-th e rmore, 

BT Git 5 6 is developed so that we cannot automaticall y a ssume it s 

priority over ARNB; if ARN8 did use Git as a s our-ce for some of 

its peculiar elements, the version of Bit it used cannot be 



egarded as our extant text. r . At any rate, my literary analysis 

of the ARN stories disproves Neusner's claim that ARNA is the 

least developed parallel version. My analysis indicates that the 

rather than an undeveloped nature. 

In spite of their different opinions about their source-

relationship, scholars agree that the two pairs (ARNA-ARNB; Git-

Lam Rab) are distinguished by shared characteristics of style, 

content and composition. 19 ARN is distinguished by the presence 

of the Roman spies, Johanan's pacifist stance, the absence of the 

swollen foot scene, the snake parable and the burning of the 

stores scen(~ (the 1 at ter does appear- in 8' s "Cl uster ," but not in 

"Escape" proper). Git and Lam Rab contain the burning of the 

stores scene, descriptions of the starving Jerusalemites (found 

elsewhere in ARN) and the anecdote about Rabbi Zadok. Unlike 

ARN, Johanan is not portrayed as a pacifist, per se, but is 

simply against the policies of the Zealots. The language of the 

two pairs is also distinctive. While the ARN versions are in 

Mishnaic Hebrew, save a few words in textually garbled Latin 

"Vive: O'omine Imperator," [3it and LcHTl Rc\b are in a mi:·:tur·e of 

Ar:-8-'rii ~,(C and ~jebr·ew. In Git both narrative and direct discourse . ' 
I .. ', 

t~~~ to be in Aramaic, but Lam Rab tends to relate narrative in 
... 

Hebr'.ew and d i r-ect d i SCD!_tr"se in Ar-amai c, an inter-est i n9 -f eatLn-l~ 

which, unfortunately, cannot be investigated further at this 

time. 

The generic dif-ferences between the two pairs of stories is 

very gr-eat: the two ARN versions are Expanded story; in 

Contrast to Git and Lam Rab, they evince a sophisticated, smooth, 

Llnified literary vE?r-sion. 20 The "Escape" C':\ccounts in Git and Lam 

Rab are clearly Composite Stories, made up of distinct segments 
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of tradition with little attempt at narrative unification. 

That "Escape" ]
• COO 
• :::> a very developed story, is evident from a 

breakdown of its basic structure. Both versions have a clear 

tripartite plot structure: the plot unfold s through three macro-

funEtions, Threat, Escape and Survi val. Each macro-function 

occupies one distinct scene: Threat - within Jerusalem during 

the siege; Escape - at the gates of Jerusalem; Sur-vi val -- in 

the Roman camp. Each scene has its own complicated tensions and 

resolutions, thus, each macro-function can be broken down further 

into three, or more, micro-functions. The chart below shows the 

story's function configuration. Notably, the functional 

structure is the same in the two versions, except for scene 

three: in ARNA Reward precedes Prediction, while in ARNB 

Prediction precedes Reward. 

ARNA ARNB 

Scene One: I. Threat I. Threat 

In Jerusal em 1. Threat 1. Threc.'It 
~\ Potential r, Potential .. ::. . ...::.. . 

Sc.~l vati on Salvation 
. ;:, 

3. Salvc\tion -:r .... '. Salvation 
Refused Refused 

~ I, ' 

,,';; :1 ;. ':.', . 

I I (Repeat of above three micro-functions) 
" 

--~--------------------------------------------------------------

Transi t ion: non - functional simultaneous narr~tive plot - line: 
the spy scene. Functions as a transition from 
within the city to without and from the first macro
function, Threat, to the second, Escape. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------



scene Two: II. Escape II. Escape 

At tl1e GatE?S 1. Di !:;gui ~;r-:? 1. Di ~:;qui ~.:i e 
:~ " Thr-'eatE.'ned 2 . Thr-'eatenec:1 

Discovery Oi scovel~ y 
~3 • Success :::; . Success 

------ ------- ---------'- --- ------ ----------- ------------ ----- ------

Scene Tt'weE,': 

In the Roman Camp 

II I • Survi val 

1. Rewi::lrd 
2. Pr (;.>d i c t ion 

"=!' 
,_I • Con 'fir-mation o 'f 

Prediction 

Ill. Survi val 

1. Prf:~dic:tion 

2. Confirmation of 
Prediction 

Both versions contain a dual-strand plot line in the fir s t 

scene. Here a simultaneous narrative sub - plot is presented in 

narrative discourse: while Johanan is trying to persuade the 

Jerusalemites to surrender, Roman spies send Vespasian word of 

his pro-Roman activities. The sub-plot is not functional, but 

affects the main narrative plot in two ways: 1) it functions as 

a transition ~ rom scene one to scene two (from inside Jerusalem, 

to out ~ ide Jerusalem); 2) it provides bac kground information 

necessary to understand Vespasian's positive reception of Johanan 
,', 

(i nARNA) • 

. 
" ' 

,I; '; '/ 

", !,' The compl i cated plot structurE? and the preSenCf-:1 o'f a 
'" 

simultaneour:5 narr-ative plot. line support tl-H? c:laim that "Escape" 

is a developed, literary story. However, it has preserved 

vestiges of what are considered characteristics of oral 

narrati ve ; namely, a contrast between two characters set in 

°PPosition.:;;': 1 The central confrontation i n the story i s between 

two contrasting characters: military Roman again s t spiritual 

Jew. Yet the contras t is not as clear cut as it might be. 

the story proceeds, the contrast. between Vespasian and Johanan i s 

Shown to be an ironic contrast as the Jewish spiritual leader and 



the Roman military leader are shown to be, in one sense, on the 

same side. The irony emerging from the superficial contrast of 

the characters shows a sophisticated use of an oral narrative 

motif, far removed from the simple, unambiguous contrast of a 

simple folk tale. One seemingly unambiguous characteristic of 

oral fH.\rrat i ve pr" es~~nt. in" Escape " is the concentl~at i on on <::\ 

single leading character· , which (Jlrik calls; the "gr·eat.est. law" of 

oral narrative. 22 However, concentrat.ion on a single character 

is not peculiar to oral narrative alone, and thus cannot be 

regarded as an authentic vestige of oral characteristics. On the 

whole, despite the existence of some characteristics of oral 

narrati ve, its complicated structure and other developed features 

show that the ARN v~?r"sions of "Escape" cU"f-? polished literary 

works far removed from the stage of oral composition, and 

probably, of oral t.ransmission as well. 

A~:; outlined above, " Es;cape" has a tr·ipclrtite plot s.;tr·ucturE', 

consisting of three scenes, each embodying one macro-function. 

Each macro- function is t.ripartit.e as well, with three micro-

appear"s in each macro- function: 
., .. ' 

t. " ' I 

l ·i:·,'Thr"eat - Johanan a<Jainst thf:? peoplf.:.~ of ,Jf:?rusalem; 
.. , 

tbe ' Rabbis against the gat.ekeepers; 3 ) Reward - Johanan against 

Vesp <:I si <:In. Except for a reversal of the micro- functions in s cene 

three, the basic structure and content of A and 8 are very 

similar"; yet, there are remarkable differences in 

characterization and character relationships as well as in the 

Configuration of irony. 



The Threat s cene is set within the walls of Jerusalem during 

the siege. The Jerusalemites refuse to surrender, although 

Vespasian has promi s ed to leave the city unharmed if they do. 

Johanan tries to per s uade them to do as Vespasian requests, but 

they refuse, holding up their past military victories as proof 

that· now, too, they will win out victorious against the Roman 

enemy. Roman spies planted within the city hear Johanan's 

per-suasi ve at tempts and commun i cate to Vespasi an the:\t "Johanan 

ben Zak ked is a f r i c-?nd of thE'? Elmperm-." As noted above, the s p y 

sub-plot is simUltaneous narrative, relating events that occur 

simultaneously with the main plot. Judging from the rest of 

ARN's stories, the presence of simultaneous narrative is an 

indication of a relatively late state of deve lopment. 

An ironic character alignment is set up in the first scene . 

Although Johanan is a Jew, a Sage and a Jerusalemite, he stands 

in opposition to his people, advising them to surrender. 

Ironically, he and Vespasian, the arch enemy, are apparently on 

the c;ame si de. Furthermore, although it is not yet explained why 

this , i~ . so, it is ~~:·(plicit that it is not Ve~;pasian who is 

r· e~p.prlsible for the for·t.hcoming J)e~~ tr· uct.ion, but the peopl€.~ of 
", .,,' 

Jer.-f~l sal ~~m. 
,f r ~t • 

In A, Ves pasian says: "Fools, why do you seek t.o 
I I:,.; 

de~;troy t.his cit.y and why do you sm0k t.o t.:ll_ur n t.hE~ Temple?" Hi s 

wo'rd f3 ar-e echoed by Johanan : "My chi Idl'-en, why do you seek to 

destroy the c it. Y i::lrld why do you s£0ek to bUr-f1the Temp I El ";'>" In D, 

JOhanan alone blames the people of Jerusalem: "B~?Cii\USe of you 

the city will be des troyed and the Temple will be burned." 

Yet, there are important differences between the character 

alignment in the two versions. A's Johanan has a closer 

relationship with both Vespasian and with the Jerus alemites. Hi s 



closer relationship with Vespasian is communicated by verbal 

repetit.ion~ their speeches to the Jerusalemites are almost 

identical: "Fool s, why do you sf?ek to destroy th i~; c it Y and why 

do yOU seek t.o burn the Temple?" (Vespasian); "t"ly ch i I dren, why 

do you seek to destroy this city and why do you seek to burn the 

Temple'::''' (~Johanan). 8'5 speeches show no verbal echo; here 

Vespasian and Johanan make two completely different speeches: 

"Send from Jerusal E.'m one bow and arTOW and I wi 11 1 eave you in 

peace!" (Vespasi an) ; "You will be the caUSE'" of this city being 

destroyed and this TE.'mplr", being bur'ned!" (~Johanan) . 

ARNA's Johanan also has a closer relationship with his 

people, demonstrated in the very speech which showed his closer 

relationship with Vespasian. For, while Vespasian addresses the 

people as "fools," .Johanan calls them "my children." In 

contrast, ARNB's Johanan shows no verbal t.enderness; he bluntly 

rebukes the Jerusalemites with no softening terms of affection 

Although it is yet unclear why Johanan 

is siding with Vespasian, his closeness to his people in ARNA 

affect~ . our understanding of his motives. Here selfishness and 

lac~bf ~ carinq for his people must be ruled out as a motivation 
. 'I',' .. .~ _ . 

. ' . 
for) ~$cape. 

,;/: " _I:, 

I I 

The bas ic plot structure of the second scene, embodying the 

macro-function Escape, is the same in the two versions, yet again 

with significant differences in character relationships. l.tJhen 

Johanan sees that the people will not surrender, he asks two of 

hi std t s_u E.'n :.5, Rabbi s Eliezer and .Joshua, to smuggle him out of 

the city in a coffin, feigning death.23 Aft.er an exchange with 

hindering gatekeepers, their mission is 5uccessful. 



Here ARNB's intensely hostile confrontation between Rabbis 

and gatekeepers generates considerable suspense. El 's gatekeepet- s 

make a real threat on Johanan's life, saying: "We \.'li 11 not open 

lo'Jit.hout st.abbing t.he cor'psE' first. \.'Jith a sword! "24 Johanan 's 

bearers are not let through the gates until they t.hreaten to 

spread slander about the gatekeepers if they refuse. The 

hostility between S's Rabbis and the gatekeepers is consistent 

with the antagonism between Johanan and the Jerusalemit.es in the 

f i r"st scene. 

The intensity of S's suspense is striking considering its 

complete lack in A where the gatekeepers let the coffin out of 

the city with no hostility whatsoever. A's lack of hostility 

between Rabbis and gatekeepers is consistent with the closer 

relationship between Johanan and the Jerusalemites in the first 

scene. 

The character alignment peculiar to each version 

consistently continues in the third scene, embodying the macro-

function Survival. Yet, here the sequence of functions differs 

bl at2mti'y and B contai ns a un i que event. The sequence of micro-

ARNA - Reward, Prediction, Con 'f i rmQ\t ion 
, ( ',",,', 

of .IF='r ~d i c t i on ; ARN8 - Prediction, Confirmation of Prediction, 

Reward. A's, Vespasian recognizes Johanan as soon as he emerges 

from the opened coffin. Furthermore? he immediately offers 

JOhanan a boon, apparently as reward for his pro-Roman 

Sentiments, although this is not explicit in the text. Johanan 

asks to be granted the right. to set up a school at Yavneh, and 

_" Vespasian immediately grants his request and more, saying: "['0, 

and do all that you wi sh to do." On 1 y af ter' bel n9 granted 

Yavneh, does Johanan make his prediction that. Vespasian will be 



A's "Escape" ends wi th a shor-t stat~?ml~nt conf i r-rni nq the 

prediction; it infor-ms in a tone of detached histor-ical 

objectivity: "It was said: No mor-e than a day, or- two or- three 

days, passed befor-e messenqer-s r-eached him from his city 

<announcing) that the emperor was dead and that he had been 

el ected to succeed a s H . ng. " This statement is an independent 

unit with a for-mulaic intr-o(juction, "it was said." HOII~ever, it 

is well integr-ated into the flow of the narr-ative26 and fulfills 

a nar-r-ative function. It is str-iking that the ARNB parallel i s 

not an independent tr-adition, but completely integrated into th e 

main nar-r-ative. 

Consistent with the char-acter- relationship in the fir-st two 

scenes, a close alignment between Ves pasian and Johanan continues 

in A's thir-d scene. Not a shr-ed of hostility or- tension is 

evident in their- meeting. Vespasian r-ecognizes Johanan 

instantly, is benevolent and beneficent. He grants Yavneh 

immediately, e-Yen br-:!for-e Johanan ' s pr-ediction. 

Vespasian accepts th e validity of Johanan ' s pr-ophec y at once. On 

Johana~ ~ s side, his speeches to Vespasian are uttered in a tone 

of .p~llte and cautious r-espect. 
. ' !',.. ," 

The positive character-

rel~~~bnships and the anticlimactic order of the micr-o- functions 
.II'" -): o. 

f I,;'" 

cause an unsuspenseful climax and r-esolution. 

In contrast, B' s confr-ontation between Vespasian and Johanan 

bristles with sus pense and hos tility. The suspen s e is cr-eated by 

negative character relations and by the order of the micro-

fUilct i e>ns. The scene begins with Prediction, r-ather than Reward. 

Johan a n s peaks bluntly to Vespasian, without politely asking 

leave to speak fir-st, as he does in A: 



As soon as Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai got outside of the 
gate of Jerusalem, he went and greeted Vespasian the 
lo'Jay a soverei qn i":; greeted. Hr.::~ sai d to hi m, 11 Long 
live (my) lord the emper-or-! 11 

ARNB's Vespasian responds adversely to being addressed as king. 

Furthermore, he neither believes the prediction nor rewards 

Johan'an. Instead he puts him in custody for his suspicious and 

audaciouS words. 27 Only after external confirmation of the 

prediction's truth arrives in the form of letters from Rome, 15 

Johanan released and rewarded. The hostility between Vespasian 

and Johanan in 8's third scene is consistent with previous 

character alignment. 

On the hermeneutic level, the patterns of character 

alignment embody the relationship of each character to true 

knowledge of God's will. This knowledge is explicitly revealed 

only in the third scene through Johanan's prediction. The 

central place of illocutionary acts in ARN stories is evident: 

it is through the functional illocutionary act of Prediction that 

God's will is made evident. The presence of the proof text, Isa 

10:34 ~ u0derlines the veracity of the prediction. Scr-ipture is 

tru~,~ ~0d more than this, it is the blueprint of God's will in 
,'I "'. 

hi st~·~: y,. ThLls, through th(-:? pred i ct ion it is evi df:.mt th<J.t thf;) 
,,/' ~!. ':,: /., 

Tempie will fall at the hands of Vespasian because Vespasian is 

emp~ror and because it is written in Scripture, and therefore is 

God's will, that the Temple will fall at the hand s of an emperor. 

The knowledge that the fall of Jerusalem is the ordained 

manifestation of divine will now explains Johanan 's mystifying 

alignment with Vespasian. Ironically, by siding with Vespasian 

in the Threat scene, Johanan was siding with God. In both 

verSions, Johanan is a man who possesses superior knowledge of 



God'S will that is concealed from most and his knowledge is 

obtained through his correct understanding of Scripture. 

Through6ut the s tory, the relationship of the characters to 

Johanan on the plot level embodies their position in respect to 

true knowledge of God's will on the hermeneutic level. 

Ironically, A's Vespasian has a greater understanding of God 's 

will than the people of Jerusalem. In a display of flagrant 

hubriS, they fancy it is within their power to defeat the Romans. 

This fancy has some grounds? their former military victories; 

yet, their doom lies in their anthropocentric empiricism. 

Instead of seeking confirmation of history in Scripture, like 

Johanan, they seek it in earthly events. For them, human will 

and might can shape history. But thf?y al-f.:! b 1 i nd to the truth, 

for it is only the will of God that decides the outcom~ of all 

human event. Ironically, it is Vespasian, the arch enemy, who 

recognizes and accepts God's will. Thus, through his positive 

relationship with Johanan, A's Vespasian is portrayed as the 

willing, beneficent servant of God. 

e :s ' character alignment demonstrates that neither the 

Jer'u:~) ~~t~'mi tes nor Vespc:~si an possess true knowl edge of Gael' ~,i \.-')i 11 • 
:.;,' . 

, I; ; '" 

Her~10espasian's understanding of history is empirical as well: 

he ~oe~ not believe in Johanan's prediction until its truth 1 5 

confirmed by e x ternal historical event. Unlike A's willing 

servant, B's Vespasian is the hostile, witless tool of God's 

wi 11 • 

Al though each ARI\l ver-s i on 0+ 11 ESCapE? 11 is sI antE'!d in a 

," (j'ifferC'I')'-_ w-.',y, the ' t . the " m'~' - c \ '-' ,- - DU ' come 1S· ... ~_:;c., 2. Yavneh is granted to 

JOhanan and thus, the preservation 0+ Judaism is ensured de s pite 

-



the destruction of Jerusalem. In fact, the story ' s aetiological 

agenda determines the same conclusion in both versions in spite 

of differences in characterization, irony, and suspense. 

Th is r ei..-'\d i rig c)+ "E<:.;c c'::\p E~" '::;hoYl';_:; iJ, ~::;DP his t. i c: i1 t E-?d man i pu, 1 i,:\, t i DI'-1 

of dramatic and epistemological irony at. play in both versions. 

Not only is there internal dramatic: irony, directed against. t.he 

Jerusalemites (in both versions) and Vespasian (especially in B) 

but epistemological irony is directed against the reader, for he 

is withheld knowledge of Johanan's motivation for siding with 

Vespasian until the prediction. 

The story shows a relatively large proportion of narrative 

discourse, rather t.han direct discourse, compared wit.h other ARN 

stories; furthermore, the plot unfolds through more functional 

actions, rather than speech acts, than is usual. Bot h f i..K t"3 ar e 

evidence of the stories relatively developed state. 

nei ther ver-si on o'f "Escape" pr-OpE?r is ssubstanti all y more 

developed in their use of stylistic devices and narrative 

technique. Both use about the same proportion of 
, . • I ~. 

directJharrative discourse in the same instances. 
I.', . 

In both, an 

Both ccmtai n the,? 
, ;/ .1:' ·of,. 

sim~l~¥neous narrative spy sub-plot in the first scene. Both use 

a ~~riety of verb tenses to communicate consecutive (perfect) and 

continuous or habitual (perfect plus participle) action. 

Finally, both versions show a sophisticated use of irony. 

Once ARNB uses narrative discourse where ARNA uses direct. 

Compare B '<:-. ,,,,. " ... But they di d not accept," wi th A'~.;: " 'EVf2fl as 

WB went forth against the first two who were here before you and 

SiBYl them so shall yH? go forth c.'gainst you c.,nd sl",\y you. '" 

8';:< 



Furthermore, ARNB shows a slight tendency to use narrative 

connectors more than ARNA. 

narrati ve connector- (wkS'b', 

While ARNB begin s each scene with a 

w n ~, w n ~y~'), i n AF:;:N{.~ they 

begin only the first two scenes. While these differences would 

Suggest that ARNB is mare developed than ARNA, ARNA shows 

slightly more signs of development in its stylisti c repetition. 

In A, Johanan and Vespasian address the Jerusalemites in almost 

the same words, which affect s the character alignment. This 

repetition could well be evidence of an artistic impulse, 

reworking materials for a specific effect. Thus, while each 

versi an of "Escape" shows more development of speci f i c: el ement s". , 

neither can be judged to be more developed than the other as far 

as their style and narrative technique are concerned. 

On the whole, the style and narrative technique of the two 

versi ons ar'e sa si mi I ar, that it is pr'obab le t.hat "Escc.~pe" was in 

a highly developed, literary farm before ARNA and ARNB diverged. 

At 1 east as far, as "Escapf?~" proper i s crmc"~n"l€:?d, nei ther st.ory 

version underwent substantial developm e nt as the two versions 

develop~~ independently. 

::/ .;':~'et, wh i 3. e nei thE,lr' stor"y can be ~:.ai d to be more deveJ. aped in 
.1, . ',_ 

tedT,lEi :.qf style and narr-c.'"tive tE~chnique, ARNB's is a mOI'- E~ compi:.v:·:t, 

well - brganized, s uspenseful and well-integrated story. The 

presence of consistent character conflict and the fact that the 

reWard of Yavneh is not granted until after Johanan is 

imprisoned, engenders continuous suspense throughout, vli th the 

reward at the story's end an effective resolution . ARNB al s o 

In ARNA, there is much les5 

SUspense and irony and the character relationships are much more 

POsi ti ve. These factors, as well as the fact that the reward is 



given before the prediction, render ARNA's version a weaker, less 

suspenseful story. In my opinion, ARNA's story shows more 

reworking than ARNB's through which its character relationships 

were made more positive and its suspense and irony were toned 

down. Thus, even if ARNA's greater development cannot be 

disti,nguis~hE:~d in its use 0+ stylistic: and nalr' r'ative devices, it 

is in a more developed form than ARNB. 

:- I' 

':~ j ';' f,:, 
,.I,': ''-r, 

.I J'.! . 
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11. The Destruction Cluster 

"Escape" is not only a story on its own, but a story within 

a story; that is, it is one narrative segment in a longer 

composite Story, the Destruction Cluster anthology. This 

anthology is united by more than a common subject: its individual 

traditions are assembled in a specific order as a coherent, 

composite narrative telling a continuous story. Together they 

relate the story of the fall of Jerusalem, and in B, God's 

revenge on Titus. 

ARN 's "Cl uster" f;.~vi nces a un i que natut'"'e when compared wi th 

parallels in other sources.~a In shot'"' t, AF~N arranges "Cl uster" 

in such a way that the Sage-hero Johanan ben Zakkai becomes the 

focus of the account of the fall of Jerusalem. Af~N's unique 

portrayal of Johanan as Sage--hero is evident in "Escape" propf~r-, 

as well as in "Cluster." Fot'"' instance in ARN' s "Escape" Johi:\r1an 

is portrayed as self-reliant and independent as he makes his own 

decision to leave Jerusalem; whereas, in Git and Lam Rab his 

brothe~:in-law, the leader of the Zealots, plans and effects his 

esc,~k,~ . 0' . - .', 

,I,·. ',. 
,f,)' :': " 

.' f ".' 

In Af-i:N's "Cluster" as a whole, Johanan is the focus of thE' 

nar'rative in a unique way; it follows him through three 

Chronological stages of the Destruction: before, during and 

after. Structurally speaking, these three stages can be 

Perceived as the three macro-functions of the narrative. In this 

case, there are double macro- functions; one element embodies the 

Plot development as it relates to Jerusalem as a whole, while the 

other embodies the plot development as it relates specifically to 



the human response to the catastrophe: Threat /Fear-; 

Destruction /Mourning; Survival/Comfort. 

1) Before the Destruction: the Escape story: Johanan exits 
Jerusalem (A.4/B.6); Function = Threat/Fear 

2) During the Destruction: the Mourning anecdote: 
and mourns the burning of the Temple (A.4/B.7); 
Function = Destruction/Mourning 

.Johani~n ~;i ts 

3) After the Destruction: Johanan comforts Rabbi Joshua: 
Johanan teaches that acts of loving kindness are a substitute 
for sacrifice (A.4/B.8); Function = Survival/Comfort 

The ·focus on Johanan as hero in ARN's "Cluster" j.s 

especially striking considering that of the above three narrative 

units, only one, "Escape," has parallels in other te:-:ts. The two 

anecdotes in which Johanan mourns for the fall of the city and 

comfort s Rabbi Joshua are to my knowledge, unique to ARN.29 A 

condensed chronology of events is another distinctive 

characteri~:;tic of ARN's "Clu~)ter· ." Events follow each other in 

rapid chronological sequence, ie, Johanan's escape, \he 

penetration and fall of the city, the desecration of the Temple 

and so on. 

: I' ~ 

,; ~[~h ·the whol e, ARN?) pres;ent.s a more seaml ess Compo~;i te E;tory ~ 

Whi .L.~:::f7H~NB is less smooth, int.?r-rupt.ed by the If?ngthy Titus 
.I I" ~, • 

, ! ", 

This is probably a sig n of great.er development and 

redactional reworking in ARNA. Yet the relative unity of both 

ARN "Cl ustet- s" sharp 1 y d i st i n~Jui shes; them from the par·all el s, 

whose Destruction anthologies exhibit no artistic unity. In 

Short, an artistic redactional strategy is evident in ARN's 

"CILlster" in whic:h a narrative impulse in·fluences its composition 

-·' at the redactional level. 

"Cl uster 's" posi t i on and arrangement. var i es; in thE? two 

versi ons. ARNA places it after the commentary on all three 



lemmas of the saying of Simeon the Righteous, while ARNB inserts 

it in the middle, between the commentary on the second and third 

lemmas (on Temple sacrifice and on acts of loving kindness). 

Accordi.ng to C301din, AF~NB's position of "Clust.E~I~" is mor'e 

appropriate and original.~o Truly, ARNA's commentary on the 
• 

saying of Simeon the Righteous shows many signs of redactional 

rewodd ng. In all probability, its commentary on t.he first 

lemma, "on the Torah," was or i gi nc.'\ll y part o 'f the commentar-y on 

the third lemma, "on acts of loving kindness." Not only does the 

commentary on A's first lemma better suit the third lemma 

thematically, but the same commentary appears after ARNB's third 

lemma.::51 The di f f erent posli ti on of "Cl uster" and the al tered 

position of the commentary on the first lemma are evidence that 

here ARNA underwent more redactional development than ARNB. 

"Cluster-" is composed of difff2rent: individual units in the 

two versions. A's "Clust.er' " consists of only five units: 

1) Expanded Story - the Escape story 

2) Histor~cal Narrative - the breaching of the walls 

" 3) N~rf.-at' l ve Anecdote .. - .1ohanan and hi s students mOLlr"n for' the 

4) 

c i~t;y , • 
.I f~ -} '. '" 

Exe~etical Anecdote - attached to Zech 11:1; the priests 
fhr-ow thE~ keys o 'f the Temp 1 e bac k to God 

5) E;egetical List - attached to Zech 11:2- 3; the Pat.riarchs 
mourn for the Temple 

In A, Johanan's final scene, in which he comforts Rabbi Joshua 

and instructs him that acts of loving kindness have replaced 

Sacr if i Cl?, does not appear' in" Cl uster" proper, but pl~ececles:; it 

i.~ the commentary on thl'? third lemma, " cm acts o'f loving 

kindnec-c: " ~~. Because of the posi t i on of ARN?~' s "Cl ustE.'t- ," th€'~ 

narrative sequence of the three .1ohanan narratives is lost. 



However-, th is is not the C<~5e in ARNB where "Cl uster" is 

positioned before the commentary on the third lemma. The corr'ect 

sequence of the three narrative units in ARNB suggests that its 

"Cl uster" is more or i g i ni:\l, and that AF~NA' s is more rewor ked. 

Originally the comfort anecdote probably followed the other two 

Johanan narrc\tives in sequEclnce in ?'\RI'.IA as:; wE~ II. 

Several features indicate the presence of an evening 

redactional impulse in A's "Cluster." Fir~5t of all, its 

individual units are grouped according to genre: thr-ee 

successive narrative units are followed by two exegetical 

traditions. Thus, the three separate narrative traditions can 

easily be read as a seamless narrative. Furthermore, the formal 

division between the narrative units is not as distinct as they 

might be. A common feature of the Composite Story is the 

distinct formal separation of each unit of tradition. But here 

the boundaries between the narrative units are rather blurred 

effecting a sense of narrative continuity.32 

The :narrative continuity has a specific effect: ,Johanan '5 

predicti~~ of the fall of Jerusalem is immediately followed by an 
.1 

. l·.·- ... . 

expl~.:C;.i . t depiction of its fulfillment. The rapid sequence of 
I ' './ 

event,,'~!::t:r-eates a causal link between them, emphasi z i ng that the 

pri~~l ' cause of the Destruction is God's will, embodied in the 

Scriptural verse Isa 10:34. Thus, A's arrangement of the 

narrative units influences the development of the hermeneutic 

level: the knowledge that the Destruction i s the open 

manifestation of God's will is presented as unambiguous and 

_~~Sily acceptable, not only to Johanan and to Vespasian, but to 

·the reader as well. 

88 



ARNA's "Cluster-" is characterized by a lack of ambiguity and 

irony on the hermeneutic level. The lack of epistemological 

ambiguity is emphasized, in part, by the separation of narrative 

and exegetical discourse. This separation minimizes point of 

view shift since it segregates different kinds of discourse. 

For, in the Composite and Expanded Story, a shift in discourse in 

independent units will often embody a corresponding shift in 

point of view. 33 This type of point of view shift enables the 

reader to gain a different, sometimes conflicting, knowledge 

about the object of narration. Point of view shift can engender 

epistemological ambiguity, as indeed is the case in ARNB's 

"Cluster." Thus, when A minimalizes point of view shift by 

segregating different types of discourse, it simultaneously 

minimizes epistemological ambiguity. 

And epistemological ambiguity is scarcely a characteristic 

of A'S "Cluster." Throughout, just as in "Escape" pt- oper, 

knowledge of God ~ s will is presented as unambiguous and open to 

human perception and understanding. Thus, the attitude to 

knowl edge "of God presented in A's "Escape" is consi stt=~nt wi ttl a 

broa~~t :~dmmentary agenda. 

,f :; ,I " '" 

B," s "Cluster" is at least fOLW' times as long as A's, 

incli,ldi'ng many l.lni ts wi th no A parall el: 

1) Expanded Story - the Escape story 

2) Historical Narrative - the burning of the stores and the 
bravery of the Jerusalemites 

3) 

4) 

'S ) 

6) 

Historical Narrative the breaching of the walls 

Historical Narrative the desecration of the Temple 

Independent Saying - Abba Hc.\nan: the meaning of God's 
Silence 

Story - Titus' journey to Rome and subsequent death by 
mosqUito 



Independent Saying Rabbi Eleazar: the size of the mosquito 

Narrative Anecdote - Johanan and his students mourn for the 8) 
city 

9) E~egetical List - attached to Zech 11:2; the Patriarchs mourn 
for the Temple 

10) Independent Saying Rabbi Hananiah: the Temple gates gape 
open 40 years before the Destruction 

,. 

11) Narrative Anecdote 
back to God 

the priests throw the keys of the Temple 

12) Narrative Anecdote - Johanan ben Zakkai comforts Rabbi Joshua 
and tells him acts of loving kindness have replaced sacrifice 
(Not in "Cluster" pr'oper, but in the COmmE)ntar'y on "act.s o'f 
loving kindness" immediately following it) 

[i's amplified "Cluster" shares many mater-ic~ls with Git 56, 

as well as ARNA. A similar but expanded version of B's Titus 

materials (4 - 7 on the above list) appears in Git in exactly the 

same order. Again, this reflects some sort of cross-pollination 

between the two sources. It cannot be decided at the present 

time which source has priority, although it is just as reasonable 

to assume that Git used ARNB for its source, as vice versa. 34 

B '!:j "Cl uster-" shows 'f ew si gns of an f2veni ng redi:\ct i anal 

impulse: , ~ each unit is formally distinct, even when the units 

f!JII<?",(' k.?t.: h other in narT('i\tive sequence. The formal distinction 
:~ . ~~ . 

of th~ '-'Lini ts and thei r arrangement c:d fee-ts the het-meneut i c 1 ev!;} I 
,f,J':I: .. ' 

/ f ;' .. 

of the .~arrative as B presents a powerful exploration of a 

conststent theme: the ambivalent, incomplete, and agonizing 

knowledge of God's will accessible to human perception. 

This exploration is effected both by explicit content and by 

dramatic shifts in point of view, caused by the juxtaposition of 

. ~ .')dependent units of dif ·fer'ent genre. Unlike A, B does not 

:isOl ate units exhibiting the same genre; instead the units are 

Juxtaposed, so that the commentary moves from narrative to saying 

(1-4 to 5), back to narrative (6), to saying (7), and back again 



to narrati~e (8), then Biblical exegesis (9) precedes saying (10) 

and back to narrative (11 -12) to end it all. Ear: h mov(~ f r' om 

distinct formal unit to unit, from genre to genre, effects a 

shift in point of view. This is especially the case when there 

is a shift from narrative discourse to the first person sayings 

(5 and 7). 

Each genre of discourse communicates a specific kind of 

knowledge from a different point of view. 'rh(~ chai n of 

narratives, the escape, the burning of the stores and resulting 

famine, the breaching of the city wall, Titus' blasphemies and 

death, the death of the priests, tell of the horrors of the 

Destruction from a subjective, human point of view. 

Scriptural proof texts intersect the narrative, yet another level 

of discourse which deserves a separate discussion in its own 

right, narrative discourse embodies a human point of view. 

In contrast r the independent sayings, communicate either 

objective or abstract knowledge. Abba Hanan's statement, 

following in juxtaposition to the narrative account of Titus' 
; ( . 

desec~~(iph of the Temple, communicates abstract theological 

truth ~; ' ; ~ 'Oh Lord God of Hosts, who is mighty as you are, Oh 
.I ,.t }" .. 

Lord? "· · (Ps 89: 9) You are mighty because you hear the blasphemy, 

CLlY-S~"s and vilification o ·f this wicked man and you kr:?ep silent." 

Rabbi Eleazar's eyewitness statement communicates objective, 

factual information about Titus' nemesis, the death-dealing 

mOsquito. Then again, exegetical discourse projects the point of 

View of the eternally other, yet ever and omnipresent reality of 

~~ipture that intersects human reality, applies to it, 

influences it, but is not essentially of it.3~ 



Thus, the three genres of the independent units in B's 

"Cl Llster-" proj ect three poi nts of vi ew <::Ind thref~ epi stemol og i cal 

levelS: a subjective, human knowledge and point of view 

(narr-ative discour~';E?); an objective theological or factual 

knowledge and point of view (first person sayings); and, the 

eterpal ultimate reality of Scripture (Biblical exegesis). 

What is significant is not only that these three modes of 

discourse are present, but that they interact with each other. 

Narratives are juxtaposed with corroborating sayings or with 

expanding Biblical exegeses so that the quick shift from genre to 

genre causes a simultaneous quick shift in epistemological 

stance. The result is, that in B's "Cluster" a str-c:dghtforward, 

unambiguous access to knowledge becomes impossible, as the object 

of knowledge shifts with the juxtaposed traditions. 

8's shifting point of view is also evident in its 

characterization. Characters are portrayed in very different 

ways in differ~nt narrative units. In "Escape" proper', both 

Vespasian and the Jerusalemites were negative characters, hostile 

to bQth~ohanan and to the divine will he represents. Yet 

dir~i:tr 'y foIl owi ng B' s "Escape" the tiame characters appear 

po~{~~~ed in a quite different way in the historical narrative 
.' '.-.; 

de:scr,i bi ng the burn i ng ' of the stores. Here the Jerusalemites 

continue to be portrayed as rather foolish, burning their food 

stores and thus condemning themselv~s to slow starvation during 

the siege, yet their bravery and superior military prowess is 

Pictured as positive and praiseworthy. Acknowledgment of their 

military superiority is ironically put into the mouth of 

Vespasian himself: "(Vespasian) summoned his forces and said to 

them: "Come and see men who are starving and thirsty, yet go out 



and fight with you and slaughter you. What if they had 

sufficient food and drink ? '" ThE~ Jerus c:\lemites become traqic 

heroes, doomed by their own hubris, demonstrating courage and 

strength in the face of forces beyond their control. At the s;arne 

time, Vespasian's praise renders him, as well, more sympathetic 

than in "Escapf.?" 

Johanan himself is depicted in a different way outside of 

"Escape" in which he possessed unambiguous and correct knowledqe 

of God's will . The next unit of narrative in which Johanan make s 

an appearance is where he and his students return to Jerusalem to 

watch it burn and to mourn its fall. In A's parallel anecdote, 

the text does not explicitly state that Johanan was an eyewitness 

to the events, for A's Johanan does not see the Destruction 

~ V 
(r-h) , he only hears about it (sme ): "And when Johanc:1n ben 

Zakkai heard that Jerusalem was destroyed .•.. " However- , B' s 

anecdote makes it explicit that Johanan sat immediately opposite 

the city wall ~nd was an eyewitness to the Des truction: 

Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai sat opposite the wall of 
J.er;-usalem watching ..• and when Johanan •.. saw (r h) the 
Temple destroyed and the Sanctuary burned he stood and 

. ~ ~6~e his garments, removed his phylacteries and sat 
~: down to mourn with his disciples. 

,., :'," 

Joh~~~n's motivation for returning to see the Temple burn before 

hi~ very eyes is explicitly provided: "Rabbi ,Johanan ben Zakkai 

sat opposite the wall of Jerusalem watching in order to know what 

woul d happen to it ..•• (1 det mh ye~h bh)." 

Here Johanan is shown in a totally different way than in 

liE scape. " There it was made clear that Johanan knew the city 

WOuld be destroyed from his knowledge of Scripture. Yet here hE? 

must see the event with his very eyes in order to know (ldet) it. 



and fight with you and slaughter you. What if thl:!y had 

"tf d jd", r""" sufficlen oc! " anc rlnt:: ," The Jerusalemites become tragic 

heroes, doomed by their own hubris, demonstrating courage a nd 

strength in the face of force s beyond their control. At th(:) Siam e 

time, Vespasian's praise renders him, as well, more sympathetic 

than in "Escape." 

Johanan himself is depicted in a different way outside of 

"Escape" in which he possessed unambiguous and correct knowledqe 

of God's will. The next unit of narrative in which Johanan make s 

an appearance is where he and his students return to Jerusalem to 

watch it burn and to mourn its fall. In A ' s parallel anecdote, 

the text does not explicitly state that Johanan was an eyewitnes s 

to the events, for A's Johanan does not see the Destruction 

~ V 
(r - h) , he only hears about it (srne ): "And when Johancln ben 

Zakkai heard that Jerusalem was destroyed .. • . " However- , B' s 

anecdote makes it explicit that Johanan sat immediately opposite 

the city wall ' and was an eyewitness to the Destruction: 

R~bbi Johanan ben Zakkai sat opposite the wall o~ 
Jarusalem watching ..• and when Johanan •.. saw (r h) the 

,Jemple destroyed and the Sanctuary burned he stood and 
.~w; t dre his garments, removed his phylacteries and sat 
",;" ..... ".~down to mOLwn wi th his di sei pies. 

i :' " I 
.' '. :'. 

j~~anan's motivation for returning to see the Temple burn before 

his very eyes is explicitly provided: "Riabbi ,]ohanian ben Zakkai 

sat opposite the wall of Jerusalem watching in order to know what 

woul d happen to it ..•• (1 det rnh ye~h bh)." 

Here Johanan is shown in a totally diff e r e n t way than in 

"Escape. " There it was made clear that Johanan knew the city 

would be destroyed from his knowledge of Scripture. 

must see the event with his very eyes in order to know (ldet) it. 



If one who knows shows signs of not knowing, this can only mean 

that he doubts. Like Vespasian and the people of Jerusalem, 

Johanan has become an empiricist! In the face of the horror of 

the Destruction, his perfect knowledge cannot remain intact. 

Significantly, the A parallel does not contain the phrase " ... in 

or-del-;- to know what wCJul d happen to :i. t n " 

Thus, in 8's "Cluster-," Johanan ben Zakkai is not only the 

cent er of the plot. He also embodies the ambiguity of the 

hermeneutic level functioning as a kind of epistemological 

fulcrum. Just as the text shifts from subjective to objective 

points of view, so Johanan wavers between an intact, objective 

knowledge of the divine, and anguished, subjective doubt. 

The quickly changing setting of each narrative unit on the 

plot level mirrors the wavering between epistemological stances 

on the hermeneutic level. In the space of a few hundred words, 

the scene of action moves in and out of Jerusalem, from Palestine 

to Rome, back to Palestine, 40 years into the past and then back 

again to the narrative present. There is constant in and out 

act ion. I n "Escape," Johanan moves out from thE? besi eged c it,>" 

i nt'~ " t' l1e Roman camp. 
'," " 

We view the burning of the stores and the 
,I, ,',. 

braV~~f of the Jerusalemites from both inside and outside the 

ci~y Walls, through the eyes of the omniscient narrator and 

Vespasian. The penetration of the city walls moves from outside 

in, following the progress of the great battering rams, until we 

penetrate the very heart of the Temple with rampaging Titus. 

Then we move off to Rome with Titus and his Jewish captives. 

_ .. ~fter Titus' death we are brought back suddenly to Jerusalem, and 

tOgether with Johanan stand face to face with the burning Temple. 

In the penuI t i mate un it of "Cl uster ," we ar-e pull ed bac k 40 years 

into the past, where the Temple foretells its own doom by gaping 



its doors open. Entering those doors we are brought back to the 

flaming narrative present, into the very heart of the burning 

Temple along with the doomed priests. The rapidly shifting 

movement of the action, through place and time, mirrors 8's 

shifting epistemological stance. 

B's "Cluster" plays with shifting points of view powet-fully 

and provocatively in order to develop a consistent theme: the 

tragiC and paradoxical disparity between man's abstract knowledge 

of God's will, and man's experience of God's will in history. 

The e::: p I orat i on of thi s theme is not restr'i cted to "Cl ustel~" 

alone, but is evident throughout 8's commentary on the saying of 

Simeon the Righteous. 

For instance, a series of Biblical examples ]' C: ' , ::> pt-esented as 

B's commentary on the first lemma t')f th€? sayi ng, "On the Torah," 

demonstrating how Israel was punished for its neglect. The 

series is con~luded by an independent Biblical quotation: 

Scr i pture says, "Who is the man so lI'Ji Sie that he can 
un~erstand this? To whom has the mouth of the Lord 
~~bken that he may declare it? Why is the land ruined 
~0d laid waste like a wilderness? •. Because they 

.'!i.· have forsaken my ·foratl. " (Jer 9:11-12) 

,.I, " ';, 
.r ~. } . 

I r·, 

10 , ~ ' hutshell, this quotation summarizes man ' s ambiguous 

kii'owl edge of ways d i vi ne. It is all too clear why the land is 

rUined and laid waste: for the sin of neglect of Torah. But in 

spite of this str-<:l.ightfor'w.::\rd, objective knowledg€?, "Who is the 

man so wise that he can understand this?" 

The above examination shows that the patterns of character 

131 i gnment pecul i ar- to ec.'\ch verf:>i on of "Escape" proper <:\t-e 

tonsistent with a thematic strategy found throughout each 

lie 1 Llster" as a whol e. A's "Er.;c<::'\pe" did not €'~mphasi ze 



epistemological ambiguity; the epistemological stance of its 

characters, represented through their alignment to Johanan, was 

relatively positive. And neither is epistemological ambiguity a 

c:onc:er"n of A's "Cl uster 11 as:; a whol e. Indeed, A smooths away 

possible ambiguity through evening and unifying redactional 

st.r"ateg i eS" •. 

In B's "Escape," the epistemological stance of the 

characters is more negative. No character except Johanan himself 

possesses true knowledge of God's will. And B's "Clu~;tl?}r" as a 

whole explores epistemological ambiguity through artistic 

strategies. What is interesting about both "Clusters," is that 

here the artistic strategies operate on the redactional level of 

composition. Both versions have manipulated materials on the 

redactional level in order to produce a specific, consistent 

message and effect. Where ARNA's redactional impulse integrates, 

welding materials together into a relatively seamless account, 

ARNB's preserves a precise formal distinction between units and 

juxtaposes them in such a way so as to mirror the epistemological 

conf l)'c-t ' at its hec:u-t. 

: ~}'.' .~ :,' 

" " 

"~ ijefore concluding, a brief look at the broader commentary 
,I,) .1' , 

.I' " ,:', 

c:on t 'e:": t of "Cl uster" is in or-der. Apart from Neusner, who 

bel-"I eves the Destruct i on mater i .::\1 s ar"e "i rr"e l evant" i n thf;~i r" 

commentary context,36 only Goldin has discussed the connection 

between "Escape" and the Si mE?On the Ri ghteous 1 emma. Goldin 

hOlds that the main connection is an exegetical one, with a 

lexical link between the story and the lemma. 37 He maintains 

-""that "Escape" was intended to ill ustrate the metamorphosi s 0+ 

Sime.'on's "three pillars" in post-Temple Juc:laism. When Johanan 

requests Yavneh, he says he wants a place to teach his students 



(W'¥nh bh ltlmydy) and e s tablish a pr-ayer- (house) <w'qb«= bh tplh) 

and fulfill all the commandments (w'«=~h bh kl m,wt). (kcor-cli nq 

to Goldin, these thr-ee details cor-r-espond to the thr-ee things in 

Simeon's saying: Tor- a h, Temple sacr-ifice and acts of loving 

kindness. 

Goldin's explan a tion i s per-fectly acceptable. Howevf.~t·· , it. 

only e:·:plains the r' l~lation ship of "Escape" pr-oper- to the lemma, 

not of the whol e "Cl LIst er- • " In my opinion, ther-e is a specific 

her-meneut i c r-el ,at i on s h i p betw(?en "Cl u s ter-" and the lemma, whi ch 

complement s Goldin's ideas about "Escape." Viewed as a whole, the 

sections of commentar-y on Simeon's saying illustr-ate how 

commandments, especially acts of loving kindness, r-eplaced Temple 

sacr-ifice in Jewish r-itual after- the Destr-uction. Th i s mot if i s 

especially emphasized in A, wher-e it is the focus of two sections 

of commentar-y (on the Tor-ah, on acts of loving kindness), and i s 

embodied in both ver-sions in the anecdote in which Johanan 

comfor-ts Rabbi Jos hua. 

Now, $imeon ' s saying does not des cr-ibe a histor-ical pr-oces s, 

. . ,:1, 
but an ~ter-nal, ever-pr-esent state: "the wor-Id stands" (h«=wlm 

C:wmd) . :.;~:. ~ ~ . my opinion, the her-meneuti c function of "Cluster' " is 
".I, . ' , 

to hi ~t ~~ icize this saying. Thr-ough it, we ar-e shown the 

workif:'\g s of histor-y behind the veil of et.enlit.y. Although 

Simeon's saying is not contr-adicted, the r-eality it por-tr-ays is 

Shown to have been changed by hist.or-ical necessity. Thus, ther- e 

is a mar-ked ir-onic juxtapost.ion of opposition between the lemm a 

and "Clus ter-. " The for-mer- posits an e ter-nal, unchanging r- e ali ty , 

W~~le the latt.er- s hows a wor-Id in the thr-oes of historical flux . 

Y~t, despite the ir-onic r-elationship between lemma and 

tommentar-y, Simeon's s aying r-emains valid in both r-ealities, a s 

the her-o Johanan ben Zakkai demonstr-ates. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ENDNOTES 

Eg: Sch.iHer-, "Flucht." Schafer- includes a summar-y o 'f 19th 
centLlr-y schol ar"shi p on "E!5cape," r~S well as a good 
evaluation of cur-r-ent resear-ch. Other- histor-ical studies of 
"Escape " include: Alon, "Johanan ben Zakkai," in: 
Cl assi cal ~9I._U:J". Gafni, "Hi stor-i cal Backgr-ound." Her'T, 
nOi al ogu~?s." I\leusrH:?r', "For-mati on;" ~.€.genc!, pp 228"'"T'::;7 • 
Safr-ai, "Yohanan ben Zakkai." Neusner- uses a 
literary/tradition histor-y approach in Legend, but dr-aws 
some histor-ical conclusions. 

2. Neusner-, Legen~, eg: p188, p237, mak es some br-ief comments 
on liter-ar-y aspects of the ARN account. 

3. Neusner-, Ibid, pp228-234. Saldar-ini, "Escape." 

4. Neusner- concludes that ARNA r-epr-esents the ear-liest extant 
ver- sion of "Escape," and that ARNB is a composite of ARNA 
and Git (Ibid, pp229-233). Regar-ding its histor-ical 
context, he feels the stor-y demonstr-ates opposition to 
Julian's attempt to r-ebuild the Temple, however, it was 
or-iginally for-mulated after- the Bar- Kokhba rebellion in the 
inter-ests of the Patr-iar-chate (Ibid, p11S, p22S). 

Sal dar- i ni r-econE;tr-ucts an "Ur- - te>( t" r"epr-esent i n9 thl~ 

or-i gi nal sour-ce of elll ver-si ons of "Escape" ("Escape," 
p190- 193), a~d regar-ds ARNA as the most developed ver-sion 
(Ibid, p190). He feels its for-mulation took place after- the 
Bar- Kokhba r-ebellion, due to its anti-zealot sentiments and 
the por-tr-ay ~~l of Johaneln ben Zc."\kkai (Ibid, p194-195, p20::;). 

5. Oppos~d to halakhic mater-ials, which had to be memor-ized 
verbatim. Schafer-, "Flucht," p61-'62. 

6. For- -, i 'nstance, Sal dar- i ni's conc I LISi ons about the "Destr-uct ion 
Ci6ster-" mer-ely summar-ize its theme and explicit content: 

: '''fvloLirn i ng f or- the 1 ass of Jer-usal em (ARNB) over"shadows the 
'~d:e?,P. ,l acement of the Templ e wi th study and good deeds •.. ;" 

, ~ ( ~~ .ARNB str-esses action (her-e obedience) r-ather than study 
,~ o'f ' the Tor-ah (like ARNA> " (Rabbj~ism, pp60-61). 

7. "Neusner-, Legen~, ppl16--118; pp22S-'237. 

8. Eg: Neusner- r'emar-ks the "imper"'fect.ion of the t-edactiorli.d 
wor-k" in the "Destr"uction Clust€:?r'" (AF<N(.i, p38). Aqiain, 
(Ibid, p44) h e r' emar-ks that the "Dest.r'uc:tion Clu~;ter-" 

9. 

10. 

" ••. has no bear-ing on the saying of Simeon." These and 
other- evaluative stat.ements ar-e made with no supporting 
liter-ry analysis. 

Neusner-, Le9....end, pp22B-233. 
Schafer-, "Fl ucht," p57. 

Saldar-ini, "Escape," pp189'- 190. 

See Appendi x I I for- f.ull r-efer-ences. The full "Escclp€?" onl y 
appear-s i n Buber-'s MM (pp79-80). The standar-d pr-inted 
editions of MM only contain a ver-y truncated version. 



11. Sc:haf er-, "Fl ucht ," p44. Neusner' and Sal dar- in i do not 
consider- the MM ver-sion. 

13. Ibid, p229. 

14. Ibid, '""'11";""'\ 
PL .":-":: . • 

15. Schafer', "Flucht," pp5c/-·60. 

16. Ibid j p61. 

17. Saldar' ini, "Escape," pp190-192. 

18. Eg: ARNB's " Eliezer-" was the SOLu~ce of PdRE's ver-sion; 
ARNB's "Son" and "Rabbi Joshua" wer-e sour-ces of Sheil's 
ver- sions; ARNB's "Angel" was pr-obably used as a sour-ce fc.w 
par-allel ver-sions. See Appenidix 11 for- full discussion. 

19. Neusner-, ~egend, pp228-234. 
"Schafer-, "Flucht." 

Saldar-ini, "Escape." 

20. Neusner-, Ibid, p228 and pp116-118 wher-e he acknowledges 
ARN's ver-sion is full of "liter-ar-y ar-ti·fice." Sc."l.ldar-ini, 
I bid, P 190- 1 91 • 

21. This is a typical char-ater-istic of or-al nar-r-ative and 
Aggadah. See: NJ Cohen, "Talmudic Stor-y," p162, note 9. 
I. Hei nemann, ~_g~~~ah, Ch 6, esp pp44-·-47. 01 r-i k, 
"Epic Laws," p135. 

22. Olr-ik, Ibid, p139. 

23. Escape fr-om a besieged city in a closed coffin is a motif 
that appear-s not infr-equently in suprisingly dispar-ate 
sour-:ces, fr-om "EsC:c\pe" to Anna Comnenr,:\. For- spec if i c 
sciur-c;es and disc:u~;sion see: Schafer-, "Flucht," p74. 

24. TJ1E:? .. gatekeeper-s' host i 1 it Y is <:\1 so of aund in the 8i t and Lal11 
:,Rab ver-si ons. 
" .. ', 

" . 
,.Ii . " 

25. .iAfthough it dOE'S not di r-ectl y c:onc:er'n our- 1 i ter' ar'y anal ysi~:;, 
·: .Suetonius, Cassuis Dio and Josephus himself, attribute a 

, p~ediction of Vespasian's kingship to Josephus himself. For
"'specific sour-ces and discussion see Schafer-, "Flucht," 
pp83-88. 

26. Neusner- agr-ees, ~~_end, pp 116-117. 

27. It is unclear whether- Johanan is actually put in pr-isan or
mer-ely detained in house ar-r-est. The pr-esent text suggests 
the latter-: msrw l~ny pqydym. However' , a Gtmi:::ah fr' c:~gment 
(Neubauer--Cowley 22, 2674 [Ms Heb d.4~] folio 70) suggests 
the for-mer-, r-eading pylqrws (Gr'eek, phulakes, "guar'ds") +or 
pqydym. See Saldar-ini, ARNB, p63, note 16. Whichever 
r-eading is followed, Johanan is clearly taken into custody 
by Vespasian. 
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28. Sch2.Her- ("Flucht," p~57) consider-E.:; E50mE'! of ARN's unique 
segments as histor-ical evidence, but fails to distinguish 
the un i que 1 iter- ar-y Ir'edact i onal qual it i es o'f ?)RN' s "Cl uster-" 
as a whole. 

2 C1. 

:50. 

NeL\Sner' , Leg El!l_<:!' P 114, ag r- eer::1: 
s i mi 1 ar' account e:,: i st~.:;. " 

" ••• No pc:~rall f:.~l or' r-emotel y 

Goldin, ARNA, p182, note '''''I 
L."::' (Ch 4). 

31. ~bid, note 1,4 (Ch 4). 

:~:2. Neusner-, Leg.§'_nd, pp 116-117, al so noti ces the senE:'ie of 
nar-r-ative continuity: "Apar-t fr-om (e) no element seems 
tacked on or- dr-awn fr-om an ear-lier- cor-pus of mater-ials. The 
whole passage is a smooth polished narr-ative - something 
uncommon in other- Tannaitic mater-ials." 

33. See discussion of point of view shifts in Appendix V, I.E.1,; 
and, "Sec," pp25-26, I.B.B.a. 

34. See Appendix II and my discussion of the par-alIel versions 
ear-lier- this chapter-. 

35. For- the concept of the separ-ate "r-eality of Scr-iptuI'"'f2" seE' 
Kugel 's per-c ept i ve comments: "Two I ntr-oduct i ems," p~39. 

Kugel r-emar-ks that in Midr-ash, Biblical time is perceived as 
utter-Iy discontinuous with "rec.,l time," yet constantly 
inter-sects it. 

36. Neusner-, ARNA, p44. 

37. 

':.' '.1 

Goldin, "Thr-ee Pillar-E:;," esp pp51-52. 
ARNA. 

," 
L'j· 

He only discusses 



CHAPTER 4 

THE BEGINNINGS OF RABBI AKIVA AND 

RABBI ELIEZER BEN HYRCANUS 

A.6 - B.12-13 

A pair of stories relating the beginnings of Rabbis Akiva 

and Eliezer ben Hyrcanus illustrate the third part of the saying 

of Jose ben Joezer: " •.• And cleave to the dust c.'\t their- fer:? t and 

thirstily drink in their wor·ds." Both stor' ies appear in {).6, 

while the Akiva story occupies 8.12 and the Eliezer story 8.1 3 . 

The genre of the two stories differs. 11 The BE-'g inn i ngs of 

Rabbi El i ezer ben Hyrc<3.nus" ("EI i ezer- II
) is an E:':panded St(Jry; it 

is composed of independent traditions moulded together to form a 

coherent and consistent narrative with a developed tripartite 

plot structure. liThe Beginnings of Rabbi {-ikiva" ("Akiva") is a 

Composite Story; a series of formally and generically distinct 

traditions follows Rabbi Akiva's progress from Ignorance to 

. fl , 
Knowl~dge and from Poverty to Wealth . 

.' .' 
... ! -/:., -~ ,",' 

~; T~e commentary context of the pair of stories is slightl y 
.i/)f :;;,'" 

diff~r~nt in each version. This difference will be discussed 

aff~r a look at the individual stories, for it is more than 

likely that the commentary context influenced internal content 

details. 



I. The Beginnings of Rabbi Akiva 

I n both ver-si ems, th(~ 11 Ak i va 11 Composi te Stor-y has two 

narrative pr-ogr-essions related in two for-mally distinct sections, 

each focusing on a differ-ent area in which the gr-eat Rabbi 

achieved success . The first pr-ogr-ession follows Akiva fr-om 

• 
Ignor-ance to Knowledge, and the second, fr-om Poverty to Wealth . 

Each progression is composed of a number of independent units. 

The r-elationship between formal unit and nar-rative function is 

not even. Specifically, only narr-ative for-mal units embody 

nar-r-ative functions. The non-nar-r-ativ8 units have a 

"hor-i zontal" r-ather- than sr:.~quenti al r-ol e, that is, they 

elabor-ate, descr-ibe or- confirm the functional nar-r-ative. The 

units of the Composite Story are laid out in the table below with 

functional and nonfunctional units specified. Their ar-r-angement 

differ-s slightly in ARNA and ARNB: 

Akiva - Ignorance to Knowledge 

ARNA 

1) Seri~~ of Narratives - Rabbi Akiva sees the water 
dr-i~~ing on the stone and begins his studies. 
,:,1. ..... ' 

~~~bdies functions: Ignor-ance, Revelation, Lear-ning, 
.i/" : .'.'., Knowl edge .I' r ' • 

. ~ ','. 

2) ~~rable - The stonecutter- who upr-oots mountains. 
' ~pplies parable to Rabbi Akiva. 

Nimshal 

Nonfunct i onal : metaphoric elaboration of Lear-ning and 
Knowledge functions. 

3) Exegetical Statement - Rabbi Tar-fon applies Job 28:11 to 
Rabb i Aki va. 

Nonfunctional: metaphoric elaboration of Learning and 
Knowledge functions. 



I. The Beginnings of Rabbi Akiva 

I n both versi ems, th£::! 11 Aki va 11 Composi te Story has two 

narrative progressions related in two formally distinct sections, 

each focusing on a different area in which the great Rabbi 

achieved success. The first progression follows Akiva from 

Ignorance to Knowledge, and the second, from Poverty to Wealth. 

Each progression is composed of a number of independent units. 

The relationship between formal unit and narrative function is 

not even. Specifically, only narrative formal units embody 

narrative functions. The non-narrative units have a 

"hor i zontal" Y-atheY- than sequent i al Y-ol e, that is, they 

elaborate, describe or confirm the functional narrative. The 

units of the Composite Story are laid out in the table below with 

functional and nonfunctional units specified. Their arrangement 

differs slightly in ARNA and ARNB: 

Akiva - Ignorance to Knowledge 

ARNA 

1) 6e~ies of Narratives - Rabbi Akiva sees the water 
. ~t~pping on the stone and begins his studies. 

! '/"'>','" 

.' . , -:~ . 

:r ~~bodies functions: 
.i," -} . 

I r 

Ignorance, Revelation, Learning, 
.:::nowl edge .. 

2) Parable - The stonecutter who uproots mountains. 
~ applies parable to Rabbi Akiva. 

Nimshal 

Nonfunctional: metaphoric elaboration of Learning and 
Knowledge functions. 

3) Exegetical Statement - Rabbi Tarfon applies Job 28:11 to 
Rabbi Akiva. 

Nonfunctional: metaphoric elaboration of Learning and 
Knowledge functions. 



ARNB 

1) Series of Narratives - Rabbi Akiva sees the rope wear 
away the stone and begins his studies. 

Embodies functions: Ignorance, Revelation, Learning, 
Vno\.'ll edgE! 

2) Parable - The stonecutter who uproots mountains. No nimshal. 

l\k:Jnf unct i on,,,l : metaphoric elaboration of Learning and 
Vnowledge functions. 

3) Exegetical Statement - Unattributed. Job 28:10 is applied to 
Rabbi Akiva. 

Nonfunctional: metaphoric elaboration of Learning and 
Vnowledge functions. 

4) Exegetical Statement - Rabbi Eliezer applies Job 28:11 to 
Rabbi Akiva. 

Nonfunctional: metaphoric elaboration of Learning and 
Vnowledge functions. 

5) Historical Statement - Unattributed. Akiva began to study at 
40, learned for 40 years, and taught for 40 years. 

Summarizes functions: Ignorance, Learning, Vnowledge 

Akiva - Poverty to Wealth 

4) Narrative Anecdote 
ahd _ ~urning straw. 

ARNA 

Akiva provides for himself by gathering 

, ~,fI1bQd i es f unct ion : Poverty 
" ' 
.'~ ~.', 

5) ',S?(a,tement - Unat tr- i buted. At , Judgement Aki va wi 11 put all 
'(,.pbor men to shame. 

,' Ndnfuncti onal : elaborates Poverty function 

6) Historical Statement - Unattributed. Akiva began to study at 
40, learned for 40 years, and taught for 40 years. 

Summarizes functions in first narrative progression: 
Ignorance, Learning, Vnowledge 

7) Anecdote Rabbi Akiva's wealth in his old age. 

Embodies function: Wealth 

~.' . 



ARNB 

6) Narrative Anecdote - Rabbi Akiva provides for himself by 
gathering and burning wood. 

Embodies function: Povert.y 

7) Anecdote - Rabbi Akiva's wealth in his old age. 

Embodies function: Wealth 

8) statement - At Judgement Akiva will put all men to shame. 

Nonfunctioni..'l.I: elaborates Poverty, Wealth functions 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Many traditions about the legendary initial ignorance and 

poverty of Rabbi Akiva and his subsequent great learning appear 

in Rabbinic compilations. 1 {)mong thE:'m, AF~N' 5 "Aki va" is 

strikingly unique. First, many of its individual traditions have 

no parallels in any other classic Rabbinic source. For i n s ti:lnCe, 

Akiva's revelation by the well is unique to ARN, as well as the 

parable of the stonecutter. Secondly, ARN's Composite Story is 

found in no other source; only here are independent traditions 

arranged to for~a progressive narrative. 

Although the ARN traditions are exploited in historical 

studie~ ~~out Rabbi Akiva,2 no literary analysis has been 

execw~~~ · on them. The only contemporary study using a remotely 
'-:, ' 

,I; . 'f 

liter',~i'-·y approi:\ch is Elbaum's tradition histor·ical analysi~:; uf 
... 

trad~ttons about different Rabbinic figures, showing huw legends 

about one great Rabbi influenced the formulat.ion of legends about 

another. 3 

A Genizah fragment provides additional manuscript evidence 

for "Akiva."4 The fragment. is possibly North African, dating 

Tfom the 17th l-th _ or . .::. centur- ies.i:5 It follows ARNA's "Akiva" 

faithfully, attaching a si milar story from BT Ket 62b-63a. L_i h :? 

the Genizah fragment of the Hillel sturies to be discussed below, 



I believe this fragment is not part of a Rabbinic compilation, 

but repr-esent s ,::\ sor-t o·f "mi n i --anthol O(;)y" o ·f stor-i e~; about 

specifi c Rabbinic figure s copied out for private use. 

In s p i tf"2 o-f the obvi ous composi te natur-e of AF~N 's "(~k i va, " 

its careful arrangement demonstrates an artistic narrative 

impul s e. While the two versions are basically parallel, 

differences in wording, attributions and content are evident. 

For .instance, ARNB contains an additional unit (3) and the 

historical ~tatement (A- 6, 8-5) appear-s in a different position. 

Both versions open with a series of short narrative unit s 

whose formal independence is somewhat blur-red: Akiva's 

revelation by the well and a description o-f his subsequent 

academic achievements. In both ver-sions, the opening narrative 

fulfills the four functions of the Ignorance to Knowledge cycle: 

Ignorance and Revelation - Akiva by the well; Learning -- Akiva 

goes to school; Knowledge - Akiva shows up Rabbis Eliezer and 

Joshua (ARNA), Akiva learns everything (ARNS) . It i~; s;triking 

that apart -fr-om the -focal illocutionary act, Revelation, in the 

opening W~rrative, the functions a r-e mostly fulfilled through 

narr ;Bl v~ action rather than speech act s . 
" -:, 

This suggests the 
, ,/~' " •• f 

rela~\Ve development of this particular unit in both versions. 
. ~. " 

In both versions the Revelation function is embodied in 

Akiva's her-meneutic r-evelation by the well, where he obser-ves how 

its stones ar-e worn away by water (ARNA) or rope (ARNB). Akiva 

asks a bout this seeming marvel and is answered with a proof text, 

Jab 14: 19: "The watet- wei:\r-s away the stones .... " Ak i va thE?n 

~~Plies the yerse to himself and concludes that if the stone can 

be warn away by water-/rops, so can his heart be pen e trated by th e 

WOrds of Tor ah. This revelation motivates him to begin his 



stud i f:?S. 

ARNA's opening narrative unit is more developed than ARNB's. 

Its greater development in the Revelation function is evinced its 

parabolic analogy, which is more expanded than B's and which 

contains a much more sophisticated metaphoric comparison: 

ARNA: 

ARNB: 

Thereupon Rabbi Akiva made an analogy to himself: 
" I f what is so·f t wears down what is har-d, .:\11 the 
more shall the words of the Torah, which are as hard 
as iron, hollow out my heart, which is flesh and 
blood. I mmedi ate1 y he turned to the study of 
Tor-ah. " 

He said, "Is my heart harder than stone? 
and study a sect i on o·f Torah." 

I wi 11 go 

ARNA's comparison has the formal marks of a true Rabbinic analogy 

(rby c:qyb' dn q"w bc:~mw) and contai ns a compl i cated, pare:\do;·: i cal 

metaphor: first, water hollowing out the stones is likened to 

the words of the Torah penetrating the heart. Yet the adjectival 

qualities of the compared items are reversed: sof t w,,,ter- wears 

away hard stones - hard Torah penetrates soft heart. 'rh i ~; 

revers~l adds an element of surprise to the analogy. AF<NB' 5 

Revela~{on does not contain a formal analogy (ql w~mr); 

f ur,~~0~r-more, the compar i Sl1rl mad(~ bet~>Jeen (")k i va '£:; he .... 'wt and stone,. 
" 1. : 1, :; 

.! .. '.'" 
and/ Tor'ah and "'later, is not parado;·: i cal • Altogether, ARNA's 

R~veration scene is more sophisticated and probably more 
-;. 

developed. 

ARNA's greater development is also evident in the Learning 

scene. Here its description of Akiva's education includes 

eXpansive detail, and is about four times as long as ARNB 's 

Par-all el . 



ARNA's developed nature may be indicated further by its use 

of narrative connectors, effecting a link between the series of 

narratives in A-i.· Functional scenes are introduced by a 

narrative connector: pem '~t - the Revelation scene by the 

well. myd and kywn ~ - the Learning scene. Strikingly, the ARNB 

par~llels contain no narrative connectors, but independent 

sections begin with third person perfect verbs: hlk, hlk lw. 

In ARNA's printed versions, there is clear evidence of an 

evening redactional impulse which altered story details. In 

ARNB, Akiva's revelation 1· .-. • => prompted by his observation that rope 

has worn grooves in the stone lip of a well. When Akiva asks how 

this is possible, he is told that even water wears away stones, 

with Job 14:19 as a proof text. Thus, in ARNB Akivs's question is 

not explicitly answered since he is told how water, not rope, 

wears away stones. 7 B ' s Halberstam ms. adds a phrase to make the 

answer e:·:pl i ci t: "For- how much greater is w i:.'\t er- than r-ope" (c:wd 

wcwd ~hmym hm rbym ywtr mn h~bl).e Yet, even here the proof text 

fails to explicitly answer Akiva's question since it specifies 

water, ~nd not rope . 

.I 

::~ R6wever, in A's printed versions the narrative has probably 
'1, ;'.",(, 

I· "f 

beer ) '~l ter-ed to fit. the pr-oof te:·: t. Wh i le ARNA m':'Hluscr- i pt 

re~dings specify rope,· the printed versions have unanimously 

specified water and omitted rope: "It is the Wi:.'\t(:>r· that falls 

Upon i t eVf:~ry day." Here is evidence of an evening redactional 

impulse on the printed level of transmission. 

A's more cohesive and consistent narrative is shown again in 

-·' the response to Akiva's question: ARNA: " Can't you read, 'Th0.~ 

"Iaters wear away the stonf?s. '" (' y . th qwr' ) ; ?-)RNB: "Are you 

Surpr i sed at th is thi:\t wab?r weal~s away the 15t.cmes'?" (wlkk 't 



tmh ) . In both versions the answer prompts Akiva to undertake a 

lengthy course of study. However, ARNA's answer links directly 

with the following narratives, which relate in detail exactly how 

Aki v a learned to read. By emphasizing Akiva's illiteracy in the 

well scene, ARNA creates a greater causal link between it and the 

Lean, i ng scene. 

Following the opening narrative series is the parable of the 

stonecutter who uproots the mountain, attributed to Simeon ben 

Elazar (ARNA) and to Simeon ben Menassiah (ARNB). Both arE:! 

explicitly identified as parables by the introductory formula: 

m~l Imh hdb~ dwmh Istt. The content is basically the same in 

both versions: a stonecutter begins to chip pebbles away from a 

mountain side. When told that the task is impossible, he 

dislodges a huge rock and casts it into the Jordan. 

There are small differences between the two parables. While 

ARNA reads, 11 He went on ch i pp i ng away unt i I hf? found a great 

rock ... ," a kind of tripartite narTi:\tive pr'ogl~ession appea ... ·s in 

ARNB: the stonecutter dislodges small pebbles ('bnym qtnym), 

. ' 

then : bigger stones ('bn '~t gdwlh '~~t) finally, the biggest 

stdh~ , '( 'h~t gdwl h mmnw) . '. ~. " . , . I am unable to decide at this time 
.1; ;', 

wh~f~~r B's tripartite progression is the sign of more or less 

de\J? l"opment. At present, the different structure of the parable 

sh6uld s imply be noted. 

Unlike the opening narratives, the action is embodied in 

direct discourse in both parables. ARNA contains a more 

expanded conversation whose language is slightly more literary 

SLlggest i ng .more dc'?vel Clpment: 



ARNA 

They ~:; ai d, "l1Jhat are you 
doing? 

He said to them, "I am 
uprooting the mountain and 
casting it into the .Jor·· dan." 

They said to him, "You c,,-,n't 
uproot the whole mountain." 

ARNB 

They said to him, "Whc:\t arE"~ 

doing ? " 

He s.::1i d to them, "1 ' m tryi ng 
to upr-oat it . 

They said to him, "Ci:l.n you? " 

He said to them, "Yes." 

----------------------------------------------------------------
The parables' relationship with other units of the Composite 

story gives further support to the contention that ARNA is more 

developed. In both versions, the parable and following 

exegetical statements are nonfunctional, elaborating the opening 

narrative with metaphor and exegesis. B ' s nimshal consists of 

Job 28:9 alone: "As Scr i pture says, ' Man put~:; hi s hand to the 

f 1 i nt y roc k and over·tLlr·ns the mounte\i ns by the root. ' " l1Jh i 1 e ttH.~ 

verses' application to the parable is obvious , its application to 

Rabbi Akiva is not. Yet, ARN8 provides no explicit link between 

the parable and ~ Rabbi Akiva. 10 Only an implicit link is provided 

by the two exegetical statements following the parable (8- 4 and 

B-5) : th~ appearance of three sequential verses, Job 28:9- 11, in 

the , ~ ~~ ~ble and the following two exegetical statements, causing 
:; ;.; . 

a co.h,e i; ~on between thE':! tht- E~e units. 
.1) ~I . . 

The presence of the three 
l '.> 

sequ~ntial verses allows us to implicitly apply the parable to 

Rab~i Akiva and his superior knowledge of Torah. So, just as the 

stonecutter uprooted small pebbles, so did Rabbi Akiva penetrate 

the significance of every letter of Scripture; just as the 

stonecutter took forth great stones from the heart of the 

mOuntain, so did Akiva bring hidden knowledge to light. The 

-- Parable's familiar symbolism also causes an implicit application 

to Akiva 's learning, for both water and rock are common symbols 

Of Torah in Rabbinic Aggadah. 



The structural cohesion between the first four units in B's 

"Akiva" is basicc\lly e)·:egetic:al. That is, the signified 

narrative (B-1), the signifying parable (B-2) and the two 

exegetical statements (8-3 and 8-4) are all united by the 

sequence of ver s es from Job and their application to Akiva. 

In ARNA, however, there is more explicit cohesion between 

the parable and the opening narrative due to the true nimshal: 

"Thus (kk) did Rabbi Akiva do with (th£'~ teachings) of F~abbi. 

Joshua and Rabbi Eliezer." The nimshal makes the c:omparison 

between the methods of the stonecutter and Rabbi Akiva explicit. 

Here only one exegetical statement follows the parable (A-3): 

"Rabbi Tarfon said to him, 'Akiv,-'\, Scr-ipture says of you, "He 

binds up the streams so they do not trickle and the thing that is 

hidden he brings forth to light."'" (Job 28:11) Like ARNB, the 

exegetical saying implicitly refer~ to the parable, whose 

symbolic language is mirrored by the Job verse: "binding up the 

streams" si gni f i es the stonecutter cast i n<;l the stone into the 

river, which in turn signifies Akiva's powerful command of Torah; 

"thingst.hat are hidden he br-ings to light" signifies the 

upr~~~l n~ of the large stone, which in turn signifies Akiva's 
I ~~. 

intei ikctual penetration into the secrets of Torah. 
. (.~' ~, : . 

.' 1,. 

In both 

ver~ioris, the parable and the verses from Job are metaphoric 

ela~orations of Akiva's great intellectual powers related in the 

narrative. 

The above analysis of the parable shows consistent general 

tendenCies: ARNA is more literary and developed a nd ARNB more 

_ ~Kegetical. ~~ While the Ignorance to Knowledge cycle evinced 

strUctural ~nity in both versions, ARNA's is more developed, 

ShOWing clear evidence of a cohesive redactional impulse, more so 

at thE! pr i nted level. Yet, while ARNA is more developed, ARNB 



preserves a more chronological arrangement. The opening 

narrative shows how Akiva began to study and his success, the 

parable and exegetical statements refer back to his great 

achievements, and a short historical statement at the end 

summarizes the earlier units: "vJhen he was 40 he lI~f=nt tt"J school. 

Fer 40 years he studied everything. And for 40 year s he taught 

all Israel .... " This strictly chronological progression is not 

evident in ARNA, where the historical statement summarizing 

Akiva's education appears, not at the end of the Ignorance to 

Knowledge cycle, but in the middle of the Poverty to Wealth 

cycle. This indicates that ARNA ' s more developed version has 

lost ARNB's straightforward chronological arrangement. 

The Poverty to Wealth cycle is composed of four units in A 

and three in B, embodying two functions: Poverty and Wealth. 

Together, they relate how Rabbi Akiva persevered in his studies 

through dire poverty to become, not only learned, but fabulously 

wealthy. Again, ARNB presents the materials in a strict 

chronological sequence: Rabbi Akiva in poverty (8-6); Rabbi 

-- , 

Akiv~ in wealthy old age (8-7); and, the future day of Judgement 
,-

~;.:. ... 
(B -:S) : In contr-as t, Af~NA ' s ar-rangement is achronol ogi cal, a s th e 

,f; ; "', 

JUd~'0ent unit precedes the anecdote of Akiva in wealthy old age. 

It is remarkable that here ARNA shows no signs of an evening 

redactional impulse nor of cohesive stylistic devices, as it did 

in the Ignorance to Knowledge cycle. It is completely unclear 

Why this should be s o, but whatever the reason it indicates an 

inconSistency in ARNA ' s redactional activity. 



In conclusion, ARNB's preservation of a chronological 

sequence in both cycles, coupled with ARNA's development in the 

first cycle, suggests that ARNB has preserved a more original 

for-m of th€~ 11 Ak i va" Composi b ::: ~Jtory" However, although ARNA is 

more developed in terms of its composition, it is noteworthy that 

neither- v(?rsion of "(lkiva" ha~:; <3. developf2d hc-'!r-meneutic level. It 

is a good example of a didactic story, whose content and theme 

are identical. 12 This indicates that developed composition and 

stylistic features do not necessarily go hand in hand with a 

developed thematic interest • 

. -
J I <,., " 

,~ :';', : . 

. f I~ ~I :. r, 
I I 

.~. .,..' 



11. The Beginnings of Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus 

The second story illustrating the saying of Jose ben Joezer 

is an Expanded Story. It also narrates an Ignorance to Knowledge 

progres s;,ion, yet it is ver'y clifferf?nt from "Akiva" in that it 

exhibits a serious interest in thematic and character aspects. 

Indeed, "El i ez er" is one of the most developed ARI\l stor i es under" 

consideration. Not only is it composed of a complicated and 

lengthy pattern of functions, but it contains many nonfunctional 

elements and obvious expansions in both versions~ 

doub I et s, unnecessar y bac ~ :: ground i nf or' me:lt. i on and i nclependent 

materi als. Furthermore, it is one of the two ARN stories 

("Martyrdom" is thE.' other) in which characterization and 

character development are of central importance. The pre~;enc(? of 

independent matet- i al s does not make "El i ez er' " a Composi te Stor"y, 

since they are subsumed by the greater narrative framework even 

when they have preserved an independent form. 

TtH?re are five parall("~l accounts o'f "Elie,:E?r" in c1if'ferEmt 

. ~! " 

sourc~s.'3 All except for the Ber Rab version are substantially 

deve,i r~~d. While Ber Rab can be identified as the least 
I . 

devei~~~d version, the only unambiguous genetic relationship is 
. ~ . , 

bet~peh ARNB and PdRE. They are so much alike that we must 

contlude that PdRE used ARI\lB as a direct literary source. 14 

ARNA, ARNB and TanB hav e developed in significantly different 

ways so that their genetic: relationship cannot be determined. 

Apart from its use as a source in biographical and 

"'h'istor"ical. s.tudies,1.~5 therf.0 are c:1 few commEmts about "Eliezer'" 

SCattered in variou s scholarly literature.l. 6 However, the only 

SUbstantial literary study of the story is a comparative analysis 



of the five parallel versions by Zipporah Kagan. 17 

Kagan's methodology is a synthesis of literary analysis and 

tradition history. Based upon an analysis of theme and 

characterization, she divides the parallels into two groups: Ber 

Rab and A f:;: f\J A ; TanS, ARNB and PdRE. Kagan uses the results of 

her perc e ptive literary analysis for hi s torical rather than 

literary conclusions: she holds that Ber Rab and ARNA are 

eat-l i er and "more i~uthent i c" wh i 1 e the other ver-si ems ewe 1 ater-" 

While Kagan's work shows sensitivity to literary problems, it is 

marred by an exaggerated historicity. Her conclusions are 

disappointing in that they are not based on literary or stylistic 

criteria, but on as s umed historical plausibility, ie, how 

"realistic" she con s.iders their content. Thus, since she feels 

the content of Ber- Rab and ARNA is" more rf.:? .. ~l i st i c ," sh€~ 

concludes that they " ..• were told close to the time when the 

events took place." 1 El The other ver'si ons s how "1 ess r'eal i s;t i c" 

content, i e, thei r use of supernatural el emf.?nts and thei r mClr'al 

lessons, ~herefore these stories were composed long after the 

events.. 191" 
, -

, oj ___ ' c,' 

:>l,n , fact., the I i t.erar-y anal y s;i sin thi 5 thesi s shows that 
/ - -

ARN{~ i;~}" ' ''''EI i ez et-- " cannot b!:: r-egar-ded as e.3r I i er- than ARNB; 
. :.::. 

cons tsfently it evinces more sophisticated and developed 

narr~tive technique and sytlistic aspects. At any rate, Kagan's 

assumption that "adher'enc€'~ t.o hist.orical tl'-uth"~~C> and "authE'mti c 

and factual conterlt"::;~1 are an acceptabl(;! way to datf? Rabbinic 

tradition s must be rejected for obvious reasons. Whml no 

~Kternal historical source is available, we si mply do not know 

~hat the historical truth is, nor which traditions present it. 



Furthe r more, wh e n s tudying an era when belief in the supernatural 

was a ccepted as reasonable, we cannot as s ume that supernatural 

el ement s render a stor"y "unreal i st i c. " 

L i k e " E s c c.~ pe," " E 1. i e z e 1"' " e:-: h i bit sat 1'" i par tit e s t 1'" u c t u re o + 

macro-functions. The macro-function s are doubled, s howing two 

simultaneous progressions, Ignorance to Knowledge and Material 

Wealth to Spiritual Wealth. Here too, is an explicit 

scene/function correspondence as each macro- function takes place 

in a separate scene. It i s s triking that a clear scene/fun c tion 

correspondence only appear s in these two relatively developed ARN 

stories; this leads me to believe that this is a characteristic 

of developed stories only. Each macro- function can be further 

broken down into three, or more, micro- functions. While the 

macro- function configuration is the same in the two ver s ions, the 

micro-functions are not identical reflecting differences in plot 

content. A table of ~unctions is provided below: 

I.:} • 

}.; i',· . 

. ~ . ." :, 
,I; : "" 

.f -} 
I • 



Furthermore, when studying an era when belief in the supernatural 

waS accepted as reasonable, we cannot assume that supernatural 

el ements render a stor-y "unreal i st i c. " 

Like "Esc.:.{pe,oo ooEliezer' oo e:,:hibits a tr' ipartite str'ucture of 

macro-functions. The macro-functions are doubled, showing two 

simultaneous progressions, Ignorance to Knowledge and Material 

Wealth to Spiritual Wealth. Here too, is an explicit 

scene/function correspondence as each macro-function takes place 

in a separate scene. It is striking that a clear scene/function 

correspondence only appears in these two relatively developed ARN 

stories; this leads me to believe that this is a characteristic 

of developed stories only. Each macro-function can be further 

broken down into three, or more, micro- functions. Whil~? th€~ 

macro-function configuration is the same in the two versions, the 

micro-functions are not identical reflecting differences in plot 

content. A table of ~unctions is provided below: 

: I', 

; -; ~"~ .-~ 

....... . 

'fF,"" :,,' 
• ~. • I 

• ••• 1 



ARNA ARNB 
---------------------------------------------------------------

scenr~ One: I. Ignorance/ I. Ignorance/ 
Material Wealth Material Wealth 

At his 1. Wish to f; t.udy 1. ltJi sh to Study 
Father's "',\ I rl t 0?r- f er- E.'rl C:~.., 

,., I nter- of et-enc:e ...:~ 11 • ..:~ 11 

house -:r 
,_I 11 ()vero c ornes :2:' 11 Overocomes 

I nter-f (~n_'?nce I nter-f erenC f? 

-------- ----- ----------- -------------------------------------------

Scene Two: 

At Johanan' s 
school in 
Jerusalem 

Scene Three: 

In the; , House 
of Study 

: ~:, .I 
I; r·- ..... ,", 

f.'" , ',-' . .. . " 

01; ; ", . 
.1,1' ~I. . 

I 
.. 

11. 

1. 

I I I. 

1. 

2. 

'" ,_I 11 

Learning/ 
Material Poverty 

Lee:\rni ng IHunger 

Ctmfirmation of 
Hunger- by 
Sp i r- i tUr~l Father 
F:' r ophet i c: 
Confir-mation 0+ 
Learning by 
Spiritual Father 

Knowledge/ 
Spiritual Wealth 

Threat of Di si 1'1 --

heritanc:e by 
nec.~l Fathero 

r":'ubl i c Confirma-
tion of Learning 
[-";:ei nher i tc."\nce 

11. Learning/ 
Material Poverty 

1. 
2. 

-:r 
'-' .. 

Learon i ng IHung~:? lr 

E}:pul si 011 from 
Leat- ning 
Con of rontat ion 

4. Revelation of 
Identity 

5. Readmittance to 
Le c."\rn i ng 

6. 

7. 

I I I. 

1. 

'0' ..::.. 

.':!" 

.... 1 .. 

4. 
· 511 

Con of i rmat i on of 
Hunget- by 
Spiritual Father 
Prophetic 
Con+ i romat ion 0+ 
Learning by 
Spir-itual Father 

Knowledge/ 
Spiritual Wealth 

Throeat of Di si n --
her-i tance by 
Real Father 
Confrontation 
bE~tween Eliezer 
and Spiritual 
Father 
Public Confirma-
t i cm of Learning 
Rf?i nher i tanc:e 
F~ejection o of 
Inh(~ri tance 

JUdging from the above table, ARNB would app ear to be more 

developed than ARNA since it exhibits an expanded and uneven 

fUnction configuration. However, actually both versions are in 

developed states, but have developed in differellt ways; AFi:NA 

actually evinces a rnuch more sophisticated kind of development 
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than ARNB, but it is nonfunctional and thus is not apparent from 

an analysis of functional structure. 

Before embarking on a close literary analysis, some general 

remarks are in order. As is clear from the above table of 

functions, the micro-functions in each scene are very different 

in the two versions. While all of ARNA's micro-functions appear 

in ARNB, ARNB has many more functional elements. The disparity 

in functional structure has a specific cause: diff€,?rent 

characterization patterns and hence, thematic emphasis; both <.u-' e 

pictured in a very different way in the two versions. 

The double macro-functions, however, are identical, 

embodying two simultaneous narrative progressions: I gnoY- ance, 

Learning, Knowledge; Material Wealth, Material Poverty, 

Spiritual Wealth. These two progress ions interact and affect 

each other at every stage of the narrative: Eliezer's father 

interferes wit~ his desire to study because he is wealthy, he 

re-establishes his son's inheritance after his son has 

demonstrated superior knowledge, and so on . 

. ,! .'"0-

':' -h:~gan observed that the mai n theme in ARN' ~5 "El i ez er' " i s 
I:" ,,' '. '" 

mat~rlal versus spiritual reward. 22 While this theme is 

und~ubtedly present, Kagan fails to observe a second equally 

important theme: phys ical versus spiritual fatherhood . Indeed, 

both are different aspects of a more general theme: materi <'.11 

versus spiritual inheritance. I n both ver .,ii on s of "El i e;;~ er" t.hr~ 

themes develop through a hermeneutic plot embodied in the 

" narrative plot in a sophisticated manner: as Eliezer leaves 

behind his material inheritance and physical father, he acquires 

a spiritual inheritance (Torah) and a spiritual father (Johanan 

ben Zakkai). 



In both versions, the first scene takes place at the house 

of Eliezer's father; it fulfills the same double macro-function 

(Ignorance/Material Wealth) and the same three micro-functions 

despite the identical functional structure, the two versions 

exhibit substantial differences in charac terization, thematic 

emphasis and narrative technique. 

Differences in characterization are especially prominent.~3 

ARNA' s Eliezer is a resolute, independent young man; with no 

visible external stimulus he decides to go to Jerusalem and study 

Torah at the tender age of 22, although it is against his 

father's wishes. There is explicit conflict between Eliezer and 

his stern, uncompromising father who opposes his desire to study. 

From the beginning, ARNA's contrast between material and 

spiritual values i s clearly embodied in its characters. Ar';:NA's 

father is the materialist; his reaction to his son ' s desire to 

study shows a deGidedly materialist view: "You won't tastE'! 

anything until you plow thf2 entire field," as if to s ay, "Stop 
• i 

thinki~g ; r,bout thi:\t 'foolishnE?ss and pc.'\y c.'\ttention to pr-actical 

mat ter;~ [" ':" But El i ez er is as uncompromi si ng c\s hi s pan'mt; in 

respo~:si? , to his father- 's order-, Eliezer arises early, plows the .1/ ~,' . 

entirs ,furrow, and heads off to Jerusalem. His actions clearly 

demo~strate his independence, and even can be interpreted as 

Overly careful obedience, that is, deliberate cheek. 

In contrast, ARNB's Eliezer i s weak? childlike and 

indecisive. His relatively great age (he is 28 and yet 

~nmarried) and his lachrymose tendencies (he bursts into tears 

~Wice in sce~e one alone) stress his childlike weakness. 8's 

Eliez er does not boldly declare his intentions to study Torah but 

is coa){ed into revealing them by his father'S'. inquiries. Indeed, 



n i ez er- can on I y b(~ st i mul ated to depar't by the pr-ompt i ,ng of 

Elijah the Pr-ophet! It takes the deus ex machina, Elijah 

himself, to goad Eliezer- into action. 

ARN8's Eliezer- is childlike and weak, corr-espondingly, his 

father- is kind and caring. He tries to comfort his son by 

letting him plow on easier ground and does not rebuke him for 

wishing to study Torah, offering a positive alternate suggestion: 

"Go and get a wi f e and rai se ch i I dren c:\nd send them to 

school .... " 

Thus, there is a consistent correspondence between the two 

confronting characters in the two versions. In both cases the 

father opposes his son's wish to study. However, ARNA depicts an 

independent son opposing a stern father, while ARN8 depicts a 

weak son opposing an indulgent father. 

The theme of material versus spiritual inher-itance is 

explored through the characterization. In both versions, Eliezer 

consciously rejects the values and wealth of his physical 
'f 

. I' 

inheritance. In ARNB, the father's values and wealth are made 

e :': p:\i £' :c' i 't : . ' .. '; 
he is a hal~d-wor'king landowner who employs "many 

,I; ,,", 

pI o'Wm~n. " Here Eliezer concretely and symbolically rejects the 

vaIve~ of his physical inheritance by refusing to marry and 

pr·ocreate. Eliezer's physical departure to Jerusalem is the 

external concretization of his internal departure from his 

father's mercantile values and uneducated way of life. 

The representation of the two value systems is more subtle 

While here too the father is a materialist, his 

material wealth is more implied than explicit. Yet in A's first 

SCene the tension between spiritual and material values is 
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embodied within Eliezer himself, rather than isolated in two 

separate characters. This embodiment is effected by the explicit 

presence of a food motif and by the use of an alternative plot 

segment which effects internal character portrayal. WhilE.' t.he 

food motif appears in both versions in the second scene, where 

Eliez~r's hunger has a cruci~l plot function, only ARNA extend s 

the motif into the first scene as well. 24 The motif first 

appears in the father's response to El i f.?Z et-, 11 You won't taste 

anyth i ng •.•. 11 It is repeat.ed in the account. of El i ez el~ 's journey 

to Jerusalem, a narrative segment unique to ARNA: 

That day was t.he eve of the Sabbath. He went. and 
dined at his "fc:\thel~-in-laws house. And some say, "He 
tasted not.hing from six hours before the eve of 
Sabbath until the sixth hour after the departure of 
Sabbath." WhilE~ walking on his way he saw a stone, 
and picked it up and put it in his mouth. And some 
say it was cattle dung. He went and spent the night 
at a hostel. 

Except for the last phrase, the entire description of the journey 

tells of what Ell ez(~r did, or did not, eat (or put into his; 

mouth) ! 

", . (' 

perhaps the most necessary of physical substances, 

symb6~ "~zes material values. In the above passage, a tension 
, ,.:) .1 ' •• , r • 

bet "~ "~"E/n , mater i al and spi ritual val ues is engendered by two 

con~ta~ting and mutually exclusive potential plots. In one plot, 

Eli~zer goes to his father-in-Iaws for the Sabbath meal (usually 

an especially good one) before setting off on his journey, thus 

Putting material pleasure before spiritual growth. In the 

alternate plot, formally presented a s an alternate opinion (y¥ 

.: "wmrym), Eliezer ~~oes immediately to Jerusalem, putting spir"itual 

Values before material pleasure. Which potent.ial plot represents 

Eliezer's true actions can be determined by the continuat.ion of 

the story, f6r if he is so hungry that he must put a stone/cattle 



dung into his mouth to relieve the pangs, it is unlikely he 

started off with a Sabbath meal inside him. The two alternate 

plots are nonfunctional, but affect the characterization and 

hermeneutic level: through them, an internal struggle between 

spiritual and material values is enacted within Eliezer himself . 
• 

Another thematic element already present in ARNA's first 

scene is Eliezer's disinheritance, implied in the father's harsh 

words: 11 YDU won ' t tc.~ s te c\nythi ng .... ". In ARNB, however, the 

disinheritance does not occur until the third scene. Thus, the 

theme of disinheritance is present in ARNA from the start . 

In several ways, ARNA 's first scene shows a more developed 

narrative technique than ARNB's. First of all, the relative 

amount!:; of direct <~nd nar-r-ative discour-se vary considerc.~bly. In 

ARNB, over tWD third s of the s cene is conducted through direct 

discourse, while phrases of narrative di s course only provide a 

setting for the direct. In contrast, ARNA's first scene is 

predominantly in narrative discourse, with only two lines of 

direct ~ i scourse. ARNA' s greater development is also evident in 

the .. c~ar~cter of its unique element~ True, ARNB contains 
J'! /'.' • 

! -:,' 

ele~~bt s lacking in ARNA (an additional confrontation with the 
.f ,r .! . 

,. 'r :,: 

fath~r, the meeting with Elijah) but these are in the same mode 

of ~iscourse as the res t of the scene. In ARNA, the unique 

element appears in a different mode of discourse than the main 

narrati ve: an alternate plot is presented as an alternate 

eXegetical opinion (davar aher) . • Thus, a narrative alternative 

is formally presented as an exegetical alternative. 



dung into his mouth to relieve the pangs, it is unlikely he 

started off with a Sabbath meal inside him. The two alternate 

plots are nonfunctional, but affect the characterization and 

hermeneuti c level: through them, an internal struggle between 

spiritual and material values is enacted within Eliezer himself . 
• 

Another thematic element already present in ARNA's first 

scene is Eliezer's disinheritance, implied in the father's harsh 

words: "You won't taste c\nything •... ". In ARNB, however, the 

disinheritance does not occur until the third scene. Thus, the 

theme of disinheritance is present in ARNA from the start. 

In several ways, ARNA's first scene shows a more developed 

narrative technique than ARNB's. First of all, the relative 

amounts of direct and narrative discourse vary considerably. In 

ARNB, over two thirds of the scene is conducted through direct 

discourse, while phrases of narrative discourse only provide a 

setting for the direct. In contrast, ARNA's first scene is 

predom~rantly in narrative discourse, with only two lines of 

dir~c~ idiscourse. ARNA's greater development is also evident in 

• ~- I . I 

th~ ~oh~racter of its unique element~ True, ARNB contains 

el e'ine~ts 1 c\c king in ?-lnNA (an c\ddi t i onal conf nmtc\t ion wi th thE~ 
.f ,~. ~j. • .. ' 

f~ther, the meeting with Elijah) but these are in the same mode 
\." 

of ~ discourse as the rest of the scene. In ARNA, the unique 

element appears in a different mode of discourse than the main 

narrati ve: an alternate plot is presented as an alternate 

exegetical opinion (davar aher) . • Thus, a narrative alternative 

is formally presented as an exegetical alternative. 



In my opinion, the alternate plot is a narrative device used 

to psychologize without actually having to explicitly reveal a 

character's intern~l thoughts. This device demonstrates that 

even in an obviously develC)pE~d st?ry likE~ AF~N{~ ' s "Elie~:er," a 

certain amount of adherence to features of oral narrati v e was 

follow~d. For internal psychologizing is a late, literary 

phenomenon in European literature.z~ In oral narrative, 

psychological state is indicated by words or actions. 26 If the 

passage in question were in a contemporary narrative, the 

alternate plot would be presented as Eliezer's internal thoughts: 

While Eliezer was walking down the road he began to 
feel very hungry. He thought, "Perhaps I should go 
and spend the Sabbath at my father - in-Iaw's and get a 
good meal before I go to Jerusalem'?" In his mind's 
eye he saw his young wife, her cheeks flushed from the 
steam, bending over the open stew pot .... But Eliezer 
steeled himself from all wistful thoughts of hearth 
and home. "No," he thought, "It's; now or never." 
As he was walking along the road he saw a stone, 
picked it up and put it in his mouth to suck to 
moisten his mouth. Pppphhhh. He spit it out. "It's 
cattle dung~" he thought. 

Thus, the alternate plot shows the use of an exegetical form as a 

narrativ~ idevice, used in turn to obliquely reveal a character's 
, .,' 

interl")~ {' #sychol ogi cal di lemma. 
" ... ~., -.~'. 

,.I; ; '( ,. 
i.J' I' -. 

'ARNA 's "El i ez er" al so shows greater evi dence of a un if yi ng 

tend~,ncy . A thematic unity is effected between its scenes by the 
" 

presence of the food and disinheritance motifs in more than one 

scene. In ARNB there is no attempt to forge thematic unity; here 

different motifs and themes are isolated within separate scenes. 

The second scene takes place at Johanan ben Zakkai 's school 

i,n Jerusal em" rei at i ng El i ez er's academi c progress under gr'eat 

PhYSical hardship. In both versions, the scene fulfills the 

dOUble macro-functions Learning/Material Poverty; however here 



ARNB is expanded by many micro-functions lacking in ARNA. The 

presence of these unique micro-functions is caused by unique 

characterization and thematic emphasis. 

ARNA's second scene contains no explicit description of the 

details of Eliezer's learning process, but focuses exclusively on 

his hunger and its discovery. His learning is implied by the 

scene's opening expository statement: "He went and sat befor'e 

Johanan ben Zakkai in Jerusalem until a bad smell came out of his 

mouth. " When Jdhanan smells Eliezer's bad breath he questions 

him about his eating habits, but Eliezer refuses to answer. 

After Johanan asks Eliezer's innkeepers, he realizes that the 

student is starving and expresses his regret before making his 

prediction about Eliezer ' s future fame in Torah. 8E'si des the 

opening expository statement, ARNA's second scene is narrated in 

direct discourse. 

ARNB's second scene is much longer than ARNA's, expanded by 

a number of functional events. It provides a unique detailed 

descripti~~ of Eliezer ' s learning process in narrative discourse. 

: ,> 
B's desstfption of the discovery of Eliezer's hunger is expanded 

. -; .. " .... 
as we'! 1-~. o' Here Johanan e:·( pel s El i ez el~ from his presence because 

'fr. "" ", 
of hi's .'!b~d breath, causing him to bUI~st into tears. They pr·ompi.:. 

. ~. . 

Joha~an ' to question him, and Eliezer reveals that he is the son 

of a ' rich man. Upon hear- i ng th is, Johi:\nan is prepared to feed 

him at his own table, but Eliezer refuses. Thus, 8 ' s Johanan 

inVestigates Eliezer's eating habits only after he knows he is 

the son of a rich man. 

ARNB's tendency towards expansion is further evident in a 

micra-function doublet (Confirmation of Hunger). Johanc':\n's 

investigation is presented in two parallel accounts. First 



Johanan asks the innkeepers himself. Immediately following, is a 

second account in which secondary characters, the Rabbis Joshua, 

Ves i and Simeon make the same inquiries and report back to 

The two accounts are clearly redundant and create a 

repetitive, cumbersome and illogical narrative. Thus, in both 

thE~ 'fit-st c.'\nd second !:;cenes-" ARNB's I ElieZf?r" i. s e:·:panded by the 

unnecessary repetition of narrative action. {)RNA's e:·:pansi on 

with units of a different mode of discourse is much more 

sophisticated and artistically successful. 

Here too, ARNB shows its more exegetical character. B's 

Johanan attaches a Biblical proof text, Ex 18:4, after the 

prediction of his future fame. Strikingly, ARNB is the only one 

of the five parallel "Elie:·~er" accounts that include a pr·oofte:·:t 

here. Even PdRE does not, although it is a virtual copy of 

ARNB. 27 

The two versions' different characterization and thematic 

emphases continue in scene two. In both versions, Eliezer moves 

from a rel~tionship with his physical father, to his spiritual 

. ~ ';" 
father; J .ohanan. The pattern of Eliezer's relationship with 

-; .. , -.. ",' 
Johan~~ . is the same in the two versions: initial estrangement 

<,I; • 'I 

(El i e';, ~~ .' ·s bad breath), and ul ti mate reconc i I i at ion (Johanan ' s 
. ~: : 

However, Johanan's character and his relationship 

with Eliezer is quite different. 

Johanan's characteristics stand in consistent opposition to 

thOse of Eliezer's physical father. Thus, ARNA's father is stern 

and uncompromising, and ARNA's Johanan is kind and thoughtful . 
... ...... 

He Shows solicitous concern for Eliezer, inquiring about his 



eating with no prompt other than the smell of his breath. 

Furthermore, verbal hints suggest Johanan's kind nature and role 

of spiritual fatherhood: he addn:?sses El i ezer as "my F-,on" (bny). 

When Eliezer refuses to answer, Johanan persists, and finally 

asks the innkeepers to discover the truth. Thus, A's Johanan 

." shoWS Slncere and spontaneous affection for Eliezer in keeping 

with his role as spiritual father. 

B's Johanan is very different, although he, too, stands in 

opposition to Eliezer's physical father. Here Johr.:\nan is 

impatient and unkind. Although Eliezer has diligently applied 

himself to his studies, Johanan immediately expels him from his 

presence because of his bad breath. He does not inquire about 

Eliezer's eating habits spontaneously, only doing so when 

prompted by the knowledge that Eliezer is the son of a rich man. 

Albeit, when Johanan discovers that Eliezer is starving, his 

response is suitably repentant and dramatic: "\l-Jhen Rc."\bbi .]ohanan 

ben Zakkai heard thi 5 he s.;tood up and tore hi s clothes ...• " 

However, Lt;" is not clf.?cu- "Jhether hi s rr-?action is motivated by 

Eliezer ~sjhunger per se, or if it is whetted by the knowledge of 
.. . 

! I.",' J 

his wea'ltt'ry birth.2El Indeed, ARNB depicts a worldly .]ohanan, onc 
:. ~; ", '~:, 

who jl,.ldg~'s others b':ised on e:·:ternal and mater-ial, not internal 
'I r :::' 

... 
and spir.itual, criteria. Ultimately, ARNB's depiction of Johanan 

engenders dramatic irony against Eliezer and especially against 

his teacher. While Eliezer left his physical father to pursue 

spiritual values, his newly acquired "spiritual" father- i.s shown 

to be sadly lacking in spiritual qualities. 

The characterization greatly affects the development of the 

theme of spiritual versus material inheritance. In ARNA the 

thematiC contrast between material and spiritual inheritance is 



given clear expression in the characters. {-H~NA '5 El i ez el~ , 

rejected by a harsh, physical father, is adopted by a kind, 

spiritual father. Thus, his move from his father to Johanan 

clearly embodies his simultaneous move from material to spiritual 

values. 

In ARNB's scene two, the thematic progression l' c:' -, not clearly 

embodied in the characters. Although B's Eliezer moves from 

material to spiritual toil, plowing to Torah study, he does not 

move from harsh, physical to kind, spiritual parent. I ndf2(,~d, the 

r'ever=,e is true. Ironically, it is Johanan, the "spiri.tual" 

father who is harsh. 

In the second scene the food motif is used to explore the 

theme of spiritual versus material in both versions, where 

Eliezer's hunger is the center of the plot. On a symbolic level, 

Eliezer's attitude to food shows his rejection of the material 

world. In order to acquire spiritual knowledge, he feels he must 

completely reject the mi'.\tE::~r'ial (food). Notably, in neither 

version dbes Eliezer attempt to remedy his hunger on his own. 

:,{:I, 

Even after being asked by Johanan about his eating habi.ts, A 's 
.I , 1:,' ., ,',. 

Elie:.;,'~rxefu"'iE?S to anSI'H"?r", and B'!:", liE?~::; Dutl'''ight: 
" '.; 

i.r.l·;''-'" 
al re~dY ," €';!aten at my 1 odg i ng";. " 

"I ha.ve 

Thruugh his relationship to food, Eliezer represents an 

extreme example of someone who rejects all mate~ial values. The 

other characters represent different examples: the father" 

represents the complete materialist, while Johanan represents a 

balance between spirituality and materialism, especially in ARNA. 

B~wever, even in ARNB Johanan functions as corrector of Eliezer's 

extreme asceticism. 



In scene two, it is ARNB, not ARNA, that shows relatively 

more narrative discourse as well as more expansion. For' the mosit 

part, the action in both is portrayed through direct discour se, 

for the core of each micro-function is a conversation. 

contains a unique segment of narrative discourse, the description 

of E~ie2er's learning, and a unique event, the missioh of the 

three Rabbis to the innkeeper. In contrast, only two lines of 

ARNA's second scene are in narrative discourse: 

before Johanan ben Zakkai in Jerusalem until a bad s mell came out 

of his mouth;" "hf:? SiEmt and i nqui r-ed at thE~ ho~;tEd." 

the learning description, ARNB contains seven or more lines of 

narrative discour se , depending on how one punctuates. 

In the second scene, ARNB's tendency towards expansion i s 

also demonstrated by it s narrative doublets. 

meeting scenes between Johanan and Eliezer: when he comes to 

begin to study; 2) when Johanan expels him from his presence. 

The presence of these two scenes cause a break in narrative 

logic, as it appears that Johanan and Eliezer are meeting for the , 

first ti~e in the latter.29 This doublet shows the lack of 

nar~:~five artistr-y in AF~NB's "Eliez€,?r." Probably, an ARNB 
:~ -:~ " 

red~~{br expanded by including the unique learning scene without 
.I J" } • -

adju~ting the story to smooth out the narrative logic. 

UndOUbtedly, the learning scene is Ltnorigj,nal; not onl.y iE:; it. 

completely in narrative discourse, it also appears in no other 

SOurce save PdRE. Perhaps a superficial attempt to link the 

Scene with the rest of the narrative is indicated by its 

beginning, the refrain, "he sat down to cry." But in any case, 

-" 'i t 
is incorporated but superficially. 



The second narrative doublet does not disturb the logic of 

the narrative so much but is simply unnecessary and redundant. 

Johanan finds out about Eliezer's fast twice: the innkeeper and 

the three Rabbis tell him independently in the exact same words: 

"It's been eight day~; since he's eatf.m anything. 11 Agai n, t.het"·f.'~ 

is no ~ttempt to unify the two accounts into a coherent 

ARNA's first scene, too, contained a sort of narrative 

doublet: its potential plot alternatives offered in the 

alternate opinion. However, ARNA's narrative doublet showed a 

sophisticated manipulation of a literary device for the purposes 

of characterization. ARNB's doublets serve no horizontal 

purpose; they are clumsy and redundant, adding add nothing to 

theme or character development, nor to the plot . 

. : ) .. ' .'.' 

. ~ :: ' '.: , :';.' 
.-'; ;', 

,f,}',.,! . 

I 
'., 

.~. i.' 



The third scene contains climaxes and resolutions on the 

plot and hermeneutic levels: the revelation of Eliezer as a 

great scholar and the resolution of the conflict between 

spiritual and material inheritance. While each of the story's 

first two scenes contained a central character confrontation 

betwee~ two characters alone (scene one - Eliezer and his father; 

scene two - Eliezer and Johanan), here all three main characters 

appear and resolutions are effected through their dramatic 

interaction. 

B's third scene is expanded with repetitions, expansions and 

the inclusion of generically distinct independent traditions. 

Its expansion is clearly visible in its number of plot functions. 

The plot differences in the two versions closely relate to 

consistent differences in characterization and theme. 

A's scene three is concise compared with B's, but shows 

signs of a more sophisticated development. Eliezer's father 

hears that his san is studying with Johanan and proceeds to 
.. 

Jerusalem :to disinhet-it him. The disinheritance motif, 
' . /1, 

implici~IV present in the first scene, is finally explicit. 
! ": .I 

,; ;:.< ~- ,',. 

Jchan~~ ' tries to obstruct the father's arrival by setting guards 
, I, 

.rI".) .... . 

to ba~ ,hi~ entrance to the house of study. However, when the 

fathe~ is denied seating he proves to be as determined as his 

son, and pushes his way forward until he seats himself in the 

place reserved far the wealthy men of Jerusalem. 

Meanwhile, Johanan presses Eliezer to deliver a public 

e~:posi t ion. Although he initially resists, Eliezer finally 

a~rees and giVes an exposition in which he publicly demonstrates 

his sUperior knowledge of Torah. Afterwards, Johanan publicly 

C:Cll1f i rms El i ez er- 's !;uper i or knowl edge by call i ng him 11 mastet-. 11 



The threat of disinheritance is then removed as Eliezer's father 

stands up and publicly procl a ims that not only will he re-

establish Eliezer's inheritance, but will disinherit hi s other 

son s in his favour. 

In A ' s ter s e third s c ene, only the bare action s and words of 

the characters are revealed without explicit motivation. Yf.·?t it 

is clear that the confrontation between Johanan and Eliezer ' s 

father is unfriendly. Consistent with previous characteri z ation, 

the father comes to Jerusalem with unkind, aggressive intent. A 

kind of competition over Eliezer between he and Johanan ensues. 

Johanan clearly demonstrates his unfriendly attitude towards the 

father: he does not even know that Hyrcanus has come to 

disinherit Eliezer, yet still attempts to deny him access to the 

public event. His motivation is ambiguous. Perhaps he guesses 

Hyrcanus' intentions and hopes to prevent the disinheritance. 

Yet perhaps he fears that Hyrcanus wishes to take his son home 

again. But no matter what his reason, it is clear that Johanan 

and the ~ather are in a position of antagonism. 

" 
'. {. 

Whsn Hyrcanus sees how Eliezer shines in Torah, he 
• 1:.'. -~. • 

appa.~·~nt I y has a cllange of heart, not onl y n?- estab I ish i n<] h i~:; 
"I, ;:, 
,f} -) " 

son's ' material inheritance, but augmenting it. Again, his 
.~. . .. , 

moitv~tion is ambiguous. His action could be interpreted as 

eVidence of a kind of spiritual awakening, that he learned that 

Spiritual attainments are valuable a~d should be rewarded. 

However, it is also possible that his actions are evidence of 

Competition for hi s son's loyality. The text doe s not s upply u s 

.. ~ith enough information to determine his motivation, and probably 

the ambiguity is deliberate. But circumstantial evidence lends 

more support to the second option: the fact that Hyrcanus has a 

Change of hriart only after Eliezer is a public success ~hows that 



he still very much values externals. Yet, no matter what his 

motivation, Eliezer's father is not willing to relinquish his son 

to a spiritual father, and competitively reasserts his biological 

fatherhood by re-establishing the inheritance . 

• The confrontation between the spiritual and physical fathers 

is given concrete verbal expression through their identical 

actions, effecting a parellelism of opposition between the two 

characters. After Eliezer's exposition Johanan: c:md rbn ywl;mn 

bn zk'y cl rglyw. After witnessing Johanan kissing his son the 

father: cmd hwrqnws 'byb cl rglyw. 31 Significantly, it is 

Johanan's kiss which prompts Eliezer's father to stand up and 

reinstate his inheritance, more evidence of competitive jealousy. 

Here resolution on both plot and hermeneutic levels is 

effected as El i ez er 11 comes of age, 11 thi:\t is, ach i eves both 

material and spiritual inheritance. The processes are completed 

through the two father figures, each motivated, ironically, by 

jealous competition. 

rh~ characterization is consistent with earlier scenes. 

JU~~ :~~ Eliezer did not wish to attract attention to himself by 
, I ; . ; "I 

re\{E!'a.1 i ng hi s hunger, so, too does he seek to ref rai n f room 
. ~. . . .' 
d~li~ering a public exposition. The warm and solicitous 

relationship between A's Johanan and Eliezer continues, with a 

new development: whereas Johanan previously addressed Eliezer as 

"my son, 11 her'e t1e addresses hi m as a Sage, rby, 11 my I"laster. 11 

A's father undergoes striking development in the third scene 

yet is alsp consistent with previous characterization. At first, 

he is the harsh, stern father of scene one. Yet, although he 

Comes to Jerusalem with firm purpose, his self assurance wavers 



after he enters the public assembly. This change is clearly 

indicated: after he elbows his way in to take a seat among the 

rich men of Jerusal em "he sat tt1ere tremb ling" (mrtt). :::s::;~ Yet h i~; 

character development is primarily evident in his decision to 

reinstate his son, although his motivation remains slightly 

ambiqudus. 

Characterization and character development are of central 

interest and emphasi sin "El i ezer- ," a f eatur-e unusu,,,l i n {~RN' s 

stories. All three characters undergo development. Elit~zer 

moves from ignorance to knowledge, the father learns to accept 

the values of the Sages, even if his acceptance is not totally 

Llnironic:. Johanan is a more static character, yet he develops in 

relation to Eliezer's increasing knowledge: their relationship 

reverses from master/stLldent, to student/master as Eliezer 

becomes Johanan's superior in Torah. The developing relationship 

between the three main characters embodies the thematic 

progression of material versus spiritual inheritance, illustrated 

in the tab ~ ,e below: 

--------T~~~-----------------------------------------------------

'~, I • 

·~~O~aracter Relationship ,.:" . 

Scene 

• J 

Scene -2: 

Scene 3: 

El i ez er I ei.\ves 
physi cal ·f ather 

Eliezet- adopts 
spiritual father 

El i ez el~ recei yes 
acceptance from 
both physical and 
spiritual fathers 

Thematic Progression 

material values to 
spiritual vc,'\lues 

spiritual valLles shown to 
include the material by 
spiritual father (food) 

balance of material 
and spiritual values 

q 



Ultimately, Eliezer not only becomes a great Sage, but he 

gains the affections of two fathers, his real father and his 

spiritual father, a s well as material and spiritual acquisitions, 

learning and his inheritance. As Kagan rightly observes , here a 

balance of worldly posses sion s and spiritual attainments are the 

ideal, although clearly Torah learning is s till the s upreme 

value. 3 3 She summarizes the story's moral message neatly: 

" ... the moral point .. " (is) he who for~Joes I'-iches i:md chooses the 

Torah in the end attains both crowns. "::!!'4 

The third scene of ARNP\ 's "El iezer" evinces some unique 

signs of a developed narrative technique. A double-stranded plot 

is effected by inserting formally independent segments into the 

narrative. Twice, simUltaneous action is related in these 

segments which are in the form of independent sayings, introduced 

by 'mrw: 1) Eliezer's father's arrival; Johanan's 

confrontation with Eliezer. Thus, again ARNA uses an exegetical 

devi ce as a narrati ve teetH1 i que, her-e to communi cate si mul taneous 

events. The fact that this device appears three times in A's 

"Eliezt!\"" shows it is a technique peculiar- to this story. 

Jud,g'i 'ng , from its absence in undeveloped stori es, I woul d say it 
I'! ?, ~ ". 

is '((~':'' qeveJ.oped and c::\rtistically sophisticated device . 
.I J t . ./ .': ,:" . 

.' !'" 

. ~. : .' 
' Although these independent traditions are distinct in A's 

"El i ezer," they are reI ati vel y \o,/ell integrated into the 

narrative. ARNA's "Eliezer" shows a tight unity of plot and 

hermeneutic levels. Themes and motifs appear in more than one 

Scene, unifying the story. The story is concise; few 

nonfunctional elements appear, and when they do, they contribute 

to develop~~nt of theme and character. There are only three 

speaking characters who are the focus of action and theme. In 

the final analysis, ARNA demonstrates its development in its 

133 



sophisticated narrative techniques, rather than in simple textual 

e:.:pansi on. 

The integrated, sophi s ticated character of ARNA's narrative 

is especially evident when compared to ARNB, in which there is a 

weal~h of unnecess ary repetition and nonessential character s and 

events. B's third scene is much longer than A's. It is e:·:panded 

by both functional and nonfunctional elements: an independent 

segment inserted into the narrative (the Names of the Three Rich 

Men of Jerusalem) ,3~ direct discourse, repetition and a 

concluding pietistic homily. ARNB's third scene i s disjointed 

and unintegrated when compared with ARNA's. Although ARNA, too, 

contained independent segments, they had a specific narrative 

function while ARNB's "Three Rich Men" segment does not. 

Furthermore, ARNB contains repetitive nonfunctional events, for 

instance, Rabbis Joshua and Simeon tell Johanan about Eliezer's 

exposition, repeating the narrative description verbatim. The 

two main events in the scene, Eliezer ' s succes sful public 

expositi~n and his father ' s repentance, are disjointed and not 
. ;,, 

integ t ated into a narrative whole. 
" .,:.- ~ ': .' 

. ,( :~ . , 

':~6wever, despite the unintegrated character of B's 
.r~; '), ';" .: ' 

na~~.tive, the consistent characterization effects a unity with 

ear Li er scenes. The father's tender feelings towards Eliezer 

Continue, specifically, it is made explicit that Hyrcanus does 

not think of disinheriting Eliezer on his own, but is pressured 

into doing so by his other sons. The close, even familiar 

relationship of Hyrcanus with his other sons is shown by the 

~'b'rllsqLle, commanding way in whict1 they addre!5s him: "The sons of 

Hyrcanus said to their father, 'Go to Jerusalem and cut off 

Eliez er from his inher-itance. '" His behaviour in scene one with 

c 



Eliezer and in scene three with his other sons, indicates that 

hiS fond love allows his children to influence him. 

Eliezer's warm feelings for his father are clearly evident 

here a s well. While A ' s Eliezer does not directly address his 

father at all after his exposition, 8's Eliezer speaks to him 
• 

with warm words of respect~ "My 'father, I cannot si t and 

interpret and expound the words of Torah while you are standing 

on your feet." 8's father responds wit.h equal warmth, telling 

hoW he rejoices over his son's Torah learning and wishes him to 

be his sole heir. ARNB's Hyrcanus may be a fickle parent, but 

his affection for Eliezer is clearly evident. 

A comparison with A's parallel highlights Hyrcanus' 

different character and relationship with his son. ARNA's final 

speech proclaiming Eliezer's reinstatement was a public statement 

addressed to the assembly at large; A's Hycanus does not 

actually address his son, but speaks about him in the third 

person. However, in ARN8 Eliezer and his father speak to each 
, i 

other directly in second person, in a privat.e conversation . 
. ;1, 

C8r)5>'istent 1 y, ARN8' s HyrcanLls shows a mor-e posi t i v(~ at t i tude 
., :," 

toward~:,:Y~rah learning than ARNA's. In scene one, B's Hyrcanus 
I ' ' 

was n6t against the idea of Torah learning per se, but thought 

that Eiiezer should devote himself to the more practical goal of 

begetting a family. His relatively positive attitude towards 

Torah is al so present in his final speech: " .•. now that I haVE? 

tome and heard and del i ghted in your Torah 1 ear'n i ng .... " I n A's 

Parallel, Hyrcanus does not even mention Torah learning. 

Johanan'~ characterization and his rather ambivalent 

~~lationship with Eliezer are also consistent. Where A ' s Johanan 

w~s hostile to ' Eliezer's father and tried to keep him from 

1 '7' 0::.
''':'.J 



entering the assembly, B's Johanan does the exact opposite' When 

he hears that Hyrcanus has come, he tells Rabbis Joshua and 

Simeon, "Make a place for him." Johc.man's motivation fo ... · doing 

50 is not supplied. Perhaps he desires to curry favour with the 

rich and powerful, a character trait revealed in scene two where 

Johanan invited Eliezer to dine with him only after he di s cover e d 

his identity. 

B's Johanan definitely has a cooler relationship with 

Eliezer than A's. This is demonstrated clearly by Johanan's 

absence from Eliezer's public exposition; Johanan must be fetched 

by Rabbis Joshua and Simeon to bestow his final blessing. His 

absence at this crucial moment reveals the distance between he 

and Eliezer. 

Their distant relationship is reflected in the parable 

exchange as well, unique to ARNB and PdRE. Although Johanan ' s 

parabolic estimation of his pupil's abilities is clearly positive 

(" a well wh i ch bL\bb 1 es up and produces water of i tSt~l f " ), the 

e:·:cha·rlge. can be viewed as a kind of competitive confrontation 

be~~~~n · master and pupil. Here, Eliezer "outwits" his master by 

Off~~i~g a cleverly punning parable. 
• I ' 'r ',: 

However, the coolness of 

B·~ · Johanan is nowhere more clearly expressed than in his final 

bl~~sing. Let us compare the two versions: 

ARNA: As the words came out of his mouth, Rabbi Johanan 
ben Zakkai stood on his feet and kissed him on the 
head and said to him, "Rabbi Eliezer, my t.ei:1cher, 
you have taL\ght mE':! the truth." 

ARNB: Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai came up from behind and 
kissed him on his head and said, "Blessed are you 
Abraham, Isaac cmd Jacob that thi s man has come 
forth from your loins." 



In ARNA, Johanan speaks directly to Eliezer in second 

person, explicitly acknowledging both Eliezer's intellectual 

SLlperior' ity and their close relat.icmship by "my tec.~chf.~r, you h a ve 

taught me tt1e truth." Not. ~:.;o i n f~FlhIB. Here Johanan evasively 

comes up from behind to kiss Eliezer. Instead of addressing 

EliezE"r personally, tU? makes an impersonal st~'tf.:?ment about him in 

third person, wit.h no acknowledgement of Eliezer ' s learning and 

intellectual superiority, and no emphasis on their personal 

relationship. Only Eliezer's relat.ionship to the Pat.riarchs is 

declared, a relationship shared by all Jews, learned or 

unlearned. 

Looking over the character relationships, the consistent 

patterns of the two ARNs are clear. ARNA's Eliezer has a distant 

relationship with hi s physical father and a warm relationship 

with his spiritual father, while the opposite is the case in 

ARNB. The relationships between the two father figures are also 

A's JGhanan is antagonistic to Eliezer ' s father, 

demonstrating a sort of competitive rivalry; B's is friendly to 

Hyrcanus : ~rd far from competing over Johanan, seems to wish to 

dissoci~t~ himself from him . 
.. ) ... ' " 

... 
,.I; .'-, 

·.ne '·characterization in "Eliezer' " conforms e:·:actly tC) the 

way in ~hich Sages and relationships between Sages arid non - Sages .. < 
are generally portrayed in the two version s . In ARNA, Sages are 

generally portrayed in positive light, while their relationship s 

with non-Sages are more negative. In ARNB, Sages tend to be 

Portrayed more negatively, and their relationship s with non -

~~es, more positively.36 This is exactly the case in the two 

Versions o ·f "Eliez!:-:r." 
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The different characterization has direct effects on 

thematic development, as it embodies the contrast between 

spiritual and material inheritance. In ARNA the theme is 

embodied much more neatly within the characters through the 

contrasting spiritual and physical fathers. B's thematic 

devel~pment is not mirrored so neatly by the character s . Indeed, 

it is questionable whether Johanan can be called Eliezer's 

spiritual father by the end of the story, given his cool, distant 

be~lavi our. Furthermore, the more materialistic character of 8's 

Johanan makes him less effective as a contrast for the 

materialistic values represented by Hyrcanus. Thus, not only 

does ARNA evince a more well integrated narrative; furthermore, 

its characterization and thematic developments are more well 

integrated and effective as well. 

A different thematic stress is evident in ARNB's homiletic 

ending, showing a pietistic rejection of material values. In 

ARNA, in contrast, the story ended with Eliezer's reinstatement 

in his inheritance, thus, a balance of material and spiritual 

wealth . . ,However, in ARN8's (and PdRE's) unique homiletic ending 
; {' 

Elie:;:;er"makes it clear that spir'itual values are paramount: 
J 'J i'o ~ ,,' 

,I; .',' 

·~ lf · 1 sought from God silver and gold, he.would have 
. ;'. them to give to me, as Sc:r' i pture says? 'The si I ver' is 

m·ine... (Hag 2: 8). I·f 1 had asked him real estate, 
he would have given it to me, as Scripture says, 'The 
earth is the Lord's ... ' (Ps 24: 1) • 1 asked of hi In 

only that I might acquire Torah, as Scripture says, 
'Therefore 1 direct my steps by all your precepts ..• 
(Ps 1 1 9: 128) . 

I suggest that this homily is a later pietistic addition, whos e 

.. ~.llrpose was to pi i::,y down the stress q i ven to the importance of 

; material vaiues. The tendency to tack homiletic segments at the 

ends of chapters and the use of Biblical proof texts and other 

materials are relatively common characteristics of ARNB.37 



On the whole, ARNB evinces substantial development, but of a 

different kind than ARNA. ARNB ' s narrative has an expanded, 

episodic character, with unintegrated independent units and 

repetition, as well as nonfunctional events and characters. 

Unnecessary repetition is the main cause of ARNB's less cohesive 

narrative: Eliezer cries three times, Johanan asks Eliezer to 

speak three times, Eliezer and Johanan meet for the first time 

twice, Johanan discovers Eliezer's eating habits twice and so 

forth. This repetition creates a cumbersome, often illogical 

narrative. 

It is necessary, however, to point out that ARNB does not 

completely lack artistic value, even in its unique segments. For 

example, let us compare the aesthetic quality of two expansions: 

the parable exchange and the traditio~ of the Three Rich Men of 

Jerusalem. The latter not only breaks the flow of the narrative, 

but is nonfunctional and contributes nothing to horizontal story 

aspects. However, the two parables are functional (Confrontation 

between Eliezer and Spiritual Father) and are fully incorporated 

into the narrative. Furthermore, they illustrate the competitive 
" (' 

and ~ ~~t~ht relationship between Johanan and Eliezer in a subtle 

and ~ t Qflic way. 
,I' } . 

The exchange provides Eliezer an oblique way to 
I 

compefe with his teacher and demonstrate his own superiority. 

For " ~hrough the parables' clever metaphoric language it is made 

clear that El iezer 11<:.'\s le<:.'\rned more than Johanan has taught him. 

And, last but not least, the symbolic language of the parable 

eXchange effects humour through the pun b'r - bwr. Subtle 

dramatiC irony is created, as well, by placing the parables in 

"'the mouths of Johanan and Eliezer: for" althougtl Johanan "wins" 

the parable exchange in one sense, that is, he is right in 

t1aiming that Eliezer is more like a well than a cistern, it is 



Eliezer who really wins, since he truly does know more Torah than 

Johanan is able to teach him. Thus, the parable exchange is an 

ironic, sophisticated and aesthetically successful unique element 

in ARNB. Evidence of sophisticated arti s try in ARNB is, however, 

uneven. 

The above anal ysi s o"f the structure and themE? of 11 El i ez er 11 

show that although both versions are developed, ARNA is developed 

in a more sophisticated way. ARNA's comparatively greater 

sophi s tication i s also evident in its use of a variety of 

narrative modes. AHNB's "E:~ liezer" evinces only consecutive 

narrative action by the exclusive use of perfect verbs. In 

contrast, ARNA exhibits a variety of narrative modes. Li ke AF~NB, 

consecutive narrative appears in third person perfect verbs; 

yet, three times, AHNA evinces simultaneous action as well, 

indicated by the in sertion of s eparate narrative segments with a 

formulaic introduction ('mrw 'wtw hywm). In each case, this 

formula is used , to show narrative action occurring simultaneously 

with a previously indicated action. Continuous narrative action, 

e){pressed, by the use of a perfect v(:-?r-b plus par-ticiple, is also 
" I ' 

present in ARNA's description of how Eliezer's father sneaks int o 
, .: ~I'" '.. • ' 

the ~~~~mbly: hyh mdlg. Thus, while ARNB uses one narrative mode 
.I J ) " 

.' {:', 

excl~~ively, ARNA uses a variety to relate different kinds of 

acti"-ons: consecutive, simultaneous and continuous. 

The type of discourse used in each version al s o shows ARNA 

to be more developed. Except for scene two, ARNB evinc es a 

larger amount of direct discourse . ARNA's third scen e contains 

~? especially large amount of narrative discourse compa~ed to 

". ARNB's. 
: . . 

Th~ greater proportion of direct discourse in AHNB shows 

that in spite of its development, it has preserved a more 

Original form of composition. It is remarkable that time words 
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do not appear used as narrative connectors in this story. Trul-? , 

they appear (eg, k¥, kywn ¥) but are used only in their primary 

function as time indicator s . Here exegetical formulae ("mrw; 

"mrw b"wtw ywm) are used to link separate segments of commentary, 

rather than time words. 

Ill. The Commentary Context 

The commentary context has influenced the content of the two 

stories in a superficial way. "Akiva" and "Eliezer" i:\re 

connected with different phrases of the lemma in the two 

versions . In ARNA, "Akiva" illustrates "and thirstily drink in 

their words," while "Eli(~:<~er" illustrc:ites "cleave to thE? dust at 

their feet;" ARNB connects "Akiva" with "cleave to the dust at 

their feet," and "Eliezer" with "and thirstily drink in their 

words." Schechter feels th.::.~t A"s te:·:t is confused here and 

prefers ARNB as the more authentic reading. 39 Judging from 

ARNA"s signs of more sophisticated development within the stories 
- ,I, 

thems~lves, Schechter's claim is probably correct. 

apari:i~om questions of textual authenticity, the stories ' 
.1. ; ',. 

inte\7n .ix1 content has been affected by their association with 

different lemmas. 

ARNA's "Akiva" illustrates "drink thir'stily in their ~JOrds." 

Clearly, attempts have been made in ARNA's printed versions to 

align the narrative of Rabbi Akiva's epiphany by the well to it s 

lemma by introducing water imagery: Akiva's epiphany is sparked 

-' b'y seei ng wa.ter f all upon the stones and wear them away, followed 

by the proof',te:{t, "Water wears ,:\Wi:."\y the stones .... " "Job 14: 19). 

However, AR~A manuscripts do not mention water here, but rope: 



< 

"It is because of the r-ope that f"ubs on it ever-y day. ":-':19 

Obviously, a r-edactional impulse at the pr-inted level of 

transmission tr-ied to integr-ate the Akiva nar-rative with its 

commentar-y context by intr-oducing water- imager-y, demonstr-ating 

that ARNA's development continued at the printed level of 

tr-ansmlssion thr-ough an evening r-edactional impulse. 

AF~NA's "Eliezer' " illustr-ates "cleave to ver' y dust at their-

'feet," but contains no e}:plicit dust imagery. Eliezer's walk to 

Jer-usalem and the r-ock/cow dung he puts in his mouth are pr-obably 

dusty, but it is str-etched to attr-ibute these details to the 

dusty lemma. However-, a phrase within the stor-y does echo the 

dir-ect commentary on the fir-st segment of the lemma: "Let your-

house be a meeting place for- Sages •.•• " The dir-ect commentar-y 

Y-eads: "And every single wQt-d which comes for-th ••• let t1im take 

in with awe, fear- and tr-embling (rtt)." This phr-ase is echoed in 

A's "Eliezer-:" Hyrcanus sat and trembled (mrtt) while listening 

to his son's sermon. Thus, the image of the man sitting and 

trembling , pefor-e the Sage echoes the dir-ect commentar-y on the 

lemma. Again, her-e is an instance where ARNA's printed ver-sions 

show ,g r.: ea,t 'er- assi mi 1 at i on to the commentar' y conte:·: t, f or- the 

man LISF'r. ipts r-ead mrty<= instead of mrtt. 40 Wh i 1 e the sense is the 
• .' ·'1 ,. 

same~ : mrty<= does not e:':plicitly echo the language of the dir-ect 

commentar-y. 

ARNB 's "Ak i va" ill ustrates "and cl eavc":! to the dust at thei r 

feet. " Her-e all textual evidence indicates only a rope which 

wears away the stones. No water imagery appears, except in the 

~f. (Jof t e:·: t . However, neither has any dust imagery been 

i ncorporated ;:i nto the narTat i ve. Yet in B's "Eliezer' ," th£?re is 

a Significant amount of unique water imagery. The most striking 

~ample is th~ parable exchange where two water- images signify 



Rabbi Eliezer's learning: the cistern (bwr) and thE: wf?ll (b' r) . 

It seems reasonable that the inclusion of ARN8's watery parables 

was influenced by the watery imagery of its lemma. Another" 

unique example of watery imagery is Eliezer's frequent weeping, 

appearing only in ARNB (and PdRE). Eliezer's tears are not as 

close to the lemma as the parable imagery, for they do not 

symbolize words of Torah. However, they add a watery element to 

the story, and it is possible that the lemma influenced the 

inclusion of the tear motif. 

The content differences caused by the commentary context of 

"Aki va" and "El i ez er" ar-e not great nor arc;? they str-ucturall y or-

thematically significant. In this case, the different commentary 

conte:·: t did not i nf 1 uence the theme, as in "Escape. 11 However, 

even these minor differences demonstrate how content variants in 

parallel stories may simply be the result of a different 

commentary context • 

. f!~.f ;, -" 
.' 'r, 
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CHAPTER 4 

ENDNOTES 

1. Schechter indicates the sources of some of these traditions, 
ARN, p29, notes A.17, A.26. 

" L... Eq: Sa'frai, II 'fc:de s; of thE~ Saqe~; , 11 pp22 :~; -227. 

3. E}baum, "ModE~ls," discus ses several ~.egments in (')F~N ' s 

"Ak i va," compar i nCJ th~2m to si mi I ar tr-ad it ion s about other" 
important Rabbinic figures. Ben Amos only notes that ARN ' s 
"Ak i va" is ,::\n e:·( amp I e of the el·( emp I um genr-e: "(Jener i c , " 
p63. 

4. TS NS 313. 1. a-- b 

5. According to Dr. Khan of the Cambridge University Library. 
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Communicated orally, November, 1989. 

For discussion of narrative connectors see: 
pp21-22. Appendix V, I.A.B. 

"SE~C:," I.B. 7 , 

7. Of course, he is answered implicitly, for if water can wear 
away stone, then so can rope. So notes Saldarini, ARNB, 
p94, note 5. 

8. Schechter, ARN, p29, note B.3. 

9. The Oxford ms reads only ~bl. Ibid, p28, note A. 12. 
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11. 

12. 
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b f~ 12 tiYI. can us!.. :!: .. Q E? T~.~~.9,Ltl. 0 n. ~_f]_~! t t2..€:~ t!..~D. ( Le i den : E~ J 
Br ill, 1973). 

16. Eg: Ben Amos ("Narr'ative Forms," pp165-l66) identifi E'~; th e 
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Rabbi EI~ezer and other important Rabbinic figures. 
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demonst~~te the important place of the Bet ha-Midrash in th e 
Rabbinic , story. 
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18. Ibid, p168. 

19. I bid, P 168, P 1.70. 

2/). I bid, P 1 51 . 

21. IbicJ, p170. 

22. Ibid, pp16(j>-170. 

23. As observed by Kagan, Ibid, ppI56-162. 
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among all the versions. In Ber Rab Eliezer eats clods of 
earth, and in TanB he consumes a bag of sand, but this only 
occurs in the second scene when he is already ill Jerusalem 
studying with Johanan. 

25. Kellogg and Scholes, ~arrativ~, p17S. 

26. Ibid. And: Jacobs, Oral Lite_c.0tL~~, pp5-6. 
"Ep i cLaws," p 1 ~57 . 

(Jlrik, 
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summary of the exegetical features in ARN stories see 
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28. As Saldarini observes, ARN8, pIOO, note 15. 

29. As Saldarini observes, Ibid, note 11. 

30. As Sc."\ldarin-i obser-ves, Ibid, note 14. He unnecessarily (and 
ineffectively) tries to interpret the two accounts so they 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE SCALE OF INNOCENCE STORIES 

A.S - B.19 

In A.8 and B.19 five Simple Rabbinic Stories illustrate the 

sayi ng, "And judge ever"yone in the seal e of innocence," 1 

attributed to Joshua ben Perahia in ARNA and to Nittai the 

Arbelite in ARNB. The whole of B.19 is composed of three of the 

stories, while two appear near the end of A.B. The five stories 

belong to a group of six used as illustrations of the same lemma 

in six different sources. They are especially interesting 

because although all six show great similarity in content, theme 

and structure, none of them are exact parallels. Thl'? sources and 

the stories they contain are outlined in the table below. 

references can be found in ApII. 

ARNA ARNB BT Shab Sheiltot SEl Menorat 
Ha-Meot-

------~~~~-------------------------------------------------------
"Son" " X X X 
-----~~~~--------------------------------------------------------
"The "W'dr.ker 's 
Wages-':"" ":", X X X 
---";":~~'-'-':'-----------.- .. -- .- .. -----....... --.--.----- ...... -_.-.. _---_._-----_ ... _-------_ .. ------_.-

"Capt,i ve 
Maid~n I" X 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
"Captive 
Maiden I I" X 

* 
X x x 

---------------------------------------------------------------
"Rabbi 
Joshua" X X 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
"Beautiful 
Woman" 

, . 
X X X X X 

7 --___________________________________________________________ _ _ _ 

: Th~ ARNA version is not an exact parallel to the other sources, 
ut 15 close ·enough to regard as distantly parallel. 
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In all cases the stories illustrate the same lemma and 

always appear in groups of two or three, usually arranged in the 

order of the progressive severity of the immorality of which the 

heroes are suspected, beginning with monetary immorality and 

progressing to sexual. Only in ARNA and MhM is this progressive 

order -absent.. 

To my knowledge, no one has ever studied the relationship 

between the different versions of these stories. Un 'fortunc:\tl;>l y, 

I must forego their full consideration here. But without going 

into detail, it is fairly certain that Sheil and MhM used Shab 

and ARN as direct sources. BEZ presents idiosyncratic versions, 

especially of "Beautiful vJoman." The relationship of ARN and BT 

Shab will be discussed at some length below. 

No source critical or literary analysis of the Scale of 

Innocence stories has been attempted. Neither have they been 

exploited in historical or theological studies. Perhaps scholarly 

attention has been so scant because, barring the two Rabbi Joshua 

stories, ihey are not associated with a named authority. The 
,. " 

only t~o ~cholars to mention these stories that I have been able 

to df~.~b-';er are Ben Amos and Lerner. Lerner only remarks that '-'.: : ',.' . 
. 1. . " 

ARN ~~~resents the stories' original source. 2 Ben Amos lists 

ARNA,' ,i:; '''Captive Maiden I" as an e)·:ample of the FUddling Tale 

Genre. ::5 

Lerner's opinion that ARN represents the original source can 

be maintained with some certainty for one simple reason: all 

other sources use the stories as illustrations of the saying 

clri 9 i nal to Ayot, and henc~"?, to ARN, "Judge l'?ver·yc.1rH? in the scal e 

Of innocence. ~ 1 However, beyond this the source-relationship of 

these stories' is complex as none of the ARN stories in their 
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extant form represents the least developed parallel. 

The other ARN stories we have compared in this thesis have 

actually been parallel stories. But here is a v ery different 

While the stories in the two ARNs are very similar 

and even share the same plot functions, they are not parallel 

stOt- i es. Indeed, this is remarkable since each other source, 

except for BEZ, shares a parallel story with both ARNA and ARN8. 

The fact that the ARN stories are so alike in struct ur e, theme, 

content and commentary function, while each version h as preserved 

such different stories can possibly be explained by an oral 

transmission hypothesis. That is, stories that are strikingly 

similar in structure, content and theme, but are not actually 

parallel, represent variant versions that emerged at an oral 

transmission stage. 

This hypothesis is supported by Vansina's work on oral 

transmission. According to Vansina, the functional and secondary 

elements of an oral narrative are transmitted with different 

degrees of accuracy. While the basic plot functions tend to be 
" 

trans~i~~~d with accuracy, secondar y elements, such as theme, 

char a:2 t;e~ i Z i::\t i on and sett i ng are mon~ read i 1 Y <,)1 tered dur i n(,;) thf? 
;~ :: '. ' . 
',.(;.; "I, 

procEts's of oral trc:.H'lsmissicm. 4o In this case, the ARN stories 
. ~ ". 

sha~~ the same plot functions, yet differ in secondary elements, 

thus it is highly possible that the stories represent oral 

Variants. 

c 



I. ARNA 

The Redemption of the Captive Maiden I 

The Redemption of the Captive Maiden 11 

Since none of the ARN stories are exact parallels, the two 

versibns will be considered separately. A's two "Capti ve I"lai. df2r1" 

stories are very similar and clearly variants of the same story. 

Although both are Simple Rabbinic StoriE?s, "Captive Maiden Il" i~; 

expanded with unique materials. The two stories have an 

identical structure: an opening expository statement followed by 

three functions: Suspici.on, Vindication and Confirmation of 

Vindication. 

Both stories have the identical opening expository 

statement: "A stor'y of a mai den (rybh ' I:'t) who was captur'ecl cmd 

hlo Hasi dim went af ter her- to n:!deem her. 11 The repet it ion ill the 

opening expository statements and in the concluding statements, 

demonstrates an -evening redactional impulse attempting to link 

the two ~~ories superficially. The printed versions show this 

tenden~y. fore than the manuscripts. For, while the opening 

exposi~ b~~ statements are completely parallel in the printed 
" ,/". 

versi;~h 'S" the O:·:for"d ms' opening to the fir-st stor'y r-eads: "Th~:~ 
"/ },' . 

stor.y· of a mai den (rybh). 115 Thus, the two stori es helve been made 

more ' parallel in the printed versions by assimilating 'ht from 

the opening statement of the second story. The Epstein ms 

likewise, preserves a nonparallel opening sentence in the second 

story (¥wb mc~h b'sh rybh '~t).6 This superficial assimilation 

Shows that the text continued developing at the printed stage of 

transmi ssi on. , . 

While the concluding statements of the two stories are not 

~actly para~lel,7 they echo each other with the repetition of 
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the lemma: "By the T€'!mple Service, so it was. Just as you have 

judged me in the scale of innocence, so shall God judge you in 

the sC"f11 e o"f innocence." 

The repetition of the lemma in the concluding statements 

causes's superficial congruity between lemma and stories, so that 

the latter are presented as the straightforward illustration of 

the former". This surface congruity leads Neusner to observe: 

"The illustr"ation is clear c~nd apt. "113 HOW€'!vE?r, thE~ illust.ratinq 

function of the Scale of Innocence stories is not always 

straightforward. An irony is often at work subtly undermining 

their illustrating function. Yet the configurations of irony 

differ substantially within each individual story, as shall be 

e>:plored below. 

11. The Redemption of the Captive Maiden I 

"Captive Mai-den I" is a c:oncisf?, carl="?fully structured !3imple 

Rabbinic Stor"y. It is composed of an opening exposit.ory 

statement. giving necessary background information,· and three 

funct idn~s: 
,_. I 

Suspicion, Vindication and Confirmation of 
':/ .,' 

Vi nd i ~ ~t" i , on. 
.11 } . 

This story is so compact t.hat each function is 
I 

expr~~sed in only two or three sentences. However, it is a 

compl~te story with an init.ial state of stasis (the opening 

expository statement), a sharp rise in tension (Suspicion), 

continued suspense (Vindication), and final conclusion 

(Confirmation of Vindication). So undeveloped a story is unusual 

in ARNA. Indeed, besides signs of redac:tional assimilation, it 

~h~ws few sig~~ of expansion. 10 

This story exhibits the sophisticated play of irony possible 

in SLlch "" " t t t I .... , ver"y s 10r "a e. Remarkably, the configuration of 



irony is deeper and more subtle in the Oxford ms than in the 

printed versions. The configuration of irony in the latter 

begins in the first function, Suspicion. It is engendered by the 

paradoxical contrast between apparent and actual action. 11 

Apparently, the Hasid's motive for entering the harlot's room is 

to redeem the captive maiden, as is suggested by the opening 

statement: "The story o 'f a mai den who was captLlred and two 

Hasidim went to redeem her." Now, although his apparent purpose 

is explicit, the Hasid's real actions inside the harlot's tent 

are unknown, both to his companion and to the reader. The 

Hasid's decidedly suspicious behaviour causes us to think the 

worst: for why else would he leave his companion waiting outside 

and enter the room alone? 

A large amount of suspense is generated, quite literally, 

between the lines. That is, a suspenseful void of narrative time 

gapes betwE.'en the words "One of them entel"' E~d the har lot ' s I"'oom" 

and "When he came out .... " We are not informed exactly what 

happened : within the room, not how long the Hasid actually was 

insid~. '{ ~here are three possibilities for his unknown action s : 

ei th:~r. -he was eng,"'ged in redeemi ng the capt i ve mai den (h is 
" '; '. '. 

I- "', 
appa~~Mt action), or he was engaged in sexual immorality (his 

,'. ', 

susp~cted action) or both. Suspicion is given concrete 

eXpression in the Hasid's question upon exiting: "Of what did 

you suspect me?" 

Two simultaneous levels of epistemological irony are 

Constructed in the first function. The first level is within the 

'Conte:<t of tt;le narrati ve. Here the reader is in the same 

POSition as ' ~ he second Has id, knowing the honourable apparent 

Purpose of the visit to the harlot's room, yet having reason to 



suspect immoral conduct. The second level of irony is on the 

level of the commentary context. Here, the reader knows more 

than the second Hasid, since due to the lemma, he knows that the 

first Hasid must be vindicated. Thus, whatever his real actions 

were, he will be judged innocent in order to illustrate the 

lemma. Ironically, apparent action judged to be real action 

becomes reality no matter what the reality actually was. The 

second level of irony expresses the epistemological paradox 

latent in the relationship between the lemma and the illustrating 

story, that is, that judging a thing to be true makes it true. 

But strikingly, the reader's ironic foreknowledge of the 

Hasid's innocence does not detract from the suspense . Indeed, 

the story's central suspense is generated more by the subtly 

ambiguous conversation between the two companions, than by the 

Hasid's unknown actions themselves. Although the reader knows 

the outcome of the story, the dramatic conversation and character 

interact ion caus,es a cont i nuous gen~~rat ion o"f suspense. 

The " sLlspense 1" ,-.":> skilfully fabricated by the direct 

discou~s~; beginning with the first Hasid's question: "Of what. 

di d Y.:o'~I ' suspect me?". 
,'. ". 

This statement generates suspense 
,,"i • ' .. , 

preci~~ly because so much crucial information is left out: why 

sho~i~ , the companion suspect him? How does he show his 
".-

SL\spi cion? 

The companion's answer ironically embodies the second 

functi on: Vindication. The answer is ambiguous; he implies 

that he suspects nothing, but does not explicitly say so: 

·J·Perhaps in '?t:""der- to know f or" how much money she must bf.? 

ranSomed?" "f;!ecause the vindication is only implied, ther-e is a 

strong counter--implication that the companion does, indeed, 



suspect his friend. Furthermore, he begins with the qualifying 

interrogative, "perhaps" (~m·). The presence of this one word 

undermines the truth value of his statement, and thus increases 

the ironic tension of the character confrontation. For' , the 

paradox between apparent and actual truth is embodied in his very 

words: .at the very moment that he apparently denies that he 

suspects his companion of immoral behaviour, he actually implies 

hiS serious suspicions! 

The Hasid's response embodies the third function, 

Confirmation of Vindication. He confirms that his companion's 

judgement of innocence is correct: "By thE'-=.' Templ e Servi ce! It 

was so. Just as you have judged me in the scale of innocence, so 

will the Holy One Blessed be He judge you in the scale of 

innocence. 11 Yet, al though the Hasi d 's final wet-ds out\o'lard 1 y 

confirm his companion's Vindication of his innocence, ironic 

tension continues. Since the reader knows that the Hasid must 

be found innocent ~ue to the commentary context, the actual event 

is still unknown. The Hasi d 's str'ong oath, 11 By the T~?mp 1 e . , 
Service, ," , cf.\n either be taken as a heartfelt e:,:clamation of 

truth, ~r~ ~6 an exaggerated and untruthful protestation of 
I 1 j'o' .~. _: . I 

,', 

i nnoceh~'~ ~ ' 
,t'/.-' ~I, ".,,: ~ .' 

In the final analysis, the story is an ironic illustration 

of the lemma. Its ironic and dramatic character interaction 

explores the theme of the paradoxical gap between apparent and 

real truth and between deed and word, or actual event and 

jUdgement of the event. Ben Amos recognized its paradoxical 

theme when he classifies the story as a Riddling Tale containing 

Cl 'Paradox i cal ,si tLlat ion: the disparity between the suggested 

meaning and the real meaning of the character's behaviour. 12 



The above analysis is valid for both the printed and the 

manuscript versions. However, the Oxford ms, due to one small 

difference in wording, exhibits a more biting irony. Tl-li s i r'on'( 

is e:,:pr"essed in the ambiguity o ·f the companion's an !:;WE'r to " CH 

\fJhat did you suspect me ',?". Instead of the pr' inted tE~:-:t. 's '§m' 

lydC bkmh dmym hy' mhwrhnt, the D:dord ms reads, ¥m' lydC: bkmh 

dmym hy' mhrhrt. The printed versions' mhwrhnt unambiguously 

refers to to the amount of the ransom , since the verb hrhyn 

means "to deposit as a pledge."13 However, the word mhrhrt is 

ambiguous. Its primary meaning is "to think" or" "to consider." 

In this case, the sense would again refer to the amount being 

considered for the ransome. However, the ~"lc)rd can al so mean "to 

be heated," or "to have impure thoLII]hts," in other words to be 

sexuallyexcited. 14 

By using the ambiguous mhrhrt, the companion suggests both 

possible events that occurred within the harlot's room. If 

mhrhrt is underst.ood as "to consider," then the companion's 

statement means much the same as the mhwrhnt of the printed text, 

i e, "Per"h~ps to know how much money she (the captor) is 
; (. 

consi <;:IJ?i:- i ,i::lg (f or the r' an some ) • " 
I' ,..' -, 

If, however, mhrhrt is 

L'nde~,\~'tq,od in the other" sense, then the compc:m i on is stY"onq I y 
fl'.1 . 

. I " 

sugg~~ting that his friend went into the room for a sexual 

purpose: "Perhaps to knoltJ how much money ~;he wi 11 heat up f ot-. " 

Yet the irony of the Oxford ms goes even further. Here an 

ironic judgement reversal is made due to the ambiguity of mhrhrt; 

for it is not the companion who judges the Hasid to be innocent, 

but the Hasid who judges his companion to be innocent! When the 

Hasid declar~s his companion has judged him correctly, he has, 

thus, chosen :to ignore the he ous meaning of the ambiguous 

mhrhrt and to assume that the innocent meaning of the word was 



intended. Thus, the Hasid has judged his companion ' s intent to 

be innocent, and thereby made his companion judge him to be 

i nnoc£·>nt ! The Hasid's final statement thus becomes bitingly 

ironiC, s ince the companion did not, in fact, judge the Hasid to 

be innocent, but indeed, strongly insinuated his guilt. Thu s , 

the theme of the paradoxical epistemological gap between apparent 

and actual action is embodied self-reflexively within the Hasid ' s 

final words as he says one thing, but intends quite another. 

This judgement reversal is not emphasized in the printed version s 

due to the lack of mhrhrt. Thus, the version of the story in the 

Oxford ms is more ironic than that of the printed version. 

Here is another example of a story with paradoxical 

closure.l~ On the plot level, closure is effected, that is, the 

Hasid is vindicated of suspicion. Yet, closure is not effected 

on the hermeneutic level. The gap between apparent and actual 

event is as wide as ever at the story's end as at its beginning. 

Not only is what occurred in the harlot's room still unknown, but 

the true :'intent of the chc.~racters' words are ever suspect. 

is a ~h~~~ tension between resolved narrative plot and unresolved .' 
herm'~ri~Lltic plot. This tension sel 'f--Y-efle:dvely embodies the "., , 

c . . / .. ';, 
story' ~ ,~ theme: whi le tt1e story appeat- s to be resol ved, it is 

. ~. , . 
act~ally unresolved. Thus, in this tightly structured story the 

explicit content and unfolding of the plot embody a deeper 

hermeneut i c. 16 

This concise s tory exhibits a tight narrative structure made 

especially sophisticated and dramatically effective by the subtle 

-~bnfigurations of irony. 
. ; 

The tight narrative structure is 

manifest in ' ~he quick sequence of functions, each no more than a 

sentence or two long. Typical of the many folk tale genres, 



there is a bare minimum of characterization. The character s are 

"agf?nt s ," in the stn.lctLIr" aJ. i st sens!? : beyond what is needed for 

the unfolding of the plot, they have no attributes. 17 There i s 

one instance of a time word k~y.·; here, however, it does no t 

function as a narrative connector but as a time indicator, 

showing that some time elapsed between the time the Hasid 

entered, and exited, the harlot's room. 18 

Like the other Scale of Innocence stories, speech acts and 

illocutionary acts are of special importance. All of the 

functions are speech acts. The illocutionary act of Swearing 

occupies the story ' s climax. 

The manuscript version of "Captive Maiden I" has preserved 

an even more sophisticated and ironic story due to its lexical 

ambiguity.19 This i s a good example of a case where a small 

textual variant significantly affects a story's artistry. It is 

possible that the more ambiguous mhrhrt was purposefully changed 

in the printed text to mhwrhnt for apologetic reasons, precisely 

because of ~ts damning ambiguity. 

judge whe~~~~ this be true without 
! ~:J.' I 

. . -t':- ,-,,-
lndividfial ' ms and printed versions. 

" ,,: : ~. ,,:'; .. 

. :.' .. 

However, it is impossible to 

an investigation of all 



Ill. The Redemption of the Captive Maiden 11 

ARNA's second Scale of Innocence story has the identical 

functions, the same situation and the same main characters as the 

first; however, it has been substantially expanded so that it is 

quite distinct. 20 The printed versions show more instances of 

expansion than the manuscripts. In four cases expanding 

explanatory glosses, used to supply background information, 

appear only in the printed versions. 21 

The two stories are linked by the parallel introductory and 

concluding statements, discussed above. Internal lexical 

repetition is also present. The identical question, "Of what did 

you suspect me?," appears in both stor i es, clS does the i dent i cal 

oath, "By the Temp 1 e Servi Cf..?, it was so!" The repet it i on can b(? 

evidence of ARNA's evening redactional impulse, linking the two 

stories by assimilation to make them more parallel. 

Altho~gh parallel versions of this story appear in Sheil and 
, i 

MhM, theYl,.f,se the E;hab ver-si on, not ARN{~' s, as a direct soUt-ce. 

Truth t:Jf ;'tol d, th is was a ~~ood choi ce, f Ol~ AF~NA' s versi on is so . / .. 

. ~ ~.. ,. 

e~:pand.~·d .': ;t~lat it ha~5 lost strLlctural and/or stylistic ar-tistic: 
.f ;" ~I • 

I • 

ef f ec: !:t ' ~ . 

Al though thi s is sur p 1''' i si ng si nce it follows "Capt i ve 

Mai den I," a conc i se and c:aref ull y structur-ed story, "Capt i ve 

Maiden 11" is an el·:ample of an el<pansionist nar-rativl'? developed 

Without an artistic strategy. Its plot functions are identical 

t~ . ,those of "Capt i ve Mai df.?n I": cH1 open i ng el·: posi tory stc~tement 

and three fundtions: Suspicion, Vindication, and Confirmation of 

Vindication. :Vet, ·from its beginning, the story is weakened 

through nonfunctional expansion: both nonfunctional background 



information in the opening expository statement (the information 

that the Hi,\sid has been put in jail [wntps'/:ld mhm l¥wm ls'tym 

whb~whW bbyt h'swryn]), and by a nonfunctional character (the 
• 

wife) and scene (the jail scene). 

Th~ addition of the jail scene causes an uneven 

scene/function relationship; although the story contains two 

scenes, the first is nonfunctional, and all three functions are 

fulfilled in the second. Its added details, the wife character 

and her problematic interaction with her husband, the Hasid's 

sojourn in prison and the ransome arrangement, in no way 

contribute to the story's central conflict, ie, Suspicion and 

Vindication. Certainly, the jail scene is functionally 

superfluous; at best it adds plot complication, but does not 

even engender suspense. 80th plot structure and suspense are 

weakened because there is no functional link between the jail 

scene and the following functions. In the printed versions, the 

jail scene is even more expanded than in the manuscripts by 

explanator~i glosses and repetition, for instance, the wife's 

. ; '. 
repeated r:'etort: 

.. 'I,," " 

"She said to him, 'Isn't it enough that you are 
• . ' "l.. . ..•. 
lmprlsdned in jail, but must you also occupy yourself with idle 

';'~' .. :: 
.f, ; 't, 

mat ter 9 ?r 1.,"22 

. ~. ;: 

ti is unclear why the jail scene should be so developed, 

Considering that it adds nothing to suspense or to plot 

progressi on. One possibility is that the entire prison scene is 

a Sort of developed explanatory gloss explaining why two Hasidim 

are specified in the opening expository statement . For although 

t~~ ' Hasidim are specified therein, the remainder of the story 
, ; 

Ol'lly follows t 'he actions of one Hasid. Two Hasidim appeared in 

lie 
apti ve Mai den I, 11 but the second had a funct i onal rol f? in 
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the plot (Suspicion/Vindication). Here, the second Hasid has no 

key function in the story. The eyewitnesses of the suspicious 

behaviour, embodying the Suspicion/Vindication functions, are an 

anonymous, impersonal third person plur-al "th("~y" ('mrw lw ... 'mr 

Ihm) . The fact that the second Hasid has no functional role may 

explaip the development of the jail scene in which he is 

appointed a specific role in the story: it is he who ransomes 

the first Hasid and thus allows the narrative to proceed. 

But why a second Hasid at all? Chances are, the second 

Hasid became assimilated into the story through ARNA's evening 

redactional impulse. Probably, originally only one Hasid was 

specified in the opening expository statement, like the Shab 

parallel. Subsequently, when "Captive Maiden 11" was made 

superficially parallel with "Captive Maiden I" during Af-i:NA's 

redaction process, the opening statement was changed to whlkw 

'~ryh ~ny ~sydym Ipdwth. "Capti ve Mai den I I" was then e:,:panded 

by a scene which , provided a role for the second Hasid. The 

process of expansion surrounding the character of the second 

Hasid con~inued into the stage of printed transmission, for the 
: ,:1, 

explanato~y glosses in the printed versions make explicit 
J J' ,,)',- .,:" .:,' 

refer-el1c::e to his absence, ('2g, "Go to him ;and tell him that I am 
J/; ~!, • ~.-.. > 

sitt1bgin prison because of unchastity while he is sitting and 

havrn'g a pleasant time at home, not concern i ng hi msel f wi th the 

maiden. " 

Here, then, is an instance where superficial redactional 

Changes influenced the internal development of a story to its 

detriment, leading in this case, to artistic impoverishment. 

~hile FraenkJl is not always right when he says that ARN's story 

versions are ; less artistic than the BT's, here this judgment is 

def ' . lnltely cQrrect. 23 



"Captive t1aiden II's" comparatively poor artistic quality 

can be seen in its configurations of irony. Like "Captive Maiden 

I," the charactt-:rs ."re undeveloped functional "c':.<gents." y&?t 

here, they fail to embody the thematic development. This is.; not 

due to anything in the characterization process itself, but to 

the weaker irony. For because of plot conflation and a lack of 

verbal ambiguity here is little ironic tension. Br-evi ty mayor 

may not be the soul of wit, but it is the soul of irony; ironic: 

tension diminishes when a reader is told too much. 

Ironic tension is diminished here in two ways. Fi rst, thE! 

addition of the nonfunctional jail scene causes a dislocated plot 

line and defuses suspense. Secondly, the Hasid reveals too much 

about his own suspicious actions. Unlike the first story, where 

the Hasid's real actions remain unknown, here the Hasid tells the 

reader beforehand exactly what he will do. Although we mayor 

may not believe in his innocence, the fact that he reveals his 

intentions so ~:,:plicitly removes a deep ironic sting. 

This does not mean that the story utterly lacks irony. The 

cent~aL ~onversation, embodying the functions Suspicion and 
,I 

Vi n~ f c'at i on, remai ns i roni c to a great degree. 
",.~ " 

When the 

I "" 
anor,Ymous th i rod person plural are asked by the Hasi d, "Of what 

di cj " you suspect me when I immersed mysel f?," they answer, 

"Perhaps you had a nocturnal emission (~m' r'yt qry)." The 

reason they provide for the emission is not the apparent reason, 

ie, the fact that he slept so close to a young maiden. Instead, 

they state it is due to the effect of the fresh air after being 

incarcerated for so long, " ..• And now that you have come out into 

the open ai 'r- your flesh became heated up ..• " <ttm b~rk cl yk) . 
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Their avoiding explicit reference to the Hasid's night spent 

in the same bed with the young maiden creates some ironic 

tension. This is continued by the Hasid's final confirmation of 

their Judqement: " By th('? Temp le !3er-vi ce, it was so I " FOI~ it i ::; 

not clear· to e:-:,3ctly \'·lhat pi:\r·t. of their judl;}ement the "it \o'le1. '" ~:;o" 

That i s, the Hasid might be affirminq that his nocturnal 

pollution was bec<"u ~5e his "flesh was hE'c;\ted up," without 

affirming that the maiden had nothing to do with it. But, 

although there is sufficient ironic ambiguity to generate some 

humour, there is not enough to create sustained ironic tension. 

The internal irony i s local and is not consistently embodied in 

the plot and hel~ meneutic If.?vel~.; like in "C2.p tiv(~ !"Ia.iden 1." 

The thematic development is affected by the lack of 

sustai ned irony. In" Capt i v€~ Mai den I" ther-e wel~e tlo')O themes, 

explicit and implicit. The explicit theme was the content of the 

lemma: judge everyone in the scale of innocence. Th(;? implicit 

theme was the gap between apparent and actual truth and how, 

paradoxic~lly and ironically, verbal confirmation can create 
, i 

truth. l"h€0se implicit themes ewe not a s developr:!d in "Captivf! 
.~, ,:" 

Ma.i den, I I',' ; for, hand in hand with the lack of sustained iron y : 
'1;.: ")'0' . ".' 

the H~~meneutic sophistication of the story diminishes. 
I ··f 

J,rt~+r ' 

:. th(~ lack o ·f consi~:;tent in:my in "Captive Maid!-:?n Il" has an 

effect on its commentary function. For although here too, the 

reader knows beforehand that the Hasid must be Judged innocent, 

dl.\(~ to t' ] .. "e . emma, this fails to create the same ironic tension 

between lemma and story. 

The stor y's narrative technique and stylistic devices are , . 
s· : 
.lmple with ·no word play or s ignificant repetition. 

Si9 nifi cantl~~ there is a greate~ amount of narrati ve than dir ect 

-



discourse, especially in the printed versions. This supports the 

hypothesis that an increased amount of narrative discourse is a 

sign of a later, developed story. 

ThE? " C ,:~ p t i V f? r1 d i cl en" ':5 t 0 t- i \';?~; ill U Si t r- ate the 5 a m E:~ e :.~ p l i c: i. t 

theme and appear in the same commentary context, side by side . 

• 80th are composed of the same three functions. Yet onE') story is 

Cl terse, sophisticated gem of ironic artistry, while the other is 

loose, expanded and lacks clear signs of a conscious artistic 

impulse. How two so very similar stories in such different 

stages of development ended up in such close textual proximity is 

a mystery. While there is clear evidence of a redactional 

attempt to assimilate the stories to each other, the 

assimilation is only achieved on a superficial, formal level. 

The evening redactional impulse did not go so far as to rework 

the stories internally. 

The nature of the assimilation provides some insight into 

" the character of the redactional impulse of at least one level of 

Af~NA red S\C t i on . Here is a redactional impulse that links 

matet- i ,a 1:5. " t h nJu.qh ~.;up er ·f i c i c:d. par a 11 e 1 ·f m-ma 1 ph r- a~;r:?s 1'- i:.' t h(:?r t ht~n 

thro~~h 1nternal reworking. 
.'1 -:.' 

This is very different from text s 

SUdv ) _,,%·' S[R, SEl and Tan, v!hf.?re a redac:t.icmal impulse re~'lC)r-ked 

entj ~· e stories to show uniForm purpose and/or narrative 

characteristics. 24 However, even though the redaction was 

SUper ·ficial, it influc-:>nced "Captive 11aiclen 11" intf:?rnally, 

leading to unique expansions. The story is an excellent example 

Qf where a superficial redactional change, ie, two Hasidim 

instead of one in the opening sentence, influenced the story ' s 

.,Compos it ion. :~ . 



Finally, although the theme of speech and its effects in the 

real world is more piquantly developed in "Captive Maiden I 11 . , in 

both the climax is the illocutionary act of Swearing. In both, 

saying s omething i s true, makes it so. 

;:, 

~. I 

) -," :." 

. ~. "...' 

, . 



IV. ARNB 

In ARNB three stories illustrate the lemma, attributed to 

Nittai the Arbelite rather than Joshua ben Perahia. l'Jhi I e none 

of ARNB's stories has a direct parallel in ARNA, each has direct 

parallels in other sources (see the source table at the beginning 

of the chapter). 

In Elbaum's opinion, ARNB materials often show mixed 

traditions, indicating a tendency to be influenced by other 

texts.2~ Yet the evidence of these three stories suggests the 

reverse: here ARNB was clearly used as a source by other texts 

and does not appear to have been influenced by any known source. 

The relative date of the four sources with ARNB parallels can be 

established with some certainty. All except for BT Shab are 

certainly later compilations: undoubtedly, the initial redaction 

of Sheil and MhM were later than ARNB's. Indeed, the author of 

the 1 at ter, Al Nc:d::al,l-li, names ARNB as his sour-ce few 11 Son. 11 ::.?6 

There is much scholarly argument over the redaction date of SEl, 

howev~i ~ in all probability it is a later compilation than the 

cor;.:e:i .of ARNB. 27 

.: ::." 
.I}; ;1 ;,'.-.' 

I 

'!." This is not the placc~ for a complete discussion of the 

st~ries' source-relationship problems. However, given that the 

later compilations almost certainly used ARNB as a source, 

COUpled with the fact that ARNB does not appear to have been 

influenced by parallel versions, suggests that the hypothesis 

that ARNB mixed its traditions should be reversed. 

probable that ARNB traditions were incorporated more into other 

te:.: t S. 2E1 
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of ARNB's stories has a direct parallel in ARNA, each has direct 

parallels in other sources (see the source table at the beginning 

of the chapter). 
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traditions, indicating a tendency to be influenced by other 

texts.2~ Yet the evidence of these three stories suggests the 
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certainly later compilations: undoubtedly, the initial redaction 

of Sheil and MhM were later than ARNB's. Indeed, the author of 
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how~~~~, in all probability it is a later compilation than the 

ccii·,')e' ~'f ARNB. 27 
: "':, :. 

, I, ; 'I . 
f ," ~! '. 
If;, .. 

This is not the place for a complete discussion of the 

~~ories' source-relationship problems. However, given that the 

later compilations almost certainly used ARNB as a source, 

Coupled with the -fact that ARNB does not appear to have been 

influenced by parallel versions, suggests that the hypothesis 

that ARNB mi xed its traditions should be reversed. It ,,;eems mor' e 

Probable ~hat ARNB traditions were incorporated more into other 

te:.: t S. 21:1 



V. The Son Sent to Buy Wheat 

The "Son" st.or·y in thE) Romi ms is deff~ ctive: two chunks of 

text have been left out, the son' s answer to his father in the 

first s cene , and a market place exchange between father and 

friend. The Halberstam ms includes the latter, but lacks the 

In both cases , the lacunae were probably caused by a 

common scribal error: the copyists inadvertently left out chunks 

of text when their eyes skipped ahead to a parallel phrase. 

Textual lacunae due to this cause are common where there is much 

verbatim repetition. Only the Parma ms contains "Son" in full; 

its lack of lacunae suggest that it should be used instead of 

Rami as the base manu s cipt for ARN's critical edition. 

Schechter reconstructed the story for his critical edition 

from the Sheil parallel. Besides minor expansions and some 

assimilation of formulaic phrases from ARNA and Shab, the Sheil 

conforms almost completely to ARNB's extant st.ory.3D The version 

of "Son" in MhM conf or- m ~, I f:?~';S to the e:·: tant ARNB and contai ns 

more assimilation from 5hab and much more indirect and narrative 

disc~~~~e than either ARNB or Sheil. There are also s ome 

di~f~r'ences in content., eg , the lender i s made to look more . "' .', 

.1; .... , 

SL\(~p i e i aLl. s . Yet despite these differences, Al Nakawa e x pli c itl y 

stat~s that ARNB i s hi s s ource. Either he used a variant version 

of the story no longer extant, or he altered his material 

substantially. Since Al Nakawa does not seem to be in th e habit 

of reworking his narrative materials,31 perhaps the fo r me r i s 

corr e ct. 

Altho~gh a Simple Rabbinic Story with no obvious expan s ion s 

Or a.dded s~?gment !:; , "Son" is strlJ(:turi::llly r .... "thl:')I'- cDmpl~? :·: . 

diVided into two part s . The first part con s ists of an opening 



expository statement and two functions, Suspicion and 

Vindici:\tion. The second part has its own opening expository 

statement followed by the final function, Confirmation of 

Vindication. There are three scenes, but these do not correspond 

neatly to the three functions. Rather than evincing one separate 

func~ion per scene, the first two scenes each contain a 

repetition of the first two functions,32 while the third scene 

fulfills t he third function, Confirmation of Vindication. The 

story's structure and the scene/f unc tion relationship is 

expressed in the table below: 

Opening Expository 
Statement 

Scene I: 

Scene 11: 

Functions I and 11 
f:lusp i cion and 
Vindicaticm 

Functions I and 11 
~3uspic:ion and 
Vindication 

PART 1 

A story of a man who sent his 
son to his friend's. 

Son sent to buy wheat and is 
I~ e·f used. 

Son sent to borrow money and 
is r- c-.? ·f Lt s;(-;?d • 

'- I ~ ('. 

------~------------------------------------------------------.----. . , PART 11 
. ' .t:" .~ .. :' '.: ., . 
. \ ' '. 

--~·T'~;.~;-·----·---- -··----- -- ---· .. ·--'·--· .. ----·-.. -- ----.-.---.----...... -.. .. ---.-.----.----... - ... ---.-- ..... --.. ------
,. I 

Op.efli;lg E:-(posi tory 
StC,'\tement 

Scene I I I: Func:l::.ion I I I 
Confirmation 
of ~h n d i cat i on 

When they went to the market 
place they met each other 

Conversation between the 
father and his friend. 

- - - - - - - .... - - __ .. _ - _. - __ - _ • • _ _ .. .. _ _ ____ . _ .. __ • __ - __ - " .. 0 ..... ___ • _____ _ _ , _______ ..... __ _ N. _. _ .. ___ ... _ .. ... _ ......... _ ___ ....... __ 

A progression is evident in the plot, for there is a graduated 

_0'. importance , i n the son's mi ssi on: 

ne}( t for mqney. 

first he is sent for wheat, and 



A continuous suspense is generated, beginning with the the 

opening expository statement which informs that the two 

protangonists are friends (~brym). Since they are friends, the 

refusal of wheat and money is puzzling. Further suspense is 

created by the contrast bet ween the friend's apparent actions and 

hiS words: although the son finds him measuring wheat and 

counting money, he refuses to sell or loan swearing they do not 

belong to him (kk wkk ~th 'ynw qnwy). This contrast between the 

apparent and the actual embodies the same theme as ARNA's two 

stories: the disparity between apparent and real truth. The 

friend appears to have wheat to sell and money to lend, but he 

says he has not. One or the other is the truth. Wh i chever' is 

regarded as true, causes the other to become only apparent. Yet 

not enough information is revealed for us to judge which is the 

real tr-uth. 

The ambiguity of truth is given concrete expression in the 

characters. Differing stances towards the real truth are 

embodied in the father and his son. The interchange between 

father ~qd son embodies two functions: 
, I.-

Suspicion is embodied in 

the ~~~ ~ ~ words, Vindication, in the father's. 
.,'" 

The son, who ha-:::; 
./ c' 

actLli:,\:rLy seen the f r i end wi th wheat and mcmey in his hand <:-:; , 
,f ~l ~j " •• 

If·,. 

impl ~~~ that the friend's apparent actions represent the real 

tru'th, and ther-ef on~, that hc~ is 1 yi ng. Notably, the s on implies 

gUilt without making his accusations explicit. When he retur-n~5 

empty handed to his 'fathf?r he repor-ts "Father-, 1 found him 

measuring wheat/counting money and he said to me 'I swear, the 

Wheat / money is not mine. ' '' 3~.$ The son's emphatic "I found him" 

-~tresses his. eyewitness status. By stressing the fact that he 

has seen the" wheat and the money in his hands, he strongly 

implies that the friend is a liar. 
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The father, however, is of the opinion that the friend 

speaks the truth, that his words are actually true and his 

actions only apparently true. His opinion is made explicit 

immediately after his son ' s reports, where he provides a 

vindicating explanation of his friend ' s behaviour: "Perhaps they 

are ttile second ti the/money deposi t.ed wi th hi m. 11 The f at. h(·?r ' s 

belief in his friend's innocence is plausible to the reader since 

it is expressed to his son, to whom he could be perfectly candid 

about his suspicions. He has no ulterior motive, such as 

politeness or fear to require him to claim his friend's innocence 

insincerely. 

The third scene in the market place consists of a 

conversation between the father and the friend, embodying the 

third function, Confirmation of Vindication. 

statement sets the scene: "When they went (kywn to t.he 

market they met each other-." The friend wishes to know what. the 

father said about him when his son returned empty handed. His 

question echoes the son's words in the first two scenes : 

your son came to me and found me measuring wheat/counting money 
; : ," 

and l l ~i~n't give any to him, what did you say about me? (mh 'mrt 
,! ."0' .. " 

'f ," . 
Cl y ) ~,/' :;' .', A verbal echo with the previous scene also appears in th e 

.f}':} . 

I ' 

fath~~'s response, as he quotes himself: "F'erhi::lps they an,? f or-

the 'second tithe /money deposited wi t.h hi m. " The fact that he 

quotes himself makes the father's words reliable: 

can be verified since his words duplicate what he said to his 

Son. The friend res ponds with positive confirmation: 

(kk wkk) that you have not deviat.ed from the right or left (ie, 

'You c:>.re right on target)! {-)bout you it is sal d, '(.)nd judge 

everyone in ' the se al E! of innocence.' 11 Again, the final function, 

Confirmation ' of Vindication, is confirmed through the 



illocutionary act of Swearing. 34 

t.o.Jhi:."\t is str i king about "80n 11 when compar-ed wi th other ARN 

scale of Innocence stories, is that although it contains 

suspense, it lacks irony. The lack of irony is partly effected 

because there is not enough verbal ambiguity in the direct 

discours~? Thus, the father's claim for his friend ' s hones ty is 

perfectly believable. The reason why here the father ' s judgement 

is credible, while for example, the Hasid's judgment in "Captive 

Maiden I" is ambiguous, is because of the embodiment of the 

Suspicion function in another character, the son. Her-e the 

fulfillment of each function is isolated in a separate character: 

the son suspects and the father vindicates. By dividing the 

function fulfillment between two separate characters, their 

motives and true beliefs are clear. In "Captive M~~iden I," 

however, only one character embodied both functions causing hi s 

judgement to be ambiguous and ironic. The use of two separate 

characters to embody different stances may be an arti s tic 

strategy to eleviate irony. 

~ ;" 
The lack of irony is also caused because the suspicious 

a.cti ,~'~ i's e:o:plicitly revealed to the reader. 
o· 

Irony is engendered 
I "0" 

and o/hClr:-tured by what is un known. ARNA's "Captive Maiden I" was 

hi9tiy ironic precisely because the Hasid's suspicious actions 

were completely opaque. In this case, all of the suspicious 

actions are viewed through the son eyewitness. Finially, the 

father's Judgement in the final scene is b e li e vable due to 

external verification (he quotes himself). 

ARNB 's ," Son" is a cCoHoo ef ull y structured story wi th a tense 

and terse poi;ot. Al though it has not become a Composi te or 

EXpanded Story, it evinces some signs of development in its 



relatively complicated scene/function relationship. Closure is 

effected on both the plot and the hermeneutic levels. On the 

plot level, closure is achieved when the misunderstanding between 

the two friends is resolved. On the hermeneutic level, the 

validity of apparent truth is shown to be misleading. Due to thE' 

closJre on both levels and the lack of irony, the story function s 

as a straightforward illustration of the lemma. 

"Son" 1· c' .::> conducted almost completely in direct discourse. 

Only brief background information is provided in narrative 

discourse, mostly isolated in the opening expository statements. 

The plot functions unfold only through speech acts. The time 

sequence is uncomplicated, composed of consecutive action with 

verbs in the perfect tense (in the narrative discourse). One 

time word appears (kywn ¥ys'w IMwq) 
• but here it is used as a 

time indicator, not as a narrative connector.3~ Yet, strikingly 

while this time indicator is not a narrative connector, it does 

appear at a crutial point of narrative transition effecting a 

link bet0een the two parts of the story. 

. I ~, 

th~~acterization i s undeveloped. The characters are 

ano~y~ous and have no character traits beyond whatever concerns 
,I; • "'I 

th~.i.I~}r Of unc t ion, t hus c~r E! "c:IC] en t s" i n ~5t r' uc t I..lr a 1 is t tf~r' m i noJ og y. :;$<'" 

Thu~, the son is suspicious because he fulfills the Suspicion 

fWYct i on; the father is not suspicious, because he fulfllls 

Vindication. Again, as is typical of the Rabbini c story in 

Part i cuI ar' and th E.' or' al 'f 01 k tal e in genel'· c:\l, the e h ar' aeter' 5 ' 

inner thoughts are not directly revealed, but demonstrated 

... thr-ough e:-:1:er·naJ. ac::tiC)Il<3 clnd speech. 

The oni' y styli!:>tic devicE~ Llsed in "Son" is repetition, 

Which Is ma~ipul ated in a sophisticated manner appearing in 



different modes of discourse. For instance, a phrase of 

narrative discourse is repeated in direct discourse twice, once 

by the son, once by the friend: "He went i:\ncl found him mea.'::;ur-inq 

\'-Jheat/counting money." (narTc.~tive); 11' Father·, I founel him 

measur i ng wheat/counti ng mOnf-2Y and he sai d to mE?, 11 I ~3wr2cH- t.he 

moneY/\Nheat is not mine."'" (din,~ct); 

and found me measLwing wheat/counting mcmey ••• ' 11 (c.i:irf.~ct). Thf2 

repetition in the two modes of discourse has an important effect: 

irony and ambiguity are eliminated due to its accuracy. Thus, 

here is a case where repetition is skilfully manipulated to 

reflect the story's hermeneutic level • 

. , 
;,f' 

~. I • 

. ·: t '.' 
:.;~~ ~: , ,~. ,; .~;" 

.1./; ... " ':,1 • 

; '" 
., ", 

" ,', 



VI. Rabbi Joshua and the Captive Woman 

This stor'y is much like "CaptivE) Ivli.~idf.:m 11" e;·:cept that thp 

hero is a named authority, Rabbi Joshua. While the two stories 

are too different to be considered true parallels, obviously, 

they represent variants of the same basic story. They evince 

very similar content and structure: a righteous man redeems a 

captive maiden, puts himself in suspicion of sexual immorality, 

and is vindicated through a speech act exchange. The main 

difference between them is their configuration of irony. 

Li ke "Son," ttH':) t!:~;d.: i ~5 prob 1 emat i c. The Romi ms 

abbreviates the second half of the opening expository statement: 

However, the full introduction appears in 

the Parma ms and Sheil: 

It is unclear why Romi abbreviates the statement, for it does not 

show a tendency to abbreviate elsewhere. ~:;a 1 d ar in i '':'.i 

suggestions, that a copyist was very familiar with the story, or 

that it i~ ' a spxual euphemism,37 are unllkely. For, if the Romi 
"" /1, 

scribe ab6~eviated for these reasons, surely there would be more 
l.'} . 

, ,;;.,' 
i nstarl b,(?s'; o ·f abbrevi <,,\t: ion in the manus.;cr'i pt. 

',.. :! • .' . 

./.r.};; ':f, 

.' ' 
' Th~ relationship of ARNB to Sheil is much the same as that 

While there are small differences, it seems clear that 

the latter used the former as a direct source. Sheil adds short 

Phrases, shows some assimilation to Shab and evinces slightly 

different wording. 38 None of Sheil 's variants significantly 

al t.er the story. 

AF~NB 's "h~:abbi Joshua" evinces thf~ samE~ t.hr·ee function~:; a~:; 

the other Scall~ CJ 'f Innocence stori.es: Suspicion, Vindication and 

Confirmation of Vindication. It unfolds through a terse, 



undeveloped plot which takes place in two scenes: 1.) the 

suspicion engendering act (related in the opening e x pository 

statement) ; 2) the conversation with the students. Bes i dt'~~_:; th c~ 

opening expository statement, it con s ists completely of direct 

discourse s uggesting an undevel o ped state . 
• 

Like "Captive Maiden I," "Rabbi Joshua" evinces c\ skilful 

configuration of irony which is engendered by ambiguity and by 

withholding information from the reader. While the suspicious 

act is related in the opening expository statement, the 

conversation between Rabbi Joshua and his students embodies the 

two functions of Sus picion and Vindication. Through it a s ubtle 

irony is communicated, springing from the ambiguity of the 

speakers' words, for there is a paradoxical gap between their 

apparent meaning and their actual intent: while the students 

apparently vindicate their master, they simultaneously imply that 

they suspect him. 

Ironi~ ambiguity spring s from three caus es: 1.) al though ItJE' 

, I 

his s ;t:udents, we o:.~l~e not e:·'plicitly shown the ~;uspicion 
:.~ ~~' 

engeO~~~ing act; 2) the same c haracters fulfill two opposing 
.' 

fun2t~ons, Suspicion and Vindication, at one and the same time; 
" 

3) t~e ambiguity of the conversation. Thus, not only is the true 

nature of Rabbi Jos hua's apparently suspicious act unknown; the 

true intention of the stud ~nts' apparent declarations of his 

innocencE.> are equally s uspect! Ago:.dn, like "Captive l'1aiden I" 

the irony is self - reflexive, embodied in ambiguous speech. 



The ambiguity of the conversation begins with Rabbi Jos hua 's 

que~j t. ion. The questions in ARNB's two Rabbi Joshua st.ories are 

somewhat different from those of the other ARN Scale of Innocence 

stories. For here is no explicit indication that Rabbi Jos hua 

knows that his students suspect him. Let us compare the 

quesbions in all five ARN stories: 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
ARNA 

ARNB 

"Capti ve Mc.\i den I" 

"Captive Maiden 11" 

"Son" 

"Rabbi Joshua" 

"Beautiful Woman" 

"Of what did you suspect me?" 

"Of what did you SL\Spect me when I 
i mmer' sed myse 1 f?" 

"When your son came and found me ... 
whc.'\t di d you ~:; ay about me?" 

"What wer'e you sayi ng about me'?" 

"What wer"e you sayi ng about me?" 

It is explicit in the ARNA stories, and strongly implied in 

"Son," that the ,questioner knows he is being suspected. Only in 

the Rabbi . Jos hua stories does the question fail to indicate the 

question~r's knowledge of suspicion. 
, ; ( ' 

This failure has a specific 

effect: ' how much Rabb i Joshua knows is made amb i qUDUS. ,- : !,.- ,~. ',' It cou.ld 
," 

be t~,~t: , Rabbi Joshua is ignorant of his being under suspicion; 
,I/, } 

in ~~{~ case, his question is innocent. Perhaps he asked it 

COintidentally, after hearing his name mentioned by his stUdents 

While just passing by. Yet again, the question may indicate that 

Rabbi Joshua knows he is being suspected. In this case, his 

question shows that he suspects his students of suspecting him, 

just as they suspect him of immoral conduct. 

:- . 

The ambiguity of Rabbi Joshua's question causes the reader 

to suspect his motivation. It is possible that Rabbi Joshua asks 

the question ' because while knows he is suspected, he wishes to 
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appear as if he does not. He might wish to trick his students 

into admitting that they are guilty of suspecting him, without 

revealing that he, in turn, is guilty of suspecting them. At the 

same time, his motivation might well be simple innocent 

cLlriousity. The text admits both interpretations, neither of 

which can yet be preferred by textual proof. 

Ironic, ambiguous knowledge and intent are continued in the 

students' answer. I t beg ins wi th a flatter' i ng statement, 11 We 

have none in Israel like you!" The sincerity of the flatter-y is 

however, called into question by a preceding rhetorical question, 

"Rabbi, what should we say about you?" This rhetorical question 

significantly qualifies the flattery, placing it in a deep, 

ironic shade. For it strongly implies that the students do, in 

fact, have other things to say about Rabbi Joshua, only because 

he is such a great authority in Israel, they are unable to say 

them. ARNB's strong irony is clearly shown when compared with 

the Sheil parallel. In the latter, there is no rhetorical 

question preceding the students' answer, which renders their 

flat~e~;ng statement unironic. 
I:' . 

J ' , .... . . 
'/:: Hpwever, a thr'ead o ·f parado:·: i cal amb i gui t y cont i ['lues as the 

./.1 1 0)' •. 

I f .i. 

stLide.~ts' ironic criticism is implied only "md not. mc.'1de e:·: plicit. 

T~~ interpretations of their intent coexist.. It may be that the 

students do not suspect him, in which case their answer must be 

interpreted as unironic, paraphrased thus: "Rabbi, we can onl y 

say about you that you are a such great one in Israel and that 

YOur knowledge of laws of purity and impurity is so great that 

YOll had a (Jpod reason to i mmer-se your-se l f . " If, however, the 

stUdents d~ suspect Rabbi Joshua, their answer must be ironic, 

i e, "No matter what you have done, si nee you cu-e suet) an E~:-: pert 

• 



in laws of purity and impurity, we can only say good thing s about 

you." In ot.her wor'ds, i 'f r'ead ir'onically the students state t.hat 

Rabbi Joshua's status and halakhic authority have granted him a 

sort of impunity, and thus they are unable to voice their 

suspicions openly no matter what they might think. They can only 

do sd t.hrough the gossamer veil of implied irony. 

The paradoxical ambiguity in the direct discourse embodies 

the theme: the paradoxical disparity between apparent truth, 

here the superficial sense of the characters' words, and the 

actual truth, their true motive and intention. Th is therTlE:? 

continues to be embodied in the second question and answer. But 

here the paradoxical ambiguity lessens as the text supplies more 

clues that suggest what each character actually knows and 

intends . Rabbi Joshua appears to be unsatisfied with the 

students' first vindicating answer, asking again: "And 'finally, 

what di d you say about me?" The repeated questi on suggest ~; that 

he does, indeed l know that he is suspected. For if not, surely 

he would have been satisfied with his students' flattering 

answer? ,i,That he quest i ems them agai n imp lies his susp i ci on that 

they , ~Ld , ~ot reveal their true opinion the first time. 
J' .f.'. 

' .. 
I " 

,/ J/.f" '. 

j Th~ students' second answer also helps determine some 
, .. 

', . , 

amb~~uities, yet continues others: 

They said to him, "We were saying about you that while 
you were among the unclean, uncircumsised gentiles you 
were like one who had eaten pork so when you returned 
among Israel you said, 'I will go down and immerse 
mysel f and I well be pur-e like them. ' " 

_!his second answer strongly implies that the students do, indeed, 
: .. 

~ SUspect Rabb~ Joshua of some immoral conduct. However, 

strikingly, they evade directly accusing him of sexual 

i~~orality; ' the explicit reason they give for his immersion is 



eating unkosher food. Even the conjecture of eating un kosher 

food is made evasively, prefaced by a euphemistic "like" (k). 

Yet the fact that the students do, however indirectly, suggest a 

possible sin, makes their declarations of Rabbi Joshua's 

innocence seem insincere. Here is a strong implication that the 

apparent meaning of their words does not represent their actual 

opinion. 

Th i ,s imp I i cat ion is gi ven further support by thei r di rect 

quotation of Rabbi Joshua's own words to justify his immersion: 

"You said, '1 will go down and immer'se myself .•. · ." The fact 

that they quote Rabbi Joshua's explanation of his own actions, 

rather than explain them in their own words, creates a 

credibility gap between what they say is their opinion and their 

true opinicm. For, by quoting what Rabbi Joshua says about 

himself, they are able to present an apparent truth, ie, their 

judgement of his innocence, without actually lying. Note, they 

do not actually claim that Rabbi Joshua had an innocent motive 

for the i~mersion; rather, they claim that Rabbi Joshua said 
. (:1 , 

that h~ had an innocent motive. 
,,-' . 

. ' ,(,. -;.: ,', ' 
J"' ".-

< -:', ... 
The , students imply criticism of their teacher yet again by 
i }/', ' , 

• J 'f 

making ' ~n implied contrast between their own pur-ity and his sin. 

For , " the phrase "1 wi 11 become as pure as they are," is 

ambiguous. While "as they" (kmwtm) might re 'fer' t.o Isr'ael at 

large, it could refer specifically to the students themselves. 

They might intend to contrast their own assumed purit.y with Rabbi 

Joshua's ' . t lmpurl y. Furthermore, the implied comparison is 

'fhieved obli~uely since they quote Rabbi Joshua as having said 

it, rather t~~n saying it in their own words. Thus, through 

their apparent vindication of Rabbi Joshua's immersion, the 



students manage not only to strongly imply that their suspicions 

a.re justified; but moreover, to congratUlate themselves for 

being more virtuous than he! 

The conversation between Rabbi Joshua and his student s is 

constituted completely of evasive ironic speech implying 

suspicion. Yet the implied suspicion is never revealed 

explicitly in the text. There is not even one open reference to 

Ra.bbi Joshua ' s suspected sexual immorality. All is implied and 

nothing revealed, and this creates a constant ironic tension, 

continuing right to the story ' s end. For Rabbi Joshua's final 

confirmation of vindication is also ambiguous. On one hand, it 

can be read as an unironic, straightforward illustration of the 

lemma: thus, when r':;:abbi Joshua says, "About you it is said, 'And 

judge everyone in the seal e of i nnoeence, '" he is plrai si ng the 

students for their lenient judgement and confirming its 

correctness. Read this way, the final statement is an 

illocutionary act which clarifies an ambiguous reality. Through 

the declarative oath, Rabbi Joshua's actual actions are confirmed 

and de.c.l qed. According to this unironic interpretation, words 

canre¥i.ct actual truth. 
J ~;' /"'. • 

,I, .. ··.1 

': bn the other hand, Rabbi Joshua's final statement can be 

re~ct as an ironic perversion of the very truth he apparently 

con·.f i rms. That is, it can be read not as confirmation and prai s e 

of the students' judgement, but of his own judgement! According 

to this reading, Rabbi Joshua means that the students, not he, 

are ones who are guilty because of their veiled, implied 

SUspicion· ........ ~ nevertheless, he, Rabbi Joshua, will judge their 
! .. 

Words to be ;:' i nnocent. Thus, no matter what thei r- vf2i led, i rcm i c 

hints implied, he will assume that the surface meaning of their 

Words alone ' is true and will therefore judge them to be innocent 



of suspicion. In this case the students are not those who judge 

in the scale of innocence, but those who are being judged. 

According to one reading, Rabbi Joshua's final statement is 

unironic generous praise; according to the other, it is deeply 

ironic criticism. 

If Rabbi Joshua's final statement is read as ironic 

criticism, it leads to a yet deeper irony. For the fact that 

words can determine actual truth creates a biting epistemological 

irony. Throughout the story, words are shown to be inherently 

ambiguous; the true intent behind the words of Rabbi Joshua and 

the students is never clear, even at the story's end. The point 

is, what kind of actual truth can words determine if they are 

inherently ambiguous? This question has a cynical answer: only 

a hypocritical truth. Thus, a deep ironic gap emerges between 

the story and the lemma, as declared innocence is, in all 

probability, hypocritical innocence. 

Like "Captive l'1aiden I," this story is a masterpiece o·f 

ambiguity and irony. Every statement of direct discourse is, in 

so~e ~~y, ambiguous, embodying the theme of apparent versus 
. ' '),:. 

The story's success lies in the con~istent 

pr~~entation of two possibilities of intended meaning in every 

statement. 

The closure configuration is affected by the presence of 

irony: while closure is achieved on the plot level as Rabbi 

JOshua's innocence is verbally confirmed, there is no closure on 

the hermeneutic level. The gap between knowledge of the apparent 

and actual / truth is never closed. 



of suspicion. In this case the students are not those who judge 

in the scale of innocence, but those who are being judged. 

According to one reading, Rabbi Joshua's final statement is 

unironic generous praise; according to the other, it is deeply 

ironic criticism. 

If Rabbi Joshua's final statement is read as ironic 

criticism, it leads to a yet deeper irony. For the fact that 

words can determine actual truth creates a biting epistemological 

irony. Throughout the story, words are shown to be inherently 

ambiguous; the true intent behind the words of Rabbi Joshua and 

the students is never clear, even at the story's end. The point 

is, what kind of actual truth can words determine if they are 

inherently ambiguous? This question has a cynical answer: only 

a hypocritical truth. Thus, a deep ironic gap emerges between 

the story and the lemma, as declared innocence is, in all 

probability, hypocritical innocence. 

Li ke 11 Capt i ve l'1ai den I," thi s story is a masterp i ece o ·f 

ambi~~~ty and irony. Every statement of direct discourse is, in 

sQm~ ~ay, ambiguous, embodying the theme of apparent versus 
I • ;°0- .. 

','1 '~ ' , 

a«;: ,tU~l truth. The story's success lies in the con~istent 
,I ,I' ~+ 

I ' :'. 

'presentation of two possibilities of intended meaning in every 

statement. 

The closure configuration is affected by the presence of 

irony: while closure is achieved on the plot level as Rabbi 

JOshua's innocence is verbally confirmed, there is no closure on 

the hermeneutic level. The gap between knowledge of the apparent 
: .. 

and actuaJ truth is never closed. 



While, the reader knows in advance that Rabbi Joshua will be 

vindicated, due to the lemma, the story contains unbroken 

suspense. It arises, not from the reader's discovery of just how 

Rabbi Joshua is vindicated, but from the dramatic ambiguity of 

the characters' conversation. Here suspense is not generated by 

the quest ion, "What wi 11 h<appen?," but by "What do they r-eall y 

r\ II mean :'. 

There are no narrative connectors in the story; only 

consecutive, simple action appears in the narrative discourse. 

No literary devices such as word play or repetition are used. 

The artistry of this story is achieved through its terse, 

economic structure, and in the progressive development of 

ambiguity and hence, irony, rather than through literary devices. 

What is particularly interesting about this story is, in 

spite of the lack of characterization and psychologizing, the 

internal, hidden motivation of the characters is very much its 

central focus. Without directly revealing the thoughts of the 

characte~~, the story exhibits a subtle and penetrating interest 

in their '/~' nner opinions and motives. This shows that the lack of 

psyc0~i~~izing in Rabbinic stories does not necessarily indicate 
" 

,( '" " 

a l~t:kof awareness of psychological phenomena. 

,' .. 

" "Rabbi Joshua" shows a ver'y differ"ent relationship with the 

I emma than "Son." Instead of "Son's" straightfor-ward, unir-onic 

illustration, "Rabbi Joshua" ironically subverts thE.' lemma's 

Surface meaning by emphasizing its inherent paradox: judging 

someone to be innocent does not, necessarily, make them innocent. 



VII. Rabbi Joshua and the Beautiful Woman 

of Ashkelon 

Of the five ARN Scale of Innocence stories, this is the mo s t 

widespr-ead; thr-ee different ver-sions appear in five sour-ces : 

1) the Shab ver-sion distinguished by its introductory and 

concluding statements, its setting (Rome), and unique content; 

it is the sour-ce for Sheil and MhM, which both contain minor-

var-iants; 2) the unique SEZ ver-sian, evincing a mar-ked 

apologetic tendency.39 3) the ARNB ver-sion. 

Some unique featur-es of ARNB's ver-sion ar-e due to 

assimilation fr-om its pr-eceding stories. For- instance, its 

opening expositor-y statement is mor-e par-allel to ARNB's pr-eceding 

stor-ies than to the par-allaI ver-sians. Its concluding statement 

is also par-alleI to that of ARNB's two pr-eceding stor-ies. AIs-,o, 

a segment of conver'sat ion in" Rabbi Joshua" he\S been assi mi 1 at.f!c:I 

almost verbatim into "Beautiful Woman. "40 Fur-thermor"e, sever'al 

phr-ases : appear- in both ARNB Rabbi Joshua stor-ies (mh hyytm 'wmrym 
. ;1, 

cl y; '. hyynw . wmrym cl yk ¥). , Finally, her-e too the students quote 

The many parallels between "Beautiful Woman" and Ar';:NB's tl-'JO 

preceding stor-ies show the pr-esence of an evening r-edactional 

hand. Undoubtedly, the conver-sation segment shared by "Rabbi 

JOshua" and "Beautiful Woman" or- i ginated in the for-mer . Tlli s 

jUdgement is based on two ob s ervations: 1.) it s artistic 

COngruity ip the for-mer; 2) the fact that the conversation 

interrupts' i he three part question and answer structure of 

"B eauti'ful vJoman," pr-eser-ved inti:l.ct in the Shab parallel. 



VII. Rabbi Joshua and the Beautiful Woman 

of Ashkelon 

Of the five ARN Scale of Innocence stories, this is the most 

wi despread; 
• 

three different versions appear in five sources: 

1) the Shab version distinguished by its introductory and 

concluding statements, its setting (Rome), and unique content; 

it is the source for Sheil and MhM, which both contain minor 

variants; 2 ) the unique SEZ version, evincing a marked 

apologetic tendency.39 3) the ARNB version. 

Some unique features of ARNB's version are due to 

assimilation from its preceding stories. For instance, its 

opening expository statement is more parallel to ARNB's preceding 

stories than to the parallel versions. Its concluding statement 

is also parallel to that of ARNB's two preceding stories. Als;D, 

a segment of conver·sation in "Rabbi Joshua" has been assimi 1 at. eel 

al most verbati m into "Beaut i ful Woman. "40 Furthermor··e, sever·· al 

phrases appear in both ARNB Rabbi Joshua stories (mh hyytm 'wmrym 

Finally, here too the students quote 
. ' {.' " ,',' 

Rabhi . Joshua's wor-dB, an el f.?ment uni que to ARNB'~:; H<:\bbi JO!5hua 
.if.;.I" "'-'. 

stor.i~s . 

The many parallels between "Beautiful Woman" and ARNB's tv-IO 

preceding stories show the presence of an evening redactional 

hand. Undoubtedl y, the conversati on segment shared by "Fi:abbi 

Joshua" and "Beautiful lI-Joman" originated in the former. Tlli. s 

jUdgement is based on two observations: 1.) its artistic 

COngruity ~n the former; 2 ) the fact that the conversation 

interrupti ; the three part question and answer structure of 

lit-. 
Qeauti ·ful lI-Joman," preser-ved intact in the Shab parall el. 
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Probably, Shab repres ents a less developed form of the stor y , 

expanded in ARNB by as s imilation. 

Notably, none of the other texts have used ARNB as a source 

·for- "Beautiful Woman." This i s e s pecially striking, since both 

Sheil and MhM do W5e Ar,:NB' s ver"t:;ions o ·f "Son" and "Rabbi Joshua" 

as sour-ces. Yet they both chos.e the Shab versi on of "Beaut i + ul 

Woman" over ARNB's. Why this is so is not clear. 

story was not in the version 0+ ARNB they used as a s ource. But, 

this is unlikely given that the story appears in full in all 

manuscripts. Also, the evidence of so much internal assimilation 

to ARNB' s two preceding stories suggests a rather lengthy 

transmission process in its ARNB commentary context, meaning that 

it was a part of the text for a rather lengthy time before the 

dates of the extant manuscripts. 

Another possible reason why the two later text s used the 

Shab version instead of ARNB's, might be a preference for Shab ' s 

more even, less developed structure. Its plot unfolds evenl y , 

with no ~Uperfluous or nonfunctional materials, while ARNB ' s has 

a mor~ ~~~ven structure due to assimilation. Thus, the inclu~ion 

of t.?:J. Shab ver-si on in Shei I and in MhM may have been due tc! 
. ,"., 

f . "f 

aest~~fit considerations. 

; Another pos sible reason i s apologetic inclinati o ns 0+ 

the Sheil and MhM redactors. For ARNB's Rabbi Joshua exhibit s 

mUch more s uspicious behaviour than in other version s . For 

instance, Shab's Rabbi Joshua is supplied with an a c c e ptable 

reason for visiting the prostitute in the opening expos itory 

"s t atement: ~ One time something was needed by the Sages posses sed 

by a certain~ Roman ~atron whom all the great men of Rome used to 

freqLlent. They sai d, 'Who wi 11 go?' Rabbi Joshua said to them, 

1.03 



'I \.'Iill go.'" Here Rabbi Joshua is provided with a praiseworthy 

motive for entering the prostitute's house, sanctioned by the 

ARNB, however, provides no praiseworthy motive for Rabbi 

eJoshua ' s visit; indeed, it is strongly implied that he has a 

most ignoble motive. For only in ARNB is the woman explicitly 

described as a beauty: "A story of a certain woman in (",shkelon 

whose be<''1uty was greater than all wom(~n." Immediately following 

this statement we read: "And Rabbi Joshua went to speak with 

her." Since no other motive for his action is supplied, it is 

implied that the alluring potential of her physical charms 

motivate his visit. Thus, perhaps the Shab version was preferred 

by later redactors due to apologetic considerations. 

A point against this suggestion is that Hai Baon did include 

AF~NB's "Rabbi Joshua" in Sheil, which ambiguously imputes se:·:ual 

immorality to the hero. However, the female accomplice to the 

suspected sin in "Rabbi Joshua" was a Jewish midden, \.'Ihile her'e 

she is a non-Jewish prostitute. Since the severity of the 

suspected ,si n is gn?ater in" Beaut if ul Woman," there is more 
, i 

reason f? G prefering a less compromising version. 

)" ~. , •• t 

~his story contains the same functions as the other Scale of ... ,{ 

.,1; . " 

Inno~.~~~ stories. After an opening expository statement, three 
.. 

func~idns follow: Suspicion, Vindication and Confirmation of 

Vindication. Yet in one way this story is quite distinct from 

ARNB's two preceding stories: the Suspicion function is related 

in tVIO fJ t ar s. The first part is a relatively large segment of 

narrative discourse, while the second part is in direct 

di scourse. Due to the segment of narrative discourse, the 

"'cene/functio'~ configuration is different fr'om the other stories: 

< 



Scene I: 
Nar-l'''ati ve 
Discour se 

Scene 11: 
Di recb 
Discour se 

Opening Expository 
Statement 

Function I 
Susp:icion 

Function I 
Suspicion 
and 
FLlnction 11 
Vindication 

FLlnction III 
Confirmation 
of Vindication 

A story of a woman in 
('~ shkelon .... 

When he came to her door 
he removed his garments .. 

He said to his stLldents, 
"Fr i ends, \.'Ihat were you 
sayi ng about me'?" 

He sc:d d to them, 
" •.. About you it is said, 
'And judge everyone in 
the seal e o ·f innocence.'" 

The opening expository statement begins to generate sLlspense 

and ambigLlity: "A story of a certain woman in Ashkelon whose 

beauty was greater than all women. And Rabbi Joshua went to 

speak with her." The fact that she lives in Ashkelon implies she 

is a heathen, and that she is so very beautiful, that she is a 

prostitute, or at least a woman of loose sexual morals. 41 Rabbi 

Joshua's actual motivation for approaching her is not made 

explicit. :' Yet, the sequence of the opening statements implies a 
" 

. ;- ( ' 

causal ' r~lationship, that is, Rabbi Joshua wants to s peak with 
,', 

her ~~~~~~e of her great beauty. Even without overtly sexual 
",'.; ;. " 

intentiqns his motivation is sinful, for i ·f looking upon Jewish 
. ~ . . 

wome~ is the gateway to sin, how much more so beaLltiful heathen 

women. 

Next comes a three part scene in narrative discourse 

fUlfilling the Suspicion fLlnction. It relates in specific detail 

eXactly what Rabbi Joshua did before, and after he entered the 

woman's h . ous~: 1) Llpon arriving at her door he removes his 
; 

garments and' ~hylacteries; 2) upon entering, he locks the door 

behind him; 3 ) after exiting, he und ergoes ritual immersion. 
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y 
Each of the three actions begins with a time indicator, kywn s 

and k¥, which appear nowhere else in the narrative discourse of 

this story. Their repetition at the beginning of each action has 

two effects. First, it causes a causal link between the three 

actions over and above their time sequence relationship. That 

is, thJ repetition implies that these actions are caused by a 

common motivation. Secondly, the emphasis on the sequence of the 

actions ironically accentuates that the most important action of 

all is not explicitly described: what Rabbi Jo~hua actually did 

when he was inside the woman's house. The close sequence of his 

revealed actions in the explicit text makes the absence ef the 

unknown event, concealed behind the locked door, all the more 

conspicuous. 

All three of his actions are clearly such to cause suspicion 

of sexual immorality: taking off his garments and phylacteries, 

locking the door upon entry, and ritual immersion. In this scene 

the theme of the ~pistemological gap between apparent and actual 

truth is e~plored by setting up circumstances which, to all 

appeararic~ls, shed undoubtab le susp i cion upon I::':abb i Joshua. Yet 
.~, I. .• 

the Sl,lsp"icion remains suspicion not absolutE~ guilt becaLlse his 
':.: ,:. :"./ ....•. 

actiol) ~}; Cl:r.'e never- completely revealed. TrtJ€:?, his guilt is 
If:, . 

impli~~ ,much more heavily than in the ether Scale of Innocence 

Stori~s· , , but the text never explicitly indicates that Rabbi 

JOShua either had sex with the woman or spoke with her from a 

Sinful motivation. The actual truth is forever concealed from 

the reader. 

The conceal ment of e:,:p I i c it gui It, coup led wi th the strong 

i~Plication Q~ its existence, generates suspense. The SLlspense 

is augmented by the overtly erotic subject matter. Er-'otic 

narrative inv~riably and inherently generates substantial 



(albeit ephemeral) s u s pen s e s imply because it is eroti c . In thi !5 

story, however, the erotic s u s pense i s both subverted and 

paradoxically, intensified by humour. The fir s t scene contains 

consistent word play in th e form of s exual double entendre. On 

one level, the word play is simply humorous, albeit, on a lowbrow 

"dirty jokf-.?" level. On a deeper level, it mirrors and embodies 

the ambiguity of Rabbi Joshua's actions. For the basis of word 

play i s that words themselves , just like actions, have ambiguous 

significance. 

Rabbi Joshua's first action is to remove his garments and 

phyl acter i es when he y-eached "her entt-'ance 11 (ptf}h). Probably the 

word ptf}h is meant as sexual double entendre. In its s ur'face 

sense, it refers to the entrance to the woman's house; yet it 

could just as well signify the entrance to her body. The noun 

pt~ can be used as a euphemism for the ab s ence of virginit y .42 

Although I have not been able to find philological evidence of 

ptl;l meaning "vagina" in any other F~abbinic ~.:; ource, it take~; no 

great strE~~h of the imagination to allow that pt~h might well be 
.::.'/. ;,{,'I, 

used thus, in the context 0+ sexual humour . The sexual double 
~'I . 

" ; ..; .; >,~ , 
entendr'e " is even mor' e e:·:plicit in Shall, Wll S Y-e thl:."! parallel 

" ':". : ,!. :~'.I: . 

readin~ \$ ' ptf} byth, byt being a well - attes ted Talmudic euphemi s m 

for t~~ ~emale sexual organ. 43 The double meaning of the word 

ptf}h concretely embodies Rabbi Joshua's ambiguous actions: did 

he only enter the doorway to her house, or was it something more ? 

Sexual double entendre continues with Rabbi Jos hua 's nex t 

action: "he locked the door behi nd hi msel + and her-se l f 11 (n<::l 

hd}t bynw Ibyn~). The s urface sen s e 0+ the phrase is that he 

locked the d06f , shutting the two 0+ them in alone together. 

However, the phrase allus ively sugges t s sexual intercourse. The 



image of the lock symbolizing the vagina is found in SS 5:4-5: 

" ... I arose to open (1 pt~) to my beloved, and my hands dr' i ppec/ 

with myhrr ... upon the handles of the lock (mnCwl)." It may be 

that here we have an explicit allusion to SS; howF2ver" , even to 

one unaware of the symbolic significance of nel in SS, the phrase 

could oommunicate sexual innuendo in the context of sexual 

hLlmour' . In Ned 79b bynw lbynh designates the private affairs 

between a man and his wife,44 presumedly, their sex life. 

Finally, an allusion to sexual intercourse may be intended by the 

root byn which in its primary sense meims "to saturate" or "te:> 

cause to penetrate" in Mishnaic Hebrew.4~ The two verbs nkns and 

V, beginning the second and third action rathr obviously suggest 

the se:·: act. Finally, Rabbi Joshua's final action, his ritual 

immersion, confirms the insinuations of the sexual word play. 

At this point I may be accused of illegitimately reading 

sexual innuendo into the text. As anyone who has used the Oxford 

Latin Dictionary for elementary translations can tell you, almost 

any word can refer to sexual intercourse, and thi~ is true of 
, , 

1 i vi n9 I an~,uages as \.-Jell as dead. Admittedly, the word play here 

is rathff " ~rimitive, but so is the word play in most sexual 
: .' 

humour'.'.>'::;rhat se:·:ual double entendre is, indeed, intended in 
,I J' ~, • 

I I , 

"Beaut:i fLil Woman" is supported by two factors: 1) the stor"y' f:5 

expli 2i t erotic content; 2) the sexual word play is not 

gratuitous but has a sophisticated artistic purpdse, self -

reflexively embodying the ambiguous gap between apparent and 

actual truth. 

Of the ARN Scale of Innocence stories, "Beautiful Woman" is 

Llli ique in that( it embodies the ambigLlity (Jf the char'acter action 

in Word play i~ narrative discourse. In the other stories, 

ambigUity was 'presented through direct discourse ("Captive 



Mai den I;" "Rabb i ,J o !:'.i hua") and thr-ouqh the olJvi ous d i s palr it Y 

between appar-ent action and actual intent. While "Be c:\utiful 

woman" does use th€:.?s e two mE?thod s t(J ct-e,::\te amb i qui t y, it US E?S 

sexual double entendre in narr-ative discour s e as well . 

~his use of word play is a sophisticated ar-tistic device, 

adding a new dimension to the natur-e of the ambiguities. For 

her-e ambiguity exists not only on the plot level, but extends to 

the level of discour-se itself. Specifically, ambiguity i s s elf -

reflexive as the significance of wor-ds themselves, the medium 

thr-ough which the plot unfolds, ar-e shown to be inherently 

ambiguous. Thus, here is a two- level theme: the gap between the 

appar-ent and actual tr-uth of mans' wor-ds and actions, and the gap 

between the apparent and actual significance of war-ds themselves. 

Both themes balance and mirr-or- each other-, engender-ing humour and 

contr-ibuting to the stor-y's success. 

The second =>cene consi sts of a conver-s.;ati on between Rabbi 

Joshua an~ ! his students, simultaneously fulfilling the function s 

SLlspi cion" {and Vi nd i cat ion. Like all other- Scale of Innocence 

stor-ie ,~ , ;' these two functions are 'fulfilled in direct discoLlr"£:;e. 
I'" • 

~'. '. " ~.' 

Howev~f. , ~ ",the sLlspense engendered het-e is qui te d i f fer' E:~ nt f r-om 
'.1 'r ,:' 

that '~:(j'f , "Rabbi JoShLlc.'\," even though it h.:.'\s assimilated £;ome of 

its phrases verbatim. In "Rabbi Joshua," suspense was gent~rated 

by the ambiguity of the sus picion itself. That is, while the 

stUdents str-ongly implied suspicion, they never- explicitly 

expressed it. In "Beauti 'ful Woman" the generation of s uspense i s 

different due to the detailed description of Rabbi Joshua ' s 

aEt'i ons in the~ f i rst scene. Because his suspicious actions have 

been eXPlicit ;~ revealed, the student s ' insinuation s ar-e less 

OPaque and thus gener-ate less suspense and ir-ony. 



The scene is composed of four sequential questions and 

answers. The fir s t two questions and the first answer are 

secondary, undDubtedly assimilated from "Rabbi JOHhua" ~'1hich j.t 

echoes almost verbatim ("mr ltlmydyw ~byrynw mh hyytm "wmrym 

cly ••• ¥l" mpyk hy" yw~"t; "mr lhm wbswp mh hyytm "w 

The as-similation is not compll::tely without ar·t istic sensitivity, 

for the second answer appears to have been altered to fit its new 

story conte:·: t; it implicitly refers back to Rabbi Joshua's first 

suspicious action, the removal of his phylacteries: "They said, 

'We would say about you that (you did thus) so that nothing pure 

should enter into impurity or perhaps so that no one would 

r"ecognize you as c., Jew. '" 

Further sign o·f assimilation from "Rabbi Joshua" may be 

evident in that here too the students quote Rabbi Joshua's own 

words: 'r will , I lock the door ... I 11 • 
~ "You said, "You said, 

wi 11 go down and immerse mysel f ••• ' . " For, the stUdents quote 

Rabbi Joshua"s own words only in ARNB ' s Rabbi Joshua stories. 

The uniqueness of this element suggests that its presence in . ,. 

"Beaut i fui-. Woman" i ~5 due to assi mi 1 at i on at the redact i onal 
I . ;",(. . 

" . 

t ' ". I 5 age • . i..J . .. ,' 
.. .' " 

. ~ :1 "/ /.'~;'" 
I . ""1. 

f,~}~:( fact that the irony is neither so sharp nor' so well-' 

stru~tu~ed and sustained as in other ironi c Scale of Innocence 

stor(es is partly due to the assimilated expansions. For, while 

the assimilated phrases generate powerful irony in "Rabbi 

JOshua," they f ai 1 to do so in thei r secondary narr' at i ve conte:.: t 

haVing been assimilated without the necessary artistic 

Furthermore, irony does not flourish when the 
~ . . 

r~ader knows ~oo much. In "Beautiful Woman" Rabbi Joshua's 

Suspicious ac ~ ions have been revealed too explicitly, thus 

diminishing a~biguity and irony. Here it is all too clear that 



the students have ample cause for suspicion . 

For example, the irony of the ambiguous rhetorical question 

("I;-Jhat shoul d we Si:\y about you?") in the students' + i I'-~;t an~;~If?r-

is lacking here since the question is unambiguous. In "Rabbl. 

Joshua~" its irony was caused by the ambiguity of the students ' 

true opinion. Yet here there can be no doubt that the students 

do suspect Rabbi Joshua and that he knows he is suspected because 

his suspicious actions were described in suc h detail; thus, here 

the rhetorical question is unambiguously ironic and mocking. 

Because there is less ambiguity, the suspenseful character 

interaction of "Rabbi ~1oshua" is missing. 

Th is does not mean th<'~t there is no i r'ony in "Beaut i ful 

Woman . " Substantial dramatic irony appears throughout. It is 

aimed against Rabbi Joshua in the students' first vindicating 

answer, where there is an explicit ironic disparity between Rabbi 

Joshua' s preoccupation with ritual purity and his apparent moral 

deficiency_ 
. " That is, the students suqgest that he removed his 

phylacter:- 'i,f?s due to his gr'e<':lt care to pr'eF.)£,?r'VE~ their purity, thus , ,.f, 

fulfi ~t{hd the strict sense of the law; yet, he is quite willillg 
t -', •• 

to de~ii~ his own personal purity by entering the house. .1/' ~jl' .' 

(.~s he 

mer i 'tor i ousl y sh i el ds God's name f ram the pr-o'f ane, he perhap~; too 

Will~~gly exposes his own body. 

Further dramatic irony is aimed against Rabbi Joshua in the 

second part of the students' first answer. Their suggestion that 

he removed his garments and phylacteries in order not to be 

~~~ognized as a Jew is incriminating, rather than vindicating. 

~or, why wou~.:~ he wi sh not to be recogni zed as a Jew if he were 
\ 

engaged in an' innocent activity? Again, while appearing to 

Vindicate Ra~bi Joshua's actions, the st udent s incriminate him . 

1 Cl 1 



Rabbi Joshua's third question probably preserves the 

priCJinal fOI~m o ·f "Bei;:1.utiful Woman's" questions before 

assimilation, as it appears in a form similar to the parallel 

versions. Here he makes specific reference to his suspicious 

actions in scene one. In fact, his question repeats the 

narra~ive discourse almost verbatim in direct discourse: wk¥nkns 

ncl hdlt bynw lbynh (narrative); wk¥nknsty wnclty hdlt byny 

lbynh mh hyytm "wmrym ••• (direct). 

The students' second answer aims more ironic barbs against 

Rabbi Joshua: the explanation offered for his behaviour is 

insufficient to vindicate him. They suggest that he locked the 

door in order to prevent anyone from intruding, but fail to 

explain why he wished to be alone with the woman in the first 

place. In fact, their explanation emphasizes the suspicious 

nature of his behaviour. That ARNB here emphasizes Rabbi 

Joshua's guilt is clear if compared to Shab, in which an 

acceptable explanation is provided for his wish to be locked in 

alone with: the woman: , ( 
"A matter of gover'nment (wc.~s bei ng 

di scusse9 ' ~ , . between you and her." Pr- i vate d i scussi on of a 

pol i t ,i q;a l :,imatter to prevent it bei ng over' hec~rd, pr'esumedl y by 

spies .IOr-" informers, is a vindicating e:·:planation for- Rabbi 
,// 1,' .. < •• 

Joshl':.l.3 ·" s ' conduct. 46 

Dramatic irony against Rabbi Joshua is generated further 

When the students quote him rather than providing a vindicating 

eXPlanation in their own words: "You said, '1 will lock the 

door ... until I have finished speaking with her.' (Cd ¥"dbr cmh kl 

~~.~y) • 

things: 

By quoting their master, the students accomplish two 

1) £hey avoid accusing him directly; 
, .:. 

2) cleverly, Rabbi 

JOShua is made to incriminate himself through a sexual double 

~ntendre. Fot'", the term "my needs," (~rky), is a relatively 
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well-attested euphemism for sexual desire in Rabbinic Hebrew. 47 

Again, the word play suggests two interpretations of Rabbi 

Joshua's actions. Either he locked the door in order to speak 

undisturbed, or to gratify his sexual desire undisturbed . 

• The students' answer to Rabbi Joshua's fourth question 

contai ns yet anothel'· e:-: ampl e of se:·:ual double entendre: "We 

would say about you that perhaps while you spoke with her a 

projection of spittle from her mouth (rwq mpyh) sprayed on 

" YOLI •••• While it is true that the spittle of a menstruant 

woman (a non-Jewish woman would be classified a menstruant) 

renders impurity,4B the phrase rwq mpyh can be taken in quite 

another way. The word for- "mouth," (ph) also means "vaginc.~,"49 

and Jastrow lists one instance where the phrase rwq mpyh means 

"sperm in the vagini.~. "150 Again, se:·:uaJ. word play is used to 

imply Rabbi Joshua's guilt without accusing hlm directly. 

"-The presence of se:·:ual double entendre in "Beautiful Womi:\n" 

is not unique to ARNB. Except for SEZ, the parallel versions all 

evinc~ sdMe sexual word play. However, ARNB's version exhibits 
, I 

sign~fit~ntly more sexual double entendre than the others; the 
:! ~;', 

Moreovel~, the 
. , , 

ironic bite of the se:·: ual word play is weaker in the other 
'.' 

VerSions, since it is e:·: p 1 i c it that Rabbi Jo:,;hua had an 

honourable motive for his visit. 

Indeed, ARNB's Rabbi Joshua is more suspicious than he of 

any other version. His suspicious character is effected, in 

- ~art, by ARNB's large amount of sexual word play. But it is cd <::; Cl 
. ~ . . 

commUn icate8 in unique content details: only ARNB's Rabbi Joshua 

removes his ~ garments along with his phylacteries; only here is; 

the reason ~or locking the door to be alone and undisturbed with 

l 



t.h(·? woma.n; only here do the students vindicate Rabbi Joshua by 

directly quoting him. 

Rabbi Joshua's declaration fulfilling the final function, 

Confirmation of Vindication, 1S ironic, but with a different 

confi~;Juration than in "r;;:abbi .Joshua,," Due to less ambiguity o f 

motive, here it is fairly clear that the students' judgement of 

Rabbi Joshua's innocence has been hypocritical all along. Thus, 

Rabbi Joshua's final statement becomes equally hypocritical. 

Throughout the story his repeated questions have shown that he 

did suspect his students of suspecting him; yet throug'" the 

illocutionary act of Swearing he vindicates them from the sin of 

~;usp i cion. Thus, while knowing that they are guilty of the sin 

of suspicion, he proclaims that they are not. Ultimately, he 

claims his own moral superiority by overlooking their 

accusations. 

Yet Rabbi Joshua's final declaration of their innocence 1· c · •• > 

amb i guou;:;,' Read another way, Rabbi Johsua may intend to 

commu~ :iC;'7',te moral correct ion: that the students need to learn to 

j Ud9,'7 t £ n. .1the scall~ of innocence. Whichever reading is preferred, 
"}.<-,.' /,,;;".' 

here'·. i;t.h·e targets of dramatic irony are rev£'~r~:.ed, c~s Rabbi Joshua 
I .1./',; ~!! >: ,,' .. 

aim~~ i~~ barbs against his students with strong criticism. 
,'} 

In "Rabbi JO~3huC:\," the final statement was also ambiguous 

and ironic; however', it is different from that of "Beautiful 

Woman." The former could be interpreted either as praise or 

criticism. But whichever whay the latter is understood, it can 

9~ly be interpreted as criticism. Strikingly, the same phrase in 

\wo si mi I ar ·,:~tor i es commun i cates d if 'f er-ent nuc.'mces because of 
" 

'. 
their diffe~ent irony configurations: since "Rabbi Joshua" has a 

consistently sustained ambiguous irony, its final statement is 
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more i:1.mb i guou~;. 

"Beautiful Woman," like "f:;:abbi Jos hua" is ultimately an 

ironic illustration of the lemma, revealing the paradoxical gap 

between apparent and actual truth. Again, actual truth is 

determined through words, the illocutionary act of Swearing. But 

whether swearing something is true makes it actually true, is a 

matter of interpretation, since the correspondence between word 

and world is consi s tently s ubverted through ambiguous word play. 

The closure confiqura.tion of "Bec:\utiful Woman" i~.; like that 

of "Rabbi aoshua: 11 while there is closure on the plot level, the 

hermeneutic level remains unresolved. The s tory shows a 

relatively greater amount of narrative discourse than the other 

Scale of Innocence stories, besid€O's "Captive Mi.\iden 11." Li kE! 

the latter, the narrative discourse appears mostly in unique 

segments of narrative. Only consecutive time sequence appears 

with verbs in narrative discourse all in the perfect tense. In 

cone I LISi on, "Beaut if ul Woman" is a story Shovli ng an i::wt i st i c 

sophisti ~ ~tion that is marred by secondary a s similation. 

Altho~~~ ' its structure is not tight and its configurations of 
: . 1.-.', • 

. ;~ -:', .. ' . 
epis~~m~logical irony inconsistent, 

Ji' .•. 
I . 

it exhibits a unique, 

sophi~iicated use of word play as a literary device. The word 

play affects thematic development by projecting the theme on to 

the level of discourse itself, as Rabbi Joshua~s ambivalent 

actions are mirrored by and embodied in ambivalent language. 

"Beaut i ful Woman" shaY-es many features of th e other stOY- i e ~:.i . 

The functions are speech acts with the identical climactic 

illocLltiona~(y act. Although there is substantial interest in 

Character m~tivation, the characters' inner thoughts are never 

(j' 
1rectly revealed and are communicated through external word and 



deed. 

Of ARNB's three S c ale of Innocenc e stories ~ this i s the mo s t 

developed. Its dev elopment is evident in its expan s ions by 

assimilation and by more n a rrative di s cour s e. Its mos t 

remar~abl e feature, con s istent word play, may al s o be a sign of 

devel OpmE?nt. How e v e r, it may simply be an idios yncratic featur e 

of the story with no relation to its state of development. l'1or!O? 

stories with consistent word play would have to be compared with 

"Beautiful Woman" to e:,:plon? this qUI::'?stiol'1. 

AF,NB's "Beautiful Womc:ln" also reveals unique featur'es \'1hE"~n 

compared with its parallels in other sources. It i~.;; the on I y 

expanded version; all other versions exhibit an unexpanded 

structure, even SEl whose content has been substantially 

modified. Finally, as discuss ed above, ARNB's Rabbi Joshua look s 

more guilty of sexual immorality than he of the other ver s ion s . 

Rabbi Joshua's enhanced guilt is in keeping with what appears to 

be a gene~al tenden c y of ARNB: it's wont to portray great Sages 

in a n~g~tive light. 

)~'i "k~ the othel'" iron i c Scal e of Innocence stor i es, it s theme 
.; :' 

'I 'j 

i s e'~;';Emt i all y ep i stemol og i c,-"l: the pal~ado:d cal nature of tr'uth . 
. :. ",: 

If ~,.;\ying that something is true mi:lkes it tr'ue, and if s;peech i s 
',' 

an inherently ambiguous, and thus, inadequate representation of 

truth, how can the truth affirmed by speech be a valid truth ? 



VIII. The Commentary Context and Conclusions 

Each of ARNB's three Scale of Innocence stories exhibits the 

same three functions, a similar plot structure and a shared 

theme. However, each is a unique story. While some of their 

differ~nces are simple content variations, more interesting are 

the different configurations of irony and how they are 

engendered. The root of irony in all Scale of Innocence stories 

is concealing the actual truth from the reader, while keeping 

open two, or more, options of potential truth. Essenti all y, t.hf:? 

amount the reader is allowed to know for sure varies in the three 

stories, which causes different irony configurations. 

Here ARNB shows clear evidence of an evening redactional 

hand which tried t.o effect a superficial link between the three 

stories through internal assimilation of parallel phrases. The 

same phrases are repeated in the direct discourse of all three 

stories <mh 'mrt~ Cly; kh wkh l' htyt ymyn w~m'l) and the lemma 

is repeate~ in their concluding statements. Internal parallelism 
, , 

is espec iall y evi d(;~n tin "Beaut if ul ltJoman," vlhere a segment of 
~ I ,; I, 

direct ; d~~course was assimilated, almost unchanged, from "Rabbi 
. ; ·f.·~ -:', • 

JoshLl!4 ~ :" ~ ' Notab 1 y, these instances of i nter'nal par cdl el i srn c\re 
.; . , 

.i /. ~I! ',,.: . 

not .particularly <:H-tistic; they involve only ;:\ I~ather mechanical. 

'.' 
assf~ilation of phrases, representing a redactional attempt at 

Superficial unification. Indeed, in "Beautiful . Woman" 

assimilation has actually harmed the story's artistry. 

The order of the stories evinces some evidence of 

:~dactional planning. 

the sin in e~~h story: 
" 

There is a progression in the severity of 

lying and lack of genera sity, suspicion 

Of sexual im~orality with a Jewish maiden, suspicion of sexual 
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immorality with a non-Jewish prostitute. A kind of progression 

is also evident in that the stories proceed from an unironic to 

an ironic relationship with the lemma. 

All five ARN Scale of Innocence explore the same explicit 

and implicit themes from two different stances, ironic and 

unironic. 80th versions show signs of an evening redactional 

impulse creating internal parallelism by assimilation. Also, 

notably, in both ARNs only the last story in each group shows 

signs of substantial expansion. However, ARNB shows a more 

progressive arrangement of its stories, since in ARNA there is no 

difference in the sever' ity of the sin in the two "Captive Maiden" 

stOY- i es. 

IX. ARN and BT Shabbat 

The relationship between the ARN and the BT Shab Scale of 

Innocence stories is rather different from that of the Hillel and 

Shammai story parallels (discussed in Ch9). In Shab 127b a group 

Qf three Scale of Innocence stories illustrate the same lemma. 

The 'firs ~t" Shab stol~y, "The Wor'kel~ 's Waqe~.;," c:'ppf?arS to be found 

het-£4) ;~i ~l " i t s 
" ",' '.'. 

ear I i e ~:;t:, form.:51 Shab's second story i s roughly 
,I; ; '" 

parc:U ,t'~l to ARNA ' ',3 "C<:\ptive Maiden II."::!'.i2 Only the third story, 

Woman," has an l~:,:act pal~<"'llel in ?)RNB. 

With the Hillel and Shammai stories, a certain pattern 

emerged in the source-relationship between ARNA, ARNB and BT 

Shab: while ARNA and ARNB shared unique features, and ARNA and 

Shab shared unique features (especially parallel wording), ARNB 

~"Shared al mo~t no un i que features wi th Shab .. ARNA and Shab 
" 

tQnSistentr~ evinced greater development, while ARNB preserved 

the least developed version of each story. 



The case is different with the Scale of Innocence stories. 

Although all of the stories have the same basic structure, here 

it is BT Shab that clearly preserved their least developed forms. 

Indeed, Fraenkel 's sweeping assumption that the BT preserves less 

developed stories than ARN is here justified.~3 Shab's lack of 

develo~ment is evident on a redactional level, as well as in the 

individual stories. Unlike both ARNs, the Shab stories show 

little internal parallelism, and hence, redactional assimilation. 

Even the concluding statement of the lemma is worded differently 

in Shab's first story than in its second and third. 

Yet, in spite of its greater development, ARNA is curiously 

closer to Shab than to ARNB in the wording of three key phrases. 

The table below shows that Shab and ARNA consistently share the 

same readings against ARNB in three cases: 1) the question of 

the suspected party; 2) the oath; 3) the final repetition of 

the lemma (except for Shab's first story): 

ElT Shab Ar~NA 

---------~-------------------------------------------------------

The Quest{on 
~'J • 

,; 1',,' 

Th e O'~:tfl:, 
,/".1 . 

I ' 
, . , 

. : ", 

" 

The 'Lemmi:\ 

hc::bwdh kk 
hyh 

k¥'m ~dntny 
1kp zkwt kk 
hmqwm ydyn 
'tkm 1kp zkwt 

bmh t:'~dny 

k¥'m ¥dntny 
1kp zkwt kk 
hmqwm ydyn 
'tkm ('wtk) 

1kp zkwt 

mh 'mrtm c:1y 

kk wkk l' htyt 
" . ymyn wsm'1 

C:1ykm n'mr whwy 
dn 't kl h'dm 
lkp zkwt 

---------------- --,------,-------------------- - -------------- ----

The parallel phrases in ARNA and Shab are remarkable since none 

Of' thei r star i es 
.' ~. . 

are exactly parallel and since they evince 

different st~ges of development. Perhaps the shared phrases 
" 

represent an attempt at a later stage of ARNA redaction to 



assimilate to BT Shab.~4 Yet, if this be true, it is a mystery 

that the assimilation is limited to brief phrases and that none 

of the stories themselves are more similar. 

The brief overview of the Scale of Innocence story parallel s 

supports the hypothes is that ARNB was more widely used as a 

source for later texts than ARNA. Although ARNA's two stories 

have no exact parallels, each of ARNB's stories appears in later 

compilations. 1515 

~. I • 

,:;1',' , .... , 
.' .,~". ' .. 
. 1. : (I 

.i}",! . 

I " 

: .. 



CHAPTER 5 

ENDNOTES 

1. I prefer my more literal translation to Gcldin ' s and 
Sc:.dday-ini 's nE~E'(Hessly cumbersome rE.'I'H-Jition: "{~nd jud~le 

everyone wi th the sc:al e wf?i ghtf?d in h i ~5 ·f avouY-. " 

2. Lerner, "E:·:teY-nal Tractate':5," p :::;;T'::'. 

:s. Ben Amos, "Narrative 1::'- rJrms," p18S. 

4. Vansina, Or'al_, p6:':;;. 

5. The lac:k of ·~t in the Oxford ms was not noted by Schechter. 

6. Schec:hter, ARN, p37 note A.29. 

7. The conc I ud i ng statement of "Capt i ve Mai den I I" var' i e~:; 
slightly in the different versions Schec:hter cites (Ibid), 
however it always echoes the concluding stafement to 
"Captive Mi:l.iden I." 

8. Neusner, ARNA, p67. 

9. Fraenkel has frequently remarked this function of the 
opening e:':positor-y statement, eq: "F~emal~kabl€·? Phenomena," 
p46. 

10. Signs of redactional assimilation include: the addition of 
'~t in the printed versions (see note 5 above); an 
explanatory gloss ¥l znwt is added after lqwbh in the 
printed versions; mhrhrt (the mss) is changed to mhwrhnt 
(printed version s . See Schechter, ARN, p 3 7, notes A.26 and 
A. 27 , . 

11. Fo~ . a . discussion of how irony 
b~t~~en appearanc:e and truth, 
N~~i~tive, p201. 

,~.-~-----

is engendered by the contras t 
see Sternberg, Biblical 

; .... 7,' 

12. Pl.Ein;, Amos, "NarY-':'<.ti ve FoY-ms," p 185. 
,fl"} . 

.' ' 
13. 'f J~strow, p1454. Goldin agrees, ARNA, p186, note 19 (Ch 8). 

14. 'JastnJw, p ::::'66. 

15. For general discus sion of closure configur~tion in the ARN 
stories see: "Sec," pp15--16, 1.8.::-::'; r.:\nd, Appendi:·: V, 
LA.5. 

16. One of Fraenkel s identifying characteri s tics of an arti s ti c 
Rabbinic story. Eg: "E:d:ernal Appearance," p1 2 1. 

17. The classic s tructuralist definition of character as 
function~l agent is found in Propp, Folktale, Ch 2. For 
d i scuss:i/on of Propp' s def i nit ion see·: .... ·--·-·l:-Ci .. i'T'E;·Y-, Structw-al i ~;t 
Poet i cs', ;: pp2:32--T::A. For woy- k on char acter- i z at i o·n--·i'n· .. -----·--.. .. .. -.. -.. · 
RabbTnf c· star i es see: "Sec, 11 pp :30-::::.:3, I. B. 9. 



18. For general dissussion of time indicators/narrative 
connector-s see: "Sec," pp21-.. 22, 1.B.7. For summary of 
their appearance in the ARN stories see: Appendix V, I.A.B. 

Fraenkel identifies word play and lexical 
al- tistic devices in I:'ii\bbinic stol'·ie~., eq: 
Phenomena," p~:j7, p60, p68. 

ambiguity as 
"Rem<..u- k r.:lt.:! 1 e 

20. Schechter, ARN, p37, note A.29, gives different vers ions of 
"Captive Maid£.'rl 1111 found in differ'eni: pr"inted te:,: t5. 

21. The readings in brackets do not appear in the Oxford ms and 
represent explanatory glosses, filling in background 
information: 
1) wntps '~d mhm [l~wm Is~ymJ 
2 ) ¥'ny Qbw~ bbyt h'swryn [mpny hznwtJ 
3 ) 'mr ltwblyhm [l\bylh ~lyJ (not in Oxford or Epstein) 
The entire following phrase does not appear in the Oxford: 
4) whw' yw~b w~w~q bbyt ••• cI hrybh 

22. Th is appears in the Epstei n ms, but not in the O:d or-d. It 
cannot be classified an explanatory gloss, but is merely a 
repetitive expansion. See note 21 above for explanatory 
glosses in the printed versions and, Schechter, ARN, p37, 
note A.29, for the Epstein ms reading. 

23. Fraenkel, IIRemar-' kabl e Phenomena, 11 pp67-6B. 

24. For discussion of redactional impulse of Tan see: Elbaum, 
"Akedah." Meir, "StOr-'y.1I For-' the hortc.~tive /elidactic 
purpose of SER and SEZ see: EJ, Vol 15, pB03. 
Strack/Stemberger, pp305-307. 

25. Elbaum, "ModJ;?ls," pT::". 

26. MhM p :317 . . .. 
27. See discussion of elate in: EJ, Vol 15, p803. Although some 

schO:l'ars (Fr- i edman, I ntroduct ion t.o SER and SEl) date the 
co~~~f the work quite early (3rd century), its consistent 
r;:~,da.ct i onal Chi::\t- acter i st i C~;, and the I iter i:lry c:hal'"'<;l.cb:: r- of 
i~~ ' narratives, make it probable that it is much later . 
. f.r! 1 '. 

I ' 

28. ':, f ,i rst sugge~5t£.?d to me by Dr- riobf~r-t Br-ody of thf=~ Hebrew 
: ~niversity of Jerusalem (October, 1989), who very kindly 
read and commented on some of my work. 

29. Schechter, ARN, p40, does not note the first lacuna in Rami. 
It is situated in the fourth line from the Ch 19 heading: 
, "I h¥' yl ny mnh '~t. Sctlecter-' d i SCUSS5es the ms; prob I €!ms <md 
parallels Ibid, note B.l. 

30. Sheil contains many one- word fillers which were probably 
added to specify the speaker: bny, lw, l~bry, 'byw. Twice, 
Shei 1 assi mi I ates from BT Shab and for AF\NA: t.he oath, "By 
the Temp~e Sf:?r'vice, it was so!" and the concludi.ng 
statemer\t, IIJust as you have judged me.,? in the seal e Df 
innocence, so shall God (h~myym) judge you .•.• " 

'. 



31. See discussion of Al Nakawa's originality in EJ, Vol 2, 
pp672--6T3. 

32. The repetition of the same functions in a separate scene is 
a distinguishing feature of the oral folk tales studied b y 
F'ropp (F~!J.':t_~.!".~, ppT':;'-75). In thf:.'~ tal es studi ed by Pror:ip, 
there was always a treble repetition. For the purpose of 
the structuri3.1 i st anal ys~i t~, all repet it i on~:5 C:Wf:.~ counted as 
one functional sequence. 

33. ~or the difficulty of the phrase qnwy lV, see Saldarini, 
ARNB, p125, notes 2 and 3. 

34. For discussion of kk wkk as a popular euphemism for an oath, 
see: Lieberman, ~r-e~.::_, pl;23. 

35. For discussion of time indicators/narrative connectors see: 
"Sec," pp21-22, 1.B.7; and, f.'ppendi:·: V, I.A.B. 

36. See references above note 17. 

37. Saldarini, ARNB, p126, note 7. 

38. Again, Sheil includes a filler to specify the identity of 
the speaker: bn lwy; it has assimilated the oath from BT 
Shab and/or- ARNA: "By the Temple Service .... " See the 
critical notes, Sheil, pp17-18. 

39. In SEZ Rabbi Joshua does not undergo ritual immersion upon 
exiting the woman's house, but merely washes himself (wk¥y~' 
rh,). Thus, the sexual implications are toned down 
substantially. 

40. Schechter, ~RN, p41, ARNB lines 17- 22: 
~byrynw ••• wbswp mh hyytm 'wmrym ely. 

mr ltlmydyw 

41. Ash~elon was a heathen city in Rabbinic times; anyone 
designated as living in Ashkelon was therefore sure to be a 
he~then. Saldarini, ARNB, p127, note 10 . 

. 1 

:;: jas:tr' ow 
f - ' , . "' . 

42. p1252. 

43. 
. . -', ; ', 

.I./E,b id, P 16El. 

44. : In Ned the phrase refers to vows that affect the 
~ relationship between husband and wife:mlmd ¥hbcI mpr ndrym 

¥bynw lbynh. 

45. Jastrow, p162. 

46. Sheil and SEZ give another explanation: perhaps an unworthy 
person (¥'ynw hgwn) will enter upon them, the implication 
being that this will give rise to untrue gossip. 

47. Jastrow, p1271. 

; 48. Saldarih i, ARNB. p127, note 14. 
~ . . 

49. Jastrow\ pl1:.:m. 



50. Ibid, p1463. 

51. Parallel ver s ions appear in Sheil, pplB- 19; SEl. pp6-7. 

52. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, they probabl y 
represent oral variants of the s ame type-story . 

5:3. Fr c.'l.E?nkel, "R€:?mar-kable F'hE?nOmen,,,," ppb'l-- b8. 

54. The same kind of superficial assimilation b e twee n ARNA and 
BI Shab also occurs in the Hillsl and Shammai stories 
di scussed in this thesis, Ch 9. 

55. See remarks in Appendix 11 . 

. , 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE ANGEL OF DEATH SEEKS THE SOUL OF MOSES 

A.12 B.25 

"nnqel," a Composite ~kriptural Story, appears in (~.12 and 

• 
B.25. Like most Rabbinic compilations, ARN contains many 

Scriptural aggadic traditions, that is, traditions based on 

actual or apocryphal Biblical events or characters which go 

beyond the strict Biblical account. Scriptural Aggadah takes 

other generic form besides narrative, ie, exegesis and lists. In 

ARN, Scriptural aggadic narrative appears in three forms: 

Scriptural Anecdote, Scriptural Story and Composite Scriptural 

Story. Unfortuni..~tE?ly, "Angf:l" is tht'? only E?:":ample 0"[- ARN's 

Scriptural narrative able to be included in this thesis. Thus, 

it will be impossible to draw any firm conclusions about the 

genre as a whole. 

~ 

Like the Composite Story, "(')kiva," "Angel" 1" C;" -, composed 0+ 

independe~t segments of tradition, grouped together to relate a 

progress ~}~ narrative plot: the death of Moses and the Angel of 
.I 

Death / ;g 's"earch "for- his t:;oul. LJnlikc~ th(;? other stor-ies an .. :\lyzE~d .,: ,. 

in tti ~« t"~esis, "nngel" has no illustl~ating I~elation~:;hip with an 

Avot l emma. In both versions, the story forms part of a long 

section of exegetical and aggadic materials describing the lives 

and deaths of Moses and Aaron. This section is included in the 

Commentary on Hill f:.~l 's saying, "Be of the ~;cms of nar"on ... " but 

does not directly relate to it. Schechter's opinion is 

~~~oubt edlY correct: this section is not integral to the ARN 

te·"·t " , and wa~ added here due to association with Num 20:29: 

"They wept for Aarrm ~.::; o clays •.•. " 1 To my knowl edge, "f:)ng el " has 



never been discussed in contemporary scholarship. 

The group of C:H.F.F~cli c fTlatE?r'i al s of whi ch "Angel" forms a par·t. 

cannot be called a Composite Story in its own right. Although 

some of its independent traditions are narrative, there is no 

progressive narrative movement from segment to segment. The 

sectipn is united by a common subject only, the deaths of Moses 

and Aaron, rather than by a unified narrative or hermeneutic 

ARNA 's "Ange 1" is composed of four' independent segment s of 

tradition, and ARNB's, five. In each case, three of the segments 

are f unct i onal ; ARNA contains one, and ARNB two, nonfunctional 

segment.s. Significantly, all nonfunctional segments are unique 

to each version, while the three functional segments have 

par,,,, 1 I el s. This again illustrates Vansina's theory about the 

transmission of oral literature: functional elements remain 

stable while nonfunctional elements are more apt to change. 2 

While it is Lmc} ear' v-lhether' ARI'·j's "{~ngel" w,,,,s ev€'.!y" transmitted 

orally i~ its extant form, the fact that only its nonfunctional 

segments are not parallel, suggests that its transmission 
; f:: ' 

followed~ this pattern of oral transmission. 
j ., ...... ,',' 

"~; ; . r 

.I/ "ftif? structure of "?)nqel" in both ver"sions j.s tripartite ~'-lith 

'! ;', 

th~~~ · fTlacro-functions. The macro-functions are double: the 

fir~t function reflects the plot progression as it relates to 

Moses, the second, as it relates to the Angel of Death. The 

first macro-function is substantially developed, evincing three 

Or more micro-functions. As might be expected, each macro-

fUnction is fulfilled in a separate segment of the Composite 

Story. Unl"} f:: e othE.'r· AF~N stories, "{-'ngel" has no hermeneutic 

Plot; the simple plot action and character interaction are the 

T 



stor-y ' s ·f oeus . Thus, a he~meneutic level i s not ~efl ected in th e 

functi o n con f i g ur a tion . The mac r o - function c onfiguration s ar e 

• Q (j ~ op~r- 3·=ly l' n the tab.lqs b~. lr.)w: pres en ,_ ,:.. - - '<- c., c_ \_ = c; , 

-------
p M ____ _ • - - _ _ ___ • • ________ M .. ... _. ___ ... __ •• _ . ___ . .... , . .. _ _ • _ _ _ __ _____ .. _ _ • _ _ _ • __ _ ____ ••••• ____ • ___ • __ • _ _ _ • __ • • __ ___ _ •• , _ _ •• • M" _ . __ __ .. M_ 

ARNA 
- - .... ____ __ ____ - - _ ...... _. - _M. _._ .. ____ 0_- __ ... _______ __ __ ._. __ .• __ ... _ __ .. ' _____ . _ ... _. _M. __ " . ______ .. _. _____ . _____ .. _., ... ",_ ... , __ 

Segment/Genre 

1) Narrative 1. 

Macro-Function 

Prep a ration fo~ Death/ 
Confrontation 

Content 

Satan demand s Moses' 
soul; Moses refuses ; 
God con s oles Mos es 
over hi s impending 
d(;? :d: h. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
2) E:·: e getical 

Statement 

3) E:·:egeti c al 
Stat€·?ment 

4) Narrative 

~. I . 

'.: '"1:.- .'- .. ',' 

I ~. 

" . 

11. Death/Deception 

Nonfunctional 

Ill. After Death/ 
Success of Dec eption 
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God takes Mos es' 
soul and puts it 
under the Throne of 
Glory. 

The s ouls of the 
righteous are also 
under the Throne of 
Gl or-y. 

The Angel of Death 
s e ek s fo~ th e soul 
of Moses . 



------------------------------------------------_._--------------- _. 
ARNB 

_---- .-- - _~ ._ - __ __ __ .. _ .... - _ . __ .... _._ ..... _ .. .. _ .. __ ... _ ...... _ . ___ .. __ ... _ ... __ • •• _ ... ___ 0. __ ._ ...... _ . .... __ _ _ _ .. _ .. _. _____________ .... _ ... _. __ • ___ ... , . ....... .. 

segment/Genre Macro-Function Content 
------------------------------------------------------------------

1) Narrative 1. Preparation for Death! 
Confrontation 

Satan demands Moses ' 
soul; Moses refuses ; 
God consoles Mose s 
over hi s impending 
cJE)ath. 

___ .. 0 .. __ • ___ - _____ • _ __ •• _ ..... - _ ........ . ___ • __ ._ .. ___ ._ ..... _ .. _ .. _ ..... __ • __ ... . _ ....... ____ ...... __ .0 .. _ •• _ .. _ .. _ ....... ' _____ 0 .. __ .o .. . ____ __ __ _ __ • _ _ • __ _ _ . .. _ 

2) E:·:egetical 
Statement 

11. Death!Deception God takes Moses ' 
soul and puts it 
under the Throne of 
81 Olry. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
3) E:·:egeti cal 

Statement 
Nonfunctional The location of the 

b i er- of Mo~:;es. 

4) E::egetical 
Nar rative 

5) Narrative 

III.After- Death! 
Success of Deception 

Nonfunctional 

The Angel of Death 
seeks for the soul 
of t'IOSF2S. 

The ministerin~~ 
angels mourn for 
Mo~:;e~; . 

The table demonstrates that although the two versions share 

the same ~acro-functions, their composition varies. As noted 

above, e~ch version exhibits unique nonfunctional segments. 
. ,i '. -

However~ ~ .ven a glance at their basic structure indicates that 
: .: ):., ." ',' 

ARNB :'5 is 
.r;'·; j ; . .-, , 

looser, composed of more independent segments, while 
I r:, 

ARNA "51 S more compact. I feel that ARNB's looser composition is 

not ' ~ sign of greater development than ARNA; indeed, here both 

versions show signs of development, but have developed in 

different ways: ARNB expands while ARNA compresses. Also, c\ 

brief overview of the tables indicates ARNB's more exegetical 

Character; the segment fulfilling its third macro-f unction i s 

~Xegetical Narrative, while ARNA's parallel is s imply Narrative . 
. ~ . . 

" , . 



The first macro-function, Preparation for Death/Consolation, 

i9 related in a narrative segment in both versions. 

shOWS signs of independent development; it is composed of 

distinct units that have been integrated to form one narrative 

sequence. It is probable that most of this integration occurred 

before the redaction of the extant story. Its development is 

revE~aled by i. ts composition of micTo-- ·func:tions: 

and five in ARNB. ARNA's first micro-function, Demand, i s 

repeated but fulfilled by a different character each time (God, 

Satan).~ The micro-f unctions embody a more intricate scheme of 

character interaction in ARNB than in ARNA. This becomes clear 

from a perusal of the micro-functions in the table below: 

Function I 
Preparation for Death/Confrontation 

ARNA Micro-Functions ARNB 

1. Demand - God~ requests 

Satan to fetch the soul 
of Mos,es. 

, .. 

1. Dema~~ - Satan demands 
so01 ', ~rom Moses. 

2. R~f u~al -- Moses re·fuses 
{~let Satan take his 
s'plll f ~ 

3. Consolation - God consoles 
Moses. 

1. Demand - Satan demands 
soul from Moses. 

2. Refusal - Moses refuses 
to let Satan take his 
soul. 

3. Complaint - Satan complains to 
God about Moses' refusal. 

4. Justification - Moses demands 
justification of his death 
from God. 

5. Consolation - God consoles 
MOSf?s. 



The above micro-function outline clearly indicates the 

structural differences in this segment. 

Symmetrical, condensed tripartite structure. 4 In contrast, ARNB 

is expanded by additional functions. The structural differences 

reflect content differences, for ARNB's added functions 

demonstrate its more complicated and antagonistic character 

interaction. 

Throughout this segment, ARNB shows more character conflict 

than AI~NA. The Angel of Death instigates the conflict by coming 

before Moses and demanding his soul (micro-function: f:;:equest) . 

Moses refuses, and is anger~d, sending him away with a rebuke 

(micro-function: Refusal). S's next two micro-functions are 

unique, set in a "heavenly court" scene: the Angel of Death 

compl ai ns to God about I"lost'!s' ref usal (mi cr'o--f unct ion: 

Complaint) . Before God responds, Moses appears as well demanding 

justification of his approaching death (micro-function: 

Justi ·fication) . The Holy Spirit answers, reassuring Moses that 

his death is not due to any sin of his own, but because of the 

sin of Ad~m, ie, his human nature (micro-function: Con~;ol '-'It ion) . 

;, ; '. 

HS~e Moses and the Angel of Death are placed in antagonistic 
J ; ~ •• , ... :'" 

conf ~-bri'tat i on. ThE.' Angel acts i ndependentl y of God; 
./ J.t ~I. " ',t-. 

I , 

indeed, ~H? 

is · n~V~~ explicitly aligned with Him in ARNB ' s text. Although 

God " ~H mSf~I'f has no speak i ng par-t in the f i Y-st segment, He 

functions as a silent arbitrator between Moses and the Angel of 

Death through the voice of the Holy Spirit. 

The character relationships in ARNA are quite different. 

Her-e - , there is explicit alignment between God and the Angel: the 

" story 
~ . . 

begi n ~' with God commi:i\nd i ng the Angel to fetch the soul Cl+ 

Moses. . \ 

the Angel of Death is not independent., sel f-' rhus" an 



motiv a ting character. The alignme nt of God and the Angel 

significantly reduces the antagonism of the confrontation betwe en 

the l a tter and Moses, since the reader know s that th e Ang e l i s 

e 
not a malevol a nt agent but is fulfilling God's will. In othet-' 

way s , ARNA' s charact e r c onfrontation i s l ess ant a g o ni s ti c . 

Whil e , like ARNB, Mo s e s rebukes the Angel a nd refuses to deli v e r 

hi s <::' 01..11, Af~NA c:ont a i n':; no "hl~<:.\ven 1 y court" scene. In 'fa c t, c:.~~-, 

soon as the Angel i s rebuked, he di s appears from the story! 

Finally, with no prompting from Moses, God comforts him by 

reminding him of his place in the World to Come. 

Thus, while ARNA is more structurally compact, ARNB exhibit s 

richer and more provocative character interaction. AF~NB' S 

character interaction does not, however, reflect a different 

hermeneutic interest, like it did in "Elit?zE:.'r;" hel'"'e charcKtel'"' 

interaction alone is of focal interest with no relation to a 

broader hermeneutic theme. 

Both versioQs exhibit a simple, undeveloped narrative 

technique ~n the Preparation for Death function. 
, i 

narrative statements signalling a change of scene, all action i s 
;,r'· 

in dire2 t ;di s course. All narrative a c tion is consec utive with 
'.;' j_.' ... ,", I 

ver b s,)it( ' t h e p el~ f ec t tense. Both versions begin with a time 
.I}') . 

I r . 

indi p~tdr functioning as a narrative connector (B: kywn ~; 

A: b '; 'wth ¥-=h) , yet no other time indicatol'"'s:; appeC.u-' within the 

bOdY ' of the narrative. 

In both versions the second macro- function, Death/Deception 

is related in a separate segment, telling how God took the s oul 

Of Moses and put it under the Throne of Glory. Thi s ~::. egment i s 

',.an e:':panded E/:,:egeti cal s tc.'\tement ri::\ther than pure narrati ve. 



That this segment is, indeed, independent from the preceding one, 

is indicated by its mode of discourse. For no direct discourse 

at all appears in either version. The one speech act is related 

in indirect discourse, very rare in ARN's stories (b'r hmqwm Im¥h 

¥hW' nwt; 1 ••• ) • Finally, its exegetical character, with 

proof texts Ps 149:5-9, marks the segment's formal independence. 

However, although it has remained distinct from the opening 

narrative segment, the two form a continuous narrative 

progression. 

The relationship between the first two macro-functional 

segments of "Angel" demonstratE?s the mode of composi tion of a 

Composite Story: functions are fulfilled in consecutive, 

formally independent segments. Although both segments show 

expansion, no attempt has been made to link them by rendering 

their genre or mode of discourse more similar. Another 

interesting point, is that here a shift in discourse reflects a 

shift in point of view. While Moses ' point of view is presented 

through the first narrative segment (he does not know why he is 

to die arid wants to find out), God's point of view is presented 

. /: . 
through the exegetical statement . . ' . 

~ i6110wing the Death macro-function, two nonfunctional 
,/,r';.I" I 

I ' 

segm~rifs appear, one unique to each version. As stated above, it 

is ~~gnificant that the two nonparallel nonfunctional segments 

appear in the same position in the two versions and that only 

nonfunctional segments are unique. ARNA's nonfunctional 

exegetical statem~nt ("The souls of the righteous are also under 

the Throne of Glory") has a vague parallel in ARNB's preceding 

-~Gnctional e~egetical statement, but it contains unique 
" ~ 

homiletical · ~aterials. 
( 

ARNB's nonfunctional exegetical statement 

("TLle I locc:~tion of Moses' bier") has no ARNA parallel. In both 
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cases, the segments add nothing to the unfolding of the plot. 

Generally, nonfunctional segments in Composite and Expanded 

stories can contrjbute to thematic development. 

thf?y do not ~:;imply beCaU!3e "{-'mg<:?l" lacks a developf~~d hc"'r·mt~neuti.c: 

level. 

The final function, After Death/Success of Deception, is 

related in a narrative segment which is significantly different 

in the two versions. Here the plot leaves the dead Moses to 

follow the Angel of Death's search for Moses' soul. 

ARNB's version shows more integration than ARNA's. The 

integration is partly effected formally: S's After Death segment 

begins with an introductory phrase: "The Angel of Death begcm 

again to seek (lJwzr wmbq¥) the soul of Moses." Thi s creates C".\ 

link with the previous narrative by telling that the Angel of 

Death's search is a repeated action. A unity with previous 

narrative is also created by consistent character alignment: 

ARNB's Angel continues here to act independently from God, like 

in the first narrative segment. 

,ARNB's consi stent character al i gnment is re'f 1 ected in the 
• ; "";." • ~ " I 

,', , " 

dou~~ ~ ~macro-functions. 
,i/ /' 

Coupled with the main functional 

pr~gf~ssion (Preparation for Death, Death, After Death) is a twin 

prOgressi on (Conf rontat i cm, Df:~cept ion, Succe£:;s of Df?cc~pti on) . 

While the former name events occurring to Moses, the latter name 

events occurring to the Angel of Death. The twin function 

progression appears in both versions, but only in ARNB does the 

second progression show narrative logic. Its logic stems from 

· .. t he fact thS\t AF~NB' s Angel and God art'~ separ'ate agE!nts. 
': ,;' . 

Initiaily, the narrative logic in ARNB's final segment seems 

r 



problematic: since Moses' soul has already been deposited under 

the Throne of Glory, why does the Angel of Death still seek it~ 

The narrative becomes logical, however, if we assume that the 

Angel does not know that God has taken Moses' soul. BE.'l i evi ng 

that Moses is still living, he goes to seek him. 

interpretation is supported by internal and external evidence. It 

is definitely consistent with ARNB's earlier character alignment, 

where God and the Angel of Death act as separate agents. Thu~:; , 

there is no reason for the Angel to know about God's actions. 

Evidence in Vatican 44, an expansive, medieval version of ARNA 

also supports this interpretation. Here the Angel's search for 

Moses' soul is i ntr-oduced by an e:·: p 1 anator-'y gloss: 11 And Samael, 

the Angel of Death, did not yet know (I' hyh ywd C
) that Moses had 

died .•.• " el Clear-Iy, a redactor- of Vc.\tican 4'-1· has supplied this 

missing information to make the narr-ative logic explicit. 

Thus, because ARNS's God and Angel are independent, the 

latter- is deceived, and still seeks Moses' soul, thinking he is 

still alive. The enhanced nature of the deception continues 

ARNS's mo~e intense character confrontation. 

;, i '. 

ARNe ~ s Angel asks seven entities whether the soul of Moses 
I .: i:·' ... ,~, 

is Wi \ h ' :;them and gets a consi stent I y negat i ve response: Mt 
.1.1".1 . 

I •. 

Sinai~ ' the sea, the land of Isr-ael, the clouds of glor-y, the 

mi n (~ter i nq anqel~:;, the deep and Sheol i:lnd Abaddon. 

conceptual progr-ession is evident in the entities' order. The 

first three are all earthly, geographical locations, while the 

final four- ar-e either supernatur-al or- extraworldly. Cl ever·l. y, 

the transition fr-om worldly to extraworldly entities is 

" 

" .. 
~~ich informs the Angel. that 

'. 
prOofte'" t - " , Moses:;' soul must be 
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sought beyond earthly boundaries: "It i~3 not found in th(:;..> land 

of the liv:i. ng" (Job 2(3:1::::;). 

A formal distinction between the two groups of entities is 

evi dent a!5 \.'Iell. The Angel chooses the three earthly entities 

through the orthodox method of Scriptural interpretation, 

recalling suggestive verses~ "I know God :~i""id to him, 'Come up 

to me on the mountain ... '" (E:·( 24: 1:2>; "I know th c\t the Ho1 ''/ LIn E' 

blessed be He said to him, 'Li 'Ft up your roel i:.'\nd stretch your-

hand over the St~a ... '" (E:·( 14: 16) ; "I knc)w he is st.C':\nd i ng c,ncl 

beseeching to enter the land of Israel because Scripture says, 

'And I besought the Lord ..• '" (D(;?ut 5: 25) • 

Substantial dramatic irony is aimed against ARNB ' s Angel of 

Death. 1· c" . :::> always created by a disparity in 

knowledge. 6 Here irony is partly engendered since the reader 

knows, while the Angel does not, that Moses' soul is permanently 

unavailable, having already been taken by God. Further dramatic 

irony is created by the Angel '5 certainty that his Biblical 

knowl edge , wi 11 enc~b le him to find Mos,E)::'.' soul. Significantly, he 

repeat!::; ", I know" (ywdC: 'ny) befor'f? cit.ing E'~ach proofte:·:t. 
, :,f ' 

Yet, 

al th9_U(~J'h ,.1 B • s Angel consi ders hi msel f kno\.'II E?dgei:.'\b 1 E.~ i~bout the 
,:.' " 

Bi b l~; ~ ~ he is not as knowl edgeab 1 f? a~.:; he thi nks. Hi 5 1 ac k of t.r'u e 
././ 'l • j 

I • 

knQ,w'~ 'edge of Scr- i pturf? is clever 1 y commun i ci:.'\ted by the respons['~'5 

of 'th' efl' r-st th t· t· (Mt C ' ' tt rf?e en .1 .1es; ,- .:>lnal, - 1e SH0a, the land of 

Israel), who support their denial of knowledge of Moses' 

Whereabouts with Biblical proof texts that implicitly or 

eXplicitly contradict the Angel's proof texts. The clever 

eXegetical repartee creates piquant dramatic irony against the 

---Angel. The Angel and the four extraworldly entities have no 
.' ~ 

However, each answers his query with a 

SUitable proof text from Job 28 (verses 14, 22). 
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In fact, ARNS ' s third segment has 50 much exegetical content 

that its genre is Exegetical Narrative. ARNB's exegetical nature 

is demonstrated further by two independent exegetical glosses 

inserted into the entities' answers: 1) a running commentary on 

the land of Isra,el ' ~::, pr-oo'ft(,?:,:t, D~?ut 3:2~:!, id0?ntifying "l_f2iJannn" 

a5 the Temple;? 2) an independent exegetical gloss attached to 

Job 28:22, Sheol and Abaddon's proof text; it has an explanator y 

function, enabling the proof text to be a more exact answer to th e 

Angel. 

ARNS 's "Angel" ends wi th a uni que nonf unct i onal S',eqment in 

which the ministering angels mourn for Moses about his bier. 

However, this conclusion fails to effect closure. 

all is effected in ARNB, as the Angel neither finds Moses' soul 

nor knows what became of it. 

While ARNB's "Angel" ]' 0 -, ::> characterized by exegetical content 

and sophisticated irony, ARNA's final narrative segment is more 

compact and cohesive. Here only four entities are visited: the 

Great Sea"the mountains and hills, Sheol and Abaddon and the 

mi n i ster i rl ,~ angel~;. 
, ;,r. 

None of their answers contain a Biblical 

proofte~~ )save that of the ministering angels. . ;1' .. " ,',' Ttlf.?i r- 1 engthy 

citat'i/c;~\ ; ; Job 28: 1:;:;'-- 15, 2:?, includes most of thf~ pr 'oofte:,:ts; 
.f/·-}f · ,-. 

uttered by all of ARNS's entities. Thus, here the verses are not 

incor"por ated into the answ€,~rs of each i nd i vi duc:d ent it y, but 

lUmped together at the end of the list. The result is that ARNA 

Shows none of the clever exegetical repartee present in ARNB. 

Like ARNB, a progression is evident in the entities' order. 

The Angel begins his search on the earth, goes down to Sheol and 

Abaddon, and \;1:1 n,:11 1'1, up to the heavens. Here, a kind of 
" 

toncluding cl~max is present as the ministering angels answer the 
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Angel's query: "God has put him in safekeeping for life in the 

~JOI'" 1 d to Come and no 1 i vi ny cr(~ature knows (wher"e hE? is)." Th is 

",r1svJer effects plot closure in ARNA'~:; "Angel," as the Angel does, 

leal'"n what has become of Moses ' soul. Thus, AF~NA' s "Angel" 

exhibits a more conclusive narrative than ARNB ' s with full plot 

closure. 

Like ARNB, ARNA ' s character alignment i s con s istent wi th the 

opening narrative where God explicitly commanded the Angel of 

Death to fetch the soul of Moses. In the opening to the final 

function, God again explicitly commands him: "Go and bring me 

the soul of Moses." Thus, throughout the actions of ARNA's Angel 

al'"e consistently and explicitly directed by God; h~? is nev!:-:r an 

independent agent. Due to this character alignment, ARNA's 

version evinces less narrative logic than ARNB ' s. For" if God h ",, ~; 

already taken the soul of Moses, why does he ask the Angel of 

Death to bring it ? The explanation which made sense in ARNB, 

that God is trying to deceive him, does not work here because of 

the character alignment. For why should God trick someone who 

cannot ~~ t independently of His Own will? 
" . ( ' 

, 'Thete are two explanations for ARNA's lack of narrative 
.. ' :/.'''. " 

logi' ~ : ':, 1) its sour-ce; 
,f)·'.f· " 

2) apologetic tendencies. F'erhap~ ARN(~ 
J f ,:' 

sac~ificed artistry and narrative logic to follow it s source more 

C16kely, while ARNB adapted the source in line with its narrati v e 

logic. ARN's sources will be discussed more fully below; at 

present, only one s ource, Sifre, will be discussed since it may 

be the cause of ARNA's narrative inconsistency. 

Almost certainly, the source of thi s segment of ARNA ' s 

"Angel" .;' ' is ~pifre.G It seems probable that ARNA used Sifre as a 

\ 

SOLlrce, rather than vice versa since the former is less developed 
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1-"""'" 

than the l atter and evinces more narrative logic. E:-: Cf:?pt f Clt-· U[H? 

phrase in Sifre lacking in ARNA (hlk mi'k hmwt wh~yb dbrym Ipny 

hgbwrh), ARNA follows Sifre closely. In fact, ARNA's lack of 

narrative logic may be because it has followed Sifrs too closely, 

for ARNA duplicates Sifre verbatim in the introduction to the 

third functional segment: .. The: Hol y One, blessed bE? He, sa i c.1 

again to the Angel of Death .... " Significantly, in Sifre thi s 

phr ase did not conflict with narrative logic; there God had not 

yet taken Moses' soul. However, since ARNA's God already has, 

his second request of the Angel of Death creates an illogical 

narrative. This shows that in spite of ARNA's development it 

evinces a superficial redactional impulse that did not adequatel y 

alter sources to fit a new narrative context. 

The second possible reason for ARNA's illogical narrati ve 

could be apologetic tendencies. Perhaps an ARNA redactor 

was reluctant to attribute independent theological status to the 

Angel of Death. Because of this theological reluctance, Sifre's 

character alignment was preserved so that the Angel of Death is 

controlled by God. This, in turn, led to an illogical narrati ve 

• I , • " " where Goa's second command to the Angel makes nd sense. Of 
~'I • 

).. , .. ".' 
cours~, the source-critical and the apologetic explanations are . -/ : ',," 

I . '(I . 

not m'(it~\,.jll ye:·: c I usi VE!, and coul d have wor ked si mul taneousl y to 

for~ARNA's present narrative. 
'.' 

In conclusion, although ARNA's "Angel" e:·:hibits less 

e:':pansi on and more cone I usi on than ARNB' Si, the I at tf:?r is a mon? 

consistent and artistic narrative, with sophisticated irony and 

character interaction. 

TLwni ng'/to "Angel's" parall el sources, a C I ear I y the two ~'F~I·.,j 
" 

Versions sha~e unique features when compared with other 



For only the ARNs exhibit consistent Compos ite 

stories in which separate traditions are linked to form a 

continuous narrative. Although differences in wording and 

content appear in all the parallels, they can be divided into two 

basic groups based on the following criteria: 1) th e i ne 1 u':3i m ", 

of Moses' rebuke; 2) the entities' identity; 3) the proof text s . 

However, ARNB's version is unique and must be grouped separatel y . 

Three ver'si ons of "An<;/el" con~~ti tute the first group: 

Sifre, ARNA and Yalk.· "Angel's" conte:·:t is similar in Sifr€'~ and 

ARNA, appearing in an anthology comparing the deaths of Aaron and 

Moses. In Yalk, it appears in a lengthy anthology describing the 

Moses' death alone. These three sources share specific 

characteristics: 

Moses' rebuke: when the Angel is sent to fetch Moses ' 

soul, Moses rebukes him. Yalk's rebuke is substantially expanded 

by direct discourse and highly dramatic narrative: 

the Angel and beats him with his rod, beams of fearful light 

shining from hi s face. However, in ARNA and Sifre the rebuke 
, ,. 

consists of only one short sentence . 
. :.C' 

~'I . 

.,. c ...•• 

' ..... ) . ' -rh :.,4 , ',;" e entities' identity: they are almost identical in 

if.; -I ;. " . 

the t:.hr~e sour-ces. While Sifre has the longest list (the sea, 

the ~o0ntains and the hills, Gehinnom, the ministering angels and 

hLlma:n bei ngs), ARN?) i ne I udes all of thest'! in the same order-

except for the last item. Yalk, despite its expansive 

tendencies, has only the first two items. 

3) The proofte:-:ts: their identity and position distingui s h 

lhese three s.oLllrces. 
.' " 

Proof texts appear only in the last entity 's 

anSwer (hum~~ beings in Sifre, the mountains and the hills in 

Yalk, the ministering angels in ARNA). In Sifre and Yalk the one 

1-
1 



proOf text relates directly to the death of Moses, Deut 34:6: 

"And he buried him in the v,,:Illey .... " Although ARNA does not 

Share this proof text, the final position of its own group of 

proo+texts from Job 28 di s tinguishes it from the second group of 

~our-ces . Judging from their similarities, it s eems clear that 

Sifre i6 the ultimate source of ARNA and Yalk. 

MT and MhG make up the second group of sources. In both, 

"Angel" appears in the commentary on Deut ~'::'4: 5: "And Moses died 

there ..•. " They shi:.'\re the following chi:.'\rac:teristic~;: 

1) The lack of direct confrontation between Moses and the 

Angel of Death: hence, there is no rebuke scene. Here the Angf.?l 

of Death proceeds on his search without ever meeting Moses. 

2) The entities' identity: they are identical in MT and 

MhG (the sea, the mountains and hills, the land of Israel, the 

clouds of glory, the ministering angels, the deeps, Sheol and 

Abaddon, the ministering angels and human beings). 

3) The identity and position of the proof texts: only 

prooftei,:t l:;i" from Job 28 are used. They are attached to various 
: ~. I . J 

, ),' ," c,,' 

entiti~s on the list: 
f~. ." 

the sea - none; the mountains and the 
I .. " '/ ' 

hi 11 s .i,i. }, "f.1tme; the land of Israel - Job 28:13; the clouds of 

glory ,, - ' Job 28: 21; the ministering angels - Job 28:23 (none in 

MhG); , the deeps - Job 28:14; Sheol and Abaddon - Job 28:22; 

human beings - Job 28:23. A final proof text of three consecutive 

verses, Job 28:12- 14 concludes the narrative . 

Almost certainly, Sifre represents the least developed 

versi on of "An,gel." 
", .", 

Not only are Yalk and MhG clearly later, 

medieVal comp i 'lations, but their versions of "Angel" are 
" 

~Viously expanded and reworked. Although scholars identify MT 



as an early compilation, the extant MT is only a reconstructed 

text, largely reconstituted from Geniza fragments and MhG, thus 

it cannot truly be regarded as an early compilation. 10 While 

ARNA clearly uS:;f:~d fjifrf: a~:; a SOLwce for" 1I{~nq(;?l, 11 it seems to hav E~ 

been influenced by the sources in group two as well, since it 

include~ the verses from Job. 

If Sifre, with no Job verses, represents the least developed 

version, then how did the Job verses become integrated into the 

story? It seems likely that Job verses were assimilated into 

"Angel" ·f ram a stol''' y in BT Shab OCra : "Satan searches for the 

Torah. " This story is very similar to "Angel:" after aski n<;~ God 

the whereabouts of the Torah, Satan seeks for it in four places: 

the earth, the sea, the deeps and Sheol and Abaddon. ~tJhen he 

asks them about the Torah, they each respond with a suitable 

proof text from Job 28! Significantly, the sea, the deeps and 

Sheol and Abaddon respond with the same verses as in MM and MhG's 

"Angel: " Job 20:14 and 22. Probably, the proof texts from the 

Shab story I;:lecamt'? assi mi 1 ated to one ver"si on of 11 Angel, 11 probab 1. y 

ARNB' s. 11 

,', 

AR~~ ;.~ "Angel" t':'):': h i bits el ements o·f both source groups. 
~ .. :, : ~, . 

Like b~e C}~rst, it contains a confrontation scene with a rebuke . 
. . . ~ 

. ~ i' 

ARNB'~character confrontation is more intense, yet echoes their 

Wording ('m b¥ch shyyty yw¥b I' hyyt ykw1 1 c mwd). HOyJever, the 

entities' identity is more like the second group. ARNB, I i kE~ 

them, also uses proof texts from Job 28. Finally, only ARNB, MM 

and MhG contain the final nonfunctional segment in which the 

m~~istering angels mourn for Moses. However, ARNB evinces unique 

e· ements and ~'rtistic features, not in any other "AngE'21" vet-sion. 
'" 

It is the anI} version in which God does not explicitly command 



the Angel to fetch Moses' soul, leading to unique character 

relationships and substantial dramatic irony. Furthermore, only 

here ar e proof texts used to cleverly expose the Angel's foolish 

hubri s; only here does the Angel think he can decluce Moses' 

whereabouts through Biblical exegesis. 

That ARNB shares characteristics of both source group s can 

be attributed to two possible causes. Either, as Elbaum holds, 

ARNB tends to be influenced by other sources more than ARNA,12 or 

it has substantially influenced other sources. Judging from the 

source-relationships of other ARN stories,13 the latter is 

probably true. In this case, ARNA and ARNB represent 

developments of a common story whose ultimate source was Sifre. 

Assimilation from Shab undoubtedly occurred before the separation 

of the two versions, since the Job verses appear in both. Then 

both ARN "Angel SOl Llnderwent i ndep!.'mdent devel opm(;mt, wi, th ARNB 

influencing MM and MhG. 

In conclusio,n, ARNB's "Angel" shows an artistic 

sophistication not only in comparison with ARNA, but also with 
, / 

other' parit.llels. 
;,'> 
" 

It is noteworthy that the irony in ARNB 's 

IOAngel'~ 'is.l uni que, perhaps caused by its pt-"?cul i i:\I~ pnef erence f 01-
, ;1:" ','" 

irony ~ ~y~ nced elsewhere in ARNB as well. 14 Strikingly, ARNB 's 
.i/ }r • 

IOAng'IFi.-" "shows art i st i c development, t:! :-: pansi cm wi th secondar-y 
" 

inde~~ndent traditions coupled with an enhanced exegetical 

content. This demonstrates that enhanced exegetical content is 

not necessarily a sign of an earlier or less developed 

tradition. 1:5 

Since only one example of Composite Scriptural Story is 

eMamined in ~his thesis, it is impossible to draw any definite 
' " " 

conclusions about the genre as Cl. whole. However, some 

, ~ 



inter-est i ng features of "(.)ngel" ~:.;houl d IJE"~ remar- kr~d. Th is 

particular stor-y has no hermeneutic level; there is no interest 

in an implicit theme. Whatever thematic aspects are present are 

in the explicit text, ie, the motif of outwitting Death. The 

stor-y's clear tripar-tite functional structure, despite added 

nonfunctional segments, should also be noted. Faint of viE'w 

shift effected by a shift in segment and discourse mode is a 

common feature of Composite Narrative genres. 16 Finally, 

significantly, the two AHN "Angel" stories E?:-:hibit some peculiar 

tendencies of each version, even though the story is completely 

unrelated to an ARN commentary context: while ARNA is more 

concise, ARNB is more ironic and exegetical. This suggests that 

a redactional hand reworked the stories to some extent in line 

with general tendencies of each version, although they are 

unrelated to an Avot lemma and form part of a section of text 

that is a large secondary addition . 

. / 

;,':'. 
4'J' 

.:; 1,· ';" " 
.:: :, ' :" 
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CHAPTER 6 

ENDNOTES 

1. Schechter, ARN, p51, note A.33. 

2. Vansina, gL~~} .. ' p6::::'. 

3. Repeated s equences are identified as the same function in 
classic structuralist analysis. This is true even if the 
fu~ction is performed by a different agent. S ee: Propp, 
f._?}_ .. I ~_t. .. ~~.:.~. , C h ::~. 

4. Since the repeated first micro-function, Demand, only count s 
as one function. See note 3 above. 

5. Vatican 44, the Perush Avot, clearly used ARNA as a direct 
literary source and loosely follows the sequence of Avot; 
however, it evinces an eclectic choice of ARNA traditions 
and a very different arrangement. It conflates ARNA 
traditions with segments from parallel versions in Yalk and 
MPM. Schechter includes it in an Appendix, ARN, pp150-166. 

6. Eg: 

7. Schechter, ARN, p52, note 8.23, identifies this tradition as 
a secondary gloss tacked on to Deut 3:25, and also notes 
some of its many parallels in other sources. 

8. Piska 305. For full reference and other parallels see 
Appendi :.: 11. 

9. The Yalk's anthology of Moses traditions are repeated almo s t 
verbatim in the MPM, except for the Angel of Death story 
itself. MPM does contain a narrative in which Samael waits 
for Moses to dip, but the 5e <,,\I"'ch sr.:f.~n€-~, cent.raJ t.o "Angel," 
is abs'ent. 

10. Alt~d~~h Hoffman used MhG for his reconstruction of MT, f 
h~v~ ~ c,ounted them as two sE~parate ver-sions of "Angel" sine ::-? 
th ~ , "t'-1"hG cr it i cal tf:?:·: t. of f er' s some d if f erent r'ead i ngs. ThE~ 
G~I;\ i :~ ah fragments used by Hoffman to reconstruct I"IT \·jf.?re 
p (djj,i 'shed by SchE~chter", ~JQR 16 (1 t'?(4) pp446- -452, pp69~5 -- 69 Ct; 
,a n cl; ' ~_e ~_ts.~,t:'. ,C .. ~,i:..:!:.. ~_~~ ,! ... ~_.. ~_~_0_y.: Ok e s 1 a u :: Ve r' 1 c~ g v 0 n MH 
~ar~us, 1911), Hebrew section, pp187-192. 

11. A close relationship between 8T Shab and ARN, especially 
ARNA, is suggested by assimilation between ARNA and Shab in 
the Scale of Innocence stories and the Hillel and Shammai 
stories, discussed in this thesis Ch 5 and Ch 9. 

12. Elbaum, "Models." 

.: ~ . . 



13. See Ch 3, note lB, and comments in Appendix 11. 

14. Indicated throughout the analysis of individual stories. 
For summary see Appendix V, Ill.C. 

15. See references and summary in Appendix V, III.E. 

For discussion of point of view s hift see: 
I.B.El.a; and, (..')ppendi;.( V, LE.1. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THREE SHORT HILLEL STORIES 

HILLEL AND THE WORKERS 

HILLEL AND THE DONKEY DRIVER 

HILLEL AND THE MEN SELLING WHEAT 

A.12 - B.26-27 

Three Simple Rabbinic Stories with Hillel as their hero 

appear in a distinct section composed of Hillel 's sayings and 

appended materials (A.12; B.24-27). ARNB's "Hillel and the 

Workers" ("Workers") is an illl.lstration o 'F the lemma "And drawing 

them near the Torc:lh" (£1.26); ARNB's "Hillel and the Donkey 

Driv(~r" ("Donkey") (:\nd ARNA's "Hillel and the Men Selling l.<Jhe,.::d:" 

("Wheat") are illustrat.ions o 'f "Accordinq t.o the painstaking i::; 

the reward 11 CB.27; A. 12) . 

In both ve~s ions, this section is unusual in three ways: 

1) it has , attracted mat.erials evincing unusually uneven 
, , 

develop~eG~ and generic variety; 2) there is litt.le evidence of 

an eve ~1 ('1)9 red act i onal i mpul se; :::;. ) Af~NB has an 
J! . .• 

'1/ ~' •. ', : ..•. 

llnchah.a:~:l-er i sti call y large amount of un i qUE~ mc;lter'i al s. 
.i:' .If " •. ':: 

Even in 

sUch : ~ ' ~ariegated compilation as ARN, this section is remarkable 

for ~~e generic variety and uneven development of its individual 

segments. Besides the commentary on the Hillelmaterials, 

unusually large segments of midrashic materials with no direct 

relationship to an Avot lemma expand the commentary. 1 Here is 

Scanty evidence of an evening redactional impulse? with few 

t ormal links ,between different segments of commentary • . ' ;" . 

" 

( 



CHAPTER 7 

THREE SHORT HILLEL STORIES 

HILLEL AND THE WORKERS 

HILLEL AND THE DONKEY DRIVER 

HILLEL AND THE MEN SELLING WHEAT 

A.12 - B.26-27 

Three Simpl e Rabbinic Stories with Hillel as their hero 

appear in a distin c t section composed of Hillel 's sayings and 

appended material s (A.12; 8.24-27). AnNB's "Hil1el and the 

Workers" ("Worker s ") is an illustration o -f the lemmi:\ "And drawinq 

them near- the Tor<;\h" (B. 26) ; ARNB's "Hillel and the Donkey 

Driver" ("Donkey") i::H1d ARNA's "Hillsl and the Men Selling ~>Jhe,3t:" 

("Wheat") c.'\ re illus trations of "Accm-dinq t.o the painstaking i s; 

the reward" (B.27; A. 12) . 

In both version s , this section is unusual in three ways: 

1) it has,,.attractecl mi:lterials evincinq unusu c.,lly uneVE.'n 

developm~rt and generic variety; 2) there is little evidence of 

an ev~~fn~ redactional impulse; 3 ) ARNB has an 
. ( ;..~ ... ' 

unch ~i~t ~eristicallY large amount of unique materials. Even in 
I I 

such:: a 'var-iegated compilation as ARN, this sE~ction is remal~~;:al:Jle 

for ihe generic variety and uneven development of its individua l 

segments. Besides the commentary on the Hillsl materials, 

unusually large segments of midras hic materi a ls with no direct 

relationship to an Avot lemma expand the comment a ry . 1 Here i s 

scanty evidence of an evening redactional impul s e, with few 

formal linka~etween different segments of commentary. 
:., . 

' " 
'. 



Finally, this section evinces a significant amount of 

materials unique to each version, bespeaking their separate 

transmission processes. Especially remarkable is the large 

amount uf materials, particularly narratives, unique to ARNB. 

usually, ARNA evinces more unique narrative materials than its 

sibling. 2 

Although thi s section is roughly parallel in the two 

versions, they clearly underwent different transmission 

processes. Often, the materials appear in a different order; 

for instance, in ARNA Hillel 's sayings (A .12) precede Shammai s 

(A.13), while in ARNB, Shammai s (8.23) precede Hillel 's. Many 

smaller segments of commentary, as well, appear in a different 

order. Furthermore, even when traditions have a parallel in th e 

sibling text, they often exhibit different content. 

The peculiar characteristics of this section show that its 

transmission differed from the rest of this part of ARN, which i s 

generally more homogenous and shows more signs of redactional 

evening. ,Perhaps the unusual nature of the section can be 
, , 

accounted for in part, by the popular nature and popularity of : ".;," ' , 
the Hi, \(~) i mater i al s. 

• J , 

sugge~i~~ by the fact that more Hillel 
.il' . 

A focused interest Hill~?l in in 

appear in {)vot and 
I I.,.: 

ARN · tha~ those of any other Sage, concentrated in one section. 

Inde~d, the most popular two Sages in ARN, that is, the Sages 

with most attributed materials appearing in most stories, are 

Hi 11 F.d c,md Jnhanan ben lal" kai . 

Scholars have observed that many sayings attributed to 

~~Ulel are nothing but popular proverbs, some even cil'-' culating in 

I)On-Jevli ~;h a ~tc i f.'mt cuI ture~~. These proverbs became attributed to 
, " ., 

( 

due to his status as a popular hero.3 Hill £'l The di versity of 



the Hillel materials, coupled with Hillel 's popularity and with 

the popular appeal of the materials attributed to him, make it 

reasonable to conclude that Hillel traditions might have 

undergone a longer, independent oral circulation than the res t of 

ARN. In other words, after the two versions of ARN were alr e ad y 

in independent, written form, some of its materials still 

circulated orally . 4 The orally transmitted material s 

reinfluenced written ARN texts in different ways, helping to form 

the two different versions. Indeed, a Genizah fragment suggest s 

that Hillel's popularity caused independent written , if not oral, 

transmission of materials about him.~ 

One story, "l>Jheat," ill ustrates the popul ar or- i gi n of 

proverbs attributed to Hillel. According to Lieberman, th e 

saying "According to th(;? painstaking is thE-:? r'ewc:u -d," was a 

popular adage current in Palestine in the pre-Talmudic period and 

was attributed to s everal Sages.· For instance, in Avot 5: 2 6 and 

ARNB it is attributed to Ben He He, rather than to Hillsl, 

although it appears in the section 0+ Hillel materials. The 

saying app~ars in Memar Marqah as well as in Rabbinic sources .? 

In "Whea,t il!,lthe popul ar appeal of the prover-b is shown as it i'i.3 
, ""/ . 

, ~,:' ',:, ,', ' ,I 

ut tereq ) ;ly' the uneducated wor kers wi th no prompt i ng + r'om Hi 11 el . 
i -, /' 

\", . 
,I ; 

,I t~'< j :, .. 
i r;'.-' 

The ' three Hi 11 el stor i es under d i scussi on, "WOI~ kers, " 
.} .. 

"D ", onkey" and "Wheat," have similar structure, content, hero and 

commentary function. However, none of them are exact parallels. 

like the Scale of Innocence stories, it is probable that these 

three stories represent oral variants of a type story of which 

Hillel was the hero. For if the stories represent variants that 

at th~ stage of written transmission, they probably 
.' ; 

WOuld be more ' ilosely parallel. 
\ 



Each of the three stories has the same basic structure: an 

opening expository statement in narrative discourse providing 

background information, and two functions, Confrontation and 

Teachi n g. The two functions take place in one scene within a 

limited time frame and are almost always s peech acts. The basic: 

content of the stories is similar as well. Hillel is the hero 

and his wisdom, wit and/or piety are the main focus. 

each story relates a confrontation between Hillel and the common 

people, ie, different kinds of workers. Yet, although the three 

stories are very similar, they vary con s iderably in content, 

irony and character interaction. All three stories are very 

short; indeed, it might be argued, on different grounds for 

each, that they are not stories but anecdotes. "Wor kE~t-s" i:. 

especially unlike a true story, for reasons discussed below. 

However, I have chos en to analyze all three stories, since each 

exhibits some story characteristics and all three are roughly 

parallel. 

I. Hillel and the Wor~ers 

9.26 

: 1·' 
~ '. IW .br· kers" i<:~ c.~ compl(;)tE~ly straightfor"ward, unironic 
, !!.~?<!~'I' 

ill ustr't t. r on of the lemma "Dr-awi ng them near the Tor-ah." To my 

knowle,cl .. 1JE/ , no e:·:act pc\rallf?l appear's in another' sour'ce; nei thet-

has th~ story been the subject of scholarly analysis. I n SOmE! 

ways, ~IWor kers" is the I east "stor'yl i ke" of the three stor i es. In 

contrast to the other two, it is decidedly undramatic, with no 

character conflict or irony. Furthermore, its related event is 

not .fon actual event occurring at one particular time and place, 

li~e events in)~ost Rabbinic stories. 
.,. 
" 

Instead, it describes a 

habitual, and ~aradigmatic action of the Sage hero. In fact, 

1 1 
1 



its analogy and its relationship with the related stories, I ha ve 

chosen to include it as a story. 

An opening expository statement in narrative discourse sets 

the scene for the confrontation between Hillel and the workers: 

"A stm-" of Hi 11 el the El der who "'IOU 1 cl stand at the entrance t.o 

Jerusalem while people were going out to their labour." Habitua l 

action is communicated by the use of participles (shyh cwmd; 

yw,'ym), implying that this is something Hillel did regularly. 

Following the expository statement, the two functions 

Confrontation and Teaching unfold through a three- part 

conversation in which Hillsl teaches the workers the value of 

Torah study. Hillel initiates the confrontation. 

go to work, he inquires about their salary: "He said to them, 

'For how much are you working today?' One said, 'For a dinar. 

Another sai d, 'F:c:w two dinars. ' " Ne:-: t, Hi 11 el asks f cw what 

purpose they need ~he money: "HE! sai d to them, 'What do you do 

with this money?' They said, 'With it we provide for everyday 

lHe (~yy ~,~h).'" Finally, Hillel is ready to impc.\rt his lesson: 

"He sai,d \ t ,o them, ' Why don' t you come and i nher i t Torah and ".' ". ,,' 

(thUS) :::"(~~ E:?rit the life of This World and the World to Come? '" 
.//) ;:.:;',:, 

/ I ,{' 

Hil ,lel ' s teaching is achieved through a Socratic didactic 
" 

method, embodied in a sophisticated implicit analogy between 

phYSical work/material wages and spiritual work/spiritual reward 

(Torah study/the World to Come). These two teaching methods, 

SocratiC questioning and analogy, are found in several Hillel 

S~?;ies, namely, "Workers" and "Donkey," <::'\£5 well as "Two Tor'c.\hs" 

and "ProselytE/ " (A.15; B.29).9 Apparently, these didactic 
" 

methods were ~raditionally associated with Hillel. The 



association is prob ab ly due to the hermeneutical rules for 

halakhic interpretation traditionally a ttributed to Hillel . One 

of tli s most f.:.~mous her-rnen E'utical rules is a fortiori (kl wl]wmr), 

an c\r"IJI .lment fr"om analogy.r~ While Hillel is not enqcu;J€':)d in 

halakhic argument in the ARN stories, he u s es a fortiori 

reasoning in hi s didactic analogies. Always, he bases them on 

specific everyday actions or objects, to be easily understood b y 

the common people he instructs (eg, presenting oneself before a 

king, the alphabet, working for wages, the fee for hiring a 

donkey, the price of wheat). 

The implicit analogy between Torah study/reward and 

work/wages has a persuasive rhetorical function in Hillel '5 

teaching. Note, Hillel does not teach that one should study 

Torah because it is a commandment to do so; rather, he teaches 

that one should study Torah because it is more profitable than 

physical labour. For physical labour only earns enough to 

sustain life from day to day; Torah study earns a reward 

sufficient to sustain life permanently, both in This World and 

the World to Come. Thus, through his analogy Hillel instructs 

the wor~e~~ about Torah study in such a way that they are ablo to 

• ~j"-' ,', ' 

underS\~M~ its importance; 
"' : ~ .. " 

while they probably would not 
.1. ; Oi, 

under~t ~~ d the abstract, theological value of Torah study, they 
,', . 

under~t~nd very well the monetary value of their own labour. By 
' .. 

speakIng to common men on their own level, Hillel is able to 

instruct them and ult.imately, to "dr'aw them under' t.he wing ~; of 

heaven. " 

The analogy's message is embodied in artistic word play: 

tFle wages 0+ nhysi cc:d 1 abour and the rewal~ rl~3 of Tcwc;1I1 study .:."\re 
" .' ~ 

cOmpared thrd~gh repeat.ed cont.rasting parallel phrases . For 
'. 



study, i s repeated twi ee in Hi 11 el ' s final state me nt; it s t cmd -:-:; 

in ,3.pposition to "their' labour" (lpC:lm) and "to earn a livirH,J" 

(lhtprns), used earlier to describe physical l a bour. Thes e 

contras ting parall e l phrases communi cate that while th e rewa rd 

for To r- a his "i n h e r- i t e d " ( i E~, c\ C qui r' e d wit. h 0 u t e f for t), CHH:!. ~:, 

daily wage must be earned by hard work. Yet again, the epheme r a l 

reward of daily labour is contrasted with the eternal reward of 

Torah through the contrasting parallel phrases: "evE?I~yday 1 i fe" 

(hyy ¥C:h) and "the 1. ife of This World and the World to Comt?" 
• 

Finally, the uncertainty of day to day life is communicated by 

the variability of the daily wages: different workers earn 

different amounts (one dinar, two dinars) for the s ame work time . 

A concluding statement in narrative discourse effects plot 

closure, relating how Hillel 's teaching has had s ome success: 

"And thus I-lillel did throu~Jhout his life so that he brought them 

under the wi ngs of hE:: ,3.ven." Like the opening expository 

statement, the use of the participle shows a habitual action 

(~hyh mkny?m). The final statement effect s an indirect link with 

the lemma~ ~ithout echoing it; it repeats the interpretation of 
, :,(, 

the lemm~ ,found in the direct commentary where 
, : '1',' ' ",,' 

"drawi.ng them 
,', 

near 't;,b'~the Torah," is pc.'I~aphrased as "drawing them under- the 
./;/ -.I, ".:: ~.:, 

\'Ji ngS " of' heaven. 

engage in 

content; 

manual 1 tOIl::> DLlr" , l' c,::> evident in the story's e x plicit 

becaus e the theme is completely explicit, the stor y 

laCks a developed hermeneutic level. Although it has a regular 

~~,I~ucture, shows no s igns cIf e:':parH:;ion and contains c\r\ c\r' tistic 

' nd effectiv'eJ analoqy, "Wor-kers" is not a particularly 
".' . 
',. 

interesting ~tory. Its lacklustre quality i s caused by the 

232 



absence of suspense and dramatic character conflict, as well as 

the lack of irony and humour. The portrayal of Hillel is quite 

eli f+ erent in 11 Wor' ker s 11 \l'Jhen compar'ed wi t.h the othf.::'f·· two stor i f.'!::;: 

here he is a patient and caring teacher of uneducated working 

Jel'JS, a living e:-:"Hnple of his own sciying, "Loving mankind." This 

is not the case in the other two stories, as we shall see. 

11. Hillel and the Donkey Driver 

8.27 

To my knowledge, this story appears in no other source; 

besides Bregman's brief comments, this story has never been the 

focus of any scholarly investigation. Addltional manuscript 

evidence for- "Donb:·?y" has bE?en presel~ved in a Geniz~J.h fr-.:.'\gmE?r1t 

(TB NB 259.151.a); the verso contains another ARNB Hillel story, 

"Two Tor-ahs" (B. 29) • The fragment is vellum, probably of North 

African provenance dating from the 11th- 13th centuries. 10 Apart 

from a unique beginning, the fragment follows the Parma ms. 11 

Breg(~an has tii !3cussed this ·fragm€'llt. VE?ry briefly; he cannot: 
, , 

tell whether tt,e two storiE~s on this fragmE?nt represent different 
.:.1" 

ver-sion's " cvf ARN, (:\nthologies containing AF~N matf?rials or unknm·Jt1 
.: 'i.- .... 

midra~A'i,· t:· WOt-kS with ("'IRN par-allels, since its readings are not 
,"; ; ' f 

.i ,F ~j '.: ' 

, F",' 

id ent i..c: 81 . with any known ARNB manuscript. 12 I feel that the 
, 

frag~~nt almost certainly represents part of an anthology of 

Hillel stories copied from ?'F~NB. 13 Since "Donkey" is unique t.o 

ARNB, undoubtedly the two stories on t.he fragment were copied 

from some ARNB manuscript despite their variant readings. 

the paucity of manuscript evidence, it is impossible to judge 

~~~ther its v~riants originated in the unknown copied manuscript 
; ~ . . 
~: 

Or whether th~y were produced by the copyist. 
'. 



"Donkey" and "\.!Jor kers" al~e qood e:-: amp 1 (~s of t\l'JO stor i es t.hat 

are very similar in struct.ure and content, yet. are very different 

stor- i f2S. "Donkey" hi:o\Si tht~ ~3c.,me basic: stnJctun2 aSi "~~or'kE?r- S ," 

although more developed: opening expository statement in 

narrative discourse, and two functions, Confrontation and 

Teaching; Hillel is the Sage-hero and common workers are t.he 

secondary charact.ers. Here too, Hillel s teaching i s effected 

through an analogy. 

Parallel phrases and details of content are shared by the 

tl<JO stor-ies: the gates of Jerusalem, the worker's wage (one 

dinar, two dinars), and Hillel 's question (bkmh). 

parallel phrases can be considered evidence of redactional 

assimilation. If so, t.hey originated during the written stage of 

ARNB's transmission. However, the presence of parallel phrases 

can also be explained if the stories are regarded as oral 

variants of a type story. In this regard, it is especially 

significant that Ar:~I\IA's "Wheat" also shares some parallel phrase~; 

with the ARNB stories. Thus, the parallel phrases cannot 

automatic~lly be assumed to have been caused by redactional 

assi mi 1 atl"on. The phrases shared by all three stories may be 
~. J .' .J 

. ' i·, , .. ', ' 

considered elements of an original oral type story. , . . .~. . 

I . 
. /,1" -I " 

I " 

': .. ,, 'Donkey" is much more dramatic c.,nd humorous than "Workers." 

Alt~~ugh it, too, is an unironic illustration of its lemma, it 

contains humorous dramatic irony embodied in character conflict. 

It is divided into two parts, each consisting of an introductory 

statement in narrative discourse and one function: 

eXpository statement and Confrontation function; 

'~atement an~Teaching function. 
': ,;" 
:. . . 

' .. 
" , 
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The opening expository statement communicates the main 

characters' identities: I'f~ story of cl donkey dr' i ver" who cc:\me to 

Hil le1 the Elder- . 11 Thus we learn: 1) one charact e r is a Sa ge 

and th e other, a common worker; 2) the donkey driver i s the 

instig a tor of the subsequent confrontation. 

Th~ Confrontation and Teaching function s are both s peech 

acts. Un 1 i ke "Wor-kE;)r!5 ," wh er-e both f unct i cm s W~?r-i':? p e r-+ or nl!'?d b y 

Hillel, here each character fulfills a different function: the 

donkey driver Confronts and Hillel Teaches. The separation of 

the two functions into separate characters allows character 

conflict and creates a more dramatic and arresting story. 

The donkey driver instigates the conflict by confronting 

Hillel in a critical and provoking fashion: 

He said to him, "Habbi, see how we arE? bE!ttE)r' off than 
you (plural), for you must endure (m,tcrym) such a 
long journey (bkl hdrk hzw) when you ascend from 
8abylonia to Jerusalem, while I go out of the entrance 
to my house and (am able) to lodge by the gates of 
Jerusalem." 

His boastf(a, superior tone establishes an antagoni s tic charac t e r 

relatiori~H{~ from the start. Although the driver prefaces hi s 
~. I • 

! .',. ,J . t· ,: .,. 
remar' ~(S ·. with the pol i te "Habb i ," he apparent I y doe~; not con s i dF!r . ;.' {', 

I ",' 

Hille~.I';'\.I~r ·y deserving o·f r-E?Spect, since he subtly mocks his 

Babyl~ni~n origins and assumes a sense of smug racial superiority 

becau~e he is Pales tinian (ie, lives near Jerusalem). 

But the donk e y driver reveals more than his antagonism to 

Hillel in his opening speech; he also shows his ignorance about 

Hillel ' S reasons for undertaking the s trenuous journe y to 

H\~ ignorance is revealed by the comparison made 

between Hille 0 and himself. 
'. 

The driver perceives their 

difference as a material one: he is Palestinian while Hillel i s 
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Baby 1. on i an . H~ expresses his understanding of their difference 

in his comparison of the physical journeys the two must take to 

reach Jerusalem: Hillel's long, wearying journey from Babylonia, 

and the short hop from his own doorway. From the donkey driver 5 

limited, mate~ialistic point of view, the two journeys are 

identica~ in essence and thus, comparable. 

However, in truth Hillsl 's journey cannot be compared to 

his, for it is not only a physical journey, but part of a 

spiritual journey, a process of spiritual development. For 

Hillel 's move to Jerusalem was motivated by the desire to learn 

Torah. Thus, humorous dramatic irony is aimed against the donke y 

driver as the informed reader knows that his comparison is not 

only rude, but ignorant. The donkey driver ' s ignorance and 

foolishness are humorously emphasized by the superior tone he 

assumes towards Hillsl. 

The second part of the story contains the Teaching function 
.~ 

and concluding statement. It is introduced by a phrase of 

narrative d{~course (hmtyn lw zmn) which has only a formal 

purpose ~'nd' I'actu~::\ll y conty" i butes 110th i ng to p I at development. In 
~'I • 

·' 1'; ... ,.1 
a four ~p~r~ conversation, Hillel attempts to teach the driver a 

.:{?,!,:<:~;~ .. , 
mare CO~ir:';~·tt understand i I1g of the compar i son he has made through 

analog» ahd Socratic didactic method. The dramatic irony aimed 

against the driver is whetted by Hillel '5 clever didactic skill 

as he prompts the driver to utter the lemma, unwitting, through 

his own mouth. Hillel begins his didactic analogy with matters 

familiar to the donkey driver: the fees for the use of hi s 

dQ~~~y to three destinations, Emmaus, Lod and Caesarea, each a 

After the donkey driver tells him 

the fee (one di~ar to Emmaus, two dinars to Lod, three dinars to 

" 



caesarea), Hi 11 el rE!mcH"ks, "I SeE? that i::\~; I i nCreaSf? the way 

<dr k ) , you i ncr'ea~;e the fee (~kr)." The donkey driver agrees, 

The fee (~kr) is accor'di ng to thE' way (drk)." 'The donkf:2Y 

driver's answer is a Hebrew paraphrase of the Aramai c lemma, and 

50 he i~i made to utter' th[~ lemma thr'()u~~h hi ~:; own unwi.ttinq muuth I 

understand its complete significance, which effects pointed 

The irony is emphasized by Hillel '5 sar casti c 

echo of phrases previously uttered by the donkey driver: 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Don key Dr'i ver Hillel 

r'h mh 'nw ytyrym mkm r'h 'ny 

~'tm mstcrym bkl hdrk •• ~'ny mrbh 't hdrk 

Hillel 's sarcastic echo reflects the epistemological gap between 

the two characters through the ambigUIty of r'h and ~kr. What 

the donkey driver e:·:horts Hillel to "see" (r'h), c:md what Hillel 

does, in fact, "see" (r'h 'ny), are two quite differE.'nt things. 

For the d~iver sees Hillel 's journey in material terms only, and 

'f> thus assumes his own superiority, ie, he is Palestinian and lives , .. 
. ;1:,'-' .',' 

near >J~cusal em. Yet Hillel perceives his journey to Jerusalem as 
i it.1 . ",. 

a sp~~itual journey, ie, the pains taken for Torah study . 
. ~ ".'. 

~ The ambiguity of ~kr, as well, embodies the epistemological 

gap between the two characters. This ambiguity translates nicel y 

into Engl i~;h. 

' " ", 
" 

While Hillel understands ~kr in an abstract sen s e, 

EienSE.' , "·f ef.:?" (for the use of hi s donkey) . 

didactic analogy has two meanings, explicit a nd 

imp 1 i c i t., communi C;;,ttf:?cI ~:i i. mu 1 t ,,:m f.:?ClL.t<:3 1 y. One meaning i.s obvious , 



b 'Jlv even to the i(.:.'.norant donkey driver; pro al.. , - ~ < just as he receives 

a greater fee for a longer journey, so is Hillel 's long journey 

from Babylonia more deserving of a reward than his own s hort 

The analogy's implicit meaning is more obscure, yet 

verbal clues communicate that Hillel i s implicitly comparing th e 

long journey from 8abylonia to Jerusalem to the trouble taken for 
• 

Fi \" <::;!-:. uf Ell l, drk s i qn if i E'~s not. on I y "j oUI'''nE'y'' cw 

is, a way of life ur conduct. 14 Secondly, ~kr elsewhere 

signifies reward for Torah study.l~ Thirdly, a reader with 

knowledge of Hillel 's legendary background knows that he 

underwent many hardships in order to come to Jerusalem to l ear n 

Torah. 16 Finally, that Torah study is the explicit theme of the 

closely related "lAJorkers," support~:; its implicit presence her·e. 

In conclusion , a sharp ironic stance i s effected towards the 

donkey driver. Not only i s he manipulated into uttering the 

teaching through his own mouth, moreover, while uttering it h e 

does not gras p its complete significance. A materiali st , h e is 

only able tp under stand the analogy in a material sense . 
• I • =, f~ I . 

. . . . 
• ~'1 ",' , 

Th~ ~Gonversation concludes with a final ironic jab at the 

"He (Hillel) said to him, 'ShoLlldn ' t the ~kr of 

my feet ' be the same. as the ~kr of your dr.:mkf:?Y' s feet ? .. " 'fhe 

compar i'son eng~:mder-3 biting ir-onic humour as Hillel e:':plicitly 

states, in rather gross imagery, what the donkey driver 

previous ly implied: that Hillel can be compared to a donkey. 

Wh i le Hillel and the r eader know that this compari s on is 

ridiculous, the ignorant d ri ver perceives it to be reasonable. 

Th~ driver's m~terialistic ignorance is magnified ttw'ough the 
" .. 

eXagger-ated mat ,:er- i (::\1 ism of the comp.::w i s on: note, Hillel does not 

Claim that he, br even the donkey, deserve the ~kr, but that it 
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is owed to their feet (rgly; rgly bhmtk) ! Thus, he pushes the 

donkey driver's original comparison to a ridiculous extreme. For 

even a donkey driver knows that one does not reward ones feet for 

completed labour. 

The story ends with a concluding repetition of the lemma: 

"Thu~; \l-lOuld Hillf~l ful'fill 'Accordinc,l to UH2 painst.aki.nq is th E' 

Throughout, "Donkey" is marked by antagoni~.;;tic 

character interaction expressed through provocation, mockery, 

irony and sarcasm. The donkey driver mocks Hillel for being a 

Babylonian; Hillel mocks the driver for being an ass. However" , 

two factors make Hillel seem less severe than he might: 

1) a reasonable justification for his sarcasm is provided by the 

driver's provocation; 2) Hillel not only insults, but attempts 

to teach as well. Howc~ver, generi:.~lly spec:~king "Donkey's" HillE?l 

is moy"e a clever t.r i c kster' than "Wor ker's" pat i ent mi ssi onary. 

Related to t.he characterization, plot closure is. very different 

in "Donkey" than in "Workers. 11 While plot closure was effected 

in the li:\tt~r., "Donkey" has no e:,:plicit plot closure; thii:l.t is, 

nothing in the text indicates that the donkey driver has, in 
" ;,' '.;,r," 

fact, 1 ~~r')l. t=?d the comp 1 ete mean i n(:J of Hi 11 el s ,::mal ogy . 
. ,' ~' .. ,", ,. '. 

JutJ'gl,i~:g from the AF~N s.;tori es, many Hi 11 el stor'i es have c:~ 
. ' . 

meta-fictional theme: the nature of words, their abstract sense 

and their concrete embodiment in human speech. "Don key 11 shar'e~, 

thi s interest: its implicit theme is words and their guises in 

human communication. Specifically, the s tory explores different 

kinds of comparisons through lexical ambiguity (~kr and drk). 

Three kinds of comparisons are demonstrated in the story: 

.' ~ . . 

' .. 
'. 
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1) The donkey driver's comparison between the length of 

Hillel'S journey and his own. This comparison ]' r" , => unambiguous, 

comparing two concrete entities. Here the word drk is univocal 

d ("'~nc only "way" or" "J' OUr"r1ey" in tl'1e concretr::? SF~n ~";('? an m -,~, -, 

2) Another type of comparison is presented in the 

conversation between Hillel and the donkey driver: 

the fee (~kr) i nCrE)aSeS wi th the way (drk). ' He said to him, 

'Yes. The fee is accor-d i nq to the Wi..~y. ' " Here the comparison is 

an ambiguous analogy; both ~kr and drk are ambiguous, referring 

simultaneously to the fee for a physical journey and to the the 

rewards for the spiritual jouney of Torah study. 

meanings of the analogy are valid. 

3) The third type of comparison is illustrated in Hillel 's 

final remark: 11 Shoul dn 't the ~kr of my feet be the same C:~~:; thE) 

~kr of your don key' s 'f eet?" This comparison is neither ambiguou s 

nor univocal, but paradoxical, for the comparison simply doesn ' t 

l'Iork. Obviously, the ~kr of Hillel '5 feet and the donkey's 

cannot be co~pared: while the donkey, or at least, his driver, 

is given a ~ , 'm ~ter'ia l n~ward (money), Hill e l is revJar'd(';: d with 

, ~" ":", I 

spir' i tu c."\ l / :benef its. 
" :; ': I~ ::. ": 

The humour of the comparison emphasizes its 

,I; ; ':":' 

r' i t1 i cuI od;s !, ~\r'ld par' <Ado:,: i c 2\1 n c:~tur p. 

Cl('? ':"u- Iy "[)onk ('?y " i.~:; a more s ophistici:d:f2d, ar"tistic stor-y 

than "l,IJorker's." Although therp is no interest in the character s 

internal thoughts, its dramatic and ironic character interaction 

effectively and vividly illustrates the lemma. The s t y l i s;t.i c 

deYi eft' t ' db " t j t j t es 0 repe ' i _Ion an am 19UI y are u s ec , 0 arvan -age. Th€? 

two-~~rt plot st~ucture is also rat.her sophisticated, for pach 

Part correspond s ~ to a s pecific plot and hermeneutic development: 
" 

~Ch simultaneously embodies one plot function and d e monstrat es 
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one kind of knowledge. The first part fulfills the Confrontation 

function and reveals the driver's limited knowledge, while th e 

second fulfills the Teaching function and shows Hillel ' 5 superior 

Verbal echoes and repetition of key words link the 

tWO parts (r"h; hdrk; ~kr). The most effective artistic element 

in "Donke)(" i s thE~ consistent dri::\m(:~tic ilr'ony airnf?d i..'l.cF\inst the 

donkey dr- i VE' r. The irony engenders humour which makes the stor y 

not only effective, but enjoyable • 

. :. ' : 



Ill. Hillel and the Men Selling Wheat 

A.12 

"Wheat" is compo~;ed of the same two function~; i:.'S the two 

ARNB stories: Confrontation and Teaching; again, Hillel is th e 

Sage-hero and workers are the secondary characters. The 

commentatry conte:·: t of "Wheat," like "Don key," i ~:) cm i]. 1 ustr'at i on 

of "Accor-ding to the painsti:.'\king is the I~ (?war- d," but here the 

lemma is attributed to Hillel, not to ARNB ' s mysterious Ben He 

He. However-, "Whei:.'\t" lacks a key element fC)LlIld in the other- two 

stories: the analogy between work and Torah study. ThE.'! lc\ck of 

the analogy affects the story, rendering it a relatively weaker 

and inconclusive illustration of its lemma. 

That is not to say that "Wheiat" is not a w(:-:ll-'-stnJcturE?d, 

artistic stor·y. It evinces skilful irony and artistic word play 

and repetition. However, these artistic elements alone are not 

enough t.o r:ender j.t as effective an illu~;t.ration aSi "Donkey." 

The plot consists of an opening expository statement in 

narrative di~course, a three-part conversation bet.ween Hillsl and 

,': ;,t:" . 
the worker.s; ~ a final statem~?nt by Hillel and a concluding 

L', . 

. 1""""'/ 
stateme~~)in narrative discourse. From a structuralist point o f 

. i' :.'",. 

vie\AI, t~.~"r:;<;jevelopment of "Wheat's" functions is ur,evE~n: the 

Confrontaiion function occupies all of the direct discourse whil e 

the Teaching function is communicated only in the concluding 

narrati ve statement. Thus, only the former is a speech act. 

The narrative opening expository statement introduces the 

Characters and the circumstances of their confrontation. The 

Worr~r character~ are simply designated bny "dm; 
" ,'; 

they can be 

identified as ~~rkers only by their activity, ie, selling wheat. 

Li ke "Wor kers," 'Hi], 1 el i nst i gates the conf rontat ion. 
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'le "Wol"'kel"'s'" Hillel had a positive motive fot- instig'ation wh1 " -

(bringing people neal'" the TOl"'ah), hel"'e no motive is supplied. 

Initially, the conversation between Hillsl and the wheat 

ge11 e l"'S is vel"'Y like the ARNB stol"'ies: twice, Hillel asks the 

price of wheat and each time heal"'s a gl"'eatel'" pl"'ice: "He sc:d d to 

them, 'How much a bushel?' They said, 'Two dinars. H(~ m(·?t 

othel"'s. He said to them, 'How much a bushel?' They said to him, 

'Tt1l""ee dinars. ' 11 However-, af ter- th is, "Wh(,?at" pr'oceeds in i::\ 

unique manner-, pr-esenting an extended confl"'ontation between 

Hillsl and the second gl"'oup of wheat seller-s instead of an 

analogy. The I"'eadings of the Oxfor-d ms wer-e not all included in 

Schechtel""s cl"'itical text, and will be noted below: 

He said to UH-?m, "But the fir-st ones said, 'Two 
(dinar- ~:;). '''1'7 They said to him, "stupid Babylonii:\f1! 
Don't you know that accor-ding to the painstaking is 
the r-evJal"'d?" He said to tt-lem, "Foolish wr-etches! 
Thus do you r-espond (m~zyrym) to me fol'" all that I 
tE?ll yoU!"18 

Obviously, no didactic analogy appeal"'s in this convel"'sation; nol'" 

do any of~he key wOl"'ds upon which ARNB's analogies wer-e built 

The lack of an analogy has an imbalancing 
.1 

str-uc~tF~i effect: it causes the Confrontation function to 
,I ~~ . 

I - -', 

occupiy !, mdst of the ~5tOr- y and all o'f the di r-!:?ct di scour'se, \'Jhi 1 f.~ 

the .. 1-,.eaching fLlnction is r-eleqi::~ted to the concluding narTativE? 

statement. 

In" Wheat" the char' acter- i ntel"'act ion i ~:) tenser' and mor-e 

antagonistic than in either- ARNB stol"'Y. Hillel and the wheat 

Seller-s r-ebuke each othel'" with ovel"'tly r-acist and/ol'" insulting 

-rrame--call i n(] : .. "Stup id Babyl on i an ! " ; "Fool ish wy-etches!" The 
.' ~ 
'-' 

fact that Hi i~el makes no attempt to instr-uct the wOl"'kel"'s 
'. 

intensifies the antagonism. 



Like "Donkey," a biting il'· ony is aimed i::\gainst the workf::!y-s 

t hey utter the lemma though their own mouths. as Here the 

teaching roles are ironically reversed: instead of Hillel 

teaching the workers, the workers presume to teach Hillel by 

quoting the very proverb attributed to him by the lemma! The 

wheat sell ers appeal~ e:·:tt-·emel y fool i ,,"h as they call Hi 11 el 's 

wisdom into question ("Foolish Babyloni. an! Don ' t you knov-J ... " ), 

while quoting his saying as an example of proverbial wisdom! 

It is unclear why the wheat sellers insult Hillsl yet quote 

his proverb as an example of wisdom. Perhaps they do not know 

that the man they address is Hillel, the alleged originator of 

the proverb; because of his accent, they could identify him as a 

Babylonian without recognizing him as the great Sage. HOv-Jever- , 

perhaps they do know that the man they address is Hillel, but do 

not know that he is the alleged author of the proverb (in the ARN 

commentary context). In either case, what the wheat sellers do 

not know directs irony against them. 

Ambig~ities in Hillel 's final response emphasize their 

ignorance. , Hillel rebukes them for their rudeness: 
.' ;,1 ' 

" .•• Thus 
, ' 

do you r.,~ ~ p.(!md <m/;lzyryn) to me for all thc\t I tell you! "1'" Tv-JU 
",,' . 

1) what "all" si<]nifief:; is ambiguous; 

it cOl:.lld ,'!:i;ignify either Hillel's simple remar' k that other sel.ler'~; 

offered thei y- wheat more cheap 1 y, or the pY-overb, "(kcoy-d i ng to 

the painstaking is the rewi:\rd." 2) Ihl}zyr is also ambiguous; i.t 

Can mean, "to give back" i..,\S well as "to repf::!at" or- "to revoke . "20 

Theae ambiguities enable Hillel s rebuke to be understood in 

tW~ ., ways. Accordi ng to one readi ng, he is', si mpl y sayi ng, "TtH.:?t-P 

i~ no need to ; espond so rudely to my truthful remark about th e 
',. 

PI'"i ce of '. 
wheat!" But according to another reading he intends, 

' I 



11 Is th is the ~4Jay you revok€~ the sense of my provf>.t-b!" 

the latter sense, Hillel ironically criticizes the sellers: 

althOugh they are able to parrot his proverb, they are too 

ignorant to understand its true meaning. By applying it to their 

present situation, using it to justify a perhaps unfair financial 

pro·fit, they distoy-t or "y-f.~voke" its ty-ue sense. 

Through the subtle and humorous ambig~ity of his remark 

Hillel is portrayed as morally and intellectually superior. The 

trouble is, while the story assumes a hidden meaning of the 

lemma, not enough internal clues are provided to identify it. A 

reader familiar with other Hillel stories and with Rabbinic 

concepts in general can assume that Hillel's proverb signifies 

Torah study, not physical labour. Indeed, Goldin makes this 

assumption in his commentary: "He infonned them that the ma:-:im 

applied only to such things as the study of Torah and the 

performance of rf?l i 9 i ous dut i er.;. "21 However, the application of 

the proverb to Torah study can only be identified from external 

evi dence. 

" i 

The T~~ching function is communicated in narrative discourse 
~', f. • 

only, io ~he concluding statement: 
J ).. ~. . . ' 

"What did Hill.el do with 
;. ~~. 

them? . tJEi ~ , y~etur·ned thE.'m (h':!zyrn) to a better' (understanding). "22 
.1 p ~1 • 

I 

A punn{n~ ' 0erbal link with the Confrontation function is effected 

by th~"': repetition of h':!zyr, here mec:\ning "to return" ot- "to give 

back. " Closure is effected on the plot level since the 

Concluding statement informs the reader that teaching has 

oCCurred. 

_.. .. "Wheat" has no devel aped hermenf.?ut i c I f:?VE.'1 or' themat i c: 

iNterest. Fur\~llermore, its:; Teaching 'functioll is weak and 
' .. . , 

ineffecti ve. '. 
Unl i ke "Workers" and "Donkey" wher'e the Teachinq 
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function was vividly embodied in the direct discour se , here it i s 

only appended at the story's end. The a ct ual didactic process I S 

never revealed; we are only informed that it has occurred. 

Teaching. The lack of thematic interest, coupled with the focu s 

on Confrontation, give the story a monolithic purpose: it 

effectively demon s trates Hillel 's superior wisdom and subtle wjt, 

but does little more. 

"Wheat" contains sever'al artistic elements and devices: 

ambiguity, repetition, character conflict and dramatic irony. 

Yet despite them, the story is not particularly successful. Its 

lack of success is caused by the uneven distribution of the 

functions, and more significantly, by the lack of the analogy. 

Another weakness is that not enough internal information i s 

provided to understand the more obscure meaning of the lemma. A 

well-constructed story will always contain enough information to 

enable a reader to reconstruct its implied meanings. {"U 1 of t.hE.' 

above fi:.Ktors Y"end(::t- "Wheat" a less e'ffective illustration of U: '5 

lemma than :riDonkey. " 

:.r'· 
~'I • 

: ~f... . . ~~'::'" 
'.:~' .~~ . • ,- .< •.. 

. ,'.' ' 

,I, ' 
.i," :', :;(. 

IV. Conclusions 

AJI~hree short Hillel stories are un ironic illustrations of 

thei r 'femmas. They are a good example of how the same functional 

structure can be modified to create different stofies of varying 

ar ti s tic q u a 1 i t Y . ?H though ARNA' s "Wh €:-~at" shares el ernents wi th 

both ARN8 stories, the latter are predictably closer to each 

other than to the 'f or'mer' : only in the two ARNB stories is th e 

Te~C:'hing funct~pn embodied in the direct discouY"se by a n a n alogy 
'-: 

between work aHti Torah stud y. 
'. 
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Two factors suggest that ARNB's stories have preserved a 

First of all, both of their 

ft.lnc:tions <:'1 re embodied in direct discour-se, ~"lhile "Wheat " 

communicates the Teaching function in narrative discourse alone. 

The enhanced use of direct discourse in the former suggests a 

l~\SS developed fDr-·rn.2::~ Secondly, "1,.Jheat's" ir-'ony i s; partiall y 

dependent upon the story's commentary context, ie, ARNA's 

attribution of the lemma to Hillel. If Hillel is not understood 

to be the all eged author of "Wheat 's " pr-overb, his f i niOl.l remar- k 

loses its ironic bite. The ·f act thc:~t "Wheat's" i rc.my is bas:;ed on 

the attribution of the lemma, strongly suggests that the story 

was reworked at the redactional level to make it accord with its 

commentary context. In contr-,':\st, the irony o ·f AliNB's "Donkey" i ~; 

completely limited within the story itself. 

Hillel's characterization is also very different in ARNA and 

ARNB. ARNB's Hillel is kinder and more willing to instruct the 

common ,J ew. Of course, there was some disparity between the two 

ARNB stories themselves: in "Donkey" Hillel was more ironic c:~nd 

far more aH~agonisti c towards the secondary character than in 

"WOrkE)rs. ,! ,r;" Yet. i n AF,N(~' s "l-tJheat" the antc:~goni sm bet.ween Hj.ll ul 

and th'~.' s~~ondary char-acters is (·?ven more e:·:tremf?, with e:·:plicit 
'.' "' , . 

. ,'i ; ''- ,. 
rac1sm'/ ("Stupid Babylonian! ") c:md no indication of Hi11e1's 

Willin~ness to teach. This portrays ARNA's Hillel as more 

antagqnistic to the common Jew; for even "Donkey 's " sarcastic 

Hillel cared enough to try to instruct his uneducated provoker. 

Thus, ARNA's Hillsl has a more antagonistic relationship 

With the secondary characters while ARNB's Hillel has a more 

POS'i tive relat,ions-,hip. 
.. ; ' . 

This is consistent with general 

tendenc i es of .\the b"lO versi ons: ARNA portrays relationships 
'. 

betWeen Sages 'relatively positively, but exaggerates the negati ve 

'f 



a~pect 5 of relation s hip s between Sages and non-Sages ; {)RNB 0+ te.n 

portrays relationships between Sages more negatively and 

relationships between Sages and non - Sages more pos itively. In 

other words, ARNS' s character s tend to be more realistic, and 

ARNA's more apologe.tic. 24 

,', 
. i·.- ... " 
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" 
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CHAPTER 7 

ENDNOTES 

1. Eg: 1) a lengthy, detailed midras hic account of Aa ron ' s 
peacemaking activities (ARN, pp48-50); 2) the Scriptural 
nal'-r-ativE? "(.)nqel," disCUSSE:~d Ch 6, this thesi~; (m~N, 

pp49-52); 3) a homily on Eccl 4:1 (ARN, pp53- 54). 

2. The list of ARN stories in App e ndix III clearly shows that 
AF~A has significantly mon~ unique stm"i€,!s than {.)HI\W: ?") F<N(4 
has 16 unique Simple Stories and one unique Expand e d S tor y 
to ARNB's 2 unique Simple Stories. The narratives 
(including anecdotes which are not listed in Appendix Ill) 
unique to ARNB in the Hillel s ection are: 
1) 8.24: an anecdote about Abnimos the Gadarene and Rabban 

Gamaliel. 
2) B.24: the Scriptural narrative describing Aaron ' s 

peacemaking is expanded in ARNB. 
3) B.26: the two Hillel stories under consideration in 

this chapter have no exact ARNA parallel 
4) B. 26: the Si mpl e E;tory "Aki va Teaches the Gol den F~ul e . " 
5) B. 27: an anecdote, "Hi 11 el at the Water Drawi ng 

Ceremony." 

3. For discussic>n, e:,:amples and sour-ces see Lieber'man, ~~~:",,~::_, 

p160 , note 11 ~5. 

4. Assuming a "trc\fisitional model" of or<.."l/written 
transmission. See above, Ch 2, note 19. 

5. TS NS 259.151.a - discussed below, this chapter and in Ch 9. 

6. Lieberman, ~i!;,~;?~,L, pi60, note i1 ~5. 

7. Lieberman, Ibid, gives parallel s ources and references. 
, , 

8. D1 scussed in th is thesi s, Ch cl. 
:,1,1 , 

9. One ~ ~st of Hillel 's hermeneutical rules appears in ARNA. 37 
(~~~ ; ' pl10). For further discus sion and other s ources s ee : 
D'~L(b:~, "Hell f~n i st i c RhE~tor i c ," pp 2~51-2 ~,:j2. Li r:?b(~rman , 

, .... ,. 
'i~ ll,E'~s(f~, pp53--54. VermE!S, ~~ s..t..:~~~i.QL~,~al, p81. 

10. 0ccording to Dr. Khan of the Cambridge Univer s ity Lib r ar y . 
tommunicated orally, November, 1989. 

11. It follows Parma's unique reading rgly hmwrk; Halberstam 
and Rami read rgly hbhmh. The fragment's unique beginning is 
cU-::?ar-ly legible: ky (by?) ." lw Qyyk yph 'mrt [ ] lw C::wd 
zmn. (")nother' un i que F'arma read i ng C.~ pp e ar's in" Two TClr"ah S'> " 
on the verso. See: below, this thesis, Ch 9, note 23 . 

12. Bregman, "Early Fr'agment," p22 1, item 20. 

1".' , 
,.). The fr-agm,ent copied ,from Alil\l{-)'s "Akivi;\" <TS NL::i l ~':;; 1.1.a-" b) 

di scusseq' thi s theS'>i s, Ch 4, i s furthel~ evi dence that 
popular ~hthologies of traditions about important Rabbinic 
figures w:'ere pr~pared. 
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?)s in Avot I I . 9: 11 00 
(hdrk htwbh) to which • 
See Jastrow, p323. 

forth and learn what 1· c.' .::> 

a man should c:1E?ave .... 11 

the good way 

As in Avot 11.16: 
reward (~kr) will 

11 ••• I f you hc.~ve stud i ed much Torah, much 
bE'~ qi v~m you .... 11 

16. Eg, the famous story of how the poor Hillel climbed on the 
roof of the Bet ha- Midrash, BT Yoma, 35b. For more 

17. 

r E?+ ~2r c-'!nc: e~:; and d i scu~:;~:; ion S €.? El f:::l b aum, "1'1od€~ 1 ~,:; ," \.'Jher' e tu"? 
compares rags to riches traditions about various important 
Ra~binic figures. 

This phrase is missing in the Oxford ms. 
it from the printed versions: ARN, p55, 

Sc:hechter restored 
note {).66. 

18. I have followed the Oxford ms rather than the printed 
versions for the reading of the final sentence. Oxford ms: 
kl ~'ny 'wmr lkm; printed versions: Cl ~'ny 'wmr lkm. 

19. Ibid. 

20. Jastrow, p446. 

21. 

,..,.., 
/-~- . 

23. 

Ooldin, ARNA, p190, note 44. 

The mh of the printed versions is missing in the Oxford ms. 
This probably represents a scribal error and does not change 
the sense of the phrase. 

For discussion of discourse type see: "Sec," pp:26--27, 
LB.8.b; and, Appendi:·: V, LB.1. 

24. Demonstrated throughout the analysis of individual stories. 
For summary see: Appendix V, 111.B. 

: ,: 

.. ;. /" 
4". 

. ~ . . 

:.:' 
'. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE HASID WHO ATE IN A STATE OF IMPURITY 

A.12 - B.27 

The Si mp le Ri:\bb i n i c Story, "Thr-2 Ha ~;i d l.<Jho (.)te in a State of 

Impur' ity" ("Hasid") appear s; near the ~md of the collf:?ction of 

Hillel materials discussed at the beginning of Ch 7. It is an 

illustration of one of Hillel's five Aramaic sayings: "He who 

does not serve the Sages deserves to die" (wdl' m~m¥ ~kymy' qtl' 

hyyb) . 
• 

Apart from MhG,1 "Hasid" only appeC.~rs in ARN. The 1'1hG 

version is almost identical with ARN(') and undoubtedly used it a s 

a direct written source. 

scholars to consider "Hasid" at- e Safr· .,:l.i and Finkel s tein. 

Safrai's interest i ~; historical rather' then literary; he use s 

the story as a historical source to s how: 1) the nature, date 

and provenance of the sect s o 'f "the F'ious" (I]sydym) and "the I'km 

of Deeds ~:' ,1c.s and, 2) the relationship between Rabbi Joshua and 

Johanan b~n Zakkai after the Destruction. 4 Safrai makes gener a l 
! I.:',' ,I 

commerl't ~5 : " ()n the m-';:N par· all ('21 s, hol cH ng that ARNB ' s f 1..111 er ver s i on 
:! ~'.' •.. 

" ... ,' r ,', ' 
is tl'l,£:! .,'m'ore logically o .... gani z ed st.o .... y and ~;hould be .... egarded ';;\ S 

more ,original than ARNA' s short e r ver s ion.~ Unfo .... tunately, 

Safr~i 's literary judgement is sus pect. First, his preference 

for ARNB' s originalit.y is obviously biased, since only ARNB's 

"Hasi d" supports h:i s hi StOI'· i cal hypothesi s that thf::l H,3.si d i c sect 

hailed from the Galilee. More to the point, Safrai offe .... s no 

te:,: tLI.,:, 1 l ' , j ,t s tt' 1 ' 1 ~ ana YSlS or eVlcenC2 0 :uppor. 115 C , al,n . 

. ;' . 

, :~ 
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Fi n kel stl .. :?i n does not d j, scuss "Ha~;i d" in detai 1, but prE:sE?nts 

a brief comparison of different ARNA manuscript readings. 

Basically, he feels the story portrays an actual historical 

explains peculiar textual r E::' •. \c! i. n g s thl~ ClLI<J h 
J 

literar y analysis of the story. 

"Has id's" st y"uc ture consj, st s of an opt::~n i ng e:·: POSij, tor'y 

statement followed by three functions. However, the identity of 

two functions is different in the two versions, owing to a 

substantial difference in characterization. The relationship 

between the Hasid and the Sage is portrayed j,n such a different 

way, that the functions' identity differs. ARNA 's function s are 

Mission, Discovery and Exposure, and ARNB's, Visit, Discovery and 

Teach i ne]. Here is an example of where two obviously parallel 

narrat i ves are 'not actual I y the same story. '7 Al though "Hasi d" is 

an unexpanded story, it is peculiar among ARN's Simple Stories in 

that both versions contain a substantial amount of narrative 

di scour se ; only the last function, Exposure/Teaching, is 

conducted tbmpletely in speech acts. 
': , 

T,~ 1 ;o:p;en i ng e:·: posi tory statement al n'?i:.Hjy mar ks the 

striki A~1~ different nuances in the two versions: 
,//'"., .. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
ARNA ~~" "A story of a man (mC:~h b'dm) from Bet Ramah who followed 

the customs of the Hasidim."eI 

ARNB - "A story of a certai n pr i est 
R.3.mat Bnei Anat. 119 

(mc:~h bkhn 'hd) 
• a Hasid, in 

---------------------------------------------------------------_ .. -
As Safrai notes, the name of the village in whiCh the Hasid lives 

i~ · 8ifferent, but this is not important for our literary 
. . ; . :.... 

Wha:t is of gy"e.3.t significance is the Hasid's e:':plicit 
'. 

identification ' in the opening statement; this identi.fication 



influences our interpretation of the res t of the story. 

identifies the Hasid simply as a man ('dm) who follows the 

customs of the Ha s idim, a sect whose halakhic decision s and 

customs sometimes differed from thos e of the Pharise es. 10 

However, ARNB explicitly identifies him as a priest (khn).11 

Because .ARNB's identification of the Hasid as a pri e st i s 

prov ided in the narr a tive opening statement, it mus t b e ac cept e d 

by the reader as true. For in Rabbinic stories, narrative 

discourse embodies the voice of the omniscient narrator who 

always communicates the truth, in contrast to the direct 

discourse which may present distorted or false information 

through the mouths of the characters. 12 Thus, ARNB' s Ha s id is 

undoubtedly a priest, while in ARNA, his priesthood is not made 

explicit which will be subsequently significant. 

The first fun c tion (ARNA - Mission; ARNB - Visi t ) is in 

narrative discourse in both versions: 

-------------------------------------------------------------------.. 

ARNA - "F:-':abt:)i JOhc.·U·lan ben Zakkai sent a student to him to f.? :.: ami n E' 
him :' ,( 1 bdwqw) . " 

ARNB "Ratibi Joshua went to speak wi th hi m and they Wf~rE~ 
.q 'i ;$S LlSsing the halc.~khot of the Hias idim." 

~..; - . , 

--- ---- .~~,~:~---------- .. --.--------.----.---.--------_. _---- _. _--_._---- --_. _--------_ .. __ .. __ ._-_. _._ .. _. _ ... . 

In ARNA'~ ; Mission function Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai send s a 
, 

stllder~t to the Hasid for a specific, e:·:plicit purp0l:;,e, ie, "to 

eXami ne him." Al though we aY-e not i nf ormed why the Hasi d is in 

need of examination, the word Ibdwq strongly implies that he i s 

in some way deficient and/or inferior to the Sages, ie, Johan a n 

ben Zakkai and hi s anonymous student. In contrast , in ARNB' s 

Vi"s'{t function .. no E~:-:plicit purpos e is pn.")vided -for r;:':3bbl. .Jo s huc.~ ',; 
. ; 

meet i ng; he i ~ not sent by a superior authority, but goes of hi s 

Own ac:cord. Not only that, Rabbi Joshua spends an e xtended 



amount of time with the Hasid di sc ussing halakhah, indicated b y a 

continuous verb tense (whyw Cwsqym). Generally, there is a 

strong implication that ARNS's Hasid and Rabbi Joshua are on 

friE!ndly tf·::rms. Thus, the two stories begin with different 

character relation s hip s: ARNA's i s characterized by antagonism 

and ARN@'s by friendlin ess. 

In the Mission function, ARNA exhibits a phenomenon 

discussed earlier in ARNB's "Eliezer-" (Ch 4): two characters are 

used to fulfill one plot function. Here Johanan ben Zakkai 

motivates a functional action, Mission, which is performed by hi s 

student. Yet the character doubling does not influence the 

story's structure nor the unfolding of the plot. The pr<:?!5enCf:? of 

two characters to fulfill one function could have been caused by 

the fact that AF~I\lA's motiVE? for- the Mi~;sion is E::·:plicit ("to 

e:·:ami ne hi m") : thus, one character supplies the motive (ben 

Zakkai) while another puts it into effect (the student). I n f~h:N13 

where the motive is not explicit, only one character is needed. 

The phenomanon of multiple characters fulfilling one function 

needs fu~~ ~~r exploration. Hypothetically, I suggest that thi s 

is the s.;igr~ 1 of a clevl:!loped narr-,:\tiv(·? style and dOf-2!5 not appec:'1r- j.fl 

:';/ .. ~ .,,"-;:-,,<.' .-
more un,c!e.'v,al oped ~-::.tor i es. 1:;$ 

.I{}, ::,>:.," 

The 'second functi on is tt1e st:.'Ime in both versi ons: 

Di Scovery. In both cases, the visiting Sage is eye-witness to a n 

eVent which lets him discover the Hasid's negligence of purity 

law, ie, using the oil which has stood on an unclean pot-range. 

Here, the main difference between ARNA and ARNB is simply 

na~.r:- .. ati ve st yl e. ARNA's Discovery event is related by six 

sUC:cessi ve perf;~ct ver-bs, two of whi et1 at-e repeated (ntn and 
' .. 

n\l), in one s~ntence of narrative discourse. This sentence 



communicates bare information with no dramatic effect whatsoever. 

nRN8's rendition of the event is much more vivid, with a 

heightened degree of dramatic verisimilitude achieved through a 

combin a tion of direct and narrative discourse and an additional 

character, the wife. Like ARNA's Mission function, here two 

characters, the Hasid and his wife, fulfill one and the s ame 

fLlnct ion. From a structurali s t point of view, the wife is not a 

necessary character. However, her presence is a realistic detaIl 

that adds to the story's dramatic effect. In conclusion, ARNA ' s 

Discovery scene is related as a mere statement of fact, while 

ARNB's depiction is more lively and dramatic, clearly a more 

artistic recreation. 

The third function is different in the two versions (ARNA 

E:·:posure; ARNB - Teaching) yet both are speech acts; it 

consists of a three part conversation, reproduced below. The 

content of the conversation is very different in the two 

versions, which causes different character portrayal and level s 

of dramatic irony. Because none of the speaker s are identified 

in t.he t. e:·: t. ~ " I have i nd i cated thei r i dent. it Y above each segment 
.,. 

of conver ~~i ion: 
" -------~ f~7:~~ ~ ~-----------------------------------~~~ ~ --. --------- ----.. -.. 

----_ __ u~~_~ __ _________ _ ____ _ _ ___________ _ _ ____ _ __ _ _____ _ ___ ____ _ 
I r .•. . 

. . 

Sage 

He said to him, "L1Jh2\t are you 
dOing?'" 

Hasid 

He said to him, "I am 2\ high 
priest and I eat heave 
Offerings in a st.ate of 
PLlr.~ .~ y. " 

. ~ . . 

" '\C' t::' 
..::...J..J 

He said to him, "F\abbi, is the 
pot"- range clean?''' 

He s;ai d to hi m, "Can thel"'(;) b f? 
an unclean pot - range and an 
unclf?an oven'?"14 



He said to him, "Is t.h~,~ pot.--· 
nQe unclean or clean( rei -

He said t.o him, "1':5 is 
(written) in t.he Torah that 
a pClt-·- r- angE.~ (can be) unclf.?cm? 
Doesn't the Torah speak only 
abOLlt an uncI ean oven? For 
it is said, ' .•• All that is in 
it (a vessel) shall be 
LIne 1 ean ••. ' (Lev 11: :3:':;:) • " 

Sage 

He sai d to him, ",Just c:.~s t.he 
Torah speaks of an unclean 
oven, t.hus the Torah speaks of 
an unclean pot-range, as it is 
said, ' .. . Whether oven or pot
r-an(]e" . . (Lev 11: ::~;5) • " 

Sage 

He =;ai d to hi m, "For' t.hus it 
says, ' .•• Whether oven or 
pot--rangE.~ ... ' (LE~v 11: :35). Thu :.; 
there (can be) an unclean oven 
and an unclean pot-range and 
he who serves but does not 
'fulfill (the Law) deser'ves a 
tf.:!rrible death." 

Hasid 

He said to him, "fi:atlbi, thus 
have I been accustomed to do my 
whol e 1 i f E.~ ! " 

He said to hini~ "If you have HFJ s<'::Iid to him, "If you hi:\ ve 
been accustof11~/;j to doi n(] thus, been accustomed to doi ng thu~; 
you have neyS~ eaten heave your whole life, then you have 
offerings ipt ~ } state of never eaten consecrated food 
purity in }~OL.lr- I'lh01e life." accor'cling to thE' L.aw." 

--- '----.-. ---"d:J;~~-- ------.. --- .-. --... ---- -- .-- -- --.- ... ----.-.... _.----.-. _.- ... -----.. ---..... --.- -_.- -- -----.---.. --... ----
AF~I\I(.\',. s . · E:-:posure begins with the SagE"J's inquir'y, "Whc:\t ar'E! 

You doi ng?" The fact this constitutes the first direct 

communication between Afi:NA's two characters, makes the qUE'stion 

blunt, E?Ven ,,·udr? Since we know that the Sage has been sent to 

eXamine the Hasid, the question can be taken as a negati ve 

indeed, the Hasid clearly takes it as an attack 

' .. 

state of '. 
PLll'ity, 11 . ShO"l"~:; that ht~ asstJmes t.hi.."t hi~:; r-itLli-.11 pLI.t-ity is 
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being criticized, ,:\1 though t.h e has not mentioned it in hi s 

ques t i cm. 

Through hi s re s pon s e, ARNA' s Hasid is portrayed in a ver y 

negative mi:<.nner. First, no evidence has bee n provided to 

5ub s tantiate hi s claim to be a priest. The question of whether 

or nQt the Ha sid r e ally could have been a high pries t has 

troubled some scholar s . 1~ Goldin, for instance, circumvent s th e 

problem by translating gdwl as "important" rather' than "high."16 

Indeed, the fact that ARNA did not inform u s that the Hasid was a 

priest in the opening expository statement s trongly implies that 

the Hasid is lying. If so, he is portrayed in a very negative 

1 i ght. However, even we choose to assume that he is not lying 

and i s , in fact, a high priest, then he is still guilty of the 

si n of i mpur it y. Above all, his all too ready assumption that he 

is being accused of ritual impurity makes the Hasid appear in a 

sus picious and hostile light. 

But whether or not ARNA's Hasid is actually a priest, sever e 

dramatic ,iY"ony is aimed against him. The irony is emphasized by 

the bQ~~\ing, self - aggrandizing tone of hi s claim. Indeed, t.h i ~:; 

boasti~~ } tone was observed by the redactor of MhG who made it 
.. :; 1-,· ~. ~ . ' 

.) ". ','., . 
e:-( p l '~\'c 'it in his te:-( t.: " (a Hasi d) ••. who wa s.; accustomed to hol d 

" '/,l< ;I{ ,,::::,~:, 
hims!21.f in high esteem" (~nhg slswl bC:smw). 17 Not only does . 
the': Hasi d 's reSpOn !5 e reveal that he is boastf ul, but that he is 

rather' stup id. Ignorantly, he tries to SUbstantiate his correct 

observance of purity law by claiming the status of a priest; 

however, in truth the correct observance of purity law does not 

have to do with ones p~rsonal status, but with the correct 

T:;'owl E-:~ dge c:m,d app I i cat i on of the Law. Thus, he aims barb s of 

irony agai~~t himself by so candidly revealing his own stupidit y . 

If he is a priest, as he claims to be, he should be well 



acquainted with purity law. Yet, the rest of his con versation 

reveals that he knows almost nothing about this important part of 

pr-iest.ly dut.y. 

The Sage proceeds to put the Hasid's knowledge to the test: 

"I s th is pot "-r"ange unc lean or" clean? 11 The Hasid's answer s hows 

his ignorance of the most basic purity laws, for he does not. know 

that the Torah extends impurity to a pot-range. 

on Lev 11:33, he declares that only an oven (ie, a vessel) can 

become unclean. The Sage hastens to correct the Hasid 's mistake: 

only two verses away, Lev 11:35, lies proof that a pot-range, 

too, is subject to impurity. Here a correct understanding of the 

Law is not a matter of subtle Pharisaic hermeneutic, but of 

simply reading the Torah at face value. Yet the Hasid is so 

ignorant that he is not even aware of the entire contents of the 

Priestly Code, part of the Torah which especially applies to him . 

Safrai remarks that the depiction of the Hasid's incredible 

ignorance was originally polemical in intent, revealing a rivalry 

between the Pharisaic and Hasidic sects.~a Safrai 's claim may 
. ;:, 

well b:E! ;'true; for, although the characterization of the Hasid 
I.'} • 

. ' 1··::'" 
and th ... ,s'~ , f el at i onsh i p with the 

:.~' I~.j~ : ;'\;,. 

ver"st~dn~, t1is ignor"ance i!5 an 

Sages are very different in the two 

el~ment they share. 'fhe Hasi cl ' ~.:; 

i.gn QtrCl.hce , thus, can bE.' tE.lntativE?ly identified as:; an ot"·i.g inal 

ele~ent of the story. It is reasonable to assume that this 

element hearkens back to a relatively early period and could 

reflect a real polemic with some historical accuracy. 

The Sage concludes his exposure with an admonition, 

Informing th~ Hasid that his ignorance has caused him to be 

impure: " If ';' you have been accuS',tomed to doi ng t hu~", then you 

have never eaten heave offerings in a state of purity in you 



whole li'fe~" A sarcastic tone, emphasizing the Hasid's 

sanctimonious stupidity, is effected by the Sage's echo of the 

Hasid's own words, spoken earlier in a tone of proud self-

aggrandizement (wtrwmh b~hrh 'ny 'wkl). Thus, ARNA's Hasid is 

portrayed in a very negative light, while the Sage is clearly 

mora~ly and intellectually superior. The relationship betwee n 

the two ARNA characters is consistently antagonistic, with severe 

dramatic irony aimed agains~ the Hasid. 

AF~NB's thil~d plot ·function i~5 "Teaching" r' ather than 

OIE;·~posure. " The different identity of the function is caused by 

ARNB's different character relationship. While here too, the 

Hasid is portrayed as ignorant, he is neither proud nor self-

aggrandizing, and is not a target of extreme ironic ridicule. 

Rabbi Joshua initiates the conversation by asking the Hasid 

if the pot-range is clean. His question is polite, prefaced by 

the respectful "Habbi." The Hasid responds with a question: 

"Can there be an unclc:?an pot···- ri::\nqc;~?". His response exposes his 

ignoranc~ of the Law, but here he is neither proud nor 

"' . I'· 
sane t ~ inl':in i ou~;, nor dOf-.?s he tr'y to hide his i qnDr' anCE:? Unlike 

" : ,',. J . t· ...... . 
AF\N(~ ; :-: .tW makes; no e:\ttE'rnpt tD justify his practicE~s by r!;~ ferTing 

; :;,":.!,,': . 
,Ii ;:', 

to h' ~ $ :i ~~tatus; i. ndeed, he dOE~s not even ment ion h i~:; pr' i E?~::;th()()d. 

We know he is a priest, but only from the information given in 
'. 

the opening expository statement and in Rabbi Joshua's final 

remar k, not f r'om his own test i many. Finally, ARNB's Hasid does 

not presume to demonstrate his own knowledge of Torah, like 

ARNA's. In consequence, ARNB's Hasid is portrayed as ignorant, 

but not foolish or proud which causes a substantially less severe 
,. 

~ level of dr~~atic irony. 
' .. 
'. 



In ARNB, the only demonstration of knowledge of the Law is 

the Teaching performed by Rabbi Joshua. He sets out the correct 

Law, based on Lev 11:35, and then admonishes the Hasid on the 

severity of its negligence: 11 he who serves but does not 

passively and sincerely accepts Rabbi Joshua ' s teaching and 

superior knowledge. After hearing the frightening admonition, h e 

responds with a dismayed confession of guilt: "F~abbi, thu~;; hdv e 

I been accus3tomed to do my whol e I i 'fr~! 11 Rabbi Joshua responds 

with more teaching~ 11 I 'f you have bE~en accu~,; t.omed t.o doi ng thus 

your whole life, then you have never eaten consecrated food 

accord i ng to the LC':\w. 11 While ARNA's parallel phrase directed 

biting irony against the Hasid, by it.s sarcastic echo of the 

Hasid's words, here no irony is engendered for the phrase 

Both vE'r'si ems uf 11 Hac.:-)i d 11 evi nee mor'e Clt-' 1 ess the same s;tcd~.E·! 

of development, judging from stylistic feat.ures and narrative 

technique. Their main difference is the portrayal of character s 

and char~~ ter relationships. ARNA's story shows an antagonistic 

the Hasid is a very 
,', 

, {.:." 
neqai~~S character, foolish, sanctimonious and ignorant, possibl y .. " i;·~·: ,!. ::?, ", 

Cl li'~'r4 '~" a'nd ~~ssUt- edly a sinner' . ARNB's stm-'y ~.:;hows a consi~:)tentl y 

pos ~' . .'t. i ·Ye rei at ion sh i p I:H-:?twef2n th!:-? two c har-c.~c t E.~r~:;; thl'? Hasi d i ~, a 

much more positive character, ignorant, but willing to learn and 

Sincerely dismayed by his unwitting sins. The differences in 

characterization have led to different degrees of dramatic iron y . 

While some irony against the Hasid is evident in both version s , 

.. t,t. is significantly mewe severe in ?·\F'N('). 

' in characteJ ization, and hence, irony, 

'. 

Due to the differenc es 

the stories' functions 

hav(~ been al ter'f?d. They have become two different stories, 



In ARNB, the only demonstration of knowledge of the Law is 

Teaching performed by Rabbi Joshua. the 
He sets out the correct 

b ~d er' Lev 11·7~ ar(j ~hen admonishes the Hasid on the Law, <:''1'5-:'''- ::J, ,. ',;',J, -, \ 

severiLy of its negligence: 11 he who serves but does not 

f lJ 1 'f ill ( t. h f? Law) d f.~ S E~ Y- V E'? S i:':\ t E? r rib 1 e d c-? a t h n 11 

passive~y and sincerely accepts Rabbi Joshua's teaching and 

superior knowledge. After hearing the frightening admonition, h e 

responds with a dismayed confession of guilt~ 

I been r.':\ccustomed to do my whol e 1 i 'f E'":.' ! 11 Rabbi , Joshua responds 

with more teaching: 11 I 'f YOLt have been accl.U:;t.omed to doing t.hus 

your whole life, then you have never eaten consecrated food 

accord i ng to the Lc:\w. 11 While ARNA's parallel phrase directed 

biting ir-ony against the Hasid, by its sarcastic echo of the 

Hasid's words, here no irony is engendered for t.he phrase 

of development, judging from stylistic features and narrative 

technique. Their main difference is the portrayal of characters 
, , 

cmd c h ar"<.':\r:t " E~r- reI i.':\ t i on ~::;h i ps. ARNA's story shows an antagonistic 
• I • :, , ':. 

reI at i O ~l ?h~ P beb'JeE.'i"l HO":\s;i d and Sc.~ge, the Hc.~si d is; 0":\ v£'~ry 
, ~"' :,:" ,", , " 

neg a t i<,1,t2'(,~,t:har i.':\C t r?I~? f 00 I ish, ~;anc t i mon i OLlS ;.':\[1(1 i gn CJt'- <:.'\n t, po~;s i b 1 Y 
.i;' j ::/;, 

a 1. i "-'!r l, ai"'ld assw-edl y a si nner' . ARNB's story shows a consistently 

posi~(v~ relationship between the two characters; the Ha~;i d i So a 

much more positive character, ignorant, but willing to learn and 

Sincerely dismayed by his unwitting sins. The differences in 

characterization have led to different degrees of dramatic irony. 

While some irony against the Hasid is evident in both version s , 

i ~" 'is significantly more severe in ARNA. Due to the differences 
~ . .. 

in C:har-acter~ '~ ation, and hence, ir-ony, the stories' functions 
( 

have been alt~red. They have become two different stories, 

' I 



revealing two ve ry di f fer e nt attitudes towa rd s th e ir bas i c all y 

In both v er's l cms, th E.' l"f01 cAt. i onship of th E) s lOt-y to thE~ 

illus tr a t e d lemma i s probl e matic. On the one hand, th e s tor y 15 

a compl e tel y unironic illus tr a tion of the f ir s t part o f th e lemm a 

("I-k? wh o dOf::?s not :;(~I'-ve th f:? f3 aqf:! ~:; • .. "): tl'1(';) Has i cj i s a 

str a ightforward e xample of s omeone who doe s not serve the Ga g e s 

as he should. However, the story fails to clearly illustrate th e 

second part of the IE,'mma (" ... deserve ::,; to die"). A I ack of 

correlation between story and lemma is especially true in ARNA. 

Not only is why th e Hasid de s erves death not made explicit, but 

ARNA pr o vides no formal links between story and lemma . Of 

course, the reader c an a ssume a reas onable connection: sincff c:\ 

priest i s commanded to eat the heave offering in a s tate of 

purity (Lev 10:14), if he fails to do s o he is liable to a death 

sentence unless he offers up a sin offerinq, which presumedly, 

the Hasid has failed to do. But this interpretation can be 

reached only with information brought from outside the boundaries 

of t.he stt)ry; not enough information is provided within the 
" 

story i B~~lf to reach it. 

, ; i 
" , 

~~~B evinces an attempt t.o clarify the relationship bet.wee n 
.1/' ,If ••. ;: .•. ~ . 

the : ~tb~~ and the lemma by introducing formal links between them: 

the ' iemma is both incorporated within the story (echoed in Rabbi 

Joshua' s final admonition) and is repeated as a coda after the 

story' 5 f?nc:l. However, even in ARNB, the relationship between 

story and lemma is not clear. Probably, ARNB 's formal links 

between the story and lemma repres ent a late, secondary 

~~velopment"attemptlng to align the t.wo more clos ely. 
. -: 

Thi s 

development · '~pr' obab 1 y occur' n;.~ d at thE! r'ede\ct i Dnal, r' c:\t.her' t.he\rl th f.? , 

oral, stage of tran s mis s ion. The fact that the concluding lemma 
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and the admonition are lacking in ARNA supports this hypothesis. 

In some cases, the lack of complete correspondence between 

lemma ~nd illustrating story has a hermeneutic significance. 2o 

Here, thi s is scarcely the case. The story doe s not have a 

meaningfully obscure relationship with its lemma, but simply doe s 

not illustrate it very well. This is simply a case of poor 

redactional artistry. 

Althouqh ARNB's "Hasic:I" 1· c--, definitely more vivid and 

dramatic, neither version is of great artistic quality. Ttli ~; is 

partly due to their lack of developed hermeneutic level. In bot.h 

versions, the explicit content constitutes the stories' thematic 

messagE? : the superiority of the learning of the Sages compared 

with t.he Hasidim. lI-Jhat . i~5 intere:...;tinq about "Hiilsid" is not. it.s:; 

artist.ic worth, per se, but that it demonstrates how two parallel 

stories , so similar in content, can present very different 

interpretations of the same narrative events. 

Thf? qi 'fferent patter-ns of c:haract.f?rization in "Hasid" 

emphatic~lly exhibit the same phenomenon found elsewhere in ARN : 
'... " 

ARNA gr.'t?sf?nts mOrf? negati v c::? r-(·? l i:\ti ons;hi ps betwef..~n S ,=\(;)es and non·-
~ .. Lt·'~; ' · 

Sage~~ ;~hile ARNB presents the same relationships as more 
.1 /' ~It .;;: ... . - ' 

posi t :i ve. 21 In other word s , ARNA's characterization is more 

Pol~~ical or apologetic. The inten s e dramatic irony directed 

against ARNA's Hasid, and the friendly relationship between 

ARNB's Hasid and Rabbi Joshua, are clear examples of these 

tendencies. 

Generally, while both stories exhibit. the same amount of 

·'devel opment ,/ ARNB '~:; 11 Has i d" ~.shows a few mon? si (Jns o ·f narTat i ··.,/t> 

artistry and . of r e dactional c\ctivity. Its effective drama has 



been noted above. Fu~the~more, enhanced redactional activity i s 

shown by its formal links between lemma and story . .:Juclqing -fl'- om 

mY litera~y analysis, there is no evidence to substantiate 

Safrai 's opinion that ARNB presents the mere original story.22 

If anytt,ing, ARNS's enhanced redactional activity suggests th at 

its ve~sion is slightly more developed than ARNA 's. While I 

cannot argue with Safrai 's claim that ARNS's geographical setting 

(Bet Ramat Anat) is more historically authentic, the~e is no 

. warrant to r-egc:.\rd (-"liNS's "Hasid" as mOI'- s original than (-H~NA'5 . 

" 

. . , , 

;-- :. ; '. 

;: ;/ . . ~ 
I" • 

~: .',' 
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CHAPTER 8 

Schechter, ARN , p5 6 -57. 
fo r e xa c t reference. 

ENDNOTES 

MhG to Lev 11: 3 5 , see Appendix 11 

3 • Sa ·f r i:J. i, " P i 0 U~::; ," p pi ::::; er -1 ~T7 • 

4. Sa'fr'a i, "Yoh <''l.l''l c\f\ bf:? n Zakkai, 11 pp 2 1::~--::?:l.4. 

5. Safr':''l.i, "F'ious," pl ::::'7. 

{,. Fi n ke 1 stei n, _I_.~~.~:.r.::_9..9_,:~~.!.:J. . .9D_' pp 151-- 153 . For i n s t ance, 
Finkelc;.3tein e>(plain s that the Hc~~iic:l call!::i him~"> E'l 'f "Hi(]h 
Pr i est," not becausc=? hc=? actuall y wa~:; i:!l. Hi gh F'r- i. e~; t a t that 
moment, but because in the Second Temple period a former 
High Priest could still claim the title (Ibid, p1521. 

7. For the di s tinction bf'~tween "narr' ativ£:~" and " sitory" see: 
Bal, ~~.c.~_"=.~?..!_9..9'y', Intl~oductioll, pp4-6. 

8. I find Goldin's translation for ¥hyh nwhg bc,mw mdt ~sydwt 
mi sI ead i ng: " .•. who cuI t i v a ted a si"i nt I y manner-." 'fhe tel'- m 
~sydwt mo s t probably signifies hi s belonging to a specific 
sect, not merE:!ly saintly beh .. "viour. S(~f.·?: S .. ::\frai, "Piou~;," 

for a di s cus sion of the Hasic:lic sect of the Second Temple 
period. 

9. Following Halberstam and Parma instead of Rami s 'hd khn. . 
10. See: Safr-~i, "Pious ." 

11. In all ms s tradition s although th e rE'ading is s lightly 
dif~~rent: Halberstam: khn '~d ~syd brmt bny cnt; Romi 
'~d~hn ~syd brmt bny cnt; Parma: khn '~d ~syd brmt byt 
cnt'! 

1? : : ~~e' ; "Sec," p27, LB.B.b. 
, i ,~: .' .:. <; ." .. 

13 . .i;,T,hf s is cl(~ar- ly true in "Eliezer," wher'e the phenomenon of 
,:. ,rTtLlltiple character's fulfilling one ·function appears in 

obviously seondary segments of narrative. For further 
discussion SeE? : Appendi:·( V, I.(~.2. 

14. Halberstam lacks wtnwr tm': 
• 

Schechter, ARN, p57, note B.27. 

15. Eg: F' inkel£;t£~in, ~~..r2~~I:'~?'.9.~~ct~ .. ~_'2.' pl~S2? c:liscus~;es the ~1r"()b1.E?rn 
in some dE?tai 1. . 

16. 

17. 

Goldin, ARNA, p71; and, plB9, note 8; 

Jastrow, p995, defines this express ion: 
dignity." .. . ;' 

'-~ 
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19. See above, note 7. 

20. Thi~:; is the c::a~.:;E) with "Escc.{pe," "IVlc;\r'tydom," and the !:':lccdE:' U+ 
Innocence stories, where a gap between the story and the 
illustrated lemma creates irony. 

Throughout the analysis of individual stories. 
~)ee~ AppE')ndi ~,: V, I I I. B. 
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CHAPTER 9 

THE PATIENCE OF HILLEL AND THE IMPATIENCE OF SHAMMAI 

A.15 - B.29 

A group of three s tories contrasting the patience of Hill s l 

and the impatience of Shammai a ppear in A. 15 and B.29: "I-H 11 f? l 

and the vJ c:\ger" ("Wager"), "Hillel Tei:\ches about the Two Torah~;" 

(" T\.'jO Torahs") and "Hi 11 el and the PI~osel yte who Wanted to bE! 

High Priest" ("Pros elyte") . Parallels to all three stories 

appear as a un it in BT Shab, but on 1 y "PI~ o~3el yte" has other 

parcd 1 el s . 1 

"Two Torahs" and "Proselyte" h,::\ve bf~en heavily e:-:ploit.£.'! d i:\ S 

primary sources for theological, hi s torical and biographical 

scholarly studies , particularly of the houses of Hillel and 

Shammai, and their ~ontribution to the development of Pharisaic 

theology and hermeneutic. 2 For the mos t part, thes e studies 

treat the stories s uperficially. Only Finkelstein, Neusner and 

Fraenkel ~ consider them in any depth, and only Fraenkel focuses 

on the i - ~r ' l iter ary chi:H- actel~ i ~5t i cs. Unf or tunatel y, f?:-: c 1 Lld i ng 
: lo.'". i 

. - ,-' .,,-
Fra~n ,k~l ' s analysi~3 of "Proselyte," their obser-vations are br-ief 

,', '-:' 
and .lf.helr conclusions unsubstantiated . Finkelstein's conclusions 

con6e~n one of hi s focal interest s : the Hillelite or Shammaite 

ori~in of ARN's traditions. Fraenkel and Neusner focus on the 

relationship between the ARN stories and their BT Shab parallel s. 

Fraenkel concludes that the Shah versions are aesthetically 

SUperior to ARN, "literary pearl s " compared to "cheap copiE~~5,"4 

__ _ ~owever he f.:\i Is to provid(-?! detai led proof -for- his c laim. 

Neusner's IJ terary evaluation of the s tories is limit e d to a 

~5ingle sent~ncr:? After conducting a lengthy form critical 



analysis of the Hillsl and Shammai story parallels, he concludes 

that both the Shab and ARN narratives are in a highly 

sophisticated form, reflecting a much later reality than the 

depictRd events.~ 

While exhibiting signs of an evening redactional impulse, it 

i5 obvipus that the three ARN stories are not homogenous. Ei::1c:h 

exhibits distinctive linguistic, literary and structural 

characteristics, and shows varying amounts of development and 

artistic sophistication.· 

The source relationship between ARN and Shab is of interest, 

for it illuminates the different relationships of the two ARNs 

with the BT. It is commonly agreed that the three ARN stories 

are more developed than the BT Shab parallels.? 

four stories appear as a unit under the rubric: 

taught: 'A man should always be patient like Hillel and not be 

i mpat i ent like Shammi::d.. ' " The unit includes parallels to the 

thr' at'-: ARN stor i es and one story wi thout an ARN par'all el (" Hi 11 el 

Tea.c:hf.,,"s thE~ Whol E~ TClI~ ah on CJn€-? Foot"). A detailed discussion of 
" / 

the rel~tfonship between the two ARNs and Shab will be conducted 
'. ,.r'· 

beID\!-J. ,"',.' I 

,; 5" _,c- .c'· 

pos i~io~ in ARN's commentary is in order. 

same position and function in the two ver s ions: thf?y const i t.utJ::~ 

the entire commentary on the second lemma of the saying of Rabbi 

The order of the stories is 

different in the two versions. W h i I f:? bot h beg i n wit h " lotJ.:\ q e r- , " 

the or'cler' o·f "Two TCHr' ahs" and "F'ros£~lyte" is revers.;('~d: 

~nds with the J latter while ARNB ends with the former. 

ARNB's storie~ lack introductory formulae, ARNA precedes the 
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stories with both a general introductory statement and formulaic 

i ntr'oduc:tory quest i ems (" Th i s teache~; that one shou I cl t.H? pat i Emt 

(Cnyw) like Hillelthe Elder and not be impatient (qpdn) like 

Sllamm~. i. thE? El der; 11 11 ~I)h i: .. ~t ~'"Ja~; the pat i f?nc(·?1 i mpi::~t i ence of 

Hi 11 E? l/bhammai ? 11 ) • 'rtl[~ i ntroductor'y qUE~st i cms cl i vi cle the £;tor" i e::; 

into two groups, the first exhibiting the patience of Hillel, and 

the second, the impatience of Shammai. Thus, while the stories 

are a straightforward illustration of the lemma in both versions, 

ARNA shows more signs of redactional linking between lemma and 

story. Certainly, ARNA's introductory questions were added at a 

later stage of redaction. They are ornamental rather than 

functional, adding nothing to the stories' illustrating function. 

In some measure the second introductory question is even 

i ncongr-uent; thc.,t is, although ttH? two stor-ies 'follclwing "~'Jh (:~t 

was the i mpat i ence of Shammai the El det-? 11 do cont.:d n a scene 

describing Shammai 's anger, their focus is the patience of 

Hillel. 

, i 

1,'1 . 
~ . . . '. .i 

' ~ .. " .... 
con 5 iJ~.tt ,n g 

" .,.J ;!, ... , 

I . " . Con SR'lJ I~ ,ac y 
' ~ ': i 

I. Hillel and the Wager 

of three functions: Conspiracy, Implementation of 

and Failure of Conspiracy. The three functions 

corr~s~ond to a tripartite plot development: initi.:d cordlict 

(Conspiracy), suspense (Implementation) and resolution (Failure). 

All of "Waqer's" functiCH1s are ::->pef~ch act~:;, unfolding thr'ou<;Jh 

direct discourse. The plot embodies one event taking place in cl 

limited time span. The functions unfold in two separate scenes : 

Conspiracy, in one scene, and Implementation and Failure, in 



Some character development is evident in both versions of 

Although a human emotion, anger, is central to the story, the 

chararters' feelings are not revealed or explored. 

lack s a developed hermeneutical level. When the story is 

considered independently of the other two stories, its theme I S 

• 
contained in its explicit content: the exemplary patience of 

Hillel. In other words, here is a story where the content and 

the theme are identical. When considered as a unit along with 

the other two Hillel stories, however, a hermeneutic level is 

evident in /lv.Jager; /I this will be discussed after the literary 

analyses of the individual stories. s 

From the start, the different treatment of the Conspiracy 

function shows ARNA's greater development. ARNB communicates the 

Conspiracy function through the opening expository statement, 

relating that a man comes to Hillel with deliberately provoking 

intent: "A story of a man who came to angE'r' Hi 11 el the El der·. " 
, 

Only one character fulfills ARNS's Conspiracy function. 

Furtherm~re, there i s no explicit motiv~tion for the provocation 

(i e, tt}.~ · bet) in ARNB' s f i t-st seem? 
! ~. , -, . 

• ; ; -t}, .• • ~ . ',' 

!~ l~ contrast, ARNA 's Conspiracy function takes place in a 
.. ;::; ) ;, ':':' , 

I f -, • 

d~~~16ped scene, expanded by an additional character and by 

ve~bal repetition. Repetition of narrative discourse in dir ect 

discourse is evident, for the sec ond statement reiterates the 

opening expository statement: "A ~->tCJr' y of two men 1,,1""10 stDod clnd 

made a bet with each other of 400 z uz. They said, 'Whoever can 

go and anger Hill el will get the 400 zuz . One 0+ t.h .em went.. " 

.. · .. Here, two charactel"'s <''II'·e pn:·?sent <:md thr:.?ir motivation i~::; 

f2t:·~plicit. ,\.FLlnctionally, thE:.' twCl chat-c;\ct.E~rs; are identiccl1; thf~ 

appearance of the second man does not alter the plot. 

'2t.8 



1 i ke i n Af~NA '!5 "Hasi d," thE' prE?Se·?nCf? of the ~.,E'CCJrld ch<'.u-·acter 

causes motivation to be explicit. Furthermore, the presence of 

the second character renders ARNA's Conspiracy function more 

dramatic, embodying the motivation in direct di scourse. 

expanded first scene shows a narrative sophistication lacking in 

ARNB' s undeveloped opening expository statement. 

ARNA's explicit motivation affects our perception of the 

characters as it allows the following confrontation to be 

perceived as ignoble, but bE'nign. Obviously, betting on a great 

Sage's mood is improper behaviour; yet, it is clear that the two 

men do not hi:\ve malicious int(;!nt. In ARNB, however, thE·? 

provoker's motivation and his attitude to Hillel are completely 

unknown. This leaves his purpose open to interpretation, and 

there is a real possibility that his purpose is malicious. The 

unknown motivation behind the provocation creates an initial 

suspense lacking in ARNA: since the provoker's motivation is 

obscure, his ridi ~ulous questions initially have an ambiguous and 

potentially , sinister character. However, this suspense is not 

sustai ned. t ,hr·oughout.. 
" ;,( ' 

i " .. 

! ~:.J . .1 
, 1 .. ''- '-. ' 

T~~ , I mplementation of Conspiracy function is embodied in the 
.:' ~ti ~ : .!'::.:, . 

silly ·~~~~tions posed to Hillel by the provoker. Almost every 

quest~: l;m.· is accompaniE'!d by a series of identical actions, 

rendering each par a llel, except ARNA's final question. Like 

exact repetition of an event in the oral folk tale, the 

repetition of each question embodies the same function.? 

The number and order of the provoking question s is slightly 

df~~erent in the two versions. 
{" 

'.... ! 

ARNA presents three questions, 

respectively: -::. "~Jhy are the·? eyes o ·F the Tadmorite ~;; ':50 long?;" 

"Why are the fr!et o·f the ('Hr- i CC':\r1S =,0 wi de'?!: " and, "Why ar-€~ thE~ 
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heads of t.he Babylonianf.; so long?". In ARNS's Romi ms only three 

questions appear: "lAJhy 

thE' n-F r- i c: 2.1")'", ••• r) " However, the Halberstam and Parma mss includ e 

a fourth quest.ion: vJhy at-'E' t.he E!yE~~:; 0+ thE~ Tc:ldmolr'i te'::, ... '? " 

Here, S'chechter- does not d:iscuss, the n::,'spective valuE~ of the t\<JD 

readings in his critical notes. It seems to me t.hat the reading 

of Parma is to be preferred for two reasons: 1) i t i s g e ne r- all y 

superior t.o Romi, which tends to omit materials; 

preserved full parallelism in all four questions. 

Possibly, ARNA's question order s hows a more progressive 

arr-angement. Perhc:~ps, t1en:? the most i nsul t i nq quest i on, 11 Why C.'we 

the heads of the Bc:~byloniC:lns ... ," is saved for las t. For, \l-JE0 

cannot forget that Hillel is a Babylonian! The question may be 

intended as a d i sgui sed i n~'.;ul t agai nst. Hi 11 e1 's r c:~c i a1 or i <;] i. n. 

Of so, there is progressive movement from impersonal stupid 

questions to per ~ona1 insult. 

Aprngression in ARNA's questions is also shown in that it s 
. '~I " ~-, t':, 
, .... 

third Rv&~tion is not completely parall~l with the -First two . 
. ~ .. :~"~ .,,: ' .i 

Ind!:?~(~;:~ '::·, i ts content and ptH-C:~~:;i. ng c:lr'E~ qui t.E! di fferE.'nt. . Hi 11 el 
.i:"~ :I ;, ,":.1 

·f ai ls' ,t.o· respond wi th his custolllc.,\ry pol i tt~ness upon tH2i ng 
" '.1 

distJrbed for a third time; consequent.ly, his provoker insult s 

him openly with a phrase unique to this question: 11 Is 1:t1 i r:; hew) 

great ones (n~y'ym) reply? May there be no more like you in 

hear the third quest ion . Besides break ing the parall elism of t h e 

~irst two quest ion s? the provoker 's in s ult effects a climax in 
. f' 

ten 5 ion \<J i tt,1;:i r1 {~F~N{-',' s s tor y. 
·r 



ARNS's questions show decidedly less internal progression. 

Here too, the question about the heads of 8abyloni a n s can be 

understood as a per s onal insult to Hillel; however, here thi s 

quastiDn does not appear las t and hen ce lack s a climactic eff ec t. 

Finally in ARNB no progress ion is evident in the phrasing of the 

individual question s for they are completely parallel. 

Both ARN versions have emphasized the irritation and 

severity of the question scene in different ways. ARNA adds a 

nonfunctional phrase of narrative discourse giving additional 

background information about the inconvenient timing of the 

encountel~ : Hillel is not only di s turbed on Sabbath eve near 

sundown, moreover, he is in the middle of washing hi s hair (w'wtw 

ARNB makes no reference to the timing of the provocation; 

however, it emphasizes its annoyance through content detail s : 

the provoker waits until Hillel is asleep before knocking; the 

pro V 0 k E? r " for- get s " ea ch qUE' £;; t ion sot h c:\ t rH I I e lis f [W' C E~ d to vi El i t 

un"!.: i. I tH:? ." I'- emember-s" it; finally, after eac h que s tion Hill e l 
, , 

ask s whe\ her or not th e re are any more que s tions, a nd is always 

an sw ere d .I i nth e n e q i:d: i v ('2 • E': ;' ~ c: 0? p t ·f 0 r thE! ·f i r- ',:; t ch? t;:~. i I ( H ill €:~:I. " :: 
'.: "j. ,.:,. 

aro0~a~·.~ from s l eep), they are all related in direct di sc our se a nd 
,; . , 

,/,") . 
I ••.. 

app:e<:ir ' , i n E?i:l.C h qUf;? S t i. on ~"i t h par ,::1 I I f.~ 1 ph 1'"' <':\ s:; i ng . 'fh (-::! c.1CC umu I i::\ t. i. Dr) 

, 
of ~hese detail s causes ARNS 's conver sation to b e expanded. 

Arti st ically speaking, ARNA' s method of enhancinq th e encounter's 

s everi.ty i s more sophistir ated , and successful. For", thE~ 

eXcessive repetition in ARNB 's questions causes their di c tion to 

become c umber some and dull. 

The twd ver s ion s s how a s lightl y different portrayal of 
' .. 

Hillel, eff~cted through th e content differences not e d above. 
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Because of the strict parallelism in ARNB's question s , its Hillsl 

is portrayed as uniformly severe, for he rebukes the provoker not 

just once, but each time he forget s his question. ARNB's Hill e l 

alsO ~ddresses the provoker in a more severe manner than ARNA ' s, 

with a rather blunt mh lk, in s tead of ARNA 's bny. 

~RNA's Hillel is portrayed as more gentle. H(·? r-f:?~:;p CJnd~:3 t.o 

t.he first two knc)c~::~; on hir:; door' with .0\ qentle, "1"1'1 ~:;o n, what do 

yOU requi re?" (bny mh I th ~ryk). ARNA also presents a 

progression in the portrayal of Hillel 's character. For although 

he never quite loses his temper, here are hints that his patience 

is wearing ttlin: the third time he answers the door he is more 

blunt, leaving of ·f the familiar limy £;;on." His bluntness is 

not iced and remar-ked upon provocat i v€·?l y: "I s th is how great one ~::; 

reply?" This rude retort does move Hillel to a demon s tration of 

remonstrance, if not impatience: "God 'fodJi d ~ Watch your 

sp i r it! (hz hr brwl;l k) . " He then restores his customary patien c e 

to answer the final question. Thus, while ARNB's Hillsl is 

uniformly severe, ARNA's Hillel progresses from complete 

patience:/ to mild irr-itation CI.nd rebuke, and back to pc.'Itiencl'? 

NC90F~N schol ar- ~wovi dt~s a phi 101 og i cal e:·:p I anat i on of 
. : ).-

Hill: ~i:> :~ r-ebuke: hzhr brwl}k. Its e:-:act meaning is L.tnc::lec.u·· . 
J'.;'} ;; .::,:, 

I r·;· 

While Goldin trc.'Insli:\tes it as as a r-ebuke ("TamE~ thy spirit~ "), 

Sald~rini translates it as words of patient encouragement 

("Gather your wi ts I") ; however, he does not justify this 

interpretation. Perhaps he was influenced by the expansion in 

the first occurrence of the rebuke in the Halberstam me : " ... e:\.nd 

Wait until you remember (the question) and do not be embarrassed 

-' b"efore mE?" HowE'~ver , 

Sc:hechter- i ' r\ dicat£:>~; that this phrc.'Ise is probably an e:':plan<:\tor-y 

gloss added by the copyist. 12 If this be true, then the meanin g 



'lE 

of hzhr brw~k was as unclear to the Halberstam copyist as to 

Sa, I d c.u- i n i . 

However' , in Shab the tone of hzhr brwhk is clear. Here it 
• 

appears only after Hillel learns that the provoker has lost the 

Here, the phrase can only be meant as a rebuke, for 

• 
Hillel would scarcely offer words of patient encouragement in 

thi~; ccmtf?:,:t! Furthermore, in ARNA as well, the phrase can only 

intend rebuke: it is highly improbable that Hillel would respond 

to the insult, "ME:\'y' therf:? be no more likf.:> you in Israel!" with 

words of patient encouragement! Thus? ARN8's phrase, as well, 

must be read as a rebuke. Possibly, the Halberstam gloss was 

added with the specific purpose of reinterpreting the rebuke as a 

phrase of patient encouragement, and thus, making Hillel look 

1 (~ss sever e. 

Besides being more severe, ARNB's Hillel also appears more 

pompous. He responds pompously to each silly inquiry: "You hi:.l.vf:? 

~ 

a<;oiked an importimt. question!" This response, given Hillel s 

sever-ity, :' causes him to appear- not ollly pompous, but eVf.?n 

rid i c u 1,0 L~:/~ 'Thi s l' c .. -, espE~c i all y so in the first question, 

the 
L't' 

! ,',', .J 

jLt:.?'t'af)(')::;ition of thr:? ridiculou!5 qU("~(5tiC:H1 (th e lE.'n(;Jth o'f CovF,, ' 
':,(;;:':>::',: , ' 

d~nrrYs taIls) with Hillel '5 dignified response produces and 

. :. :/'1 
humou~ directed against Hillel himself. One could arque that 

Hillel is "only pr'E'ter,ding" to be dignified, that hie::; pompou~:i 

response is evidence of his great patience in the face of 

provoking stupidity. However, no textual clues are present to 

SUpport the insincerity of Hillsl s pomp. 

Earlier an initial suspense effected by the ambiguous 

motivation of\ ARNB's provocation was remarked. y~?t? thi s 

suspense is not developed in the Implementation function; 
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the dramatic potential of unknown motives is simply dropped. If 

this be 50, then the lack of explicit motivation in ARNB's first 

{unction is scarcely a deliberate artistic element, or if it is, 

it is ~ertainly an unsuccessful one. 

The third function, Failure of Conspiracy, consists of the 

pr- (J v 0 k E! r,- , s rev t·? 1. at ion Cl f hie; ·f a:i 1 u re t 0 ~" i nth f2 bE? t ,:\ n d 0 f t I') C~ 

statement of the moral message: the supreme value of patience. 

Bath revelation and statement are speech acts, part of a further 

verbal exchange between Hillel and his provoker. In nei thE~r' 

version is the final function embodied in a corresponding shift 

of scene. 

While ARNA's first two scenes were more developed than 

ARNB's, its Failure scene is extremely short with no dramatic 

action accompanying the direct discourse. Only spE.'ect·\ acts 

appear: the provoker's revelation that he has l(Jst the bet and 

Hillel's moral message. In contrast, ARNB's Failure scene is 

more expanded and , dramatic. The revelation of the bet occurs in 

a comparat~ vely lengthy interchange. The provoker begins to cr y 
, , 

out, andih, the Halberstam and Parma mss his lamentation :is given 
" 

e:·~prf-2s·$tQ·rl ,' in the dit-e·)ct di",coL.wse: "l1Joe is, mE.' b(;)cc:.~uS'E:~ oi~ you 
:} ~>.:. :,<. 

1·1illr~~'·);' '' ; 1.~~ Th(;! provoker" then t-eveals that Hillel hi:IS causE~d hinl 
,/f'}r :.;:-.' 

to loSe' ~ bet of 400 dinars, to which Hillel responds with a 
'.I 

slightly e:·:pc:.mded ver-'",ion of the mClr'al mes,~:;age: "It is bett£~r' 

that you lose 400 dinars and yet another 400 dinars, than for 

HiIIE?1 to be called impatiE~nt fot .. E.:~vpn one rnClrnE~nt bE!iClr'e C30d l " 

The Failure function again shows a different portrayal of 

H~,U. el . ARNB's Hillsl is, again, more pompous and sev ere. BClth 

t~aits are reJ ealed in his exaggerated final statement. Indef?d, 

Finkelstein noted the difference in tone in the two versions of 

T!5 
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Hillpl 's final statf.~mE~nt. Although he correctly remarks that 

ARNB's Hillel speaks more sharply than ARNA ' s, he does not 

consider this an aspect of literary characterization but an error 

of historical fact. Finkel~.;t€?in i£.;; dismayed at the "unreali ~; tic" 

way in which ARNB's Hillel is portrayed, for his sharpness and 

pomp are contrary to his usual humility and patience . Thus, 

Finkelstein concludes that the sharp response cannot represent 

the actual words of Hillsl, but were formulated by editors who 

leaned towards Shammaite tendencies. 14 

Finkelstein's reasoning displays the shortcomings caused by 

naive historicity, as well as the disadvantages of not 

considering the literary aspects of a Rabbinic story. Fo,~ it is 

scarcely necessary to resort to text - critical speculations to 

account for what appears to be an uncharacteristically harsh 

remark. Hillel 's harshness is not a fact of real history but a 

fact of literary characterization, and a s s uch it is not 

uncharacteristic but fits in with gpneral character tendencies of 

ARNB'~; "Wi:\gE~r." Certainly, ARN8 's Hillsl is portrayed in a less 

ideal fash~on than ARNA 's . 15 

."'. ;,r. ·' 
; .. ; 

III ~~:Eid, AnNB 's Failur' E~ Sicene rH"ojf=~Ct.~:; a humor"Clusl y ir·· oni.c 
:'i/ ;,> .... : .. ,.' 

view o~ ;Killel. The irony i s rooted in the ambiguous meaning of 
J,{}/ ;:,;:/: , 

the w'Cl~·~.j ··' <:::nwtnwtk, which cc:\n mean either' "humility" cw 

" pat i '~:'~l c £1 " 1 6 and i n t. h e p 0 m p Cl u s se r" i 0 u Si t Cl n E' 0 f H i J I el'~::; SE' I + "'-

aggrandizing final statemE'nt: 

dinars ... than that Hillel should be called impatient for even o ne 

moment befor-e God." Ironically, here is a Hillel who i s <:::nw in 

one sense (patient), but scarcely <:::nw in anot.her (humble). 

nr,':"ough the i r,on i C i:~ lTlb i gui t Y 0+ the viOl'-d <:::nw, Hi 1 1 (-? ]. i s mddE' t. o 
. . ; 

lOok a bit ri,diculous. In AnNA 's Failure scene, there are no 

textual signals to indicate a possible ironic stance against 
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Hil lel • Indeed, it is strik ing that the ambiguous Cnw doe s not 

even appear once in ARNA's narrative proper, but only in the 

lemma. 

Both version s must be regarded as having deve loped in 

di·f+erent W<ly !;; 17 YE'"t, {~F~N{)' s "Wager " show~.; s ign s of qreat.E~r· 
• 

development t.han ARNS's. While both are composed 0+ functional 

speech acts, ARNA contains a nonfunctional expansion in narrati ve 

discourse (the timing of the provocation). Indeed, each version 

evinces a peculiar narrative st.yle. 

by homogenous materials, ie, repeated parallel phrases. 

"Wager," on the other' hand, hc\s devel aped in a mon":? soph i st i cat. ed 

way. I t has i nc 1 ucled hetc-?Ir'ogenous and /01" nonpar-all el mater i al s. 

ARNA 's progressive order and content of the questions, the 

progress ive portrayal of Hillel 's character, the supplying of 

explicit motivation and the interact.ion between direct. and 

narrative discourse in the first scene, are also signs of its 

greater sophistication and development. 

, , 
{Ht:houqh both st(JI'-ie~5 arF.? devreloped, 8<:":\c h ha ~; r-(:·?mained Cl. 

;, I" 
SirnpIE! " Story V-Jith ba <::; ic nalrr'a tive unit.y clnd no compos;ite 

• .l 

, : ~I· ~ . ~ ' 

S!? Cl ri1"~r) .t. ~, • Although there are some time words in the n arrative 
, . '; (, 

cJis~b~I~~e of both vE~r' s=,ions o·f "l1Jc\~~er' " (kywn ~y¥n; w'wtw ywm) , 

the~ are time indicators rather than narrative conn ector s. 

11 li-J'3g er" ' s 11 c omrnF~ rl t. c:\r' y C ont E')': t is.; t. hE0 SamE) in bot h Velr s, i on <C,: 

a straightf or ward, unambiguous illust.ration of Hillel 's patience. 

No a mbiguity or iron y is e ngendered by the juxtapos ition of lemma 

t.~nd stol'- Y. Considered independently of the other two s tories, 

In other words, it i s what 

Berthes caiis a completely didactic kind of fiction wher e th eme 

and content are identical. 18 



I t may be argue.d that "Wi::\ger"" is not. df.?vot d oof i:'lo hf.0r"mf.0nf2ut i. c 

1 ev£~l . Indeed, themat.tc rudiment.s are present: the contr.::\£.;t 

between material and spiritual values (the 400 zuz versus 

HillE?l ' 0" patiencQ). The provoker could be seen t.o represent 

material values, and Hillel, s piritual. However, while this 

theme i s undoubtQdly present, it has remained rudimentary and ha s 

• 
not developed into a true hermeneutic: plot. The story's overall 

message is not that spiritual values are better than material, 

but simply, that Hillel is patient. Probably, the story's 

straightforward illustrating funct.ion res tricted the development 

of its thematic potential. 

"Wager" and BT Shab 

AF:NA's "Waqer"" is clearly closer" to Sh<~'\b than (-,riND's. The. 

story's first functton, Conspiracy, is almost identtcal in ARNA 

and Shab, with minor variations. True, ARNA is slightly more 

expanded at the scene's beginning, and Shah, at it.s end . 
. , 

However. both evince an expanded first function supplying 

mottvat.i~~ with two characters, in contrast to ARNB's simple 

e:o:posLt qr,ly statement wi th one charactE'I~. 
L't, 

(,A° 'r:~NA <":\n d Sh c'3b con t. :io n UEo~ tab p cl Cl s;e.:lro in the. sec cm d + un c t ion, 
.i;< )( ;';/~' . 

Imp.l(;? ftleO[ltatiCln 0+ Corlspirc':lcy. Both evince details c:ompIEo?b:?ly 
, 

1 ac: kl n ~l in ARf\IE<: the timing of the provocation (Sabbath eve), 

the i n s ul t ("Ma y th l'?I'"e be'? r01 CHlE? likE? you ••. ") and the po~:;i ti on 0+ 

Hillel '5 warning hzhr brw~k. However j here the relation s hip 

between the sources is more complicated, for both ARN ve r s ion s 

share elements lacking in Shab: the form and naturali s tic d etail 

~~ the silly ques tions. 
. ;. 

And, surprisingly, ARNB is closer to 

Shab than t~ ARNA in one detail: Hillel '5 refroain, "You have 

asked an important question." In conclusion, the two ARNs share 
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unique features when compared with Shab; in general, ARNA and 

Shab are closer, although ARNB shares one element with Shab 

1 ac ki n(] i n (')I::;:~~A. 

Plnticipating evirJencr.-:o~ offered by "Two Toroahs" dnci 

"F'n:Jsel yte," t.he sh<"".r-ed el (o?mf:m ts i n m~N(.l and f:;hc.~b Il1U',;;t bt? due tu 

• 
e,ssirni le:\tion. Perhaps the dssimilation occurred because ARNA wa s 

more widely used by medieval commentators than ARNB and 

eventually was printed with the BT.19 If this be true, then the 

shared elements in ARNA and Shab cannot be accounted for by a 

genetic source relationship, or by ordl transmission, but by 

assimilation at the written, redactional s tage of transmission. 

However, it is unclE.~ar \'Jhy {iF';:NB's and t;hab's "WagE~r" share one 

unique detail. 

Although ARNB evinces development, its version l S the most 

undeveloped of the three in terms of its narrative technique. 

ARNA, however, evinces an artistically superior story. Thu~; , 

Fraenkel 's assumptions about the artistry of more and less 

developed :storoies are not valid roegal-oc:linq "Wager." 

more de~~i~ped ARNA is not artistically inferior. 20 

~'.. . 

:i}::/o:'o 
IfW(~·~ .er '5" relcJ.tiol1s:;hip with ShiJ.b als(J cont:r-adicts the <31m();;i.: 
J r' ~I : ,'.-: ' 

I , 0 

all-pr~~~ lent scholarly assumption that BT constitutes ARN's 

direct source. {my St.i::\ teme,llt such i::\S Neusn~~rOO'!3, " ... the 

depend('?nce of ARN on B. Shab mc:~y b(0 tc~ken foro grc:mted," and 

Oversimplifications of a complicated transmission process . 

. ~. 



11. Hillel Teaches About the Two Torahs 

it evinces an undeveloped narrative structure with no composite 

segments, apart from an expansion in ARNB in the form of a s hort 

c:oda. "Two Torah::;" occup i (-?s C:~ ,=,\ d if + en:?nt posi t ion in ec.ich 

vl?rs~on: it is the second story in ARNA, and the third, in ARNB. 

"Two Tori..'\hs" has been wi del y LIS(-?d as a hi stor- i cal source + or 

studies of the development of the concepts of the Written and the 

Oral Torahs and for the history of Jewish proselytizing. 22 

However, no literary analysis has been attempted. r~dd it i onal 

manuscr-ipt eviden cE-? -for Ar';:NB's "Two Torahs" e:dsts in a Genizc.~h 

f rag m f'.? n t., ( T L:; I\I~:; 2~) CJ. 1 5 1 • b) . As discussed earlier (Ch 8), the 

fragment appears to be a page of an anthology 0+ Hillel stories; 

its readings follow the Parma ms. 23 The fragment is vellum, 

probably of North African provenance, dating from the 11-13 

can t LW- i es {iD. :'~4 {~not h~? I~ (.)nNB Hi I le I ~:;t or-y , "Don k (-~y ," app ear-- s on 

the verso. Althpugh the fragment is important in that it shows 

Ages, i~ offers no novel textual readings. 

i .-
i- n 2r\ ,y;,:.' F~ <:~bb in i c ~:;OLWC e. 

I '., However, two very similar stories appear 
.. , 

in Sifre Deut and MT (to Deut 33:10). ., Here a discuss ion 0+ the 

dual Torah is conducted between a non-Jewish political authority 

a nd a Rabbinic authority (Sifre - Hegemon Agentos and Rabban 

Gamaliel; MT - Hegemon Agrippos and Johanan ben Zakkai).2~ 

Strikingly, in both AnN versions, there is nothing to indi cate 

t'toclt t. h f? quest i onE.'t- is a non ---'J ew; however, in Shab, like MT and 

: Sifre, he i ~ explicitly identified as such (mc~h bnkry ·~d ••• ). 
- --

However, whcither or not the questioner is explicitly a non-Jew, 



probably all of th e s toir es represent variants of an oral type 

story about polemical confrontation over the dual Tor a h. 

"Two 'few ahs ' 11 s tr\.u: tur"f-:? is neat and s uce: i net. Thf.~r" e i:.\r"e ttrm 

scen es set in apposition~ c onfrontation with S hammai and 

confrontation with Hillel. Each s cene contains two parall e l 

functions, with the second function rever s ed in the second s c e n e . 

ARNB cont a ins an additional final function in the s econd scen e : 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Scene 1 Confrontation with Shammai 

Function s 1) Request for Knowledge 
2) Denial of Knowledge 

Scene 2 Confrontation with Hillel 

Functions 1) Request for Knowledge 
2) Provision of Knowledge 
3 ) Aquisition of Knowledge (ARNB) 

The function ~.:; ir1 "Two Torahs" ar'e cdl f::; peech <':\et ':.'> , with 

narrative discourse providing only the hrietest background 

i.nform a t.icm. Only on e functional e v ent i s partially related in 

narrati ~~ discourse, ie, the des cription of how Shammai angrily 

chase~:;' ' lri~ EI man away gcr bw whw~y'w bnzyph; ARI\IB: 
\', . 

, ~" ',~:' ~:, .1 

wslq~ :. bflzyph). Thi s phrase of function Ell ne:irTativ(0 dis-, eour's; e i s 
" -, - . ..:; 

.. '. : ':',. 
1 oCB,tE,?'d ' at a str ateg i c stn-t c tur al poi. nt. Thus , be ~;i de s it s 

fun~t ional purpose, it ha s an artistic purpos e a s a transition a l 

ful ~ rum between the first and second s cenes . 

In both version s the confrontation with Shammai embodies two 

'fUrlct i on~:; : Request for Knowledge and Denial of Knowledge. 

" a ma n" ({-\f:;: NA ARNB - '~d) ask s Shammai how many 

When Shammai t e ll s him there are two, Cl Written 

and an (k c. .. \l '~ :·Tor·c\h, the nlc.:U"l c:lec:lc\rOf2s t.hi3t hE~ is; prE0pared to 
( 

2U1 



Shammai rebukes him in anger and chases him off. 

There are few significant differences between the two 

versions in the first scene. Both evince the exact same 

proportion and position of narrative and direct discourse: two 

phrases of narrative discourse open and close the scene, with 

direct discourse in between. While there are minor differences 

in wording, they do not affect the story's plot or hermeneutic 

development. Only one wording difference affects the story: 

man's question is worded in such a way to make him more 

antagonistic in ARNA. 

versions, give no indication that the questioner is not Jewish, 

we must assume he is a Jew. The provoking question in ARNA 

reads: "Iii"bbi, how many Torah£; do you h':;IVE)'?" (y¥ 1 km) . 

Significantly, ARNS's question lacks lkm, with a more neutral: 

"F~abb i, how many Tor-ahs \lIP:--e given fr-om heaven?" (~RN('~ 's 1 km 

=auses the questioner to be cast in a different light. He i £; not 

only as~ing a question, but challenging Shammai and separating 

himself~· q rom the common b~?lie'h; of h~~; . pE.~ople, lih::~ the ~~ick(;?d 
~'I • j 

Son :.:d.i :t .he Pas~;ovpr' Haqq aciE:lh. 2<!, ARNB '~,; qUf?st :i. oner' i~:; pcw-tr' aYE·d 
,", -:, .,,;' ." -

. . .1; .... ,. 

In ~ '~o~e positive way. For, not only does he not single himself 

out . from his people, but he admits the sanctity of thf!! Tor" '::Ih 

(lIgiven ft-om hec.~vE'!n"). In short, ARNA's questioner is portrayed 

as deliberately provocative, while ARND's simply wants to know 

the answer to a question. 

In both versions the man's question and subsequent 

- 'declaration of disbelief in the Oral Torah stimulates Shammai 5 
. ~. 

Wt- ath. How~ver. related to the different portrayal of the . . 

qUestioner, Shammai 's reaction is given a different nuance in 



In ARNA his anger is more justified! owing to th e 

severe provocation of the que s tion. ARNB 's Shammai, howe ver 

app ea r s less justified in his anger, since the questioner is 

portr aye d in a more positi ve light. Thu s , here aqain ARNB 

portrays non -Sage characters more pos itively, and Sages mor e 

negati~ely, while ARNA does the opposite . 

The second scene embodies the functions Request for 

Knowledge and Provision of Knowledge. While ARNB preserves 

strict paralleli sm with its first scene, as the questioner 

repeat~:; his quer-,; tion verbatim ("ric~bbi, how many TCH-ah~",; wen=~ ~livE'n 

from heaven?"), ARNA changes the wording of its second question 

effecting signs of character development. Instead of kmh twrwt 

y~ lkm, ARNA's second qur~sticm reads kmh twrwt ntnw. "l'he second 

question is much less provocative than the first, suggesting some 

sort of character development: the questioner ha s modified hi s 

question due to Shammai 's negative reaction. The changes in the 

second question cause ARNA's questioner to appear less 

antagon i st,i.c to Hi. 11 E>l c'lnd to ,Judai ':',m t.hi:\n in thf? + i t- :;t. SCenE? 
• i 

Thus in0R~A there is a subtle, but clear, progress i.on in 

ch ar- a~ :-~~?f: ,J<:lort.r aya l, wh i 1 t-? {4RNB ev i n CE;?~, mono lit hie 

':l ~·:_' I"·. ;:', 
charact~V ization . 

.if~ ~'r ': .,/'. 

;' / 

ARNA's second scene is slightly more expanded than ARNS's. 

After the man's declaration of disbelief in the Oral Torah, ARNA 

includ~?s Hillel '~:; n::"c:\cti()n~ "bit dO\,Hl my Sieln l " (~b bny). 

may have been added t.o emphasize the gentleness of the Gage 

through the use elf bny, a phenomenon seen throughout ARNA. 27 

The Provif ion of Knowledge function forms the second part of 

the second sc~he. It i s executed through a didactic method 

traditionally associated wit!l Hillel, teaching through actuali zed 



analogy. Through the analogy? Hill el teaches two things 

~jjlllul t. <:ln(~ous;l y: 1) the Oral Torah must be believed just as the 

vIr i. t ten; and, 2) the conceptual relationship between oral and 

written knowledge. 

""Iowhet-'E), to my knowl(~clc:,I(7), is; Hillel 'S"> "Two 'T"Clr'clh";" c:\nalCl ~1 ,/ 

classified as a parable in the second ary literature. 

does not evince the usual formal introduction of a parable 

(m¥lw m¥l Imh hdbr dwmh). 

the adjacent story, is recognized as such although it too lack s 

the introductory formula. 28 

pi~r- ab l !:'~ i, ';3 C 1. iCl. s~;:i 'f i f~d .::\ s; s:;uch, vlh i 1 E' th E? " '"i""WD T or' iJ, h ~:;" an a I U(]\! i co; 

not. Indeed, both teach correct behaviour and/or belief by 

analogy to concrete event s or things, one of the defining 

characteristics of an early Rabbinic parable. 29 Probably the 

"F'r-oselyt(,?1O par-,,:\ble is cla~;;;sified as such bl?c<"3uSE!: 1) although 

lacking a parable introductory formula, it has a typical 

parabolic subject, mlk b~r wdm; 2) it has a sort of nimshal put 

into the mouth of the proselyte. ThE! "Two TOI'- ahs" ar1 .::\1 o~JY , 

howeve~, lacks both elements. 

~'I . 

! ,',' .f 
, ~,'" .. ',' 

' Since Hillel 's comparison between the written/verbalized 
'J -:: •. ' , :.< 
,t; ; '1,: 

alph~b~t ' and the Written/Oral Torahs does not have the 

characteristics of a developed parable, it is best to call it a 
',' 

"parabol ic analoqy." Indeed, despite the lack of a true parable 

form, it could easily be rewritten as a parable: 

Wha t are the Written and Oral Torahs like? Like the 
written letters of the alphabet and their sound. Just 
as we rely on the authority of tradition to learn the 
sound of each written letter of the alphabet, so do 
we rely on the authority of the tradition of our 
father~~ (ie, Oral Torah) to learn the true meaning of 
the Written Torah. 
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On the hermeneutic level, Hillel 's analogy embodies a ver y 

sophisticated abstract concept: the epi s temological relationship 

between the Oral and Written Torahs and the status of oral and 

written knowledge. For through the analogy, Hillel demonstrat es 

that written knowledge, without oral tradition, is meaningless . 

Just as a written letter of the alphabet, standing alone, cannot 

communicate its correct pronunciation, so does the Written Torah, 

alone, give no indication of its correct interpretation. Unly 

authoritative oral tradition can interpret a written text, 

whether it be a written letter of the alphabet, or a v e rse of the 

Wr i t ten Tor.:..~h. 

A subtle irony permeates this analogy, as an apparent a nd a 

real epistemological reality are juxtaposed. The written word, 

to all appearances a visible a nd palpable artifact,30 actuall y 

has no absolute correspondence to the knowledge it signifies. 

The relationship between the written word and the knowledge it 

signifies can only be made absolute through an ephemeral, 

impalpable means, the authoritative human voice. 'rhu s , onl y th E' 

fleeting : ~nd intangible voice can verify and transmit knowledge 

contai"~G'd " in the concrete c:lfld eternal tE~:·~t. 
~'I • 

':~ -:,', ,', " ;:'" 
l~hJ I el s parabol i c ':'H1 .. :\logy i s ~?spec i (:\11 Y ef f ect i ve because 

JI";} '. ,'." 
It·,.;' 

it ~o~~~nicates two messages simultaneous ly at the plot and 

hern;"~?neut i c level s. On the plot level, the analogy's message is 

contained within the boundaries of the narrative; it i s aimed a t 

the simple man who comes to Hillel to learn. Here the meaning of 

the anC":llogy is e:·~plicit in Hillel's "lords: just as one beli e ve s 

in the oral tradition regarding the correct pronunciation of th e 

~iphabet, sO , should one believe in the Oral Torah regarding the 

Correct inter pr-etati.on of the l!.Jritten. This message is the 

explici.t message of the story, put in Hillel s mouth at its end: 



"EvE-'n as; you h<.we accept.E'd t.h:i s (the sounds 0+ the cd phabE'~t) 

through faith, so too, accept this (the validity of the Oral 

Torah) through fajt.h!" In contrast, the message on the 

hermeneutic level is directed beyond the confines of t.he 

narrative and is aimed at the reader. Here its goal is not only 

to tea~h correct belief about the Oral Torah; 

reader capable of understanding the dual significance of the 

parable would have no need of being educated about its validity! 

On this level, the analogy teaches the abstract, epistemological 

relationship between voice and Text. 

While both versions communicate this two-tiered message, 

ARNA develops the hermeneutic level more than ARNB by expanding 

the analogy, as compared below: 

ARNA 

He said to him, "Sit down my son." 

He wrote out the alphabet 
for him. 

He said to: ' him, "Wh,!.\t is 
this'?" 

, " ;, ;" 
>:. 

" 

He saiQ ~, t~9 , i him, "Aleph." 
:) ,~> .«:" 

He sc~(,(f ' t;p him, "This is 
aleph ,/,i,~ ol.it bet!" , .' " 

He saLd ,:to him, "What. i ~5 

He sc:l.i d to him, "Bet." 

He said to him, "This is 
bet, but gimmel !" 

not 

this?" 

not 

He said to him, "From wherE~ do 
You know (ywd C ) that this is 
ar~~h and this , is bet and this is 
g~mmel, excepd that thus our first. 
fathers handed~ it down to us that 
this is aleph ~nd this is bet 
and this is gimmel. 

ARNB 

He wrote out the alphabet 
f or' hi m. 

H e ~; aid to him, " l.JJ hat i s 
this'?" 

HE'~ sal d to him, "Aleph." 

"?ind \l-Jhat is this?" 

He sc:dd to him, "Bet." 

Hf:~ s;aid to him, "Who told 
you (hwdyck) that this is 
aleph and thi~:; is bet?" 



\ 

Just as you accepted this on 
fait.h so accept this on faith!" 

He said t.o him, "1 have 
accepted it upon myself on 
faith. " 

HE! said to him, ".Just as you 
have accepted this upon 
yourself on faith, so accept 
this upon yourself on 
fi::d. th!" 

It is evident from the above comparison that ARNS 's analog y 

evinces less development. Although the order of ARNS's 

conversation is different than ARNA's, it contains only one 

phrase without an ARNA parallel: "1 havf2 iaccepted it upon mysE~I'f 

on faith." The even structure of ARNB's conversation is another 

sign of less development; it moves back and forth evenly from 

one speaker to the other. ARNA's greater development is evident 

in the uneven progress of the conversation, and its expansion 

with unique materials: 1) Hillel tries to confuse his pupil 

("This is not aleph but bet!", "Thi~; is not bet, but gimmel!); 

2) Hillsl's final speech, where he provides a relatively detailed 

explanation of the role of oral tradition. 

ARNA presents a more developed narrative while ARNB preserves a 

more ev~n ~tructure. 

~ I . 

. ~.; ..... ' 
Through the unique elements in its analogy scene, ARNA 
".;;~; : ;~. :'/1' 

demon s t 'r-.ates an i nCf"f?a!:5E?d focus on th€~ messaqe 0+ thE? herm~::!rH?ut i. c: 

leve~, the epistemological relationship between written and oral 

knoYII edge. For instance, Hillel 's confusion over the identity of 

the letters of the alphabet explicitly, and skilfully, embodies 

the thematic: interest: the relativity of written knowledge 

Without. the support of accurate oral tradition. Un i qu e detai 1 '3 

in Hillel 's final speech also show ARNA's hermeneutic interest : 
,. 

" ~ •• Except th~t thus our first fathers handed it down (msrw) to 

Us· ••• Just as you have accepted (qblt) thi~:; on faith." 
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the sources (" our + i r'st + athers") and the pl~ ocess (" handed 

d 0 vm. . . a c c e p t (;? d ") 0 ·f 0 r- a I ti" a d i t ion c., rem ,,~ dE'? f:? :.: p I i c i. t • I n 

comparison, ARNB ' s parallel makes no reference to the me an s of 

authoritative transmission~ "Just as you havc;? accnptf2d thi f::; upon 

your'self on 'faith, !::iO accept thi~=> upon your"S'> E'I-f on + <~ith." 

purpose in its enhanced thematic development and more skilful 

interweaving of plot and hermeneutic messages . 

exhibits a literary artistry of a different kind. Indeed, while 

ARNA's "Two Torahs" is decidedly Llnir-onic, (·)RNB's enqc?nder-s 

dramatic irony by including a unique detail. Like in "DonkE!y," 

ARNB's questioner s peaks Hillel 's teaching through hi s own 

unwitting mouth: "I have <::\ccepted it upon mysel f on ·f ai th. " 

Here the questioner makes his ignorance manifest: f Ol~ he i ~:; 

ready to accept a small matter (the pronunciation of the 

alphab e t) on faith, but unable to accept a truly import a nt matt e r 

(the validity of the Oral Torah), although both are communicated 

through the mea n s of authoritative oral tradition . By a ccppting 

the lesser ~ ~atter, the ques tion e r, a fortiori~ accept s the 

gr- eat£~r ;;~i:t t10ugh he is too ignm-ant to rf?aliz(;? it . 'rhu~5 , 
~. I . 

. ' ~ ... ,; ..... ' 
dramat ~9: ·. i: r· ony is engE') nden?~d, not emly by thE.' epi s t E.'mologic::al q a p 

'~"',;?~": .<:~::, 
betwee~{},H:l ' 1Iel (and/or- thc·? r-f?c.,der-) and the que~.;tionc:7) r - , but by th e 

epi st e~ological gap within the man hims elf, for what he believes 
" • ." . L 

and what he think s he beli e ves are not at all the same thing. In 

contrast, ARNA has no dramati c irony; here the que s tioner i s n o t 

allowed an ironic response, indeed, hi s only lines in ARNA 

Con s ist of two words: "Aleph . " and "Bet." Undoubt e dl y , ARNS' s 

ir~~y can be con s idered a deliber a te artistic effec t, s ince it i s 

en~endered by ~ phrase unique to it. 



The conclusions of the two versions are different. ARN(') 

ends abruptly with Hillel 's statement of the explicit thematic 

message (" Just as you c.~ccepted thi s on f ai th, so accept thi s on 

faith"), embodying the final function, Provision of Knowledge. 

However, complete closure is not effected, for it is not explicit 

whether or not the questioner has learned the lesson. 

provides closure through the addition of a final function: 

Acquisition of Knowledge. This is embodied in a secondary 

expansion, a final coda in which the questioner confirms that he 

has achieved understanding: "He sai d, 'Your- i mpat i ence, Shiaml1h3i, 

made me sever my soul from This World and the World to Come, and 

your patience, Hillel, allowed me to inherit the life of This 

World and the World to Come. '" True, the questioner does not 

claim that he has learned the more obscure meaning of the 

analogy; but implicitly, if he is now able to inherit the World 

to Come, he must be able to accept the validity of the Oral 

Torah. Besides creating closure, the coda creates an explicit 

link with the lemma since it stresses the supreme value of 

patience : ~nd the negative effects of impatience. 

In. ;this scene, ARNB shows more development than ARNA, fm-
~', ' . . ~., , ...... 

the c:tQd,~: is undoubtedl y a secondary addi ti on. In {)RNA and Shab, 
\-4' ••.• 

. It:.1 " ':':", 
lt app"e~rs only at the end of "Proselyte." Pr-obably, it was 

i nc 1 .·L~ded in ARNB' s "Two Tor'ahs" due to i nterTlal assi mi I ati on f I~()m 

"Proselyte." Thus, here is a case where ARNB, ~ather than ARNA, 

Shows more evidence of a superficial, evening redactional hand. 

ARNB's closure on the plot level is consistent with general 

tendencies of the two stories. ARNB's "Two Torahs" shows d mOt-' E' 

eVen, cohesive plot, and less interest in the hermeneutic level; . -: 

therefore, i~~ plot is more fully developed and provided with 

tomplete closure. ARNA's "Two Torahs" focuses on the hermenf?uti c: 
,~ 



The conclusions of the two versions are different. 

ends abruptly with Hillel 's statement of the explicit thematic 

("Just as \Jou c:~ccepted this on faith, so accept this on message , 

'fa ith"), embodying the final function, Provision of Knowledge. 

However, complete closure is not effected, for it is not explicit 

whether or not the questioner has learned the lesson . 
• 

provides closure through the addition of a final function: 

Acquisition of Knowledge. This is embodied in a s~condary 

expansion, a final coda in which the questioner confirms that he 

has achieved understanding: "He sai d, 'YOI.lr" i mpat i ence? Shi::\mrnc3i, 

made me sever my soul from This World and the World to Come, and 

your patience, Hillel, allowed me to inherit the life of This 

World and the World to Come. '" True, the questioner does not 

claim that he has learned the more obscure meaning of the 

analogy; but implicitly, if he is now able to inherit the World 

to Come, he must be able to accept the validity of the Oral 

Torah. Besides creating closure, the coda creates an explicit 

link with the lemma since it stresses the supreme value of 

patience :~nd the negative effects of impatience. 

" "r " 
Ir) ,' t,h is scene, ARNB shovJS more devc~l opment than ARNA, fot-

the ~~d~ is undoubtedly a secondary addition. In ARNA and Shab, 
,I; ,': 1' 

I ~.- .1 • . 

i t ,~p, p'eii~rs onl y at the end of "Prosel yte. " Probably, it was 

i ncf\:.td 'ed i n AF~NB' s "Two Tor'ahs" due to i nterTlal assi mi 1 at i on +I~om 

"Proselyte." Thus, here is Cl case where ARNB, rather than ARNA, 

Shows mare evidence of Cl superficial, evening redactional hand. 

ARNB's closure on the plot level is consistent with general 

tendencies of the two stories. ARNB's "Two Torahs" shows 0':\ mOt·'E' 

~ven, cohesije plot, and less interest in the hermeneutic level; 

therefore, ifs plot is more fully developed and provided with 

Complete clo5ure. ARNA's "Two Torahs" focuses an the hermen€,?utic 
" 
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level, on thematic development and interrelationships. its 

neglect to provide plot closure is consistent with its enhanced 

foCUS on thematic aspects. 

80th stories are integral unified stories with no evidence 

of an expanded character, except for ARNB's final function. No 

narrative connectors appear in either story. Both are related in 

consecutive narrative mode, with the perfect verb tense used 

exclusively in narrative discourse; they take place in a limited 

time frame and have about the same proportion of narrative and 

direct discourse. Although ARNA shows more evidence of character 

development, this appears to be due, not to an interest in 

characterization per se, but to its tendency to show internal 

progression. Indeed, neither version is particularly interested 

in the internal psychology of its characters. 

There are two main differences between the two versions of 

"Two Torahs": 1) ARNB contains dramatic irony, while ARNA is 

unironic; 2) ARNA emphasizes hermeneutic development and 

ARN8 plot ; ~evelopment. Furthermore, ARNA is moe developed, 
. ' .:. ( '. 

expandrn~ the story in a sophisticated manner; 
, L'," 

ARNB c.~l so h<'3S ,an 
. +i .. 

expan~~6ri (the final function) but exhibits a more undeveloped 
• -, :! ...... 

" '; ; ':", . 
. 1,1 .) : .. ' 

narratlrv~ techni que. 

Like "Wager," their· differences do not affect thE)ir 

commentary function; both are completely straightforward 

illustrations of the lemma. Yet in one important t-espect, "Two 

Torahs" is quite differ-ent from "Wager." The latter lacked a 

hermeneutic level: its explicit theme and commentary function 

~ere i dent i cal • HOYlever, "Two Tori..'\hs" e:·:hibits a sophisticated 

hermeneLltic i :i::!vel (especially in ARNA) , quite distinct from the 

story'S expli~it content and commentary function. 
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"Two Tor-ahs"and BT Shab 

The relationship of the two ARNs and Shab is similar to that 

other. Shab contains some unique features against both ARN 

version s: the Aramaic narrative discourse in its second scene; 

its qyestioner is explicitly identified as a convert (nkr-y; 

gyyr-ny) . 

While ARNA is closer to ARNB than to Shab regarding the 

story's global form, like "Wager" it shc.'\res specific "'lOrding with 

Shab against ARNB. The table below demonstrates this clearly: 

Shab: How many Torahs do you have? (y~ lkm) 

ARNA: How many Torahs do you have? (y~ lkm) 

ARNB: How many Tor'ahs were given fr'om h eaven? (ntnw mn 
h~mym) 

Shab: He said, "Two. {4 Written Torah and an Oral Torah. " 

ARNA: He said, "T\·jo. One Written and one Oral." 

ARNB: :' He siai d , "0nE'~ WI~ it. ten and one Or' c':ll . " 
',:. ;', 

--------~~-------------------------------------------------------

.' ~./ ~"~ < .. 
Shab::~······· {~nd sent him away •.. (whw~y'w) 

,( /,,"':' .. . , / 

ARNA:i(l,',. And sent him away ... (whw~y'w) 

ARNB': , And sent him away ... (slqw) 

Furthermore, Shab and ARNA share an important content detail 

lacking in ARNB: Hillel deliberately confuses the man while 

teaching him the alphabet. Finally, both lack ARNB's concluding 

~:; r a in, " Y 0 L.l r- imp i:\ t: .i en c: e. . . . " 

. ;" 
':} 
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Whl'?n compared with !3hi:.\b, the t'-'RI\l "Two Tcwahs" an? more:? well --

constructed stories. I\lot only is their structure more parallel , 

ARN also evinces more plot unity: while the events of ARN's story 

take place in a limited time frame, in Shab the actions take 

place over two days (ywm" qm" .• "lm~r). Finally, both ARN 

versions evince more thematic interest than Shab, and much more 

sophisticated analogies. Indeed, Shab lacks a true analogy 

altogether: "He sai d to hi m, 'Must you now reI y upon me (f m- thf:? 

pronunciation of the alphabet)? Then rely upon me also 

concer-ning the Oral (Tor-ah). ' " Although it might be argued that 

analogy is implied here, it is obviously undeveloped. 

In conclusion, here ARI\lA and ARI\l8 are closer to each other 

than to Shab. Yet ARNA and Shab share some details of wording 

and content against ARNE. This sharing is probably not due to a 

genetic source relationship, but to assimilation at the written, 

redacted stage of transmission. 

Again, it is impossible to view ET Shab as we have it as the 

version i~ ; ,p,robably Ar~NB, vJhilE) Shab and ARI\l(.) rept-eSf2nt different 
,y" 

" " . 

develop(~9 ';; ye l~ s icms. AnNA 's; "'flrlD Tc.wahs" is not only df:?vE!l0p f?d, 
~t.? -;~ ~-. ,:."~';':: 

but shQw,~;,: :,the mO £-3 t 'sop h i S',t i C c\t ed lit er' ar'y at-·t i str' y (deve 1 opment 
.1(1, ';': ' 

of ttH:~.me) .:\f1d narTr:\tive techniquf:? This disproves, once again, 
'} 

\ , ' , 

Fraenk~ l 's claim that only the leas t developed version of a story 

is the most artistic. 31 

', ! 
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Ill. The Proselyte Who Wanted to be High Priest 

"Proselyte" appeal~s thiF'd in An 1\1 (.) ",\rid siecond in {)F~I\IB. lht' 

story's genre is different in the two versions; wh i 1 e (4f~ND' s 

"F'roselyte" is a ~:;implE~ Story, (.'nN(."~:i has been e)<p,3nded to the 

extent that it has become a Composite Story. 

"F'ros('~l ytt=" has been di scussed rather' f F'equent 1 y in 

secondary literature. Daube uses it as historical evidence of 

Hillel 's missionary activity, regarding Shab as the mo s t original 

version. 32 Finkelstein makes both source critical and 

theological observations on "Proselyte." Basing himself on the 

different attitudes towards non - Jews expressed in the ARNs and 

Shab, he concludes that ARNB's version is Shammaite and more 

original, and that the Shah and ARNA versions were altered to 

accord with Hillelite belief. 33 Neither Daube nor Finkelstein 

undertake a literary analysis. 

Fraenkel performs a close literary analysis of the Shab 

"Proselyte," claiming its or-igin<:.'\lity again~.5t (,H~N. Hf~ cone 1 ud es 

that tt-le ' AF~N vE~rsion:.; i.~F'E-? letter and ar-tistic:ally infE.'F' iol~ to 

" , o· ,. i" 
Shab, ::'!o,4 : supporting hi ~~ qeneF'al the~.:;is~ that ARN stoF'ie':::; arE? alvl '::IYSi 

~', . 
, ,t;:·" 

mor-~? "d~.v(-? loped and c'1 I'-ti.stici::d,ly infr.0r-iclr"' to thE~ir- pal~,::dlel"'.i in 
'.; .( ... 
,l, :':1-

the.l:e" "'~r lier" BE~F' Hab and BT.~.!!:::'.'l Unfor'tunately, Fraenkel's VJClF' k clnc:l 

co0~ lGsions are marred by the fact that his close literary 

analysis is limited only to the Shab version. 36 While he claims 

that ARN is artisti.cally inferior, he does not support this claim 

with a det a iled comparative literary analysis. 

-"theSiS in tv"Jo cont£?),:ts. 
. ~ 
>- ! 

In the body of the thesis, he briefl y 

discusses t~e rhetorical function of the parable in ARNA; in 

the Appendix, he presents a deeper literary analysis of the Shab 



parable only.37 Although Stern's comments are insightful and 

sensitive, he fails to consider both ARN versions. 

\'-Iel l , shows inter·E'~:;t:. in "F'I" oselyt(-:?'s" par·C":lbl£,'. HoweVF:.'r, his 

treatment is very superficia1~ with no literary analysis or 

Of the three Hille1 and Shammai s tories under consideration, 

only "Proselyte " is pn:~sf?r-ved in sour'ces I::H?sid€-?s {~RI\I and 8T t:;hab. 

A parallel appears in Yalk (Tezaveh ) and in MhG.39 The Yalk 

parall el, attached to the verse E:·: 28: 1 ("Dr' aw near to you Aar-on 

and his sons with him ••• ), cannot be counted an independent 

ver-si on; save one phrase, all of its readings are witnessed in 

different Shab texts. 40 The only significant structural 

difference between Yalk and Shab, is the added final scene in the 

latter. 41 

MhG's "Proselyte" appear' s in the inter"pretation (If E:·: 28:4 

("And these are thE'? gc\l~ments th,C\t you should mak£:? .. "). Althouqh 

MhG does not follow Shab as closely as Yalk, it includes Shab's 

final scene~ ' However, MhO lacks the formulaic introduction, 

present {~ ;: ~ 'l I 
~'I • 

versions except ARNB ( "(.) man shoul d bE.' pat i rmt 
, 1, i:.~ , 

like Hi) ,;l:,!:?) and not impatiE,? nt like l3hammai"). The 1"'lhG is kncwHl 
. :' i:j

.' ,: /~~:.;,. • 

to be a'/ i ~t:e mi dras:;h i c anthology and to have used both AF~N and BT 

a.s sou,r}::es, 42 thus its "Prosel yte" cannot be regarded as C":1n 

indepehdent version. 

The two ARN vE?rsions of "Proselyte" are very different; 

indeed ARNA's is so developed that it has undergone a generic 

transformation from Simple story to Composite Story . Ar~NB' s 

"Pr'o"sel yte," hg~Jever-, e:,:hi bi ts an even, undevel aped structur-e; . , .' 

its functions ' ~re all embodied in speec h acts. In cantr'ast, 

ARNA's version has lost an even structure through development, 
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expanded by a functional opening s c ene and a unique nonfun c tion a l 

closing scene. The final s cene is obvious ly a later expan s ion, 

not appearing in ARNB or Shab. Much of ARNA's plot is embodied 

in fun c tion~l speech acts; however, here functional n a rrati v e 

discour s e appear s as well. Furthermore, ARNA e vinces more 

narrativ~ discour s e p r oviding bac kground information than ARNB . 

Indeed, ARNS's even, economic s tructure allows u s to id e ntif y it 

as less developed than any other version. 43 

ARNB's "Prose l y te" is i::\ c onci s e, unifir::!d s tory "'Iith a f:5impl e 

but sophisticated plot structure. It contains two s cenes, each 

consisting ef three functions, the second scene the reversal of 

the first. The t\.'JO scenes are identical \.o..J:i.th thosE~ of "Two 

Torahs, " however, the identity of the functions are different 

due to "Proselyte' s " dif~: er'ent content. The scene/function 

relationship is di s played below: 

Scene 1 

, , 

,:' ;:' " 
.: 

Confrontation with Shammai 

Funct :i. on s 1 ) 
2) 
3 ) 

Request for Admittance 
Kno\.'11 edge Den i ed 
Admittance Denied 

Confrontation with Hillel 

Funct i eHls 1) Request for Admittance 
2) Knowledge Supplied 
3) Admittance Allowe d 

----------------- - - -------------- ------------------------ --------

Some of ARNB' s unique featu r es should be remarked upon from 

the start. First of all, it i s much less exegeti c al than an y 

other parallel ver s ion. The Yalk, MhG, Shab and ARNA all link 

Th e ir exeg e tical content is concentr a t e d 

in "the added fi+ E">t. r,:;cene, miE">sing in ARNB. ?)r~NB ' slack of 
:i· , 

interest influences it.s thematic development . 
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the theme of the conflict between external appea rance and 

internal value. In a ll ver s ions save ARNB, this theme is given 

concrete expres sion through clothing imagery, part i ally embodied 

in th e Scriptural ve r s e s in th e fir s t s cen e . For in s tance, in 

Shab and ARNA the prosel y te i s motivated to become Jewi s h b y 

hearing th e desc ription of the High Pries t 's cl o thing in Ex 2 8 :4. 

While clothing imagery appears in ARNB a s well, the theme of 

external appearance and internal value is not embodied in 

clothing imagery to the s ame extent due to the lack of Ex 28:4. 

Ultimately, ARNB's lack of exegetical interest causes a 

shift in thematic emphasis. In ARN8 the theme developed through 

the hermeneutic plot is not simply external appearance versus 

internal value, but the different guises of knowledge . On thf:? 

plot level, the pros elyte moves from ignorance to knowledge, a s 

he learns to accept his true pos ition within Judai s m. On thE.~ 

hermeneutic level, the proselyte's learning process is achiev ed 

through different guises of disguised/revealed knowledge. ·fhi s 

theme is ~ ~ esent in ARNA and Shab as well; however· , thei r 

e:·: pansi 6 n:.j '· and emphasi :.: f:!d cloth i ng mot if and e:·: ege t i cal in ter-l?s t ,., 
! . 

do 
· 1 .. ,C· ·C · 

no-l;..· ,. ~ rnphasi z e 

. ;.:.'.» , 
it as much as ARN8 • 

, f ;'. 

· ~ ARNB 's first scene, the conf rontati on wi th Shi::\mmai, i s ver- y 

concise. It consists of a brief expository introduction in 

narrat i ve d i sc:our s e (" A s tory of on!::? who C: ':''\(JH2 to · Sh,,:\mmai ") and 

two phrases of direct disc:ourse. No motivation for the 

proselyte's request to be converted is supplied. Hi s motive can 

only be inferred from the direct di s course: 11 ~~ab b i, c: on ver· t rm? 

on cqndition that you make me (tc~ny) a Hiqh PriE? ~~j t . 11 

So little bacl\gn.":lund information i ~::; suppl iE::?d , that thf:? pr-oselyte 



is not even expli c itly identi f ied a s a non-Jew (nkry) like in 

Shab and AF~NA. 

Shammai responds with his charac teristic anger: "He s aid to 

him, 'Haven't we anyone in Israel to make High Priest but this 

proselyte?' He scorned him in anger and di s missed him with a 

rebuke. 11 Shamma i ' s respon s e cont a in s a textual pr o blem: eac h 

manl.lscr i pt has a d if f el~ ent ree:\d i ng for' 11 he scor'ned him . 11 

Schechter chose to include hytl bzcpw in the critical text, the 

reading of the Halberstam ms; however, although he included it, 

Schechter comments on its awkwardness.4~ 

The copy of the Romi ms used by Schechter seems to have bee n 

faulty here, for Schechter does not remark its unique reading 

hyql bzcpw. But this reading, too, is awkward. 'lht~ word hyql 

may come from the root ql y, "to burn, 11 thus, 11 he bl.lr·ned wi th 

anger. 11 Yet, although the s ense of qly fits admirably, according 

to Jastrow this v e rb doe s not usually appear in Hifil.46 The 

root ql Y shows at tes tat ion in the Hi f i I wi th the ~.5 enS t~ 11 to 

revile. " . However , this attestation appears only in th e Targum . 4 7 

Perhaps: .th.e wor-d hyql comes form the root qll, 11 to cur' s e 11 wh i ch 
;. ". ;, ( . 

is att~dted in the Hifil in the TJ and the Targumim. 48 The roo t 
·i >~::. ,.; ., 

qll is/, of ten at tesb:?d in the Hi f i 1 wi th the sense 11 to be sPe:\r- i ng" 
,f /.1 " , I " 

I ·f·' 

or "·to lighten; "49 however, not only does this not ·fit the stor y 
" 

conteMt, but it is not usually followed by the preposition b, as 

it is here. 

The Parma ms e v inces yet another unique r e ading . 

problem word is an i::\djectivf.? hql, "1'IIor-thles s," desc ribing th e 

(hgr hzh hql) . 

begins a new ~kentence. ~o Schechter favour s the reading of the 

Parma ms, whi~h was brought to his attention to late to include 

2 "17 
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in his critical text but i s listed and discussed in his 

APpencH:-: I I I. 5 1 

The fact that the three main extant ARNB manuscripts exhibit 

three different reading s shows there was con s iderable confusion 

oyer th e meaning of the phrase. Generally speaking, the s en s e o f 

the tex~ is the same in all three manuscript s , emphas izing 

Shammai 's anger at the proselyte. The reading of Parma is 

probably correct, since the phrase hgr hql appears elsewhere in 

both versions of the story. 

Acute dramatic irony against ARN8's proselyte is created by 

ambiguous repetition in the proselyte's question and in Shammai 's 

answer. The central ambi gui ty is the meani ng of the phraS E? "to 

make a High Priest" (ste~ny khn gdwl ..• mle~wt khn gdwl). Ec\ch 

character understands this phrase in a very different way. 

Shammai understands it with the perspective of one who has 

correct knowledge about Judaism and the Pries thood. The 

proselyte understands it from the perspective of his ignorance, 

thinking th~t he can be made a High Priest; in truth, however, 

the veryphrc\se "to make a Hi~1h Prie E'o t" is a tautology. 
, : " ~, f ' . 

For not 

anI y a Hl~h , Priest, but any Jewish priest, 
) ,~::,~; " 

bel ID'Q"rn a pr i est, to be a pr i est. 
<'F~ -.If ':,' . 

One c.3.nnot be made. 

mLlst 

T~e C irony against the ignorant proselyte is intensified 

through the ambiguous sarcasm of Shammai 's response. Instead o f 

explaining to the proselyte, straightforwardly, that he can never 

be High Priest, Shammai respond s sarcas tically: "H .,~ ven ' t we 

anyone in I srael (by~r' I) t.o make c\ Hi gh Pr' i est .. " " " By d e nying 

the proselyte a straightforward answer, Shammai e phasi z e s hi s 

eXclusion from ~~ udaism. For the true meaning, and the sarcasm, 

Of his answer can only be understood by a Jewish insider. Th(;? 
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ironic ambiguity of Shammai's answer is based on two possible 

meanings of "Isr-·at:d." The ignorant proselyte who knows nothing 

about ,Judaism, uncl(·?r·s tancJ ~.;; ''It:;r-i,H"0I'' to mE?an the entin.? ,Jr~wir,;h 

peop 1 to? Thus, to him Shammai ' s answer means: 

enouqh ,Jews to enable u~, to appoint a I"-Jiqh F'r-ie~:;;t wi.thout 'Iou." 

• 
in distinction to a Levite or a Cohen: "Yuu cannot bf-::! mi;\,clf'? Hi qh 

Pr i est, f or even OnE) of I sr ael cannot be mc:\cJe a Hi ~~h Pr" i est." Uy 

answering in a veiled, sarcastic manner, Shammai both refuses the 

proselyte knowledge about Judaism and simultaneously refuses him 

entry into the Jewish nation, fulfilling the first three 

functions (Request for Admittance, Knowledge Denied, Admittance 

Den i ed) • 

On the hermeneutic level, Shammai 's answer represents one 

kind of knowledge, knowledge disguised through ambiguity and/or 

irony and s arcasm. This kind of disguised knowledge cannot teach 

the ignorant; it can only communicate to those who are able 

penetrate its disguise, in other words, those who already know 

its signif{cance. 

AHI\IEi >·s second scene is; a parall el rev£-?r-·sal of thE' f i r-'st, 
, ~", .<,' .. ',' 

embodyI~'J~::,; three +unct ions: 
.i :i J ',' .:.,f'. 

Hequest for Admittance; 

I f', 

SLIP pl.ied; , Admittance Supplied. A brief line of narrative 
, 

disco~~se opens the scene, providing a background for the direct 

di scourse, ("He "'lent to Hi 11 el the El df2r") • A link with the 

first scene is created by unifying verbatim repetition: l) th('~ 

proselyte's request (gyyrny Cl mnt ••• ); 2) the key word lc~wt, 

apPearing in the proselyte's requests (stc~ny) and twice in 

Hiltel 's parable (lc~wt) • 
. ~. 
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Here the second and third functions are causually related, 

that is, Admittance is obtained through Knowledge. Both 

functions are effected by Hillel 's parable. The parable embodies 

the development of both the plot and hermeneutic levels. It is 

knowl f-2dgE'. It is only after the prose lyte can comprehend the 

parable's opaque meaning that he gains admittance to Judaism. 

Hillel 's parable is not introduced by a standard parable 

introductory formula; yet, this lack 1· ..::> apparently a not 

uncommon feature of a parable within a narrative, as opposed to 

an exegetical, context.~2 Other features identify it as a true 

parable: the comparison between a king of flesh and blood and 

the King of Kings, a common parable type much discussed in 

scholarly literature,~3 and the explicit nimshal, here introduced 

by the a fortiori formula cl 'ht kmh wkmh. • Finally, as Stern 

points out, this parable clearly has a typical parable function: 

the proselyte's specific situation is compared and contrasted 

with a paradigmatic event for didactic purposes . 5 4 

At iitst glance, the meaning of Hillel 's ambiguous parable 
," ," 

-; " 

seems e>qtli ·c it: just as he who wi shes to bE? made a servant 
:j 5:,~.:·' 

(lC~wt : ~~~W) of a king of flesh and blood must study (llmwd) the 
.//,( ·.I

f 
:.,:: • 

corre~~ ' p~ocedure, how much more so must he who wi s hes to be make 

a ~;£~I' v~\nt (1 C:~wt ~m¥w) of the Ki ng 0+ f:::i nC:.I~:;. Exact parallel s are 

drawn between the correct procedures that must be studied in each 

case: 
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Parable Nimshal 
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King of Flesh and Blood 

HOW he must go out and 
hOW you mu s t enter 

How he must prepare the 
king ' s mecd 

King of Kings 

How you must enter and how 
you must go out 

How yo u must sacrifice, how 
you must sprinkle (the blood), 
how you must burn the incen se 
and trim the candles. 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Like Shammai 's sarcastic exclamation, Hillel 's parable i s an 

example of disguised knowledge. Yet, although a parable does 

disguise knowledge, it is a vehicle through which the naked truth 

can be taught. As Fraenkel observes,~~ Hillel 's parable teaches 

successfully, precisely because of the genre 's nature; few in a 

parable, a complicated, abstract truth can be portrayed throug h 

familiar, concrete images. Truly, the proselyte understands the 

ambiguous parable on one level, for he immediately begins to 

study how to serve God as High Priest. Through Hillel '5 parable, 

he begins to learn the truth about being Jewi s h, despite his 

initial limited understanding of the parable. Thus, although 

both Hillel and Shammai disguised truth, Hillel 's disguise is a 
;:"' ;.:;" 

pedagog i! c~:'; 5jJccess, and Shamm<.'\i' s a f ai lure . 
. ' ; 'S\, ~J;':: ~' 

I r;;6~ic: all y, the prosel yte is mot i vatec.1 to study Tor' ah 

becau~~ he think s that by doing s o he can become High Priest. 

Yet, he only understood the tran s parent, and incorrect, meaning 

of the parable. Parables' artistic effectiveness lies in their 

capacity to embody more than one level of meaning. In stern's 

Words, they have a high potE?I1tial " ... for- intentional '2l.mbiguit y, 

f or obliqueness of expression and for meaning one thing while 

Sa,yi ng another) 11156 Hi 11 el's parab le is a pedagog i c:: ~.:;ur.::ces~:;; 
, ::. 

preCisely beca~se he has exploited this ambiguity potential. The 
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parable's transparent meaning 15 false and only the opaque 

me c.~ning is tr·uf.? Now, it is obvious to any Jew (and to the 

i nf ormed reader-) that the parable's true meaning cannot be that 

understood by the proselyte. For only an ignorant outsider could 

imagine that a proselyte could become a High Priest! 

dramati c irony is effected by the proselyte's ignorance. 

The parable 's opaque meaning is communicated by the key 

words "to do" (lC:~wt) and "To study/to learn how" (llmwd hy'k). 

Now, if the nimshal is read carefully, the text does not s ay that 

the pr-oselyte ("you") himself should per-'for-m thE~ t.asks need~~cJ to 

serve the King of Kings. It only says that he should learn how 

to perform them! In other words, for a Jew who is not a Priest, 

it is not the tasks themselves that need to be performed, but the 

study of the tasks. Study replaces ritual worship. Subtly, 

Hillel is not telling the proselyte to learn how to be a Pries t, 

but to learn to study how to be one! A contrasting parallelism 

between the verbs lC:~wt and llmwd in both the parable proper and 

the nimshal embodies the parable's ambiguous meaning. 

Hillel hands the proselyte the Torah 
,'" " ;. i '. 

(hspr), and he begin s 

to study ,: i .t .unt i 1 he reaches Num 1: 51 : 
jt·':;·, 

comes n.ear ' wi 11 be ki 11 ed. " . .i;~ "r ;::.:,:'/ ', 

hi s st~l,di es i s sugge~>ted by a sense of a prolonqed passage of 

"And the str-anqer who 

The proselyte's sincere devotion to 

'./ 

ti me i rt the phrase.! " ... hE-? began to I'''ec;\d it and cont i nuecl unt i. 1. 

he cam~ to 'And th£·? str-angE?r .... ' " The phrase also implies that 

the proselyte did not only study the parts of the Torah relating 

to the High Priest, but read the entire Torah up to that point. 57 

Through his Torah study, the proselyte learns the true 

meaning of Hil~kl 's parable, and thus, his own position within 

JLldai srn. That 'i s , , although he can never become High Priest, he 



can serve God by studying His Law. Significantly, not only does 

the learn Jewish content, but Jewish method. Echoi ng thf? 

parable ' s a fortiori formula, he applies this method to hims elf: 

mCly-e <;:;o ••• "(c:l 'ht kmh wkmh). . Humorously, not only h as the 

proselyte learned to s tudy like a Jew, but to think like a Jew' 

ThE\ plot uf 11F'1'- ()~;elytE?'1 f()llow~;; thf~ pr"oselytE\ ':;; pt-'Ogr-' E" :;; S, 

from ignorance to incorrect knowledge, from incorrect knowledge 

to correct knowledge, and from correct knowledge to a cceptance 

into .Judaism. A different example of disguised knowledge appears 

in each stf.~p. The proselyte's stage of complete ignorance 

appears alongside Shammai 's veiled sarcasm; Hill('2I' ~; veilf?d 

parable causes a transition from complete ignorance to incorrect 

knowledge (the proselyte 's initial understanding of the parable). 

But the final step in the pros elyte's learning process is 

obtained through yet another guise of knowledge: the 

straightforward, unambiguous written word of Torah. Without 

symbolism or sarcasm, the Torah speaks directly to the proselyte 

bJ. unt 1 y tei' J. i ng hi. m how th i. ngs stcmcl. Significantly, the 

'. ': 

prosely~~ ~f~aches a correct understanding only when he hears the 
,', 

, ~:, ',c" ",c' ' 

cl ear :vQi ce of the Tor ah tec.-\chi ng him the He\! akhah. Thus, the 
',!' ;ji';'::,:,' 
,I; ; ':",. 

plot p'l/" ogressiofl i~:;; min-or"<::'!d by thn-28 guise~:;; o'f knmojll'?dge on th E? 
.: .' 

hermeheu~ic level: 1) mitigated concealed knowledge (Shammai ' 5 

sarcasm) ; 2) mitigated partially revealed knowledge (Hillel's 

parable); and, 3) unmitigated revealed knowledge (the word of 

the Torah). 

These three guises of knowledge have different value. 

S~~~mai 's conc~aled knowledge is the least valuable, for it 
" ~ 

'. ! 

conceals the ~ruth in such a way that it does not lead to the 

diScovery of truth. Hill(,?l ' ~; par-tic."\J.ly reveall'?d kncw~ledgf! i s 
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more valuable because it can lead to the discovery of truth. But 

the words of the Torah it s elf are the mo s t effecti v e. Onl y th E~'1 

cause the proselyte, not only to behave correctl y , but to know 

c:orTect.l y. 

Throughout the story~ dramatic irony a gain s t the pros el y t e 

is f;> v ident. Th e irony' s intensity changes as the s tor y 

progres ses, yet it is always an irony aimed against the ignor a nt 

outsider by the knowing insider. At fir s t, the irony is severe, 

communicated through Shamma i 's severe sarcasm. In thE.' second 

scene, the irony softens due to Hillel's more positive respon s e. 

The dramatic irony only lifts when the proselyte achieves correc t 

knowledge about himself. Thus at the story's end the proselyte 

himself closes the ironic gap by reaching the same 

epistemological level as the reader and Hillel. 

Fraenkel di S">lTl:i sses (")F:I\I ~3 "Pr'osel ytE.,/I a~:; " . .. def i ci ent fr'om a 

1 i b?rary poi nt of vi ew compar-ed wi th thf:? !3hab ver-~;i on. 1I~~F.l 

However, it is not clear how he considers ARNB's version 

deficient. ; ' Not only does it exhibit a concise, even structure 

and sop~ ;~licated manipulation of theme and irony, but it also 
", . i:i· ..... . · 

evincS~ ,~be very three elements that Fraenkel feel s are the sign 
'," . ~ . . , 
l' . :"··fr• 

of thel"' Cz "~assic and artistically pun? Ri:\bbinic stor-y: 1) the 

theme: j ~ given concrete embodiment; 2) lexical ambiguity; anci, 

3) word play.~9 In fact, the careful structure, developed 

hermeneutic level and arti s tic elements, as well as the subtle 

irony, show this version to be, in many way s , what Fraenkel 

hi mself would call "a literary pear-I. 11 be. 

Before copsidering ARNA, a final remark in is order. In 
" 

neither ARN vet sion is it explicit that that the proselyte 

underwent an actual conversion ritual, either before or after 
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In Shab and Yalk, however, the proselyte ' s conversion is 

textually explicit. The converted state of ARN's proselyte is 

implicit in his final refrain; for if he is now able to inherit 

the life of This World and the World to Come, we may safely 

assume that he has become Jewish. Yet because the actual 

conversipn is not made explicit, plot closure is not completel y 

This lack of explicit plot closure is in 

contradistinction to the sophisticated complete closure on the 

herm~?neutic level (the pr- CJ~;elyte do€-?s i:\ttain cOI~r-£-?c:t knowledqe). 

The lack of explicit closure on the plot level has a specific 

e·ff ect: it emphasizes the story's thematic aspects. Perhaps it 

is a mistake to Us£"::' ARN's vr~n5ion o ·f "Pros£:)lyte" a~:; i:\ litE~r" al 

historical source for ancient Jewish conversion procedures, since 

the story itself shows no particular interest in the actual 

conversion ritual. 

" .. ;, ,. '. 
,.' 

./ 

' .. 
, 
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1 
AF:;:NA's "Proselyt.e" is much morE·? devf.;!lop!-:,"d t.han AF~NB' s. 

ARNS 's economical plot. structure, parallel development on plot 

and hermeneutic levels and significant repetition are not evident 

in ARNA ' s expanded version which exhibit s many s igns of 

development: added phrases and s cenes, and an increased amount 

of narrat.ive discourse. Indeed, its genre has changed through 

development to Composite Story. 

Perhaps its most obvious expansion is t.he additional fir s t 

scene in which the proselyte passes by the synagogue and is 

motivated to convert. ARNA's added first scene embodies a n 

additional unique function, Enticement. Its functional structure 

appears below: 

Scene 1 Passing by the Synagogue 

Function 1) Enticement 

Scene 2 Confrontation with Shammai 

Func t ions 1) Request for Admittance 
2 ) Knowledge Denied 
3) Admittance Denied 

Confrontation with Hillel 

Functions 1) Request for Admittance 
2) Knowledge Supplied 
3) Admittance Supplied 

-------~-~-------------------------------------------------------

I ThLls, ARNA's "Proselyte" has a tripartite plot structure, ~-.jith 

three scenes, each embodying a different number of functions: 

one, three and three. In contrast, ARNB exhibited an even 

Scene/function relationship, with two scenes, each with three 

functi ons. The obviously greater development of ARNA's 

"Prosel yte 11 sugg\~sts that three s (:enes may be a chc.'\racter i st i c o ·f 
. :r 

a more developed Rabbinic narrative style. 61 
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The first scene, embodying the Enticement function, supplies 

explicit motivation for the proselyte's wish to convert: passing 

by the synagogue, he hears a child recite Ex 28:4: "()nd thE.'se 

are the garments that shall be made, a breastplate and ephod and 

robe. 11 We recall that ARNB gave no indication of the proselyte ' s 

motivation. Save the Bible verse, the entire episode is in 

narrative discourse. 

While the added scene supplies motivation on plot level, on 

the hermeneutic level it establishes the beginnings of the theme 

of external appearance versus internal value by the inclusion of 

clothing imagery, which appears four times in the quoted verse 

(bgdym; Qw¥n, 'pwd; mc:yl). The verse strongly implies, as 

Fraenkel observes, that the proselyte is motivated to convert for 

unspiritual reasons, specifically, in order to wear the beautiful 

and stately Priestly vestments. His superficial interest in 

Judaism is suggested by the fact that he does not come to the 

synagogue for the purpose of learning about Judaism; he just 

happens to be passing by (c:wbr '~wry byt hknst).62 Thus, a 

different thematic focus is established in ARNA's first scene . 
. ; :;, ,.:, 

Whileth~ , ~heme of the different guises of knowledge is not ,', 
.; :J' 1:." :~': .:"" 

absent ~~re, ARNA's emphasized clothing motif shifts thematic 
·):.T,·;:':':.'", 

focus ~~ r the contrast between external appearance (the material) 

and in.:\'::'ernal value (the spiritual) .63 

ARNA's confrontation with Shammai, is also e~panded compared 

to ARNB's, providing additional information about the 

proselyte's motivation. Not knowing whose clothing was described 

in the overheard Bible verse, he asks Shammai. It is only after 

Sh~mmai inform~ him that the verse refers to the High Priest, 

that he states' :,'hi s desi re to convert. Beyond all doubt, ARNA's 

proselyte wishes to become Jewish for external, unspiritual 
.' 
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for the glory the garments of the High Priest will 

bestuw upon him. His motive is made explicit when he r e fer s to 

the priestly galr ments o ·f E:-: :;'~B:4 as "all thi~.:; hcmour"" (kl hkbwd 

hzh) . Thus , the proselyte mistakenly confuses material glor y 

(the garments) with spiritual glory (the status of High Pri est). 

The remainder of the S hammai s cene is an expanded parallel 

of ARNB. Some of the expansions show an evening redactional 

impulse through assimilation. For ins;tance, the phras E'~ "hE? 

rebuked him and di s missed him in anger" (gcr bw whw,y'w bnzyph l 

is e:·:actly par-allel to the phrasE~ in "Two Toy-ah s ." r::)F~I\lB • s 

equivalent phrases, however, are slightly different in each story 

("Two Torahs" -- gCr bw wslqw bnzyph; 11 F'r'o!:',;el yte" hyql bzcpw 

wsyl qw bnzyph). Furthermore, ARNA's second scene has been 

expanded with phrases assimilated from its first sc ene. For 

instance "to serve by the al tar" (¥m¥ cl gby hmzbh) haS'. been 

assimilated into the second scene twice in the printed version s 

and in some manusc ~ipts (in the proselyte's request for 

conversion; . in Shammai's angry di s missal).64 

ARNB;~';5:; ~ignificant pc.'wallelism between "to makl'?" and "to 

- llmwd) is completely lacking in ARNA. Her€", , thE.' 

not appear in the proselyte' s request, which 

instead,. reads: t~ymny khn gdwl. The response of ARNA 's Shammai 

is lesi ambiguous and, hence, less ironic. Instead of ARNB's 

subtly ambiguous wky 'yn Inw by~r'l, ARNA reads: 'yn khn by~r'l 

W'yn lnw khnym gdwlym. The presence of the word khn render s th e 

phrase much less ambiguous, and hence, less sarcastic. It s 

mea~.~ng is simply, "We have enough priests in Israel (ie, the 

Peopl e as a who,! e) wi thout you!" Although, Shammai ' 5 response 
: ~. 

does not teach ~he proselyte the truth about Judaism, it i s not 
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as good an example of sarcastic, disguised knowledge as ARNB's 

since its ambiguity is less . This evinces ARNA's weaker interest 

in the theme of the guises of knowledge. 

Consistent attention to the clothing motif appears in scene 

two. S hammai describes the proselyte as " ... a mere convert who 

cCJmes with his staf·f and hi ~; pack" (bmqlw wbtr-mylw). 

these items are not items of clothing proper, they are external 

accessories which indicate the proselyte's humble appearance and 

status. These poor items, the staff and the pack, are implicitl y 

contrasted with the High Priest's magnificent vestment s. Thus, 

ARNA's Shammai not only fails to instruct the proselyte about 

Judaism; moreover, by emphasizing his poor external appearance, 

Shammai may actually reinforce his materialistic conception of 

honour. 

ARNA's third scene, the confrontation with Hillel, is made 

up of direct discourse with only enough narrative discourse to 

provide a background setting. Yet, while ARNB's parallel scene 

only contained functional s peech acts, ARNA is expanded with 

nonfunct.Loflal direct discDut-se. 
.. ~,! • 

Three nonfunct.ional phrases 

e:·:pand .. tt)~ . : dialoguf? wit.h no i..'\rti~.;tic Ol~ thematic effect: 
,'j,' '. 

"!3i t 

"He said to him, I .. 11 

~ 

"He sa~Fd .to him, 'I wi 11 do what seems r- i qht to you. " 
./ 

Furth~~more, the tight parallelism of ARNB's parable is absent, 

most notably the juxtaposition of lC~wt and Ilmwd~ and ARNA 's 

parable is expanded with an additional phrase ('th tkns lqd¥ 

hqd~ym) . 

A subtle progression in ARNA's character portrayal, similar 

to " that of 
, 

"Tw'6 Torahs" and "Wager-," is evident in the thir-d 

Scene of "Prosel yte: " the proselyte slightly changes his 



question when addressing Hillel. While he asked Shammai, 

"Conver' t me ... , 11 he asks Hi 11 el, 11 f~abb i, convert me .... 11 

this change shows that the proselyte has learned to show more 

respe~t when addressing a Jewish Sage. 

Despite its looser form, the parable has the same function 

as i n A~NB: through Hillel 's clever didactic strategy, the 

proselyte is led to a correct understanding of his place in 

Judaism and how to serve God. Although he initially only 

understands the incorrect, transparent meaning of the parable, 

the proselyte is led to study, and thus led to a correct 

Llnderstandi ng. 

The clothing motif, emphasized in ARNA's first two scenes, 

is significantly absent from the parable. Instead of describing 

what a servant of the King should wear, Hillel 's parable 

describes what he must do. The absence of the clothing motif in 

the parable can be interpreted as part of Hillel 's conscious 

didactic technique. That is, through the parable, Hillel is 

shifting the proselyte's attention from one kind of material 

objects (clothinq) to another (ritual acts of worship). 
~. : .-. ';',(' 

Wh i I t=~ 

the rit d~{ acts of worship are still concrete, external COnCf?pt':::; , 

one ~; ; clothing, in contrast, 

not on~ya concrete concept but also compl e tely unspiritual. 

Thus, ' ~hrough the parable, Hillel shifts the proselyte's focus to 

more spiritual matters. 

ARNA's thematic focus on external appearance/internal value 

is embodied self-reflexively within the parable itself. That is, 

cOl par ab 1 e teaches by 11 c: loth i ng 11 an i nHT1C':lter" i. al sp i r i tuaJ truth in 

a ; material gu~~e, the concrete imagery. Thus, the theme of 

external appearance versus internal value is inherent in the 



parable's very genre. 

The prose lyte's revelatory learning e x perienc e is slightl y 

different in the two versions, demonstrating their general 

tendencies . While in ARNB he learned by a fortiori argument 

alone, in ARNA, the pros elyte learns through exeges is. He rc" c~. c1 s 

the Tor~h until Num 1~51: 

will b e killed ... " (whzr hqrb ywmt). The repetition of the key 

word qrb links this verse with the parable, in which one of the 

ritual actions serving the King of Kings was 'yk tqrb 19by hmzb~. 

The repetition creates a hermeneutic link between the parable and 

the revelatory verse, Num 1:51. Because the verse contradicts 

the apparent meaning of the parable, the proselyte c omes to 

understand the latter's true meaning. Even further exeg e tical 

interest is evident in ARNA' s interpretation of Num 1:51. Using 

a fortiori reasoning, the proselyte interprets that he, a lowly 

proselyte (gr hql), can no more be a High Priest than mos t born 

Jews, the: "kingdom of pr"iests" of E>: 19:6. Ex 19:6 has its own 

lexical link with the parable (mlk; mml kt khnym). 

ARNA's third scene exhibits unique sign s of nonfunctional " . ,I, 
" 

e:·: p an s i dr)" ~ 
,; ~ ... -. Following the parable is a phrase certainly 

,i' '" .,'.'. 
assimil ~tSd from 

.i/~;lf;: " 
" 'T'wo T(Jrah~;" ("He wrote out the al phabet 'for 

him") .• :!' A unique phrase of narrative discourse makes the 

prosei\/te 's learn i ng el·: p 1 i c it: "Then that pr"osE:'!1 yte was 

W 
reconciled by his own accord" (myd ntpyys 'wtw gr m'ly ). ?)RNA's 

final exclamation is also expanded by the proselyte's blessing of 

Hillel, lacking in ARNB. The bless ing can be seen as an 

eXPlanatory amplification of the final exclamation, since it 

Pr-"QVides an e:-:plic:it meaning for " ... would have cc.~u s:;ed me to los e 
" 

This Wor"ld and;· the World to COmE!," s pecifically, " ... not to haV l~ 

COme into the community of Israel." 
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Thus, al.though berth vE~r'sions of IF'r'osE-.'lyte" e:-:rdbit sirniJ.:lr-

content and structure, they are very different. Not only is 

ARNA's version substantially more developed, but they have 

different thematic focus. ARNA is also consistently more 

exegetical than ARNB's. The content of the proselyte ' s learning 

also differs slightly. While ARNB's proselyte learned his own 

status and ritual role within the Jewish people, ARNA's proselyte 

learns something more. He discovf?rs that ,Jews Lire lithe sons of 

God 11 si ng I ed out by the Shek i nab as "a k i nc,ldom of pr' i e!:'.;t. 11 In 

other words, he learns the special covenantal love between God 

and Israel.6~ Thus, ARNA ' s proselyte moves, not only from 

ignorance to knowledge and from exclusion to admittance, but from 

indifference to recognition of God's love. God's love for Israel 

is a thematic element completely absent in ARNB. 

Like ARNB, the proselyte's conversion is not explicit in the 

story, yet i s assumed in his final exclamation (11. A. I would not 

have come to the community of Israel"). This phrase, lacking in 

ARNB, causes more closure on the plot level in ARNA. Thus, Am,IA 

effects clo~ure on both plot and hermeneutic levels: the 

proselyt~~~~ches true knowledge and gains admittance to Israel. 
l ~. r .. 

).':~!':' . 
On~ Bi fference in composition in the two versions of 

.I({;lf '. 

"F'rosei ',yt:~1I is that the pi:\I~able is has c.1 more cEmtral focus in 
" 

ARNB. ' ''''Jot on 1 y doe s it const i tute the I c'\r'gf2st segment of the 

text, but it appear s exactly in the middle of the story. {~HNA '::; 

exegetical content and homiletic additions in the final scene 

shift the emphasis so that exegesis, rather than parable occupies 

a focal position. 

,. 
The final '/segment end of ARN{~' s 11 Prosl:~ l ytf:.~1I i:; an obvi OLlS', 

addition. Apa~t from ARNA, it appears only in one Yalk 



manuscript and in MhG.66 In ARNA the segment is formally 

presented as an alternate opinion ('mrw l'wtw gr). 

temporal ellipsis, causing a leap into the narrative future to 

see the outcome of the proselyte's conversion: not only does the 

proselyte himself become Jewish, but he marries and sires Jewish 

sons. ThE' segmE~nt mc\kf.-~ ~j (')F~I\I~) ' s "Pr"osel yte" into a Composi te 

• 
story and demonstrates one of the narrative techniques of that 

genre. Instead of incorporating the temporal ellipsis into 

con·f i nes of the nar-r-at i ve proper, it is appt-';!ndf?c1 as i:l. f ormall y 

distinct segment with a distinct mode of discourse (alternate 

op i n ion) • Thus, wh i I e the narr- at i ve act ion o-f (')F(NB' s "F't-os€-?l yb:-:" 

took place in a limited time frame, ARNA's time frame is 

broadened through the final segment. 

Beyond all doubt, Ar':;:NB' s versi on of "Pr'osel yte" i~; much less 

developed than ARNA's. ARNB's concise story is so different -from 

all other versions in narrative technique and structure, that it 

is safe to regard it as representing the story's earliest extant 

form. 

Alth6ugh ARNA is so developed, it must be admitted that both 
'., ': , . 

" . 

ver-si on:9 :,'of "Pt-os(:?l yt.e" pr-oj E?C t .:l.nd dev~? lop thei r- r!;~spect. i ve 
':; ~ .. , ' . 

) ~ .,..'. 
theme~!~uccessfully. Yet in t.he final analysis, ARNB's 

. ,I/.~ }," j 

"Pros5~, l yte" is .:wt i st i. call y more sophi st i ci::\ted thC"m AF~NA' s. 
" 

artistic sophistic:c\U.on i~~ due to its ambicJuities, le:dcal 

It's 

repetition and irony. None of these artistic elements appear in 

ARNA. 

The compat-ative literc\ry analysis of {~RN's "Proselyte," 

challenges a common assumption about Rabbinic narrati.ve. It 

cbmmonly acce~ted that Rabbinic narratives with an exegetical 

1· <-, 

function are ~arlier than those without.67 But in this case, the 



version with enhanced exegetical content is greatly more 

developed than the version with little exegetical content. 

Scholarly assumptions about exegetical narrative must~ therefore, 

bE-' recunsi dE?r' ed. 

"Proselyte" and BT Shab 

The relationship between the Shab and ARN ver s ion s of 

"Proselyte" shows a con 'figur'ation similar' to "Wager' " and "Tt·JO 

Torahs. " Thanks to Fraenkel, here I was able to use a critical 

text of the Shab story, rather than the traditional Talmud 

text. 68 Despite their differences, ARNA and ARNB share man y 

elements absent in Shab: notably, the developed parable, the 

final refrain, and the lack of an explicit conver s ion process. 

Again, ARNA and Shab share elements lacking in ARN8, while ARNB 

shares no unique elements with Shab. However, each version 

preserves its own peculiar unique elements: ARNB -- lit tIe 

exegetical interest; ARNA - the final segment; Sh21b no 

developed parable; Shammai chases the proselyte with a builder ' s 

cubit; the:' proselyte is e:':plicitly converted. 

Shab 

,~~' '. ~, ;:, 
.; . 

Wh t 1 ~". in the other two Hi 11 E?l and Shammai stor i es , ARNr't ar,d 
.;:, 'i: ... ' .. 

':? ~', ,.,', . 
sh,S'rE!.1=I assi mi 1 ated short phrases alone, her'e the parall el s 

.i~/ ~I! " 

betwee~0 them are more substantial. The shared elements appear, 
'.' 

for th~ most part, in parts of ARNA's story that can be 

identified as secondary expansions: the fir s t scSne, the 

expanded process of study, the exegetical revelation, the 

proselyte's blessing. 
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IV. ARN and BT Shab 

Summary and Conclusions 

The source relationship of the three Hillel and Shammai 

stories with Shab shows an clear pattern. In all cases, the ARN 

stories share enough key elements to show they are developments 

of a COffiJTlon original ver·sion. Shab represents a second version 

which cannot be rearded as ARN's direct source in its present 

form. All of ARNB's stories have been preserved in an relatively 

undeveloped state; furthermore, its versions appear not to have 

influenced or to have been influenced by, any parallel source. 69 

All of ARNA's versions show signs of development: e:·:p,,-,nsi on ot-

more developed narrative technique. In all three stories, ARNA 

and Shab show mutual assimilation, yet at present it cannot be 

established which has priority. Because the assimilated 

materials are lacking in ARNB, it is highly unlikely that any of 

the shared elements in ARNA and Shab emerged at the stage of oral 

transmission. They can perhaps be partially accounted for by the 

fact that ARNA was more well known to Medieval commentators and 

Itlas pr i nted: . as part of th€~ BT. 

~ .... '.?' ' ' . 

The ~ t~ree Hillel and Shammai stories belie Fraenkel's 
;';;,:::.:' " 

assumpt.~\6n , that ARN stor i es are more df?veloped and d i 1 uted 
Jf~}, " 

versio~$ of Talmudic parallels. 70 For here ARNB consistently 
"I 

preserVes the most undeveloped version and not only ~hat, 

exhibits what Fraenkel himself calls signs of literary artistry: 

economic plot structure, thematic development, effective irony. 

However, Fraenkel 's opinion of ARN stories is probably correct 

regarding ARNA. While a detailed comparison of ARNA and Shab i s 

im~b~sible here~ the Shab stories are, indeed, in a less 

developed stat~ than ARNA's. It appears that Fr~enkel made his 

SWeeping claim about ARN ' s artistry without considering ARNB. 
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Looking over the three Hillel and Shammai stories as a unit, 

their heterogenous character is clearly evident. Each e:·:hibits 

significantly different structure, artistic literary 

characteristics and development. However, their hetergenous 

quality is greater in the developed ARNA; in ARNB, the three 

stories are muc h more uniform owing to their less developed 

character' . 

Here both versions show signs of an evening redactional 

impulse. ARNB repeats the same refrain at the end of both 

"Proselyte" and "Two Torahs" showing interTle:\l assimilation. AF:::NA 

exhibits a more superficial evening redactional impulse~ i t hi"'~5 

added formulaic introductory statements introducing the stories, 

without changing the stories internally. 

The central place of speech acts in Rabbinic stories is 

clearly demonstrated by the three stories under consideration. 

Except for the ARNA's unique first scene, all functions are 

embodied in speech acts. Li k~? the Seal e o·f I nnocenc:e stot-· i f?S, 

here too il~Dcutionary acts are of central importance. Each CJ+ 

the three stories 
.~> " ~, ( I, 
" ' . 

contains examples of illocutionary acts: 

Joking, . +~aching, 
':., 1:.· .... " 

Blessing. Here, too, speech has thematic, 
.) ~~ .: •... 

as stru~~Ur al significance. Although speech is not the main 
J{.~ ~!! " 

themat~~ ·,~ focus, ec.~ch story contains e:·:ample~; of differ'ent ki.nds 
''/ 

of del '{"beratel y mi 51 eadi ng speech: the silly questions of the 

betting provoker, Hillel's misleading alphabet instruction, his 

parable, and in ARNB, Shammai 's sarcastic retort. 'rhus, I-'jhilf"~ 

the explicit theme of the three stories is obviously the patience 

of Hillel and the impatience of Shammai, an implicit unifying 

can 

hLlman s e ch _ pe. 

the guises and rhetorical effect of 
', ! 

4 



The question i s , is this theme accidental or caused by a 

deliberate redactional strategy? Three facts support the latter 

h ypothesis: 1 ) the one story pres ent in the Shab unit but 

IClcking in ARN ("Hilled T€:.~aches thE? l'JhoIE~ Tot-c::\h on One Foot") 

does not exhibit the speech theme; 2) the enhanced form and 

central position of ARN's parables, compared to Shab; : :~;) rlon p o{ 

• 
the elements shared by ARNA and Shab demonstrate the s pee ch 

motif. The fact that the parable, the form of elusive speec h par 

excellence, occupies a central place only in ARN, supports the 

claim that the speech motif is not accidental but reflects a 

developed redactional strategy. Since this thematic interest i s 

evident in both versions, this strategy occurred at an early 

stage of redaction. 

A feature peculiar to ARNB must be noted. Contrc.~r' y to its 

usual tendencies,71 here it exhibits the least exegetical 

content. ARNA's enhanced exegetical content could be due to 

influence frbm Shab; thus, since ARNB was not influenced by 

Shab, it failed to acquire its exegetical agenda. Al so, pel'''lli::lP S 

ARNB's pre'servation of the par'ablE'J a~; the central thematic ,focu s 

in "F'ro~ eJ.'Yte" obviated the need for e)-:egetical content. 
" 'r • 

I .,'/ 

WhatevEi~r. ' ttle reason, here AFo:NA, the mewe gr'eat I y deve10ped 
t,!; ~~ ~" , ,.. . ,t' ';' " 

versi e,n", :shows more e),:e(,;)E?t i cal interest. 

'ARNA exhibits more internal and redactional progression and 

more evidence of a superficial evening redactional impulse. 

Internal progression is found in all three ARNA stories, where 

the anti-heroes change the wording of their subsequent que s tions. 

ARNA's arrangement of the unit exhibits a progression on the 

r~dactional level. 
~. 

The central event in each story is of 

increasing th~ological importance: "Wager" .. , Hi 11 ('~1 's honour; 

"Two Torahs" an ignorant Jew's beliefs; "Pr"ose1 yte" -. the 
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conversion of a non - Jew. ARNB's arr a ngement lacks this 

esr.:al r.:~ting progress ion, since its "Pro ~;elyte" appec:\rs ~;econd . 

Probably, ARNB's order i s more original and ARNA's progressive 

order wa s the work of a more active redactional hand. 

Regarding their commentary c ontext, all three stories are 

unironic, straightfcn-V'J c:\r"d i l.lustrations of the lemma, "Be not 

easi I Y <:l.nger"ed. 11 Hillel is the Sage who embodies the 

paradigmatic virtue of patience and Shammai, impatience. 'rhus, 

none of the differ e nces in structure, artistry, development or 

irony, influence the relationship between the stories and the 

lemma. Here, the differences between ARNA and ARNB do not 

demonstrate a different commentary context, but are the result of 

different source relationships, and redactional and artistic 

tendencies. 

,~> . ?t ; I, 
.: 
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CHAPTER 10 

THE MARTYRDOM OF RABBI SIMEON AND RABBI ISHMAEL 

A.38 - B.41 

• 
kinds of calamity come upon the world for seven classes of 

transgressions" in (~.:5fJ and B.41. It illustrates the fifth list 

item: "A sword comes upon thE:;) ItlOr 1 d 'f or the del ay of just icE', 

for perversion of justic~ (and in A only) because of those that 

teach the Torah not in accordance with the law." 

Both versions of "Mart.yrdom" are Simple Habbinic Stor-ies, 

with no composite segments, apart from ARNB 's concluding 

proof text, and no large internal expansions. However, both are 

very developed Simple Stories; ind~:?ed, "t1ar'tyrdom" is the mo~;t 

developed Simple Story examined in this thesis. 

"Mal~tyrdom" is quite inten'?sting for Sf.-?veri::\l I~eason!'..;. 

of all, it i$ hardly a s traightforward martyrdom account. 

Indeed, it can easily be read as a satire or parody of a 
,~:: I " ~ 1 " r, 

martyrd?~ ~story, with SE'vere irony directed against it s human 
. , 5,,' , .. -
)" ,:.': 

charact~~~ (ARNB) or even 
J~};' " 

(' f 

althoug~ the two ver s ions 
" 

against God Himself (AHNA). Seccmdl y, 

have very similar content, they exhibit 

very dl:-:st i nct th!?ma,t i c f oc i, wh i ch r,H"f~ rl'21 i:\tl'!d to a br-oi:\dfH-

commentary context. Finally, of all the AHN stories under 

consi derat i on, "Mar- t yrdom" shows the most i nterE~st in 

PSYchological phenomena. The Rabbis' journey to the execution 

blQck is not just a journey through space and time, but a mental 

I ndee,d, the stor'i e s' f unct ions dE)scr'i be a mental, 
', ! ' 

rather a physi c;al, proqress. 

eXhibits a relatively acute interest in psychological states, its 

";r '"'l "7' 
'-".I~ .j 



characters' thoughts are st ill never revealed directly to the 

reader- . The oral folk tale's taboo against psychologi z ing 1 5 

present even in this developed, p syc hologically orientated 

story. 1 

"Mar t yr d om" ap p E) c:1t-· sin nri:I\I ' ~:; list ch <:Ip t E)r' ~5 «(~ .. ~::;:I. ·····/1·1.; 13. :::!;(; - .. 

• 
48), which is in itself peculiar, considering how few stories 

appear in this section. 2 Yet, a very early ARI\I fragment attests 

to its early presence in this position in the commentary.3 

Although its arrangement differs from that of the extant ARI\IA and 

only the very end of s tory has been preserved, the fragment 

to ' the same proof texts as the extant version (Zech 13:7; Ex 

22:2~) . Indeed, the presence of the verses in the fragment 

refutes one of Neus ner's assumptions about Sage stories, namely, 

that they are never used to illustrate Scriptural verses. 4 

Neusner even uses "t1al~tyrcjom" itsf::lf to support his ~;f2If'-

evidently inaccurate assertion; nevertheless, the Scriptural 

device and ~llustrate the story ironically. 
~\ J " ~ ,l ' 

Toi~~ knOWledge, apart from Neusner's brief discussion of 
.?Ji:':,!':, 

"Martyr)rl6m" in .!..Q.(:=....~.CL~.~:t.~_~_I}_ and some comments in his n :)cent ARN(''\ 
. ~ :. i 

transl :ation,~ this st.or·y has not been considE'red in cc.mtempm-·C:1 r·y 

scholaiship, except briefly in Ben Amos' PhD dissertation. 

Neusner's discussion is brief and limited. He only considers 

ARNA's version, ignoring the ARNB, Mekh, Bem and SER parall e ls. 

Moreover, his literary analysis is superficial and the result of 

a ~~rely expository reading. Typically, Neusnsr reads the story 

aS ~ didactic fi d tion, that is, as a story whose explicit content 

and thematic l~ssons are identical. His "literary analY!5i.s" 
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consists of li sti ng these l essons: the Jewish mart y r offers hope 

to I srae l at large, God will ultimately exact justice from 

Israel's persecutors just as He exacts justice for Israel ' s sins, 

and an attestation of God's perfect justice. 6 However, my own 

1 iter ary anal ysi s of "11 <').r-t yrd(.lm 11 r-€-?veal s th."t. i t ~:; them'3t i c 

messages are scarcel y so straightforward. Ben Amos includes 

• 
"Mar-tyrdom" as an e:·:<..':\lnplE? of thE? M."r-tyr· Leq r.md ~:;tor'y qf-::?nr'E'? but 

offers no literary analysis.? 

"Martyrdom" par'<;\llels~ appear' in fiVE) sour'ces: t.he t.wo (~f~j\js, 

Mekh, Bem, and SER.B The Mekh and Bem short. versions contain 

only the first scene: Rabbi Ishmael comforting Rabbi 

they are led out to execution. The full story appears in SER, 

whose version is very different from ARN: it is cl earl y 

expansionist, supplying background information and character 

motivation, with more narrative discourse and pietistic hortative 

language. The last feature apears to be typical of SER as a 

whole, indicating its generally hortative character,· 

Each of the five parallels has its own peculiar function 
, , 

within a s~ecific textual context. Chronologically speaki ng, the 
i~> " , ~, . :, 

storY's : f~nction appears to have transformed from exeget.ical, to 
;:; 5. ..... 4 

• 

) /' ,:,', 

none:,:e:qet.i cal . 
. J :'.~ ~Ir " I 

e:,: t an ~:t;:,i 'for m o'f 

'" 

The Mekh version probably represents the earliest 

the s tor-y.1<:> It illust.rates an interpretation of 

E:·: 22': ·,23, " ... I ·f you do a 'fflict thE!m ... " ('m c:nh tC:nh) , which 

explains the verse's repetition of the verbal root c:nh thus: 

"One (signifies) a qr-E:!at delay, and one ( !:;ignifif:?~' ) a s mall 

delay" 'hd c:ynwy mwc:t). 
• 

In the follo\l~ing 

"Martyrdom" ."ccount, both the Bi bl i cal ver'se and its 

i~t~rpretation are embodied in the direct discourse: 
f 

'. : 

n 



Hi..-'lS a man ever come to you for a judgE?fl1<::.,nt or 
to ask a question and you delayed him until you drank 
from your cup or put on your shoe or until you were 
wr' ;;~ppE!d in your' pr ;;;\YE:.\n::;hc.~v-Il ? Few' the Tor' ah c.:.;ays;, 11 If 
you do afflict them.v For one (signifies) a great 
delay and one (signifies) Cl small delay. 

incorporation of Ex 22:23 and its interpretation within the 

narrative makes the account a straightforward illustration of 

Scripture. 

Although ,such an explicit exegetical function has not been 

preserved in the parallel versions, most exhibit traces of an 

exegetical connection. Sem and SER preserve Ex 22~23 embodied in 

the story proper. Neither ARN version preserves the verse within 

the story proper; however ARNA shows a close connection with 

Mekh. Immediatr.~ly follo\l~ing "I'1,;1rt yTdom," E:-: 2:2: 2L~ i~; quotE.~d 

("And my wrath ~'Ii 11 wa:-: hot and I wi 11 ki 11 you v-li th thE! 

swor' d ••• ") with an inteq)/'""etation cl!;?arly der-ived fr-om the 1"1(;?kh 

This interpretation appears in Bregman's ARN 

fragment,11 demonstrating that it is very early. Indef?ci, the 

presence :of Ex 22:24 in ARNA is probably a trace of the story's 

or- i g i n~l i' e:,: eget i c al conte:,: t. Only ARNB's version reveals no 
,' , 

, 1:':' 
obvi qL.li::i traces of an ex eget i 1:'-'11 connc~ct ion. 

:, :;,1': ,'. 
I ' 

<t~ ~Ir '. 

" , Al though nei ther ARNA or ARNB preservE' 11 Mart YI~dom 'S', 11 

exp(icit exegetical function, both show the influence of Mekh. 

Probably, Mekh's interpretation of Ex 22:23 influenced the 

POsition of the ARN story. We recall it is placed as 

illustration of the list item "A sv-mrd comes; upon the wor'Id fot-

the perversi on of just ice and f or- the del ay o'f jus'l.:. ice. 11 nl~N '5 

Wdelay of ju~tice" (Cynwy hdyn) echoes the duplicated verbal root 

Of Ex 22:23~'m cny tCnh). Furthermore, Mekh explicitly 

interprets one form of affliction to be delay of justice (" ... If 
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a man came to you for judgement or for a request and you delayed 

him .•. ") These 1 inks sugqest that "Mar-t yrdom 's" f unct i on as 

illustration to ARN's list item was influenced by its exegetical 

function in Mekh. 

Si nce all vE.\r~;i ems of "1'1art yr-dorn" rEd; I ect the I'"lekh to somE' 

extent while it does not demonstrate the influence of any other, 

Mekh should probably be regarded as the most original extant 

version, representing the others' source. 12 Thus, the earliest 

form of "t1art yr-dom" had an !?:-( eget i cal f unct i cm. 1 C.!J; Al though thE!y 

exhibit significant differences, the ARN versions are closer to 

each other than to any others. Not only do they exhibit the most 

developed story, but only in ARN does Zech 13:7 function as a 

sophisticated literary device. 

I. The Martyrdom of Rabbi Simeon and Rabbi Ishmael 

It is impossible to determine an exact historical setting 

flJr "Mar-tyrdom' sot central ~?vent. Mekh and Sem are followed by a 

an independeNt tradition in which Rabbi Akiva mourns for Ishmael 

and Si meor{~ !' -'Judg i ng from th is c i rcumstant i .:..~l evi denc:(-~, the Me kh 

, 4-)' 
and Sem y~rsions are set during the Hadrianic persecutions or the 

;,!::J.?~':/', I 

reprisal~-~},after the Bar Kokhba Revolt of 1:3~:j AD. I--!m\jevel'- , AR~~ 
"', .' 

and SER -j dentify Rabbi Simeon as Simeon ben Gamaliel the 

Patr i arc;:h who pr-esi ded unt i I 70 AD. In this case the execution 

Would be part of the horrors of the Destruction of Jerusalem by 

the Romans. 14 

The attempt to determine the historical setting for a story 

1 i ke ''',i Mart yrdom" ,ffi,3.Y be a compel I i ng tempt.ati on; but, in this 
- -

Case it is a miS~irected one. For the story itself makes no 

Claims for its own historicity, unlike, for instance, the 
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aetioloqical "E~;c<:\pe. 11 11 t1 i~r-t yr-dom "':; 11 mi~i n + ocus i :,;; not the 

execution itself, but its mor-al and theological mes s age, 

unrestr-icted to a specific histor-ical time and place. 

its claims to historicity ar-e so slight, that no explicit 

historical backgr-ound is supplied in any version. 

In SER an executioner-

appears, but he is neither- explicitly designated as a Roman, nor-

has he a speaking par-t in the story. In ARN the executioner- has 

mer-e pr-esence, but is still not explicitly identified as a Roman. 

Determining a histor-ical context for- any Rabbinic stor-y is a 

difficult enter-pr-ise, and e ven mor-e so when stories do not supply 

explicit historical infor-mation, whether- true or- false. 

as 11 Mar-t yr-dom 11 is concel'"'nerj, its themat i c mE?~;sa~1(;'? i ~3 mor-e 

impor-tant than its historical context. 

One inter-esting feature shar-ed by both versions is the 

centr-al place of speech; except for- the executioner ' s blows, and 

the lots in ARNA, the functions are all speec h acts. 

functional and nonfunctional illocutionary acts appear- as well: 

Instr-uct ~on~ Comfor-t, Lamentation, Eulogy, Argument. Here the ... '. ~ , . " 

centr-al , ~~~ce of wor-ds is, shall we say, pathetically ir-onic. 
I:J !.'.-.:" 
') {,'," 

Fer-, ex~~~t for- the administr-ation of the fateful blows, the 
',i:/ :1, " I 

e:,:ecubibner-, the r'(~ pl'"' E~s-~entative of a dominc::\ting tyt-'anny, har-clly 
" 

has a '!ipeak i ng par-t. The doomed Rabbis, in contr-ast, are 

extr-emely loquacious thr-oughout, using various kinds of talk: 

remonstr-ance, consolation, mour-ning and, that old Jewish 

favor-ite, ar-guing. However-, in the end wor-ds ar-e impotent in the 

face of death, as the sur-viving Rabbi s eulogy is cut shor-t by 



"t1ar-t 'yTdom" 1· t:. -, a developed Simple Stor-y in both 

While it contains no large expansions or composite segments, its 

rather- uneven scene/function r-elationship evinces Its 

devs 1 nr1ment.. Each ver-sion has the same thr-ee scenes; 

contains one macro - function and a number- of micr-o-functions. The 

identity of the functions is different in the two ver-sions, due 

to their- differ-ent thematic development. To anticipate our 

liter-ar-y analysis, ARNA's hermeneutic level develops the theme of 

theodicy, while ARNB's concentr-ates on the r-elationship between 

the two Rabbis. Although the number of functions per- scene is 

ir-r-egular-, the stor-y has a balanced str-uctur-e: 

the final macr-o-function is an ir-onic r-ever-sal of the fir-st. 

However-, in spite of their- similarities, the ARN ver-sions of 

"Mar-tyr-dom" ar-e two ver'y differ-ent stor-ies with distinctivE' 

thematic foci achieved thr-ough unique ar-tistic means. The 

stor-y's str-uctur-e appear-s below: 

Scene One 

Bei ng Led ,:1:,0 
E:·( ec uti on ~", 

'J':; 1:·' r 
.. "jf::·;-;~ . 

( .. 

I. 

1. 

.. ~ 
' .. ' . 

ARNA 

Doubt 

Doubt (Simeon) 
Comfor-t (Ishmael) 
Acceptance of 
Comf or-t / 
Cont i nuc.·d: i on of 
Doubt 

I. 

1.. 
2. 
. -: ~ 

'-' . 

ARNB 

Estrangement 

Doubt (Simeon) 
Instruction (Ishmael) 
AcceptancE! o ·f 
Instr' uction/ 
Allevic. .. tion of 
Doubt 

--------- ~i--··-·----·------------·----·--.. · .. --·M---.. -... - ----.--.-.. --------.--------.-.---- ---.------.- .. -
". 

Scene Two 11. Delay 11. Delay 

Ar-gument 1- AI~gument 1- Ar-gument 
with ,., 

4. Decision 2. Decision 
E:{ecutioner- (Lots) (EN E?Cut i oner-) 

------------------------------------------------------ -----------

Scene Three 

E:.( ec:ut ion 
and 
Mour-ning 

III.Doubt 
, 

L 

2. 

Moul~ n i n g / Doub t 
(Ishmat?l ) 
Deat.h 

III.Reconciliation 

1. 

2. 

I"ICJurni ng/ 
F,ec:ollci I iation 
Death 

------------------ - ----------------------------------------------



The first scene embodies the macro-function Doubt and 

unfolds as Rabbi Simeon and Ishmael are being led out to 

r::': ecut ion. In both versions, the basic structure and content of 

the scene is the same: an opening expository statement in 

narrative discourse gives background information, supplying a 

context for the Rabbis' conversation, with the rest of the scene 

• 
in direct discourse. The conversation is similar: 

grieves over their impending execution, expressing doubt 

regarding God's justice; Rabbi Ishmael tries to alleviate his 

anxieties through comfort and instruction. Yet, despite their 

similarities, the two versions portray a different relationship 

between the two Rabbis and a different thematic emphasis. 

ARNA's first scene emphasizes the problem of theodicy. Here 

Rabbi Simeon initiates the exploration of this problem by 

expressing his doubts over the manfestation of divine justice 

posed by their execution: "Woe unto us that we ar'e bei. ng 

executed like Sabbath breakers, like idol worshippers, like 

se:·: ual cr i mi nal s and murderers!" Rabbi Simeon does not question 

divine just(~e openly, but implies a questioning stance, as he 

compares ~aJ:>bi 
}, 

categor i~.e1~~ ; of 
. ,:!/,,": , . 

nei ther, .i,F~abb i 

Ishmael and himself to the four Biblical 

sinners who deserve the death penalty. While 

has committed an offence deserving death according 

to thel;aw, they are receiving that punishment. 

textua~~y explicit is that Rabbi Simeon's outburst is provoked by 

inner mental anguish: "Ri"bbi Simeon kept tLwning it o'v'er- in his 

mind ... " (twhh bd<=tw). Thus, from the beginning ARNA's Rabbi 

Simeon questions the justice of God's system of reward and 

PUnishment, and theodicy remains its main thematic interest. 

3::::'() 



Rabbi Ishmael attempts to comfort his master by alleviating 

his doubt with correct instruction. He instructs with a tone of 

gentlf:;~ res;pect. P u lit e 1. y as, kin <::.1 1 E' cl vet 0 s pe ","I k, (1/ By Y 0 LW 1 f:~ a 'v' e , 

deferentially for Rabbi Simeon ' s permission before continuing. 

He then attempts to calm his master's inner turbulence and 

• 
theulogical doubt by the vuice of gentle reason and currect 

theological instruction: their punishment is not unjust, but for 

sins committed unawares, namely, ignoring the needs of the poor 

and the sin of pride. Notably, Rabbi Ishmael never speaks in a 

tone of harsh rebuke. Each suggestion is in the form of a polite 

quest ion, beg inn i ng \l-li ttl 1/ perh.3ps 1/ (~m'): 

eating the poor came ••• and you did not let them come in and 

eat? .• Perhaps when you were sitting and preaching •.. you were 

puf f ed up \l-li th pr i de? 1/ 

Rabbi Ishmael '5 gentle tone is contrasted with Rabbi 

Simeon's violent denial of the first sin: 1/ By thE~ hE-!avens ~ 1/ he 

swears, 1/ I di d not clo that ~ 1/ Hi s vehE"~ment words dE~mDnstrate hi,::, 

intense int~rnal agitation. Yet his tone changes drastically in 

response ~o 'the suggestion that he unwittingly committed the sin 
! 'r:1 

1/ says Si meon, 1/ A man mu~;t bf? t-'eady 

Apparently, Rabbi Ishmael 's gentle 

i nstrLI,c ,t ion has he\d an ef·f ect, for th is reI at i vel y cal m statemf?nt 

shows ~hat Rabbi Simeon's inner grief has been comforted. 

According to the superficial sense of his words, he calmly 

accepts his approaching death. However, although Rabbi Ishmael 

may have succeeded in comforting his companion, he has not 

resolved the theological problem of theodicy; fOI~ the si n of 

prfde is not i~cluded in the category of sins deserving death by 

e:':ecut ion. ThJs, only one of the two initial problems has been 



resolved at the end of the first scene: Rabbi Simeon has been 

comforted, but theological doubt has not been removed. 

The relationship between the two Rabbis in ARNA's first 

scene is characterized by empathy and respect. Th i s i~.; ~.;c <;\r' c e 1 'I 

tl~ue in ARNB. Here the entire scene demonstrates their 

estremgt?ment. ARNB's conversation exhibits quite different 

content from ARNA 's. Instead of beginning with an impassioned 

outburst, a statement in narrative discourse informs us of Rabbi 

Simeon's grief: "F~abl:)j, Simeon was c:r'ying." Rabbi Ishmael does 

not politely ask leave to speak, but launches the conversation 

with a blunt, "t,.Jhy <!.~rc-? you crying?" Before giving his companion 

time to respond he continues, assuming a cause for his tears: 

"For are you not on I y two steps ,,,way from your ancE-?stor,.;?" F;:abbi 

Ishmael 's question shows a less than respectful attitude towards 

Rabbi Simeon, implying that his tears are motivated by a simple 

fear of death. Rabbi Simeon catches the insult and responds with 

a retort: "t,.Jhat! Do you imaqirH? thi::\t I wc-?t?P beCaUSE! I ~\jon't 1ivE~ 

a few more years '? " To which Rabbi Ishmael responds with a rather 

pompous pedantic Scriptural flourish: "Sle(2p is the sle€~p of i" 

laborer ;'whe'ther' he eats much or little!" (Eccl 5:11>. , '~ 
Rc\bb i 

, " 

,', 

I shma~;l ~ :s questi on, his c:ompan i cm's reSpOn!5e, and thf-.? Scr'i ptur a1 
~:;t,~J/': '! " 

citat~ , iin ' are all Llf1ique to ARNB. Thus, ARNB begins with 
., :', 

antagd'~ i st i c char-acter interact ion, embodyi ng the m<:\cro- funct ion 

Estral'Jgement. 

Estrangement continues as Rabbi Simeon explains the cause of 

his tears: "And how shoul d I not weep when I go for-th to bE? 

eXecuted like an idol worshipper and sexual criminals and 

ITlLlr 'C!erer-s and Sabbc.~th brE?akers?" ,. Here too, ARNB introduces the 

Pr-ob I em of the:od icy, wh i ch was present in ARNA' s v(;~r-y 'f i r~;t 

speech. Yet, the doubt of ARNB's Rabbi Simeon is presented in a 



more negative light than that of ARNA's. For in ARNA Rabbi 

Simeon's severe mental agitation e:·: p lie it.. His thE.'oloqi cc:d. 

doubt is, therefore, more excusable. Not only is the inner 

agit.ation felt by ARNS ' s Rabbi Simeon not a s explicit, but he is 

obviously in enough possess ion of hi s senses to catch and correct 

Rabbi I~hmael 's insult. The absence of explicit mental agitation 

portrays his doubt as more negative. Rabbi Ishmael then begin s 

to instruct hi s master, demonst.rating that he deserves his 

impending death. The tone of his instruction is so different 

from ARNA ' s, that its function must be called Instruction, rather 

than ARNA's Comfort. Instead o·f AF:;:NA' 5 gent le" pf?rhaps," ¥m', 

Rabbi Ishmael begins in a blunt, provoking manner: " I~:; it for 

nothing (that you are bei nq e:-: ecuted) '?" Assuming a 

negative answer, he instructs his companion that he may be 

guilty, unawares, of the sin of delay of justice: "During your 

life a woman might have come to you to ask about her menstrual 

uncleanness or a man about his vow ... and perhaps you time was not 

free or perhaps the servant did not let them enter'?" The fl<:.~t, 

cal m tone cif r~abbi Si mE·? On 's cleni a1, " .... WhEd:her I "'JC:~S sI eepi ng (w· 

~" .. 
eating th~ · servant was instructed not to prevent any man from 

" .: . ~ ... ' 
enteri rj'Q~ ," is in shc\rp 

.:? ::.i,t'.! . 
. . 1; . 

ARNA ~il:B'y the heavf?ns 

contrast to his impassi oned outburst. in 

I did not do that!"). As Rabbi Ishmael 

conti~~e~, urging hi s comrade to reveal his sin, Rabbi 8imeon 

remembers that he was once guilty of the sin of pride: "Once I 

sat and peop 1 e stooc:l about me and I s;well ed up wi th pr· i de! " 

Rabbi Ishmael ends the scene by instructing that it is due to 

this sin that they are being executed: "We deservE~ to go forth 

to our e:·: ecut i on! " .. ,,: . 



Obviously, both the characterization and the relationship 

between the two Rabbis is very different in the two versions. 

ARNA's Rabbi Simeon shows severe mental distress, making his 

theological doubt appear less blameworthy. Rabbi lshmael not 

only provided instruction, but gentle and respectful comfort. 

ARNB's Rabbi Simeon is not as deeply troubled, making his 

• 
theological doubt more negative. Here Rabbi Ishmael is a 

pedantic and insensitive boor. Specific verbal clues show the 

different character relationships. ARNA 's Rabbi Simeon includes 

his companion in hi~,; opening lament ("Woe unto us that we go 

forth to be e:·:ecuted!") while ARNB's Rabbi Simf?on selfishly 

mourns onl y for hi msel f ("Shoul d I not weep when I go forth to bE! 

e:·:ecuted?") • ARNS's characters fail to demonstrate any empathy 

or compassion in the first scene; i ndeecl, nabb i I shm",'\e1 taunt.s.; 

his weeping master in i",n <",lmost "Secketf?sque" fashion. 

The theme of theodicy is explored in a different manner as 

well. In ARNA it is the central thematic focus from the story's 

very beginning. In AnNB theodicy is not as central an issue, 

broached onl~ in the middle of the conversation. 

scene's f f~~i ' statement embodies the different views of theodicy 

' . ~ .. ; . 
present cin the two verSlons. At the end of ARNA's first scene, 

?i>""" 
Rabbi ~ 'ii,rie'o'n was comfor-ted, thc\t is;, his inner mental anguish \".Ja ~; 

calmed ~nd he realized that "a man must be ready to receive his 

pllnishm~nt." However, a deep ambiguity gapes in this statement, 

Showing Rabbi Simeon's comfort to be only a partial comfort. 

Although Rabbi Simeon's anguish has been calmed, his words show 

that his doubt regarding God's system of justice per s ists. 

he never admits that he deserves his punishment. He sc:\ys, and 

his "use of an i~'per-sonal subject is most sigrli-fica.nt, "a man must 

be ready to recei v("':! his pun i shment. " Thus, a man may not deserve 

~'::'34· 



hiS punishment, but nonetheless, he should be read y to recei v e 

it. This ambiguous attitude towards divine jus tice, c o upled with 

the c lose empathy between the two Rabbis, creates an intense 

ironic pathos in ARNA's first s cene. Indeed, it seems that for 

Rabbi Sime on it is not the instruction regarding God' s justice 

that offered comfort in th e face of a certain gruesome death, but 

Rabbi lshmael 's human warmth and under s tanding. 

ARNB' s fir s t s cene lack s ARNA's theologi c al ambiguity a s 

well as its empathy between the characters. Here the fact that 

the Rabbis accept their deaths is made explicit by Rabbi 

Ishmael 's pedantic final statement: "We def:;!?r-Ve (kdyy 'nw) to b e 

e:,:ecuted! " Thus, at the end of the first scene, theodicy ceases 

to be a problem from the point of view of ARNB ' s characters. 

In the second scene, the argument with the executioner, ARNA 

continues to emphasi z e the problem of theodicy, while ARNB 

emphasizes the relation s hip between the two Rabbis. Both develop 

consistently with the first scene. The macro-function embodied 

in the second scene is Delay, for the Rabbi's imp e nding execution 

is delayed by an ar'gument over' which of thf..~ m i s; to diE.' fir- s t.. 
. 7' 

... . ~ ... 1' 
I~~~RNB's second scene the executioner chooses to dec a pitate 

",:'(':,' :, 
I r( 

Rabbi s t~eon fir-st. Rabbi Ishmael inter-r-upts, demanding to be 

e}:ecut ~dfir-st due to his qr-ei::d:er- st,xt:us: "Do not do thus! I i:l(l\ 

greate~ than he, I am a High Pr-iest, son of a High Priest, come 

and chop of f my hei:ld first!" Rabbi Ishmael 's antagoni s m towa r-d s 

his companion is cl e arly evident in hi s attempt t.o pr-ove his own 

greater status, even in the face of death. Severe dramatic ir-on y 

is .thus aimed against Rabbi Ishmael; for it is clear- that the 

Po~pous Rabbi ishmael, who knows all about the righteousness of 

God's justice, is not himself a r-ighteous man. Fi r'st, 



ironically, he too is guilty of the sin of pride! Hi s wi ~:;h to bE? 

executed first, given his boastful claim, is probably motivated 

by piqued pride. And ARNB's Rabbi Ishmael is not only proud, but 

probably a proud liar. For there i s no Gvidence in the story's 

narrative discourse to support his claim to the Prie s thood! 15 

Saldarini takes his words at face value, concluding that while 

F~abbi Ishmael could not haVE' be£~n thE~ High Pri€'~st, he Wi.{S "0+ 

priestly ~:;tock."1b However, given F~abbi Is;hmael's unbympathetic 

personality, added to the fact that he is not identified as a 

High Priest in the story's narrative discourse, it is highly 

probable that he is lying. Even more dramatic irony is aimed 

against Rabbi Ishmael, as he himself becomes guilty of delay of 

justice, the very sin he suspected Rabbi Simeon to be guilty of. 

His argument with the executioner delays the execution of 

justice, and here it is not merely human, but divine justice that 

is delayed. 

A continuing antagonistic relationship is shown by the 

Rabbis' competitive argument: each tries to outdo his fellow, 

claiming hi~ superior status in a rather infantile way. F\abbi 

Si meon re~pD~ds to Rabb i I shmc:~el 's cl ,;\i m to thl:? F'r- i eS5thood ~-.}i t.h 
? ,,:, 

sinful pride: "I am a Patr i arch and tht~ son 

Yet Rabbi Simeon appears in a somewhat better 

light t~a~ his companion, for he is not a liar. Despite the 

histor{cal uncertainty of the identification, both ARN versions 

explicitly identify him as Rabbi Simeon ben Gamaliel, a 

Patri ,;\r<:h. 

Unfortunately for our literary analysis, the end of ARNB's 

Second scene is . an insoluble textual enigma. . ..' 

readings appeat ; in the three extant ARNB manuscripts. In 

Halberstam and Parma, Rabbi Simeon is executed first, while in 
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Romi., it h; liabbi. I~3hmat~1. Schechter considered both readings to 

be equally valid and included both in his critical text. 

present time, not enough is known about the manuscripts to make a 

definite preference. However, in my opinion it is highly likely 

that Romi must be regarded as defective. Judging only from the 

ARN ma~erials covered in this thesis, Romi is obviously inferior 

to F'arma "Hld Hal b~J.m in SeVf?r- 0.11 in ,0; tances. :1."7 F\..u~ther' mon::.', ttir:! 

"Mart yrdom" story is much more c.u-t i st i call y ~:;uccess'f ul if w(';;! 

follow the Parma and Halberstam reading where Rabbi Simeon dies 

first. 

Perhaps the transposition of the Rabbi ' 5 names in the two 

manuscript traditions must be regarded as more than a textual 

variant. It may represent two early versions of the ARN8 story. 

This is suggested by the Bem parallel, in which an alternate 

interpretation follows the story: 

and f~abbi Simecm cClmfor-ted him." Like the ARNB manuscript 

readings, this alternate interpretation transposes the main 

characters., Perhaps ARNB's character transposition reflects tlli s 

early tcadition, rather thaM representing a textual variant 
; ..... , :;.,', 

caused ,by' copyist err'or-. But, no matter what its cau~:;e, hf?r-<:? 
:j,::,,' 

an i nsi-p'a'n,ce where ate:,: tual var i ant does not si mp 1 y pr'esent a, 
)1.,( , ' 

. ," 
diffEi1i7,.ent reading, but substantially alters a story's ar·ti~:;tic 

'.I 

quallty and effect. 

However, who ever is executed first, the antagonistic, 

unsympathetic, even competitive relationship between the two 

Rabbis continues until the end of ARNS ' s second scene. The 

execution scene in ARNA is very different. Although the two 

]' ". ,::> 

i 

R~bbis each r~quest to be executed first, and each gives the same 

reason to suppor-t his cl ai m (" I am a Hi gh Pri est thE? son of c.1 



Rami, it is Rabbi Ishmael. Schechter considered both readings to 

be equally valid and included both in his critical text. (~t thu 

present time, not enoug h is known about the manuscripts to make a 

definite preference. However, in my opinion it is highly likely 

that Romi must be regarded as defective. Judging only from the 

ARN mat~rials covered in this thesis, Romi is obviously inferior 

te) F'arma ,3nd Halb~J.m in sevf2r-".:1l in~:;tance~5.:17 Fl .. II~ther··mor-e, thr:.: 

"Mart yrdom" story is much more ar't i st i call y SUCCE?ssf ul i 'f wc:? 

follow the F'arma and Halberstam reading where Rabbi Simeon dies 

first. 

Perhaps the transposition of the Rabbi's names in the two 

manuscript traditions must be regarded as more than a textual 

variant. It may represent two early versions of the ARNB story. 

This is suggested by the Bem parallel, in which an alternate 

interpretation follows the story: "Some ~3c:\y F~abbi I!::ihmael cTiE~d 

and Rabb i Si mecm comf or-ted hi m. 11 Li ke ttH-~ m':;;NB manU~-5cr" i pt 

readings, this alternate interpretation transposes the main 

characters. Per-haps Ni:I\lB's char'acter transposition n=.dlect~:; thi~.:; 

early tr~di. ~ion, rather tha~ representing a textual variant 
.. ':, ' 

caused .. ::;4
i

.y, copyi st err'or-. But, no mc'.\t ter what i t5 c:au~;e, h(-?n~ i '5 
. :l~ .';,1 ' : ' 

an in~~~rise where a textual variant does not simply present a 
.// ' ' 

I .'" 

diffe~~nt reading, but substantially alters a story's artistic 
./ 

qual it; and effect. 

However, who ever is executed first, the antagonistic, 

unsympathetic, even competitive relationship between the two 

Rabbis continues until the end of ARNS's second scene. The 

e>(§sution scene in (~RNA is very different. Although the two 
,. 

Rabbis each re~uest to be executed first, and each gives the same 

reason to suppor-t his cl ai In (" I am a Hi gh Pr i est thl-:? son of <'''1 
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Hi gh Fr- i e~;t ... I am a Patr i ar-ch and the son o'f a Pi:1tr- i ar-ch 11 ) l hE~I'-e 

a po sit. i vein 0 t i vat. i Cl n i s", e :,~ p 1 i c i t I Y s up P 1 i E~ d : 11 fd I 1 mE? fir 's; t. , " 

Uley Si::\y, 11 so t.hat I s hall not bF2hol d the death of my c:umpdn ion. " 

True, the Rabbis are selfishl y trying to spare themselves 

emotional affliction, but here a positive emotion, their mutual 

affection, motivates their desire to be executed first . HE'r' e too 

• 
divine justice is delayed by their argument, but its cause i s 

more sympathetic t.han ARNB's. The Rabbis ' genuine mutual 

affection in the face of a t.errible death is communicated through 

verbal clues: in t.heir appeal t.o the executioner t.hey refer t.o 

each other as "my friend," t:'bry, i.\ ~"ord significantly lacking in 

ARNB . 

ARNA's thematic focus on theodicy is embodied in this scene 

by the throwing of the lots. While in ARNB the executioner 

decided who was to die first, ARNA 's Rabbis cast lots to 

determine who should obtain the honour. In other words, the 

decision is left up to God, for we must assume that the outcome 

of the lots is the outward manifestation of divine will. The 

lots concr~tely embody God's invisible, yet potent presence in 

~" . 
the story. i' ' The lot falls upon Rabbi Simeon, and hi~5 hf.'?ad i!:5 cut 

, " 

" ~. 1 

:- ' ~'" " 

off fir;i~'t. , 
;,( ", 

• II,( 
:, ,. 

ihe divine presence directing the lot~:; ~:;tands in appostion 
'/ 

to th~\ affectionate human solidarity between the two Rabbis. In 

fact, their human solidarity is accentuated by the contrast 

between their behaviour in scene one and scene two. 

one, Rabbi Ishmael was calm and rational, and Rabbi Simeon move d 

from internal anguish to calm; yet in scene two both Rabbis show 

su~~tantial di ~tress. This sudden mood change demonstrates their 

humanity: hum~nlike, both exhibit a gap between their emotional 

and intellectual capacities. Whil e they were able to accept 



their deaths calmly on an intellectual level, and remember Rabbi 

Si meon 's use of the i mp(:".!rsonal, "A man must be rec,c.1y ... ," f "",,ced 

with the horrible reality of their execution, they break down, 

overwhelmed by fear and anguish. Yet despite their breakdown, 

they continue to demonstrate mutual affection. 

Against the Rabbis' human solidarity stands the silent, 

inexorable will of God. The presence of the lots leaves no room 

for doubt: God is responsible for the horrible event in 

progress. And the God whose will is revealed through the lots is 

a God without compassion, a God who does not allow the 

manifestation of His will to be fully comprehensible to even so 

great a Rabbi as Simeon the Patriarch. Through the lots, God's 

will is presented as an objective, existential fact. 

perception of that fact is not objective, but full of fear and 

anguished lack of comprehension. Thus, ARNA ' s second scene 

presents a tense opposition between the objective reality of 

God's will and the anguish of its earthly manifestation. 

"Martyr'dom" is a pathetic portrayc:\J. of believers whose 

i ntell ectupl ,~ompr-ehensi on of the d i vi ne is chall enged by 

e:·:per· i enh~ } ' .;:; '}:., .~ 

(~F~NA 's 

./~)/". , 
In ·t;)dth vt~l~sions, the third S'>cene relates how on[~ Habbi 

mourns hjs dead comrade before he, too, is decapitated. 

Rabbi I~hmael is the mourner; in AHNS, Rabbi Ishmael is the 

mourner in Halberstam and Parma, and Rabbi Simeon, in Rami. The 

third scene marks a turning point in both versions: 'functi clrlcd.l y 

speaking, it is an ironic reversal of the first scene. (')F~NA 

bega.!)., wi th Rabb i ~:;i meon 's Doubt.; it ends wit.h Rabbi Ishmael s. 

ARNS" began wi th .Esl:r·angemEmt; ironically, it ends with 
. ;., 

Reconciliation. 



In ARNB, the antagonistic relationship between the two 

Rabbis is reversed, ironically, only after one has been executed. 

When Rabbi Simeon/Ishmael sees his companion's fallen head, hi s 

reaction i s uncharacteristically emotional~ 

And Rabbi Simeon/lshmael caress ed the head and 
ki~; ~;E)c:1 it clrltl ~'JE:::,pt anti sr.:dd, "Oh mouth which onCE·) 
~aboured at Torah, behold, it is full of earth? as it 
is se-dcl, ' HE) hc.~ s mc:\d(~ my teE~th gr"incl on gr·avel .•.. · 1I 

(L;:.<.m ::::;: 16) 

The passionate affection which the surviving Rabbi offers the 

head of his fallen fellow is juxtaposed with his cold, 

competitive feelings towards him when still alive, engendering a 

grim irony. For only the most extreme circumstance, the sight of 

the bloody, severed head literally licking the dust, can evoke 

positive human sympathy in Rabbi Simeon/Ishmael's heart. 

surviving Rabbi scarcely has time to relish his new-found 

af f ect ion ·f 01'- "i mmc~d i atl~l y" the e:·( ecut i oner- c:omes and chops of f 

his head. 

Here the choice of manuscript reading affects our 

i nterpret:at i on. 

artist (~~i 'ly effective ending, consistent with earlier 
'~, I 

:- . ~.; .~ 
char-a,f:j:.t:!rization. For- the pl'-oud, antal]onis;tic F<abbi Ishm':''l.el to 

/l'" 
com~ 'i8ii circle and to love his companion in death, effects a 

d r a m a rt i c i::\ n d i r 0 n ice n din g . 
\": . The dramatic: effect is much reduced 

if the reading of Rami is followed and Rabbi Simeon, who already 

exhibited a lachrymose, sentimental disposition, is the mourning 

Rabb i . 

Yet, whichever reading is adopted, ARNB effects closure on 

~~~h the plO~ and hermeneutic levels. Un the plot level, closure 

is effected t,hrough the death of the second Rabbi. On the 

hermeneutic level, the closure is ironic: the resolution of the 
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estrangement between the two Rabbis is only effected 

pos t h umou~; 1 y. Thematic resolution is given concrete textual 

expression through ambiguous word play. The story concludes with 

an appended Biblical quotation, Zech 13:7: "In fulfillmE"mt of 

what Scripture says, 'Awake 0, sword against my shepherd (rey) 

• against the man who stands near me, Si~yS the Lord o·f hosts." 

The word rey is ambiguous; it can be r-ead two way'5 , as "my 

shepherd" Ol~ "my fril7?nd." The sense of rey depends upon whom is 

identified as the speaker of Zech 13:7. If the speaker of the 

verse is God, according to the explicit Biblical context, then 

rey must mec~n "shephE'y-·d." In this case, the story can be seen as 

a straightforward illustration of Zech 13:7, telling of God's 

shepherds, ie the Rabbis, who are slain by the sword. Yet, if we 

ignore the explicit Biblical context, the ver se can be seen as 

spoken by the surviving Rabbi. In this case, rey must be read as 

limy friend:" "Awake 0 s\'lOrd agai nst my fri end, aged nst the man 

who stands near me." Read thus, the verse embodies ARNB's theme 

with grim irony. That is, a man who once only "stood near" hi s 

companio,[1, ,that is, WclS only assoc:i,3.tc;?d by phy~5ica l or- E'!:·:ter-nal 

pro:.: imity, ~ became a fl''' iend, rey, thY-'ough thE? agent of the 
;:; l' 
.; ~";I . ', 

e:.:ecut':~hg , sword. 
,i/:~ , . 

I ,I " 

,(}RNA ' s th i rd sc:ene is more e;.: panded than ARNB ' s wi th 

signijicant differences in content and arrangement. 

Ishmael takes the severed head and hugs it to hi~ bosom with a 

burst of metaphoric eulogy: 

He wept and cried "Oh steadfast mouth! Oh holy 
mouth! ••• Oh mouth that uttered beautiful gems and 
precious stones and pearls! Who has laid you in the 
dust? W/10 has fill ed your tongue wi th dust and ashe!:".;? 
Of you the verse says, 'Awake 0 sword against my 
shepherd ' and agai nsi: thE? man who stands near- me. ' " 

1 



The use of elabo~ate metaphoric language is unique to ARNA; it 

p~obably is a sign of development. 18 In ARNA, Rabbi Ishmael ' ~ 

passionate emb~ace of his dead comrades's head does not su~p~ise, 

for hjs actions are consistent with previous characterization. 

Howeve~, his ~hetorical questions are st~iking: "[JJho has lai.d 

yOU in the dust? Who has filled you~ tongue with dust and 

ashes?" Now Rabbi Ishmael knows full well that the He who has 

done this is none other than God Himself, as his citation of Zech 

13:7 demonstrates. Through his rhetorical questions he openly 

questions God's actions. Here again yawns the unbridgeable gap 

between intellectual understanding and emotional acceptance. 

While Rabbi Ishmael knows, in cold fact, that God has done this, 

he cannot accept it. His grieving human heart cannot accept 

Gad's will although he knows that he witnesses its fulfillment. 

Far ARNA's Rabbi IshmaeI, too, the wheel has come full circle. 

In the first scene, Rabbi Simeon had implicitly questioned God' s 

justice, while Rabbi Ishmael provided calming comfort. (~t thE? 

story's end, the ~oles reverse: Rabbi lshmael himself openly 

challenges God's justice, and alas, he has nothing to comfort him 

but a seve~ed head. 
,~... . . : 

" ':"1 

w~~i~ Zech 13:7 was tacked on to the end of ARNB, ARNA 
.{~?i· . 

ski 1 fuld 'y ' i ncorpor-ates it into r"abbi Ishma~::d' s speech. Due to 
'/ .' 
. ,;.; .; 

its i~~orporation in direct discou~se, the ambiguous wo~d play is 
i,,\" 

more ironic, as the verse embodies two coexistent yet 

irreconcilable realities and points of view: the objective 

real i t Y o ·f God' ~~ \o'li 11 and man's sub j e.c:t i ve e:·( per-i ence of th."t 

wi 11. Because the verse is put into his mouth, Rabbi lshmael 

appropriates Sc~ipture, God's words, for himself, and thus 

simultaneousl~' proc:laims its factual reality and passionately 

mourns its ful~illment. Two trajecto~ies of dramatic: irony a~e 



at play here: Ra bbi Ishmael aims irony a gainst him s elf by 

spea king the di v in e point of view which he c a nnot under s t a nd a nd 

s imult a neous ly direct s dram a ti c irony again s t God Him s elf! 

Two vo i ces , God ' s and Rabbi I s hm a el '5, embod y ing di vi n e a n d 

human r e alit y , speak si~ult a n eously through th e same ve r se a n d 

mout.h . 

part, by hi s awareness , yet l ac k of c o mprehension, of both 

realities. The very simultaneity of the two voic e s concretel y 

embodies the paradox of theodicy: divine and human perception 

and experience are so distant, that what God can utter in a 

dispassionate tone of prophetic fact, man must cry in a nguished 

passion. Yet, just as God's will controled the Rabbis through 

the lots, here too, Rabbi Ishmael is a prisoner of God. 

Ironically, he can expres s his grief only through God given 

words, the word s of Scripture. Yet, Rabbi Ishmael, the pri s oner 

of the text, is able to use God's word again s t Him, to ques tion 

the justice of the Di vine Author at the very moment he proclaims 

the tragic reality o f His Word. Rabbi Ishmae l is v e ry bold 

indeed, for by using God's own word to question His jus tice he 

aims dram~ij 2 irony against God Himself, in s inuating that God ' s 

: . 4· , 
underst 9;l)Q i ng o·f h i ~5 own Scr- i pture i s somehm'~ I i mi ted. 

?t( , 
. .il. l 

'.I .' 

Before Ishmael has had time to finish his eulogy, the 
./ 

execut t~ner comes and chops off his head. A concluding proof text 

follows : "And of them the verse s ays: 'My wrath shall wax hot, 

and I will kill you with the sword; and your wives sh a ll be 

wi dows and your ch i 1 dren father less. '" (E:·: 2 2: 2:3) Clos urE.' i s 

effected on the plot level, with the execution of I s hmael, but 

the~ ~lot resolut ion fails to effect a resolution for the problem 
o_ ! 

Of theodicy, AR~A's tentral hermeneutic fo c us. Indeed, the lack 

Of closure on the hermeneutic level can be seen a s embodied self -
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reflexively in the text: "And F~abbi Ishrnael had not yet finished 

speaking when the executioner took his sword and cut off his 

head. " Just as; Ishrnael is "cut off" befol"'E~ he can finish 

speak i ng, so dOf:~s the s·d:ol'-Y "cut of f" wi. thout re~.;ol vi ng the 

problem of divine justice. Hermeneutic closure is effected onl y 

apparent}y~ by the intrusion of the deus ex machina, the death -

dei:\! i ng sword. 

'- ! 



Both v!?r"sions of 11 l'1i:\rtyrodom 11 an? developed stcwif:?S';, 

demonstrating sophisticated development with substantial artistic 

ef f f2ct. That is, instead of being in the form of nonfunctional 

expansions or assimilated phrasing, the unique elements in each 

version contribute effectively to the development of their 

respective themes. However, a closer consideration uf narrative 

• and stylistic aspects shows that ARNA is more developed than 

AF'NB. 

Regarding their verb tenses, both exhibit a relatively large 

number of verbs in a continuous verb tense, a combination of the 

perfect and partic~ple (hyh bwkh; hyw mtl]nnym). I ndeecl, theroe 

is so much of this tenseo? in II'1ar"tyrdom," th.~,t it may V!?I~y wl'?ll be 

a stylistic idiom, rather than intend to communicate a sense uf 

continuous time. Both versions exhibit about the same proportion 

of continuous/consecutive narrative. 

The pattern of their discourse modes is also very similar. 

Both begin the first two scenes with narrative discourse followed 

by direct discourse. The third scene begins and ends in a phrase 

of narrati0e discourse, with Rabbi Ishmael 's lament sandwiched in 
?<. I 

between.,':' However r-c?gr"adin~J disc:oLlr"se mode, (-)f,NA show!" mor"e 
;:; ~", ' 
' ,~',o .. 

develo~~e~t. In two places it is expanded with unique elements 
JI..(' . ,. 

in na*~ative discourse: Rabbi Simeon's actions in the first 
'. ,', 

' / 

scene '00:( hyh twhh bd<=tw); the throwing of the lots in the second 

scene. 

ARNA also supplies a limited amount of character motivation, 

completely lacking in ARNB. The Rabbis' argument with the 

executioner is given a laudable motive, as each Rabbi explains 

th~t he wishe~! to die first so as not to witness the death of his 

fellow. 

1 



Time words appear in both versions (myd) , yet here they are 

used in their primary function as time indicators, rather than 

pat-r' at i ve connectors. 1'';' H()WE~Ver' , Anl\I(')'~:; "jVli:\rt yrdorn" bf'.?g i nSi \'-li th 

a narrative connector (k¥tp~w), instead of the standard story 

introduction formula evinced by ARNB (mc~h b). The beginning of 

AF~I\lA 's "Mi:\r- t yrclom" :i.!:; unU~5Ui~\ 1, f or' a 1 mD~; t, i:\ 11 Ah:N' !"' !,; t or- i !::!:, b F~CJ i n 

• with the standard story introduction formula. In my opinion thi s 

can tentatively be regarded as a sign of ARNA's greater 

development, but the hypothesis must be explored more thoroughly. 

Both versions of "Mar-tyr-dom" r~),:hibit a ~.;ophistic~d:(7.!d use Df 

intertextual word play in their use of Zech 13:7; howf.?ver, 

clearly ARNA's artistic manipulation is more sophisticated than 

that of AF~NB. In ARNA, we recall, the verse is put into the 

mouth of the mourning Rabbi Ishmael, engendering bitter irony and 

pathos: .• Although the verse engenders irony in ARNB as well, it 

is not incorporated into the story so skilfully. 

In my opinion, the expanded metaphoric rhetoric of ARNA ' s 

eulogy is probably another sign of its greater development. 

Compare A's 
~'. 

" ... Holy mouth, faithful mouth, holy mouth, faithful 

mouth, q~ ' mouth that brought forth precious stones and gems and 
;if ' 

pearls~/ } .. " with B's; " ••• ThE! mouth that s,tudif~s Tot-c~h ..•. " Tr'ue '.i>, ' 
, / 

metaph~rs, excluding parables, are very rare in Rabbinic 
" 

stori~~;2D closer study is needed before my hypothesis that this 

is a sign of greater development can be substantiated. 

Both versions of "1'1artyrclom" appear to preserve the tabDo o-f 

oral folk literature against revealing characters' internal 

thoughts and feelings. 21 As discussed earlier, this is 

pa'r t i cuI ar I y sJ:.r i king beci:\us(.;! "Mar t yr-dam" bf:'~tr- ays such a c I ()~;e 

interest in hu~an psychological processes, as it explores the 
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psychological effect of tr a umatic experi e nce. However, d espite 

the intense psychological interest, the characters' internal 

emotions are only expres sed externally, through deed s and word s . 

The n a r r ator never lets u s see what is happening inside the 

characters' minds. Ye t s ignificantl y , ARNA comes close r to 

int e rnal psychologi z ing than ARNB . Rabbi Simeon 's mental angui s h 

• is made explicit in ARNA ' s first s cene through a unique detail: 

hyh twhh bdc::tw. The fact that ARNA comes closer to revealing 

Rabbi Simeon's emotions directly is probably also a s ign of its 

greater development. Ev e n here, however, while the fact of hi s 

internal anguish i s revealed, his internal thought s are 

communicated only in external speech. 

In conclusion, although both version s are developed stories , 

ARNA shows greater s igns of development. {4 S I-Jf.? s hc~ ll ~:;ee 

shortly, this is not only true for the story in isolation, but 

also regarding its redactional context. However, one final word 

an "Mar-t yrdom" i tsel -f bef ol~e a conf~i derat ion o -f its commentary 

conte:-: t. Throughout the literary analysis, the two versions ' 

different characterization and irony levels were indicated. The 

different ' ch~racterization evinced by th e two versions of 
- . 

is consistent with general characteristic s of the two 

portrays Rabbinic figures more positively, and ARNB 
. ,' ;"f 

more n~.~ at i vel y. Indeed, nowhere else in ARNB are Rabbis 

portrayed in s o unadmi"'-ElbIE? a light a s in "IVlartyt-dom": its, 

Rabbis are cold, pompous, cantankerous, si nful and ridiculous. 

Their execution is a kind of Theatre of the Ab s urd, with mocking 

dramatic irony aimed against them from beginning to end. In 

fac!~ the depiction of its character s is so negative, that ARNB 

can' be easi 1 y r",ead as a p.",rody of a martyrdom stor-y. , 
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In contrast, the sympathetic, positive portrayal of ARNA ' s 

characters renders them heroic; however, their heroism is not 

occasioned by their struggle with death itself~ but, ironically, 

by their theological doubt. That is, ARNA' s Rabbi I s hmael is 

heroi c becase of his unwavering demonstration of human solidarity 

and compass ion and his final, bitter rejection of God's justice. 

Significantly, while ARNB exhibits much more dramatic irony than 

ARNA, ARNA exhibits much more epistemological irony, embodied in 

the lack of closure on the hermeneutic level~ the i r-on i c qc~p 

between human and divine knowledge of God's will simply cannot be 

cl Qsed. 

My anal ysi s of "Mcu~tyrdom " chall enge::; some c\ssumpti on~-::; about 

the artistry of Rabbinic stories. The more developed ARNA 

exhibits very sophisticated literary artistry, namely, its 

intertextual word play. Here, at any rate, the more developed 

story is not the artistically inferior. 22 Furthermore, ARNA's 

"Martyrdom" belies Fr-a!?nkf?l's claims that completE! c:1C)surf:~ i~:; 

one of the identifying characteristics of an aesthetically 

superior Rabbinic story.23 Here the lac~ of closure on the 

hermeneut'i c i evel i~; a pow(·?rf ul £~el f -" ref I e:-: j. ve df!vi CE'! 1 embodyi nq 
"[., 

,J ; 
pro~rem 

'/ c.:;' . 
!'.-l 
,i,f.i , 

the of theoclicy. 

II. The Commentary Context 

ARNA shows a definitely more sophisticated a nd developed 

incorporation of "M",H-tyr-clom" into it,,::; comrlll":)ntary conte:-:t than 

ARNB . This is consistent with ARNA's general tendency to s h ow 

more evidence of an evening redactional impulse; however her' e 

ARNA';s red'3.ctiot;1al impuls;e is not ml"!rely ~;uper-ficial but shows; a 

consistent arti~tic purpose. We recall that "Martyrdom" c:\ppear':; 

as illustration of the list item: "A swor'd c:omf:~S upon the wor Id 
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for- ttH? p(:? rvE"~r- sion of justiCE? i,H1d -fell'" the df:~ lay o-f ju ~:;ti_ cf.~ . .. "" 

of the lemma, although each presents illustrations of delay of 

justice and a death - dealing s word . Indeed, the story s tand s in 

ironic juxtaposition to the lemma. For the lemma and the other 

list ite~s present an ordered s y s tem of divine justice by mean s 

of which the punishment for s pecific s in s can be predicted. Thi s 

ordered system o -f divinE~ justice is not E~vic:lent in "Mat--t.yr-dom," 

where there is a lack of correlation between punishment and 

crime: the sins of pride and neglect of t.he poor are not 

punishable by death according to Biblical law. 

The lack of correlation between story and lemm a cas ts an 

ironic sh a dow of doubt over the divine syst.em of punishment 

presented by the li s t. In fact, it i s pos sible to int.erpret 

"Martyrdom" as an illustri:ltion of divinE? injustice. God HimsE.~lf 

perverts justice by sentencing his two shepherds to an 

undeserving death. Read this way, the s tories are in fact 

illustrations of perversion of justice not human, but divine. 

While i the ironic relat.ion s hip between s tory and lemma 
L't 

;. - 4- ; 
presentY.in both version s , ARNA presents a more developed, 

''I ' ''' . 

1- c-, 

-.'-:1' 
SOPhis,~i{c:: ated and S", y~;;temati c e)-:ploit ",d : ion of this ir-cmy bot.h 

Thf~ c entr.::.d 

theme Of ARNA's "Mar-tyrdom," judged in i s olc:\tion, theodicy, i s; 

also the thematic focus of the great.er section of c ommentary of 

which "Martyrdom" forms a pi::irt. 

ARNA offers concrete verbal evidence of its exploration of 

"J ' :' 

th~ theod icy th,eme in the greater- sec:ti on o -f commentary. One wiay 
'- ! ' 

in which the t~eme is explored is through a poetic devic:e, the 

amb i guous repet it i on of the c:atchwor-d "sv-JOrd" on three 1 evel s 0+ 



d i ~:;c: our se. "f:lwol'"d" app(·?.:.U"S f i n;:;t ill the I ~?mma, h~?I'" f2 a metaphor 

signifying violent dE)cd:h or' e:-:ecution ("?~ · ~.H'·mrd comes upon t.he 

war" 1 d .•. " ) . IndE.'[?cl, both ver"sicms U.~5(·? "sword" as a catchwor"d. 

In ARNB it. is repeated in the story's concluding proof text, Zech 

1 3: ?, (" ?h .. j':''I h? 0 s I'm r" d. • • " ) ~ (~f fee t. i n g a kill d 0 f sup f? r f i c: i c:\ 1 

stylistic.closure as the whole unit of commentary, lemma, st.ory 

and concluding ver"~!:;f?, ':''II'''f? ellclo~5ed, 50 to spe':''Ik, by "t.hE'? sword." 

ARNA also uses the catchword to effect a superficial closu.re 

of ~he commentary unit, however, it does so with a different 

concluding verse, E:·: 22:23 ("And my I'Jrath will wa:·: hot and I will 

ki 11 you wi th the ~;word ••• "). Yet, ARNA exploits the catchword 

further. For here Zech 13: 7 ("Awake 0 s\.o,Jclrd .•• ") is put in the 

mouth of Rabbi Ishmael himself. Furthermore, ARNA inserts the 

catchword within the narrative discourse. When the executioner 

decapit<''''Ites the two Rabbis, "sword" cD:plicitly appl?i:..r-S in th~? 

te:-:t: "Immediately he took the sword and cut. of·f his 

head •••• Before he could finish speaking he took the sword and cut 

off his head •.•• " Very significantly, in ARNB's parallel scene 

the word "swc:wd" f .::\i 1 s to appec.~r. 
;.. :, 

'rhus, in (-iF:;:NA' s "l'"lar·t yr-dorn" 

the catchwcwd "sword" appears ·f i ve times: in the I f2mma, tI.o,Ji ce in 
;:;~. .. 
':~ ;: . 

the nars,:~~~U.VE." onCE~ in cl ~3c.TipturaJ quotation in the c:iin,:'ct 
.iI:' . ,-

cl i sc our: :~.;~ of th e n i:.U"T at i \lE?, ,:3.nd on c (2 in thf2 con cl ud i ng ~:;cr- i p tLW i:3.l . .. \ 

"I 

proo·f te':·it. The fact that ARNB shows so much less exploitation of 

the "sI'mr-d" c,3.tchl'mr-d sugg[?sts that thi~:;; is a del iberate 

redactional strategy on the part of ARNA. 

The catchword's appearance in different levels of discourse 

is ~~ry sophisticated word play, which toys with the metaphoric 

and " 1 i teral mea~i ng of "sword." In the lemma, an abstract, 

object i ve statement o·f God's system of j Ll~;t ice, "sword" is a 



metaphor. In the nc.u- rative discoLtr-se, "swor-d" has a liter- c~l 

significance, as pains are taken to show that the abstract, 

metaphoric sword i s grimly rea l on the subjective level o f human 

e:-:perj ence. In Zech 1~J:7, "s\>Jol'-d" is ambiquous. 

understood as metaphoric or a s literal, depending upon whom we 

consider its speaker, God or Rabbi Ishmael. The fin a l proof text, 

• 
Ex 22:23 , demonstrates the inexorable reality of the s word: 

whether metaphoric or literal, the sword is a killing sword. 

Here is no attempt to soften the truth through apology or 

persuasion. God's puni s hment is a real fact and no metaphor, and 

can only be accepted without comprehension. Thus? ARNA's use of 

the "sI>JOrd" catchword is a s ophi st i cate(j poet i c devi ce wh i ch 

explores the theodicy theme. 

ARNA shows it s artistic redactional impulse in another way: 

the commentary on the immediately preceding lemma, together with 

"Mart yrdom," e:-:p lore theod icy as a coherent un it. The pt- eced i rH.,:) 

lemma specifies -that pestilence (dbr), i s the punishment for the 

neglect of four agricultural commandments: "Pe ~.;tilf.'.:.' nc:e comes on 

the world fo~ neglecting gleanings, the forgotten s heaf, the 

corner of -:ttje'- f i el d <:md poor man's tithes." An illustY-ating 
'~ .. ' 

story 
- ~. ; 

f ol: lows i n ~'Jh i ch a wi dow and h€~r two orphan Sions sti:":\y-Vt~ to 
':f;:.;· . ' 

·,!·:·l! 
b?~~USE? a si nn i ng landowner wi thhol ds the foorj he is death 

supposed! to provide them. In a pathetic fin a l scene, the two 

sons pl~ce their heads in their mother ' s lap and all three 

perish. Li ke "Martyrdom," the correspondence betweE,'n 1 e mma and 

illustrating story is not straightforward: the mother and sons 

do not deserve to die, yet they perish; the wicked landowner , 

Who ~~serves to die, is not punished. The story is an 

ina~propriate i~; ustration for the divine scheme of crime and 

Punishment pres~ibed by the lemma. Again, there is an ironic gap 
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between lemma and illustration and through it the imperfection of 

r- ev(~al ed. Here, however, a concluding independent tradition 

softens the irony, in which God Himself speaks from out s ide the 

narrative, promising revenge. Thus, although God's justice is 

not illustrated by the narrative proper, His speech promises that 

• justice will be executed. 

The sequence of the two stories shows an escalating tension. 

The story of the widow and her sons is pathetic and tragic, but 

relatively undramatic, while "Martyr'dom" i~; dramatic in the 

e:·: tr"eme. Further"mc.1re, "1'1artYI~dom" presents a grimmer- (~:-:plorati()n 

of theodicy. While the first story has an explicit human villain 

and God is identified in the concluding segment as the self-

avowed champion of the poor, "Martyrdom" is much more 

theologically daring: here God Himself is both judge, and 

executioner, promi s ing no posthumous revenge. 24 The presence of 

the theodicy theme in the preceding story and the escalating 

tension in the two stories are surely evidence of ARNA's 

redactional artistry, showing an attempt to unify the commentary 

in a mea~~n~ful way. 
~. , 

" .::; ~, t 

T..Blik ·e:·:tent of AF,NA's redactional i:\t- U.str·y is clear in 
)/ . 
.. ( 

compari,;son wi th ARNB. E:·: cept for "M,::wt yrdom," (~F~~m' s comm(·?ntar-y 
'.I 

on th~ list consists only of Biblical proof texts following each 

lemma. Thus, the justice of each kind of divine punishment is 

confirmed by an appropriate Scriptural citation, for instance: 

"Where does Scr i pture tec.~ch that pun i shment comes for" IJ I oodst1ed ? 

It says, ' They poured out innocent blood, the blood of their sons 

a60 ' daughters .... '" (F's 106: :5El) ; 
~ 

that exile co~es for neglect of the year of release for land? It 

says, 'But the land shall be left by them .•.. '" (Lev :~~6:4:3). 
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Since ARNO's commentary simply confirms the validity of each li s t 

item by using appropriate Scriptural proof texts, there is no 

ironic gap between list item and commentary. Neither does ARND 

attempt to unite units of the commentary through artistic means . 

• artistic characteristics of an isolated tradition may be related 

to the broader commentary context of which it forms a part. 

Methodologically speaking, this means that differences between 

parallel stories cannot automatically be assumed to have emerged 

at the oral transmission stage due to historical or apologetic 

f actc)rs. 2~ Surel y, AF~NA' S~ 11 Ma,..·t yrdom 11 must have bf.~E.'n a1 t€;'> ""ed c:lt 

the written redactional stage of transmission in line with an 

artistic redactiona1 agenda . 

. ~, ! 
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CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

A detailed summary of the configuration of narr at ive and 

stylistic phenomena in the two ARNs appears in ApV. 1\lot. w i ~;h i rl ~~I 

to repeat myself, here I will only remark general conclusions 

about the two ARN versions, outline the general and specific 

contributions of my study, evaluate the success of my 

methodology and suggest directions for future research. 

The detailed summary in ApV shows that while each version 

has its own peculiar characteristics, s ome narratological and 

stylistic elements cannot be said to appear more or less often in 

either. Within individual stories the following elements appear 

more or less identically in both ARNs: closure configuration, 

speech acts and illocutionary acts, characterization, point of 

view shift and narratorial features, a developed hermeneutic 

plot, the means in which theme is communicated and repetition . 

On the red~ctional level, neither version shows a greater 

tende~~} ' towards progression in groups of stories, nor towards an 
.,~ . " . 

ironi :~~? ~elationship br:?tween lemma and illusb-atinq story. 
,!". 

I 

ARNA exhibits the following peculiar characteristics wit.hin 

its individual stories: more internal plot progression, slightly 

more continuous narrative action, more simUltaneous narrative 

action, more use of narrative connectors, a greater proportion of 

narrative discourse (in many stories), more psyc hological 

c.8.?-r· acter- i z at ion. On the redactional level ARNA exhibits more 
. I 

ihstances whS~e an individual story forms part of a greater 

thematic agenda, many more signs of redactional reworking and 



evening redactional impulse, more examples of introductory and 

concluding formulae, more superficial redactional assimilation. 

Finally, ARNA exhibits some general tendencies: 

le5s ironic than ARNB's, there is consistent idealization of it s 

Sage characters and its stories are almost always in a more 

devel 0pE:'d ~..:;t.ate. 

The peculiar features of ARNB both within the individual 

stories and at the redactional level can best be summarized by 

simply reversing the list of the peculiar features of ARNA listed 

above. Thus, ARNB shows more use of direct discourse in 

proportion to narrative discourse, fewer narrative connectors, 

more consecutive, as opposed to continuous and simultaneous, 

narrative action, less evidence of an evening redactional 

impulse, and so on. ARN8, too, exhibits consistent general 

tendencies. Its stories are almost always less developed than 

their ARNA parallels; they are more ironic and ambiguous and 

portray Sage characters in a more realistic, thus negative, 

manner. Furthermore, ARN8 stories contain more parables and 

exegetical : materials. 

H;~~£i;vf.?r , in spite of these general features peculiar t.o E'?c:\C h 

• ·':~ ';,1~ ,· 
verslQ~,it must not be forgotten that. there is considerable 

J/ ,. 
narrai~ve and stylistic variety among the individual stories, 

" 

regardless of the version in which they appear. Individual 

stor i es preser've id i o~;yncr at i c f eatL.Ir'E~S; thus;, "El i ez E~r" i~; 

distinguished by its intere~;t in chi:~r'ac:ter:izi.;l.tion, "Beauti.ful 

Woman" by its use of word play, the Hillel and Shammai stories, 

by their thematic emphasis on speech. 

, 
This stu~V of the two ARN versions confirms scholarly 

C:onsensus that ARN(~ I" <
.::> more developed than ARN8. HO\l-lf:?Ver , it 



also offers fresh insights into ARN in particular and Rabbinic 

compilations in general. The investigation of the story 

parallels in other texts s hows that ARNs source-relationships are 

much more complicated than has previously been thought. 

Certainly, it is impossible to continue to automati ca lly consider 

the BT as ARN's source. Furthermore, ARN stories within their 

• 
commentary context s how that beyond a doubt? it i s incorrect to 

automatically attribute a story's peculiar characteri s tics to an 

actual historical background; often these can be influenced by a 

broader commentary agenda. 

My work shows that individual stories should always be 

considered on two levels: in isolation and as part of a greater 

commentary context. The story in isolation shows idiosyncratic 

features that might have originated at either the stage of oral 

composition or of written redac tion . Features within an 

individual story caused by its commentary context can only have 

originated at the written redactional stage of transmiss ion, at 

least, in the case of ARN. 

Th~ s ~issertation proves beyond all doubt that Rabbinic 

narrativ~ technique and style mu s t be consi dered as a developing 
;J ~~. , 

pheno~~nor. Whil e some features in parallel stories remain 
,i,/ 

I 

cons t :,ant, notably their bas ic functions, othf.:?rs vi:\ry con s id(-?rabl y 
'/ 

and ~ie marks of a more or less developed story. 

The results achieved by the kind of methodology used in thi s 

dissertation are limited. There are question s about Rabbinic 

texts that my kind of research simply cannot address. For 

i,:_~ .. tC\nce, my methodology ccHlnot decide the ol~ iginal form 0+ cl 
, 

R~bbinic text~ nor the historical context out of which it grew. 

However, my methodology i s not without v a lue regarding historical 



qlJe~.;tions. With my methodology it is possible to isolate 

obviously developed segments of narrative on stylistic and 

narratological grounds; these can then be rejected as evidence of 

a text's early form. Furthermore j while it is impossible to 

discover a text's origins with my methodology, it is possible to 

perceive its relative state of development. Indeed, if similar 

research is executed on texts whose approximate dates are known 

(Yalk, MhO, Tan), the relative state of narrative development of 

texts whose dates are unknown (ARN) can be judged in comparison. 

It is probable, therefore, that a system of relative dating can 

be established for Rabbinic texts by analysing narrative 

features. 

With more research, my methodology may even be able to tell 

us more about the historical and/geographical context of 

individual compilations. Again, texts with a known provenance 

(eg, MhO) must be examined; it must be determined whether a 

peculiar narrative sty le can be associated with a specific 

geographical region. If this be so, texts of unknown provenance 

may be found : to exhibit these same characteristics and thus be 

tentatively !~~sociated with a specific region, at least, at one 
~, , 

,. ~. 
redactid~~l stage. 

' .. :', .,. f. 
. J( 

On~~ real problem with my methodology is the isolation of 

narrati~e genres; even if all narratives in a text are able to 

be considered, it can only account for a limited proportion of 

its materials. This handicap is offset by the fact that 

narrative genres are more malleable, and hence, more indicative 

of the individual artistic impulses of transmitter and redactor 

than"· ~lore stereo,t yped genre::->. Still, it is necessary to remember 

that even when ~ll narratives in a text have been considered, 

this does not account for the complete text. 
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other problems with the execution of my methodology are it s 

length and partial subjectivity. An in-depth literary analysi s 

of a Rabbinic story requires the creation of a critical text much 

longer than the story itself. Thus, the analysis of all 

narratives in a Rabbinic compilation would be a lengthy process 

i ndE·?('?d . Finally, while certain literary critical features of 

• 
Rabbinic narrative can be established by objective observation, 

other features can only be decided by the subjective judgement of 

the critic. For example, if I state that ARNA contains a greater 

proportion of narrative discourse than ARNB, this can be proven 

objectively by unambiguous textual evidence. However, the 

establishment of theme and configuration of irony are more 

subjective. True, textual signals for both theme and irony 

appear within the stories; however, the interpretation of these 

textual signals, and the emphasis he wishes to accord them? is up 

to the individual critic. In my opinion, it is not only valuabl e 

but necessary for the critic to judge aspects of theme and irony 

in spite of their inherent subjectivity; 

subjectivity must always be acknowledged and allowed to qualify 

the validity of his judgement. 
;. :, 

~, . 
. ~, . 

I~~ sp 1 te of thf.0 I i mi tat ions; of my methoclol ogy, it. of f £:.~rs 
,?l" 

sever~if ; valuable c(Jntributions to Rabbinic studies as a whole. 

Quite :,pefinitely, j.t providE:~s a mE!cHiingful \I~ay to analyze E'ntir'e , . .'- " 

texts ' with a literary critical method without simply 

recapitulating theme and content. It also provides a way to 

pinpoint the relative development of parallel narratives and can 

isolate an entire compilation ' s redactional tendencies and 

di.~~inguish them fr-om artistic tendr~nci~?s isolated in its 

iridividual stq~ies. A significant, but as yet incomplete, 

contribution ~f my dissertation is more exact and useful 



classification system for Rabbinic narrative genres. 

More research along the lines of this dissertation would 

greatly benefit Rabbinic studies . More work on precise 

definition of genres, narrative and others, is needed; quite 

definitely, genre definition must take account of the developing 

features of Rabbinic traditions. More work must be done on the 

relative date of exegetical and non -ex egetical narratives. My 

research suggests that contrary to popular assumption, exegetical 

narrative cannot be automatically regarded a~ earlier than non-

e:·:eget i cal • The oral characteristics of all Rabbinic narrative 

should be studied more closely and e v aluated. A~; much c.'1S is 

possible, oral and written stylistic and narratological features 

should be isolated; in this way we may gain a clearer idea of the 

transition from oral to written redaction/transmission. 

Close literary a nalyses should always accompany analysis of 

a text's source-relationships. Beyond all doubt, my research 

shows that it is not enough to state that Story X used Story Y as 

a direct source because [-itory Y is shor·ter· and in an 11 eew 1 i er 11 

campi I at.i on, ~ The specifically literary features of an individual 

tradi t.~; q>rr cc\n sho\l-J a gr·eat deal about it s reI ati onsihi p wi th 
':~ . ~~,' . 

parall:f3'i source~-;. 
: ,i/ 

I 

Finally, all of the stylistic and 

narrafblogical aspects discussed in relation to ARN need further 

invest":igation both as isolated objects of rf2!:3ec.u-ch ( ie, "Th!:"? 

Narrator in Rabbinic Narr·ative") and their· collective 

configuration within specific compilations. 

In clo~ing, I would like to relate my very per s onal feelings 

ab.ol..\ t my war k . On one hand, I feel frustrated with the research 

r~presented by this dissertation; due to limitations of time and 
. : .. 

Space and scanty existing research on Rabbinic narrative, I 



simply was not able to survey all of ARN's narrative genres. 

ThIS renders the results of my work more suggestive and tentative 

than I would have liked. However, I feel a great satisfaction as 

well. This satisfaction springs from a deep inner conviction, an 

intuitive conviction unSUbstantiated by unambiguous textual 

signals, that I f2nd my F'hcl n?9.earch with ",\r) authentic: "-fe£::~l" 0+ 
• ARN's individual but unknown redactors and their artistry. The 

invisible, phantasmagoric human hands and voices who composed and 

transmitted these stories have become real for me. {:~t the 

beginning of my research, I read ARN over and over and never 

could hear its voices. Using this specific methodology, I now 

can hear the text speak. I can only hope that my analyses of 

ARN's individual stories can allow others, as well, to hear the 

voices. At any rate, I hope that the least my research can do is 

alter the unanimous opinion that ARN's only salient themes are 

Torah study and good works. Human speech and its inherently 

ambiguous significance, is just as salient a theme as Torah 

study, at least within ARN's stories. 

~~ : 
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APPENDIX I 

List of Analyzed Stories and Abbreviated Titles 

Thesis Ch • .. .-.------_ ... _--

4 

4 

5 

0:::
,.J 

5 

6 

7 

"7 ,. 

9 

9 

10 

"The E~:;cape 0+ cJCJhanan ben Zakki':\i F lr'um 
"Escape" 

"Cluster" 

"The Be~~ inn i ngs o·f Habb i. Ak i vc.:q " "Akiva" 

"The BE?~] inn i ngs o~: r-~abb i El i ez er- ben 
"Eliezer" 

"The Son f3ent to Buy to.Jheat;" "Son" 

"Thf? lif:?d empti cm o·f the Capti VE? l'1ai d€~n 
"Captive Maiden I" 

"The Redf-2rnpt i cm o·f th('~ Capt i ve l'1ai df2n -
"Captive Maiden 11" 

"R;='.l:Jbi ,]o':3huc."\ i..~nd thl: C<J.ptiv(·? t1aiden;" 
"Rabbi Joshua" 

I . " . , 

I I ; " 

"Rc."\bbi ~rc),:5hua and the B(:?Cl.uti.ful VJomc.'In 'fr-om 
"Beautiful Woman" 

"ThE~ (~ng e 1 0+ Df::i::d:h Sf2ek s th e ~30Lll o·f t'10f:5E-?";;" 
"Angel" 

"Workers" 

"Hill(:?l and the Donkf.:.>y Dr'iver-," "Donkey" 

"Hi11el and the I"li:m bell.ing Wheat;" "Wheat" 

"The H(~~::;i.d Who ?-lte in a ~3tatE? of Impurity;" 
"Hasid" 

"Hi11e1 and the Waqer;" "Wager" 

"Hi 11 f? 1 Te;:11: he~3 Ab out thf-? T\o'j(J Tor- (:.'h~;; " 
"Two Torahs" 

"Hi. 11 eland the Pr-o':3E?1 yte vJho Wanted to be 
High PI~· i.e~;t.;" "Proselyte" 

"The l'1 c:U'-t'yTdom of r~<J.bbi Simeon ;::\nd nabbi 
I shmc:\(') 1 ; " "Martyrdom" 



APPENDIX 11 

List of Parallel Versions in Other Sources 
and 

A Summary of Their Relationship to the ARN Versions 

- - 0.- - - --- -- -- _ .. _- ._- - .. _._- _. __ .-..... -- --,,- -- -_._- ..... - .. -........ __ ...... - _ .. ...... .. , ... _ ..... - .. _ . __ ..... _ .... _ ..... _ .. _ ... _- -_ .. .. - .. -- .- ...... ---- ..... .. .. _---- -- --

I. ESCAPE 

(.)h:l\ j(.). /.I.; {~F~I\IB. 6; BT' [:)i t. ~'.i6a --'b; 

Lam Rab 1: 5 (Vilna 1.31, Bub e r pp65- 66); MM 15 (Buber pp79-80) ; 

All version s are developed stories. 

The two ARN stori e s are closer to each other than to all other 
versions. 

ARNA's v e r s ion has influenced no other s . 

MM use s ARNB a s a dir e ct s ource; ARNB and Bit s hare dist i nct 
element s s ugges ting cross-pollination at a later s tage of 
development . 

11. DESTRUCTION CLUSTER 

?~RN?~. 4; m~NB. 6 - 8; BT Gi t 56a --b; 

Lam Rab 1 : 5 (Vilna 1. 3 1, Buber pp65- 66); 

ARNA and ARNB share unique commentary context: 
"The wor- l 'd " stands on threE~ things . " 

ARNA ~~ hibits a unique s hort form. 
t? . ~~ : 

eomme ntar-y on 

"!"'/ ARNB ' , ~hd 8i t share eli s.;t i net el E~ment s sugq E-)~"; t i ng c r' o ss-' 
pal Uhation. 

;:". 
----~------------------------------------------------ -----------

Ill. AKIVA 

(')F,NA. 6; AF~NB. 12 ; 

To my knowl e dge, no exac t parall e l s to th e (')RN Aki va Co mpo s it e 
Story app e ar in any other text . S ome r e lated mat e ri a l s ab o ut 
Ak lvc:\ ' s progr :-ss from r aq~; t o r i c h E' S'. inc:ludE~ BT Ke t 6 2 b - 6 :3 i::\, BT 
Ned 50a and qthel~ s noted by ~khec hter, f2t~_t! , p2r;>? Notes A. 17 , 
A.26. 



IV. ELIEZER 

ARI\I('~. 6; 

TanS Lekh Lekha 10 (Buber pp65- 68); F'dRE Ch 1-"2 ; 

Bar Rab most undeveloped version. 

PdRE uses ARNB as a direct source. 

ARNA, ARNB and TanB all developed in different ways. 

ARNA and ARNB closer to each other in some features, yet ARNB 
shares features with TanB. 

V. CAPTIVE MAIDEN I 

(~F\Nn. El 

In its presf:.>nt 'fm-m, the st.ory is uniqu£~ to (4F~NA, though "C,,-'ptive 
Maiden II," "Rabbi ~roshua" and "Beautiful Womt'?n" pr-oiJably 
represent oral variants of the type-story. 

Phrasing shows assimilat.ion from Shab 127b. 

," 

Jot VI. CAPTIVE MAIDEN 11 
.1 1' , 

< , AF\I\IA.B; BT Shab 127b; Sheil 4:;~ (Vol.III plB); 

MhM (Vol.IV p317); 

ARNA most developed version; unique elements. 

Sheil and MhM use Shab as a source. 

ARNA's phrasing shows assimilation from Shab. 

ARNA"' not e)·:actly parc\llel t.o otl 'ler"s, but close enoL.u;.Ih to t"'(·?garc.i 
as ~ distant pa~allel. 



VII. SON 

AF:;:NB. 19; Ghei 1 42 (~jol. I I 1 p17); 

Sheil and MhM use ARNB as a source, with assimilation from BT 
Ghab 1 :27b . 

• 
MhM version substantially different from extant ARNB, but source 
explicitly identified as ARN. 

Sheil conforms almost exactly to ARNB. 

ARNB shows no assimilation from Shab 127b. 

VIII. RABBI JOSHUA 

AF\NB. 19; Sheil 42 (Vol.III p1n; 

Sheil uses ARNB as a source with assimilations from BT Ghab 127a. 

ARNB shows no assimilation from Shab 127b. 

IX. BEAUTIFUL WOMAN 

ARN~I. 1 r:r; BT !:;hab 127b; Shf2i 1 4::~ (Vol. I I I P 18) ; 
,'. 

:; ~ 
.,~~ :{!: 

.. " i' 
.// 

GEZ (Fr iedman p7); MhM (Vol.IV p317); 

, 

ARNB sho~s no assimilation from Shab. 

SEZ version is unique and its source relationship unclear. 

Sheil and MhM use Shab as source. 

ARNB more developed than Shab due to al:-3si mi 1 at i cm + rom 11 F:;:clbb i 
Joshua." 
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x. ANGEL 

P,RNA. 12; {~F~I\jB • 25; 

Sifre-Deut:305, Nitzavim 31:34 (Finkelstein pp326-327); 

Yalk-VaYelekh 31; MT-Deut 35 (Hoffman p224-225); 

MhG-Deut 34:5 (Vol.V p783); MPM (BhM pp125- 128; 

Related version BT Shab 89a 

Sifre the least developed of all versions. 

ARNA and ARNB are closer to each other than to any other source: 
only they have a consistent composite narrative. 

MPM and Yalk closely related; very developed and expansive. 

Sifre and ARNA closely related; probably ARNA used Sifre as a 
souce. 

Yalk used Sifre and/or ARNA as a source. 

MT and MhG closely related. 

ARNB unique: has unique elements but also exhibits unique 
characteristics of other sources (ARNA, Sifre, MT, MhG, Yalk). 

ARNB ei ther: 1) is most used by other sour'ces; 
sources than any other version. 

XI. WORKERS 

ARNB.26 
i:· 

," i. 
No exad~ p~rallel in any other source. 

2) combines monO? 

"Don key," and "Whec\t" pt-obab 1 y repr'esent oral var'i ants of its 
t ype·-s'tory. 

XII. DONKEY 

ARNB.27 

No "e'i·:act parallel in any other source. 
, . . ' 

"Workers" and , 1!, Whec~t" pl~obabl y represent or'al var i ants of its 
type-stclry. 



XII 1. WHEAT 

No exact parallel in any oth e r source. 

"Worke!'"' ~" and "DonkE'~Y" pt- obc'lbly repl"c's ent O!'"' ':;\! variant. ~; o'f it~~ 

t ype - stor- y. 

XIV. HASID 

AHN?~. 12; AHNB. :n; MhG Lev 11:35 (Vol. III p2EI1); 

MhG uses ARNA as a direct source. 

ARNA and ARNB share same commentary context. 

XV. WAGER 

{-~F<NB. 29; BT Shab 31a; 

ARNB is ~h~ least developed version. 

No versicin can be regarded as the source of another in their 
e:{ tant;:; .f orm . 

. rt . 
ARNA a Md ARNB share unique elements, but ARNA more like Shab than 
1 i ke ·ARNB. 

',' 
ARNA ~nd Shab share unique elements; 
assimilation to Shab. 

ARNB and Shab share only one element. 
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XVI. TWO TORAHS 

ARNA. 1~); ARNB. 2 9; 

ARNB i s the leas t developed ver s ion. 

No version can be regard e d a s the source of anoth e r in th e ir 
e l< t .:l.n t of m - m • 

ARNA and.ARNB closer to each other than to Shab. 

ARNA and Shab s hare unique element s ; 
assimilation to Shab. 

phrasing in ARNA s hows 

ARNA most developed and artistically sophisticated. 

XVII. PROSELYTE 

ARNA. 15; AI~NB. 29; ElT Shab ::::;la; 

Yal k -- Tez aveh 27; MhG-Ex 28:4 <Vol.II p618); 

ARNB is the least developed ver s ion. 

No version can be regarded as the source of another in their 
el·: tant ·f ol~m. 

ARNA and ARNB shar e important unique eleme nt s (parabl e ). 

ARNA and Shab share important unique elements (fir s t s cene); 
phrasing in ARNA s hows a ss im i l a tion to Shab . 

Yalk and MhG use ARNA and/or Shab as s ource. 

- ----------- ------ ------ -------------- --------------------------,; ~ 
.,:(;;; 
, \ . 
. I 
h' 

XVIII. MARTYRDOM 
, 

A'RNA. ~'::'8; ARNB. ·41; Mekh - Mi s hpatim 18 (Horowitz p 3 13); 

Br Sem- U; SER (Fri e dman p153 ); 

ARNA and ARNB resemble each other more than any other ver s ion . 

SER unique version but shares one el e ment with ARNA. 

Mekh the least d e veloped version. 

Me~(h has probab) y i n+ I uenced ARI\I(.\' s posi t ion wi th in thE! 
commentary. : 



A Summary of ARN's Source Relationships 

Note: References to individual stories will be indicated in 
the text by the abbreviated title (as in APP.I) or in par e ntheses 
by thp Roman numeral designating the story in the immediately 
preceding source list. 

Eve~ a superficial s urvey of the ARN parallel s s hows the 

uneven and heterogenous pattern of its source relation s hips. 

While some stories appear in many other sources, both early and 

1 a t Eo? (I, I I, I V, V I, I X, X, X V I I, X \,) I I I), cd:, h [-2 r" ~;:; to I"' i (;' ~'; f:.~ ;': h i b .i.!,: 

XVI), and y et others are unique to both ARN versions (Ill) or to 

ARNA (V, X I I I) or ?mNB (X I, X I I ) • Perhap s , this het e rogenou s 

source r"el ati onshi pis evi drmcf:? the.'d: thf:? stor i es WF.~r"t'-? 

incorporated into ARN at a s tage when they were still being 

circulated orally. Certainly, the s tories appearing in both 

versions, and probably the oral variant type-stories, were 

incorporated into ARN at a very early stage before the two 

versions diverged. 

Sometimes the disparate s ouce relationships may indicat e a 

distinct rdd~ctional impul se . At leas t at one early stage of 

redacti~~, an eclectic and artistic redactional impulse is 
?F 

evident ' ~~' For e),:ample " E~li('2zt?r"," ;:\ ~;t:.C}i"'y with many dil'''f:.~ct 

parallE;~l!'...;, is pail"E:~ d in it~:; rf!dactional conte:,:t I-6th "{)kiva," i:\ 

Composite Story unique to ARN. Thi s suggests a conscious attempt 

to choose suitable materials from different sources and to 

arrange them purposefully. 

Of all the stor'ies? IArH]el," thE.' Df'H:? (?:':C.'~mple of t)CI"iptul~al 

Nar~~tive analyzed in this dissertation, shows the most parallel s 

and" has the mos.t comp I i cated sourc e rE,~ l ati CH1E;h i ps. It is 

reasonable that ' Scriptural Narrative would be disseminated more 



widely than Rabbinic stories, since they are linked exegetically 

with Bible verses and thus could have been delivered in oral 

Without exception, it is impossible to trace the sourc es of 

the ARN stories with accuracy. All we can do? in some cases, i s 

discover the least developed parallel ver sion~ 

despite the fact that ARN's stories, especially the more 

developed ones, must hearken back to less developed originals, 

the latter are irrecoverable. In fact, in many instances the ARN 

versions, especially ARNB's, represent the least developed extant 

form of the stories (XV, XVI, XVII) . In other cases, the 

parallels appear in late Rabbinic compilations which, without 

doubt, used ARN as a direc t source (VII, VIII, X, XIV). 

two observations, together with the examples of undeveloped 

stories unique to ARN (XI, XII, XIII), suggest that ARN stories 

have been preserved in relatively undeveloped form? excepting th e 

very developet1 s;tor'i E~~,;; I i kf~ "Es cape" cU'Ie:! "El i ezer" " 

No conclusions can be reached about the relationship between 

the BT and ARN at the present time. One thing i s clear, however 

Ttle BT :~;~t6ries, in their- pr-esent for-m.! Cii:U'lf'lClt b(;) unE~ quivoc:ally 
·:r1. 

consid~ted , ARN's sources. 
.i~ , , 

While sometimes the BT versions are 

less developed than ARN's (VI, IX), sometimes they are more 

devel~~ed (XV, XVI, XVII). As far as it is poss ible to judge 

from the extant texts, ARN could just as easily have been the 

source for the BT as the other way around. The paucity of early 

manuscript evidence makes the problem impossib l e to so lve. One 

interesting feature of the ARN/BT parallel s has arisen from this 

study: of the ,nine BT parallels, six are located in tractate 

Shab (VI, IX,~, XV, XVI, XVII>. Thi s may be coincidental, but 

suggests a special relationship between ARN and Shab. 
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The development of the ARN/Shab parallels is uneven: 

twice Shab preserves the least developed version (VI, IX) and 

three times Shab is more developed than ARNB (XV, XVI, XVII). 

Examination of ARN/BT parallels outside the story genre is in 

to an earlier source, it is clear that ARN was often used as a 

source by later compilations. When a direct relationship with a 

later source can be definitely established, ARNB is used more 

than AF~NA. In four instances an undoubtable source relationship 

between ARNB and later sources can be established: "E::SC<" P0? " 

(MM); "Eliezer " (F'cH:;:E:); "Son" (Sheil, I"lhl"l); "F~c.~bbi ao!:';hua" 

(Shei I ) . In these instances the version in the later compilation 

conforms so close ly to ARNB that the latter can only have been 

used as a literary source on the written level of transmi ss ion . 

In four instances, while a definite ~ource-relationship cannot be 

unambiguously established, ARNB shares elements with more 

parallel versions than ARNA: "Esc.::\pe" (BT l:.J i t); 

Git); "Eliezer" (Tc":\nB); "(4nqeJ." (Si·fr-e , MT· , I"lhG, Y,c,lk). This 

evidence . ~0ggests either that ARNB u sed its sources eclectically, 
:; k 

combini~~ different traditions, or that it was used more heav il y 
.. / , . 
. U 

as a so0rce by these compilations than ARNA. The unambiguuus 

evidench uf ARNS 's use as a direct source s upport s the latter 

conclusion. 

The picture of ARNA's use as a direct source is blurred by 

its assimilation to, and greater development than, Shab 

parallels. There is only one unambiguous instance of a later 

compilation using ARNA as a source: "Hi:\~;id" (MhU). In another-

case, ARNA may~ave been used, but the evidence is inconclusive: 

"An gel" (Y a I k) . ARNA may have been used by Yalk and MhG as the 
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close assimilation to Shab. 

The picture that emerges from the analysis of this limited 

data base shows that MhG used ARNA as a source rather than ARNB. 

It is impossible to judge whether the redactor of MhG did not 

possess ARNB, or whether he simply preferred A's story version s. 

Sheil and MhM never use ARNA, but use Shab and ARNB. 

The fact that ARNB was more widely used as a source and its 

mixed traditions are very interesting. It is a well establi s hed 

fact that ARNA was used more widely than ARNB by Medieval 

comment.at.oros and the:\t AF~I\jB had a "mo~:;t I i mi t.ed c i rcul at ion" 

(Lerner-, "E:o:tenli::\l" p:374). Yet, as far as stories are concerned, 

ARNB was used more widely as a source by later compilations and 

shows greater affinities with other versions. While it may have 

been used more by Medieval commentators, ARNA apparently did not 

enjoy great popularity as a source for stories. Uf COLlr"Sl'?, th i ':-::. 

judgement may be altered upon examination of a broader data base , 

ie, the ARNA stories without ARNB parallels. 

In spite of ARNB's affinities with other sources, most often 

the two ARN versions are closer to each other than to other 

parc:~l~o~ds (I, )1, Ill, X, XIV, XVI, XVIII). Sometimes the ARN 

versl.ons as well (IV, XV, XVII>. This shows the close original 

relationship of the ARNs, in spite of their independent 

development. 

Again, ARNA is more developed and ARNB less developed? not 

only in relation to each other, but also in relation to other 

paroallels. In three instances where no source relationship is 

p.,r!::!sen t, Af~NB: evi nCt=:!s thE? ]. E?i::\st dE?vel opc~d veros i on (X\J, XV I , 

XVII>. In fo~r cases, ARNA is more developed and/or shows more 

artistic sophistication than any other parallel version (VI, XV, 



XVI, XVIII). 

Part of ARNA's tendency towards expansion and development 

results from its relationship with BT Shah. In every case where 

an ARNA s tory has a Shab parallel, it assimilates Shab ' s phr as ing 

(V, VI, XV, XVI, XVII). In contrast, wher e ARNB has a Shab 

• parallel, it never ass imilates (VII, VIII~ IX, XV, XVI, XVII). 

It is unclear why ARNA has such a close relationship with Shah. 

As sugges ted in the body of my thesi s , it may be because ARNA 

was circulated along with the BT; it certainly became 

incorporated into it when th~ BT was printed in the 16th century. 

However, the phrases assimilated from Shab already appear in the 

ARNA mss . Clearly, there is more room to exp lore the special 

relationship between BT Shah and ARNA. 

,; ~ 
i~ . ~ 
" t" .. , 
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APPENDIX III 

Lists of Narrative Genres 

rhese lists comprise only the narrative genres analyzed in 
detail in this thes is. Other nar rative genres appearing in ARN 
are not included, a s the work involved in their precise 
definition is well beyond the work of this thes is. The narrative 
genres not included here are~ Precedent Narrative, Anecdote, 
~:;cr' i pt.l:.'1r a I Pm£'?cdote, Scr-' i pt ur' al Stcw'y, £.G'rA~7e)5 .. :i.-te Scr i ptur' al 
s t -€w-=-y-, His; t or i c ii:\ 1 Nal~ r- at i v(:!? Ni"r-I'- 0.1 t i ve Tendenc i es. ) 0\. ... ye", -le...-

-' --p()'\ YC>\.. ~ • 

Each item is named with a title and numbered. The number 
consists of four parts: a Roman numeral indicating genre type, a 
capital letter indicating the ARN ver s ion, an Arabic numeral 
indicating the chapter, and a small lett.er to distinguish 
different s tories in th e s ame chapter. Thu s , I.A.1 2 .a means a 
Simple Rabbinic St.ory (1), in ARNA (A) Chapter 12 (12), the first 
example in t.hat chapter (a). Beneath each number, the pag e of 
Schechter's critical edition on which the story begins is 
indicated (eg, Sp12). After the t.itle, the immediate commentary 
context of each story is specified, and indication is made if the 
story appears in a larger unit of stories. 

Although only stories with parallels in bot.h versions are 
analyzed in the t.he s is, all examples of the three story genres 
are listed. An explicit parallel in the sibling version is 
indicated by the corresponding list item number in parentheses, 
placed beneath the list item number of the main entry. An 
asterick before a parallel item indicates that it i s not an exac t 
parallel, but an example of the same type- story (eg * I.8.15.a). 

The lists are arranged sequentially, according to t.he 
consecutive chapters in which the stories app e ar . For 
organizational purposes, all ARNA star'ies are listed fir s t, 
followed by ARNB. 



I.A.2.a 
(SpB> 

LA.:3.a. 
(E:;p 1 ~j) 

LA.:S.b 
(Sp16) 

LA.:3.c 
(Sp17) 

LA.3.d 
(Sp 1]) 

LA.6.a 
(Sp32) 

. r . I 
j.l 

LA.B.a 
( Sp::::;]) 
(*I.B.19.b) 
(*I.B.19.c) 

LA.n.b 
(Sp37) 
( *I.B.19.b ) 
( *I.B.19.c ) 

LA.S.c 
(Sp:::8) 

I. SIMPLE RABBINIC STORY 

ARNA 

"The !"Ii",n Who Di~?d in l'1iddle (~qe" 

- F'i;\rt of thE' dir·ect. COnHTlEmi:i:\t-y on " The HE~dge ttl£~ 

Tor- i~h I"lad (,2 (lr Dun cl its VJor- ch:;" 
- Straightforward illust.ration of Lev 18:19 

"Habb i (~k i v." Fi ne~-3 c.~ r·1<'.Hl ltJho Uncov\,?r-s ,,:I l'JolTl <':.:In' s 
Hec'.1d in Pub 1 i c " 
- In cluster of independent sayings of Rabbi Akiva 
- Straightforward illustration of preceding 
saying (about. abusing women for profit.) 

If?) Elc':.:Iint OVE=H-hei:lr"s f:3pil~its in thE~ C:h-aveyard" 
- First in unit. of three stories illustrat.ing the 
benefits of giving charity 
- In cluster of interpr·et..:.\ticms of Eccl 11:6: "In 
the morning sow thy seed •••. " 
- Illust.ration of preceding saying and Eccl 11:6 

"Charity Saves i:\ l'1an from Drovming" 
Second in unit of three stories •.• 

- Illustration of Eccl 11:1 and Prov 10:2 

"BE')njamin the rUghteous Adds Year's to his Life" 
- Third in unit of three stories ••. 

"Ni:l.kc:li man ben Gor'i on !"lakeS'. t.he F~ai n Fall and t.h(~ 

Sun Shi rH;!" 

- In cluster of traditions about the t.hree rich 
men who lived at the time of the Destruction 
- Illustration of the ~eaning of the name 
"Nakdimon" 

"Th ~? RE.~dempt i on of thE.;) Capt i Vt'? I"lai dE.~n I" 
- First in unit of two stories about the 
redemption of a captive maiden 
- Illustl'-'=.:Ition of lemma: "(~nd judge f::.~very(Jne in 
the scale of innocence." 

"The F<€~dempt i cm of the C,"pt i ve Mai dE.~n I I " 
- Second in unit of two stories ••• 
- Illustration of lemma: "Ancl jUdgE? everyone in 
thE.~ seal e of innocence." 

,, 'The Ass o·f Han i na ben DoS' .. ,," 
-- ' III ustr.::\ti on of i ndE'J~H·?ndf.,~nt sayi ng: "EVE'fl '::1.5 

the Righteous of old were saintly so were their 
b~.:.\,";ts. " 
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r.A.12.a 
(Sp5~) 

(*I.B.26.b) 
(-lH.B.27.a) 

LA.L2.b 
(Sp56 ) 
( 1 • El. 27. b) 

LA.14.a 
(Sp58) 

LA.15.a 
(!:3p60) 
(I.B.29.a) 

LA.15.b 
(Sp 61 ) 
( I • El. 29. c) 

·QII.A.15.c:\ 
(Sp61) 
(I.B.29.-b) 

; ~ 
} .:.~ 
. I 
,iJ 

LA.(6.a 
(Sp63')' 

LA.16.b 
(Sp63) 

LA.16.c 
(f3p63 ) 

"Hillel i~nd the t1en f3f2llinq vJheat" 
- In cluster of traditions about or attributed to 
Hi lIEd 
-- Illustr'ation of lemm.=\: "(.kcot·-din<;.1 to thf":.! 
pai. r1~;t.<"":\k i nq i. ':'; t.tH:: reward." 

"Th!:? Hasid \.-'lho atl~ i.n a btab::! of Impl.w·ity" 
- In cluster of traditions about or attributed to 
Hi 11 e1 
- Illustration of lemma: "(.)nd he who does.; not 
servt'? th€~ f:3ages desE;?rves to die." 

"Joh'::U"lan ben Z.=\kkai Ivlol.wns for h i~; Son" 
- Illustration of lemma: 
words are inc::luded." 

"Hi 11 el and the Wager-" 

in his words your 

- First in unit of three stories about Hillel and 
Shammai 
- Illustration of lemma: "Be not. e.::\si 1 y angE!t-· r.~d,," 

"Hi ll~?l Tei:.·u:hF.?s About the 'r~'1o Tor-i:\h';5" 
- Second in unit of three stories 
- I 1 1 u~; "t I~ '" t i cm 0 ·f I f? m m ""' : " El e not ('.:J a s i 1 Y <.H1 q (? r e cl. " 

"The F'r'o~;el yt.e l'Jho w,:\n"ted to be Hi gh PI'- i est" 
- Third in unit of three stories .•. 

111 ustr at i on of 1 emmC:",: "Be not £;)cEcii]. y cH1qCt-· (.? c1. 11 

Composite story in A. Simple story in B. 
Inc::luded here to demonstrate three-story unit 

"R,":\bb i Zaclok Wi thsti::"H1ds f3e:-: u<.,l Temp t c.~t ion" 
-First in unit of three stories about 
withstanding sexual temptation 
-_. Illustration of lE.'mma: "The evil impulse ••. " 

"Ri~bb i Ak i va Wi thst,":\nd~,; ~:;e~·: ui).1 Temp t. i:.,t i on" 
becond in unit of three 

- Illustration of lemma: 
stol~ies .•• 
"The evi 1 impulse" n." 

"Rabbi Eliezer With=l tand~,; S(;):-:uc:d TE!mptc,ticm" 
Third in unit of three storIes ..• 

- Illustration of lemma: "Thr.! evi I impulse .•. 11 



I.A.17.a 
(~;(:)65) 

IJ).l'l.b 
(Sp66) 

L{-).17.c 
(Sp66 ) 

I.A.38.a 
(Sp 11:}) 

I. A. ::;8. b 
(Sp 114) 
<I.B.41.a) 

I.A.41.a 
( Sp 131 ) 

LB. 19.<::1. 
(Sp40 ) 

I.B.i<:r.1::l 
(Sp41) 
(*I .A.8.a) 
(-!l°LA.8.b ) 

1.B.19.c 
( Sp41 ) 
( *1. A. 8. a) 

(*LA.8 .b ) 

1. B. 26. a 
(Sp53) 

'0 

"c1ohanan ben Zakkai <.~nd t.hE.' Dc\ughtE'ro of l\l':~okc:li rnc:m 
ben Gorion" 
- First. in cluster of three stories about 
d i !:;q r ac ed women 
- Illustration of lemma: "It wi 11 not. b€~ YOUTS by 
i nher- i tanc!? " 

"Th(~ Ten HC::\rldm<.d dens" 
- Second in cluster of three st.ories ••• 
-- Illus.;t.roatinn of lt~(nnlc\: "It I'-liJ.l not be your°,", b y 
i nher- i 'lance. " 

"The Capt i ve M,,:'I.i den Eli t by ;::\ S(-;)ropent" 
- Third in cluster of three stories ••• 
- Illustrat.ion of lemma: "It will not bE? yours by 
i nher- i tance. 

"Th e Stc::\rvi ng Mot.hero and TI'-.JO 

- Illustration of list item: 
upon ttH2 wor 1 d ••• " 

. 

Sons; " 
"Pesti 1 c-?nc!? c OmE?S 

"The Mr:\I~t Yl~dom of F~abb i ~3i ll1eon i:l.nd Rabb i I shm.3.el " 
-0 IlluS",trat.ion of li~:;t it.em: "A r.-:;wor- cI comes upon 
the wor-ld ••• " 

"Habbi Sim€:?on ben Eleazar c.~nd the Uqly l'1an" 
- Not. linked to lemma 
-- S€:?tting for homily on "A man should bE) as; supplp 
as c:1. r-!?ed n " 

ARNB 

"Thc-? Bon Sent to 81_IY WhE?at" 
- First in unit of three stories 
- Illustration of lemma: 
thE) ~:;cale of innocc~ncf2." 

"R.3.bb i .J osh Ui:'1. i::\fl d t. hE"J Ci:',P t i 'lE) Mi::l. id E?n " 
- Second in unit of t.hree stories 
-- Illw;tration oof lE?mma~ "And judge E~ver-yone in 
the scal e of innOCenCE)." 

"Rabbi ,Jos hu<., and t.hf? B!?aut.tful Womi"n o of Ashk<21on" 
- Third in unit of three stories 
- Illustration of lemma: "And judge E?Vf:?I~yone in 
the scale of innocence." 

"Rabb i Ak i va Teaches the Gol den f~ul e" 
- Illustrat.ion of lemma: "l..oov i ng man k incl .•• " 



I.B.26.b 
(!:;p 5LJ· ) 
(-Id. (.~. 12. c.~) 

I.8.27.a 
(Sp55) 
(*,1. A. 12. a) 

I.B.27.b 
(Sp56) 
(I.A.12.b) 

I. B. '29. a 
(Sp60) 
(LA.15.a) 

I. B. ::~Cl. tJ 
Wp61 ) 
(III.A.15.a) 

I. B. 29. c 
(Sp61 ) 
(LA.15.b) 

LB.41.a 
([:Jp 114) 
(1. A. 38. b ~ 

"Hi 11 E.~ l. and thE? Wor- kf?r-~;" 
- Il.lustration of lemma: 
the ''\''Dy-,:\h'' 

"Hillel and the DonkE'~y Dr'ivE~r' " 

- In cluster of traditions about or attributed to 
Hi 1 lEd 
- Illustration of lemma: "nc:cord i nq to t:.h e 

"Th E? Hasid wtl0 ate in c:\ Stt~t£·? of Impurity" 
- In cluster of tr-aditions about or attr-ibuted to 
Hill£'~l 

- Illustration of lemma: "And he ItJho doer:; not 
SeY-VE? the Sc.~qes dE?S€·?rvf.?s to cl i e. " 

"Hi 11 t'l and the Waqey" " 
- First in unit of three stories about Hillsl and 
Shammai 
- Illustration of lemma: "l)e not ec;\sily anq€~t-·€·~d." 

"Th e F'ro<:;elytE? Who Wa.ntc~d to BE? Hi(,;)h PI''' iE?~:;t'' 

- Sec:ond in unit of thr-ee stories ••• 
- II1w3tl'-ation of lemmc..: "Bc-? not easily anqE?red." 

"Hi 11 el Teaches About t.he TItJel TorC':\h s" 
- Third in unit of three stories ••• 
_ .. Illust.rc::\ti cm of lemma: "Be not easily anqer'ecL" 

"The MaY-'!: YI~dom of r~ i:\bb i ~Ji mF;)On ,::\nd F:;:ablJ i I shmael " 
-_. Illustr'ation of li£;t item: Itn sltJOlr'd comes upun 
th!:'? way-Id ••• " 

1 



lLA.4.c:.\ 
(Sp2:~) 

(11.B.6.,:\) 

ILA.6.c:.\ 
(!3p :~;O ) 
(l1. B. l ~J . a) 

11. A. 2~5. a 
(Sp80) 

11.B.6.a 
(Sp 19) 
(II.A.4.a) 

11.B.13.~. 

(Sp30) , 
(II.A.t> ~ a) 

11. EXPANDED RABBINIC STORY 

ARNA 

" 'fllE? E!~c<:;\p€? of J ohanc.'\n bE:'?n Zdk kai ·f r-om J er- u~~i:.<. l E~m" 

-- In "Destr·uc:t.ion ClustE~r' " cornposit.f.:! nc:\rTC':\tivf:.~ 

._- Illustr-c.d:i.on o·f It.:?mma: "Un acts o ·f loving 
kindn€~s5~:i. " 

"l'hEe EIE~g i rin in q ~-, o·f F~ab b i El i f."'Z E~r' b F~n Hyt-' c: C':\r1 1...\ Si" 
- Second of two stor-ies demonstrating b e ginnings 
of -famous Sages 
- Illustr-ation of lemma: "(.)nd cleave to the dUSi t. 
at thei r- ·feet." 

"The DF~c\th C)·f nabbi EliE~zE~r" bE'n Hyr' c,::\nUf:5" 
- Second of two tr-aditions demonstr-ating deaths of 
-f c\mous Sa~:J E;! ~':; 

- Illustr-ation of Ben Azzai 's list of deathbed 
omens 

ARNB 

"Th(7~ E ~;c c.'\pe of ~J all an cu') ben Z a k k c.'\ i Fr- om . .1 er- u s.3.1 em" 
-- In" D(~str- uct i on Cl u,,-;t.er-" composi tf:.~ narTat. i VE 

- Illu!5tr-ation of lE?rnrn,:\~ "Un acts o-f loving 
Id ndness 

"The B€-?gi nn i ngs of nabbi El i ez er' ben !-'Iyr'canus" 
- Second of two stor-ies demonstrating beginnir1g~ 
of ·f amous Sages 
- Illust.r-at.ion of lemma: "And thir'sit ily dt-' ink in 
tllE'ir- words" 



III.A.4.c.~ 

(Sp z >--2 ~j ) 
(II1.B.6.a) 

III.A.6.a 
(Sp28) 
(III.B.12.a) 

III.A.15.a 
(Sp61 ) 
( I • B. 29. b) 

III.B.6.c.~ 

(Sp19-22) 
(III.?).4.a) 

III.B.12.a 
(Sp29) 
(III.A.6.a) 

I I 1. COMPOSITE RABBINIC STORY 

ARNA 

"DE? s tl'- Uc:t i on Cl U~:;tf?r" 

- S e ri e s of independent traditions des cribing the 
fall of Jerus alem and the founding of the s chool 
at Y a vf"l£'.:'h 
- Illus tration of lemma: " -rhe world s tc.~ncl s on 
thn?e th i nq s:;" 

"The Beginnings of Ri;\bbi (')kivc\" 
- First of two stories demonstrating beginning s of 
famous Si;\ges 
- Illustration of lemma: " nn cl t hi t--s.; t i 1 Y d r- ink i n 
th€:!i r woy-d s " 

"The Prosel yt e who we\rlted to be Hi qh Pt- i est" 
- Third of unit o f three s tories about Hillel a n d 
Shammed 
- Illustration of lemma: 
- Compos ite s tory in n. 

ARNB 

"De ~5 truct i on Cl ustt~r" 

"BE-~ not e a s i 1 y c:\nq €'! r-f~ cI II 

Simple s tor y in 8. 

- Seri e s of independent tradition s de s cribing t h e 
fall of Jerusalem and the founding of the school 
at Yavneh 
- Illus tration of lemma: " -rhe wDr-ld s tand s on 
thn:?8 th i ngs" 

"The Be ginnings o -f Rc.'\bbi Ak i va" 
- First of two stories d e mon s trating beginninq s o f 
f arnous S age's 
-- Illus tration of lemma: "?-)nd cleavE~ to the dust 
<3.t thei r -f eet:" 

~581 



IV. COMPOSITE SCRIPTURAL STORY 

*Although ARN contains many more examples of this genre, only the 
one example discussed in the thesis is listed. Defining the 
Scriptural narrative genres with precision proved to be beyond 
the bounds of the thesis. 

IV. (,).12. a 
(Sp50) 
(IV. B. 25. a) 

IV.B.25.a 
(Sp51) 
(IV. A. 12. a) 

i~ .<. 
i , 

ARNA 

"The Angel o·f Death ~3eek!s the Soul of l'1oses" 
- In section of misc ellaneous traditions about the 
deaths of Moses and Aaron 
- Not connected directly with any lemma 

ARNB 

"The Angel of Death Seeks the Soul 0+ l"lo~;es:;" 

- In section of miscellaneous traditions about the 
deaths of Moses and Aaron 
- Not connected directly with any lemma 



APPENDIX IV 

The Configuration of Stories Within ARN's Source Units 

It is widely recognized that ARN is a composite document, 

made up of three or more source units. Each source unit evinces 

either/oor different content, a different preferred genre j a 

different scheme of redactional organization, or a different 

relationship to Avot. Although all ARN scholars agree that 

different source units can be identified, there is some 

disagreement over their exact identification. 

different scholars are discussed in Ch 2 of this thes is (pp37-38 , 

endnotes, 27-30 ) . 

There is unanimous agreement only about the final source 

unit, the list chapters (A.31-41 and 8.36-40). Th i~:; un it i?:; 

distinct from the rest of ARN due to its being composed largel y 

of lists, especially ARN8. Apart from the list chapters, 

scholars divide the source units in slightly different ways and 

use different criteria to support their divisions. 

certainly the redaction of ARN's source units into one document 

took place at an ear ly stage of transmiss ion before the 

' 1 
diverg~pce of the two versions; for, in spite of the unique 

i 
materi~l in each, especially in ARN 's middle sections, the same 

source units appear in both versions. 

This is not the place to discuss the problem of identifying 

ARN's source units. However, for the purposes of my attempt to 

discover the impul se behind ARN's redaction, it will be 

interesting to see how ARN's stories are situated within it s 

sQ.~!rce un its. Clearly, different s ource units attracted more 
. " 

sfories than dthers. I have chosen to use Lerner 's source 

division (IE:·:tf2nl<.:d" pp:::r. 71 -·-::::'72). This choice was not made 

becau~:;e I feel '- LerT1C'r" ' 5 i~:; the mO~5t. C'~C::CLll'-i'~tt~. Bu t c"\f'l ac c:: ur'" dt. C) 



decision about ARN's source divisions can only be established b y 

a minute and detailed source-critical study well beyond the 

bound ~ uf this thes is. I chose Lerner's divi s ion only because it 

is the s implest; he divides ARN into three units, rather than 

four or five. Being the simplest, his is able to gi ve a good 

general id e a, with less ri s k of overt error. Although I feel 

Lerner's second unit could be subdivided, there is no point in 

doing so since an accurate division cannot be made at this 

time. 

The following chart shows the distribution of the stories 

and narratives listed in ApIII in ARN's different source units, 

according to Lerner's division. Each story is indicated by its 

number in ApIIl's list. ARNA stories appear in the left hand 

column, ARNB's in the right. Parallel stories are placed on the 

same line. stories with no parallel in the sibling text are 

marked with an asterick <*). Stories redacted in groups are 

enclosed by bracket s [J. 



The Configu~ation of ARN Sto~ies in the Sou~ce Units 

Unit I 

A.1-11 
8.1-22 

Unit 11 

A.12-30 
B.23-35 

. ~ 

Unit III 

A.31-41 
B.36-48 

' . 

I. A. '2. a-l\· 

I • A • :3 • i:1·lE-

[ I • A • :3. b .iI!. 
I.A. 5.c"*· 
I. (.i. ::::. cH] 

I1.A.4.a 

IIIoA.4.c."\ 

1.A.6.a* 

[lI1.A.6.a 
IIoA.6 . .:).] 

[I.(.i.8.a 
1.A.8.b] 

IoA.B.c* 

I.A.12.a 

LA.12.b 

IV.A.12.a 

[I.A.1~).a 

LA.15.b 
Il1. A. 15. aJ 

[I.A.16.a-ll· 
I.A.16.b* 
I.A.16.c*] 

[ 1. A. 17. a-li· 
1.A.17.b* 
I.A.17.c*J 

I I • ('L 25. cl * 

I.A.38.a-li· 

I.A.38.b 

1.A.41.a* 

11.B.6."" 

III.B.6.,:?' 

[ I I I • B. :l 2. o.~ 

I I. B. 1.:::'. ,:."\] 

[1.B.I CI.a-li· 
I.B.19.b 
I.B.19.cJ 

I • B. :26. C:\-1\· 

I.B.26.b 
I. B. 27. c:\ 

I.B.T/.b 

IV.B.l'2.a 

[ I • B. 29. cl 

I.B.29.b 
1.B.:29.cJ 

I.B.41.i:1 



The stories' configuration within the source units 

stimulates interes ting observations. Although I have included 

the one example of Scriptural Story (IV.A/B.12.a) in the above 

list, I do not consider it in my observations below, since only 

one example of a genre is not enough upon which to base any 

cone I usi,ons. 

First of all, in both versions a much greater proportion of 

stories appear in the first half of the text~ only four stories 

appear after A.1l, and one story after B.29. Unit three, the 

in A, one in [I). Clearly, the list chapters represent a separate 

source that did not attract narrative materials. Thi',-; could bE~ 

due to two factors: 1) it was included in ARN at a later period 

after the stories had been redacted into preceding sections; 

2) stories were excluded because of a preference for the list 

genre. It is significant that ARNB's list chapters are 

substantially expanded with unique lists, while ARNA expands with 

various generic materials, independent sayings, bit s of homily , 

stories , as well as lists. I feel that the second above factor 

is more lLkf21y to be re!5pon~.;ible for thE! l;,;\ck o-f st(wie~:; in thr') 

- ~ 
list ctn1pter-s. 

': 'I 

Probably, they were initially generically 
;' 

segregated, consisting almost exclusively of lists. ARNB 

preserved this generic segregation by expanding with lists and 

only occasionally with other genres. ARNA 's list chapters are 

very developed; their generic segregation has been adulterated by 

the inclusion of many different genres. 

Lerner's fir s t source unit reveals some distingui s hing 

fe~~ures, as far as story configuration is concerned. 

ha~ seven, and:' ARNB two, bi mp 1 E;) Stor-- i f.'~s \l-Ji th no par- all E? I in thE' 

sibling text, all Expanded and Composite Stories appear in both 

versions. However, in thE' sE'cond source unit only one Expanded 



(II.A.25.a) and one Composite (III.A . 15. a ) Story appear in ARNA 

alone. O·f the~;e two, the Composi te story ("Prosel yt.e") i Si in the 

very first stages of composite development. Thus, not only are 

the largest number of developed stories in the first source unit, 

but only here do they appear in both version s . ThE' fi::\ct t.hC:l.t 

very developed stories appear here in both versions s upports the 

relative antiquity and longer transmission process of this 

section. Here stories were able to reach a highly developed 

state in both ARNA and ARNB. The fact that the s econd sourc e 

unit, except for the two cases mentioned above, has no developed 

story genres suggests that it is less ancient than Unit I, and 

underwent a less lengthy transmission proces s. 

Again, the configuration data supports the hypothes is that 

ARNB has been pres erved in a less developed state. AF,NB has on 1 y 

two stories without ARNA parallels, in contrast to ARNA's 17 

stories without ARNB parallels. Furthermore, there are no 

unique Expanded or Composite s tories in ARNB. 

ARNA's greater evening redac tional impulse is evident in the 

way it arranges stories into groups. There are two instances 

where ARN~ arranges its stories into groups of three (the Scale 
' I "l 
,~ ,. 

of Inno~~nce and the Hillel and Shammai stories), but both groups , 

have parallels in ARNA as well as in the BT. HOVJevr-2r, ARI\lA 

contains three groups of three stories with no ARNB parallel. A 

deliberate redactional impulse is evident in ARNAby a closer 

examination of these three groups. For, in each case, ARNA 

appears to be the earliest source in which these stories are 

grouped as units. 

For i nstan,ce, the three s tor i E.'S in A. :j ill ustr at i ng the 

benefits of charity all appear in the BT. However, each appears 

in a different tractate: I.A.3.b - Ber 18a; I.A.3.c - Yeb 121a; 



I.A.3.d - BB 11a. All three stories appear together in Yalk 

(Eccl 11), but it is clear that ARNA is its source. Thi !'.i 

evidence suggests that at a later redactional stage, ie, after it 

had diverged from ARNB, a redactor carefully selected three 

stories from different sources and arranged them as a coherent 

thematic ,unit to :i_IJ.u~;tr-':.:I tf:? thE-? IJL~nefit~-; 0+ ch':.:II'''ity" 

stories of Rabbis who resist sexual temptation in A.16 show a 

si m i I ar- p <:I t ten) . The only other place where these three stories 

appear together is in a late addition to PdRK (Mandelbaum-, Vol.II 

P 460) . Mandelbaum notes that this addition only appears in one 

PdRKms; it is much later than the original PdRK, consisting of 

an anthology of materials taken from other sources (Ibid, 

note.1). A similar version of I.A.16.a appears in ET Kid 40a, 

and a parallel to I.A.16.c, in Jer Yeb 3.13. The story of Rabbi 

Akiva's sex ual adventures in Rome (I.A.16.b) appears in no other 

source, to my knowledge. Again, a redactor of ARNA seems to have 

selected these stories and purposefully grouped them together in 

order to ill ustrc.l.te the 1 emma ("The (-?v i 1 i mpul sf:':~") . 

ARNA's : third group of three stories all illustrate the lemma 

- ~ 
on help ~~ss women (I.A.17.a,b,c). As yet, I have been unable to ..... 

I 
trace the parallel versions of this group to my satisfaction, for 

many of Schechter's references to parallels have proved 

groundless (Schechter, ARN, p65- 66, notes A.7, A.lS). T- h(~ stor-y 

of the daughter of Nakdimon ben Gorion (I.A.17.a) appears by 

itself in Sifre-Deut (Nitzavim-305). At present, I h ave not 

found the three stories together in any source. 

The evidence of these three groups suggests an eclectic use 

of ~ources and ~ purposeful, artistic redactional impulse at one 

stage of ARNA's ' redaction. This was a relatively later stage, 

after the two versi ons di ver-ged. More information about ARNA's 



/' 

redactional impul se can only be discovered by a thorough 

comparison of the parallel versions of each of ARNA 's stories. 

It would be most interesting to discover, for instance, whether 

ARNA's stories s how s igns of internal manipulation to fit a new 

redactional context, or whether they were included without 

significant modification. Another question to address i s to wh a t 

extent ARNA's peculiar tendencies remarked by this dissertatiofl 

can be found in stories without ARNB parallels. 

As far as the division of its source units is c oncerned, the 

configuration of ARN's narrative genres may offer evidence to 

support a definitive source unit theory. Certainly, this brief 

look has shown some general pattern s in the way the different 

source units include narratives. However, this problem must be 

considered as an independent topic of research. 

; ~ 



APPENDIX V 

Comparative Summary of the Narrative Data 

This Appendix provides a summary of the many narratologi cal 

and stylistic aspects discussed in the individual story analyses 

in t.he thesis. They are summarized here without theoret.ical 

discussion or broader application. For a more thorough 

discussion of these aspects and a review of the secondary 

literature the reader is referred to the unbound essay 

accompanyi ng the thE0Si s ("Sec"). Thr:! summar"y is presented in 

three sections: I) the narratological and stylistic elements 

within the individual stories; 11) redactional strategies; 

Ill) significant general features. Although ARNA and ARNB will 

be compared systematically, this appendix is not intended as a 

statistical survey but only as a coherent general picture of 

their different tendencies. 

For reference facility, an outline of the summarized aspects 

appears immediately below. 

' ~ 

I~utline of Summarized Literary Critical Aspects 

I. Narratological and Stylistic Elements within Individual 
Stories 

A. Aspects of Plot 

1. Function Configuration and Scene/Function 
ReI aU, onshi p 

2. Nonfunctional Plot Segments and Characters 
3. Devices Used for Plot Sequence Variation 
4. Internal Plot Progression 
5. Closure: Plot Level and Hermeneutic Level 
6. N'arr'at i VE'? Ti me 
7. Functional Speech Acts/Functional Physical Action 
8. Narrative Connectors 



B. Di SCOLlr"f:5e 

1. Types of Discourse 
2. Illocutionary Acts 

C. Char-' act.eriz;:~ti(m 

1. Psychological Character Portrayal 
2. Characters as Functional Agents 
3. Aspects of Oral Folk Narrative 

D. Internal Irony 

E. Point of View and Narrator 

1. Point of View Shifts 
2. Narrat.or 

F. Stylistic Devices 

1.. F~epE'~t it ion 
2. lI-Jord f:'l i.'Y 
3. Ambi~~uity 
4. Metaphoric Language 

G. Thematic Aspects 

1. Developed/Undeveloped Hermeneutic Plot 
2. Relationship between Plot Level and Hermeneutic 

Level 
3. Creation and Communication of Theme 

11. Redactional Strategies 

A. Progression in Groups of St.ories 

B. Thematic strategy in a Broader Commentary Context 
. ~ 

t o" . 
,~~~. 

I 
Redactional Impulse 

1. Introductory and Concluding Formulae 
2. Int.ernal Assimilat.ion 
3. Evening Redactional Impulse 

Ill. Significant. General Feat.ures 

A. Comparative Development 

B. Portrayal 0+ Sc~g€0~; 

C. Irony 

D. Parpbl es 

E. Ex~getical Features 

F. Th(;?mat.ic A£.;pects 



B. D:i se OLIr" ~:;e 

1 • TypE'~s of Di scourse 
2. Illocutionary Act s 

C. Char··ac t.erizaticm 

1. Psychological Character Portrayal 
2. Characters as Functional Agent s 
3. As pect s of Oral Folk Narrative 

D. Internal Irony 

1. Point of View Shifts 

F. Stylistic Devices 

1 . Repetition 
2. \!-Jord PI <.'y 
3. Ambj. ~1ui ty 
4. Metaphoric Language 

G. Thematic Aspects 

1. Developed/Undeveloped Hermeneut.ic Plot 
2. Relationship between Plot Level and Hermeneutic 
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I. Narratological and Stylistic Elements Within 
Individual Stories 

A. Aspects of Plot 

1. Function Configuration and Scene/Function Relationship 

Simple Stories usually consist of three macro-functions 

("CaptivE' t'1aidE?n I," "Captiv(~ t'1c:dcJt?n 11," "t;on," "F~abbi ac.E:;hua," 

"Beautiful vJomdn," "Ha~:;id," "Wa(,F~t-'I" El's "Two 'for'ahs," 

Simple Stories can also contain two macro-

f unct ions (" Wor ket-s ," "Don key," "Whf:?at," (-)' ~-j "Two Tor- ,,\tH; ," B " s 

"Prosel yte") • 

functions can be sub-divided into a series of three micro -

functions. Often, but not always the final function will be the 

"Martyt-dom") • 

The scene/function relationship appears to be related to the 

simplicity of the story. The shortest or simplest stories have 

on 1 Y OnE? SCenE? (" Ci:II:,lt i VE? 11;::\ i d(~n I," "l.IJor' k(:!r"s ," "Dun kE:Y," "l1Jhedt, Ol 

B's "W;:\~Jer-."). 

"Rabb i Jp5hua," "BE'aut i 'f ul Woman," (.~'~:; "vJaqel~," " 'rwu TClr" i:\h~:;," H' ~ :; 

)/: ~. 

"Prosei'ite") 01'- thrl-:?e ~;cene~; (" Son," "Hr.:\si cl," A ' ~3 "1:::'I" o',;el yt~?, " 

"Martyrdom") • In the cc\se of "CaptivE~ MaidE;)n 11," thE'~ <::~E-)cur"ld 

scene is nonfunctional and represents a secondary expansion (the 

pri son scene). However, for the most part there is Cl functional 

relationship between scene and function. 

Where a story has more than one scene, one functiun or 

macro-function usually takes place in a separate scene. 

for example, has three functiuns each fulfilled in a separate 

scene. 

functions in separate scenes. The longer Scale of Innocence 



stories are unusual in that mare than one function takes place in 

one SC(?rH? ("Son," "F~allbi ,Jos.hua," "Bf~<'1tJ't.i.ful t.<Jom<:;\f'l"); thi'" 

unusual feature is more evidence that they represent a certain 

type-"st.ol"·Y· Even in Simple Stories, the relationship between 

scene C'.\nd f unct i on can bE~ qui tE" camp I e ;·(, a~:; in" bon n " 

Who] .• l: tht~ scene/function I'''f.?l<:\t.ion!:.hip of <:\11 o'f thE? 

undeveloped Simple btories share is symmetry. No matter what the 

number of functions and scenes and their relative proportion, 

they have a symmetrical relationship in the undeveloped stories. 

When a story becomes expanded through secondary additions, thI S 

symmetry is lost (" Cc\pt i V(;) !Vlai den I I ," B' ~3 "Two Tc)!" e:\hs," A's 

"Prosel yte") . 

The configuration of functions and the scene/function 

relationship are more regular in the Expanded Stories. It i c: 

unclear, however, if this is due to the genre itself or simply 

because of the limited number of examples in ARNn Bot h VE!t- s ion !:; 

of "Escape" and "Eliez€~r" E);·(rdbit. t.hE.? sc\me scene/funct.ion 

configuration: each story has three scenes each of which 

fulfills a ~acro-function; each scene, or macro-funct.ion, can be 

~ub-divide~into three micro-functions . 
. ~ 

Tr\i~. one e;·( amp 1 e CJf SCI'" i pt ur aJ. f3t.ol"'y e;,( h i bit £.. c:\ ~;ymrnE'?tl'" i cal 
i 

scene/f~nction relationship. "(-'1nqt~l" can bE;) br()kl~r1 dovm into 

three scenes, each of which fulfiJ.J.s one macro-function. 

It is difficult t.o make any judgements about ARN ' s Composite 

Stories. The three examples discussed in the dissertation are 

very different and cannot yield reliable conclusions. Th(·? t~f1t i I"'('? 

"Cluster" can be brCik(~n down into thl"'E0E) rTlC-,u:To -"-function !::;, 

before, during and after the 

De~truct i cm. 
I 

~"Ak i Vc:\ 11 has tWD macl"·o"··'+ unc:t i C:jJ"'I~:; , but it cannut be 

divided easily into scenes. 

nonfunctional independent t.raditions, ie, parables, Biblical 



exegesis, that contribute to the stories' horizontal development. 

2. NonFunctional Plot Segments and Characters 

Nonfunctional plot segment s appear in developed s tories . 

Sometimes they are expansions with no particular purpose or 

Sometimes an existing function will be needlessly repeat e d 

often, nonfunctional plot segments have an artistic function, 

contributing to a story's thematic development. FOI' - i nst.c\nC::E~, 

the many nonfunctional plot segments in the first scene of 8's 

"Eliezer" contributE~ <:_]I" - E~at.ly to t.hE~ (JE~pictir.m o-f the n::d_aticlnship 

between Eliezer and his father. This character relationship is 

of focal importance to the story's peculiar thematic development. 

Here a plot segment has 

been added, the casting of lots, which has profound significance 

for the story ' s hermeneutic:: plot. 

For the most part, characters in Rabbinic st.ories are 

distinguished by their functional purpose. Most of them can be 

dF!si gnat ed 11 aqent s 11 :i_ n str--uctur--c:\ I i s;t_ t!:?I'-mi nol ogy" -Thi:"lt_ is;, , 
- ~ 

mos t q '{ t h f?fl1 have no 01'- + ew c h <':lI~ i~C: t E?I~ i ~;t i c ',:,,; i::l f?yon d t. h E-? i 1--

narrative funct.ion. However, nonfunct.ional characters do appear 

in several stories. Sometimes, like the nonfunctional plot 

segments, these are superfluous and do not. make a contribution to 

the story on any level. 

two, two Rabbis are sent to discover Eliezer ' s eating habits. 

These two charact.ers are nonfunctional in terms of the plot ; 

neither does their existence contribute to hermeneutic 

development. 

However, nonfunctional characters may have an artistic 

function within the story. In two stories in ARNA, non-



exegesis, that contribute to the stories' horizontal dev e lopment. 

2. NonFunctional Plot Segments and Characters 

Nonfunctional plot segments appear in developed stories. 

sometimes they are expansions with no particular purpose or 

t ' ,-t" -, " f f '" .. 't' ar- ' ). ", , l Le' , eL , '! IlkE' thE~ pr' is:;on S;Cf:~ nt:~ in "CC:lpti vf.:! Iv l .:::\ic:lf'~n 11." 

sometimes an existing function will be needless ly repeated 

often, nonfunctional plot segments have an artistic function, 

contributing to a story's thematic development. 

the many nonfunctional plot segments in the first scene of S 's 

"El i ezer 11 contri butE~ ql"£7~at.1 y to t.hE~ d£;)pi ct.i cm of the r"E'~l ati cmshi p 

between Eliezer and his father. This character relationship is 

of focal import.ance t.o the story's peculiar thematic development. 

Here a plot segment ha s 

been added, t.he casting of lots, which has profound significance 

for the story's hermeneutic plot. 

For the most. part., charac ters in Rabbinic stories are 

distingui~hed by their functional purpose. Most of them can be 

desi (,In?-t ed 11 a~lent 5 " in s t.r'uctl..w cll i s;t b2nni nol ogy. 
' ~ 

'rh <':':i t:, is;, 

narrative function. However, nonfunctional characters do appear 

in several stories. Sometimes, like the nonfunctional plot 

segments, these are superfluous and do not. make a contribution to 

the story on any level. 

two, two Rabbis are sent to discover Eliezer ' s eating habits. 

These two characters are nonfunctional in terms of the plot; 

ri~~t.her does their existence contribute to hermeneutic 

davsl opment. ,: .. 

However, nonfunct.ional characters may have an artistic 

function within the story. In two stories in ARNA? 1"101"1-

391.1, 



functional characters are added with the effect of supplying 

e ;.~ p I i c i t ch cu- act (~r· m 0 t. i V c\ t. ion (" H (':\ s-. :i. d ," 11 W i:\ q e t-· 11 ) • 

adds a nonfunctional character, the wife, in scene two, which 

lends a dramatic realism t.o t.he story. 

3. Devices Used for Plot Sequence Variation 

In mo".;t. c:c."\ses;; ,) Rabbinic narrat.ive consists of simple, 

chronologic:al plot sequences made up of consecutive actions. 

This-. is true even in the more developed stories. 

latter can exhibit a divergenc:e from the stric:tly chronological 

narrative sequence· in the form of simultaneous narrative action 

and time j ump ':s. ARN's two Expanded Stories exhibit examples of 

simultaneous narrative, presenting act.ions occurring 

simultaneously with the main plot line. In "ESC:E\r)f:.~? 11 the 

simultaneous action is the spy sub-plot. After being told how 

Johanan ben Zakkai warns the people of Jerusalem to surrender, a 

brief segment of narrative discourse relates the activities of 

Roman spies within Jerusalem. These activities occur 

simultaneously with Johanan's warnings. This segment has no 

distinguishing formal c:haracteristics; it does not begin with ~ 

. ~ 

transifJonal opening formula, but. is a simple narrative 

stateml:~nt . In terms of the plot structure it is nonfunctional 

it provides bac:kground information enabling the reader to 

understand Johanan' s warm reception in Vespasian's c:amp. 

simultaneous action. Segments of simultaneous narrative are 

distinct formal unit s with the opening formula of an alternate 

y¥ 'wmrym, mrw. 

h~ve been unable to discover any other examples of Rabbinic 

stories using this device t.o indicate simultaneous narrative. 

I 



Achronological time jumps are a feature peculiar to 

developed Rabbinic stories? never appearing in Simple Stories. 

Time jumps are always achieved by the same device: t.hE' addi ti cm 

of a distinct formal unit. This is most obvious in Composite 

In B '~-:.; "Clubt.E?t"", " fnl~ !::):-:c\mplr-::>, tim€'~ jump~; ,,':\ I'-E' c~ 

powerful ~rtistic device, effected by the juxtapos it.ion of 

different. formal units of narrat.ive each port.raying a different 

timE! and place. In "Akiv .... ,," time jumpf:; al~5CJ <~ppl'?ar; dif 'fen:=!nt 

periods in Akiva's life are port.rayed in separate formal unit s. 

A's "Pro~5elyte" al~;o has <~ timc:? jump, at t.ht:~ story'~:; F~ncl <-J. 

separate formal unit. jumps to the narrative future to tell about. 

the birth of the proselyte's two sons. In (.~' s "Escape?" rH:?l-'j ~5 of 

the death of Nero, fulfilling Johanan's prophecy made three clays 

before? is related in a separate formal unit ('mrw). It. ap p ec':\I" ~:; 

ARNA treated the three days between as a time jump and used the 

appropriate formal indicator. ARNB, however, relates t.he news of 

Nero's death in straightforward consecutive narrative. 

The treatment of time jump s is very interesti ng. 

that all time jumps are effect.ed by independent formal unit.s 

suggests that there was no literary convention available to 
, ~ 

effect ~ i time jump within the confines of narrative discourse 

proper. Only a shift in discourse could effect a shift in 

portrayed narrative time. Precisely why this should be the case 

is not clear. Analysis of more Rabbinic n arrati ves with time 

jumps is necessary before the problem can be furt.her considered. 

4. Internal Plot Progression 

All stories inh~rently exhibit some sort of internal plot 

pro,gressi on, ~:;ince a narl-ati ve' s nat.ur-al mOVf?ment fl'- om poten 'ti cd 

to fulfillment hecessitates Cl progressive plot. DiffE'I~ent kind<;-:; 



of internal plot progression are evident in the ARN stories: 

progressive arrangement of content, progression in the gener ation 

of suspense and progression in thematic exposition. 

contain more than one kind of progression. 

arrange~ent of content. In" ~30n ," t tl f? d l"?<:; :i. Ir ' E:?d c: ommod i "l: i e ~; Cl.p p (·=~·:1 1 · -

in order of their relative importanc:e, first wh eat and then 

money. The entities which the Angel of Death asks for new s of 

Moses are ordered progressively according to their loc:ation: 

three earthly entities followed by three heavenly. 

Progression in generation of suspense is; found in 8's; "F~abbi 

Joshua" and in A' s Hillel (:\nd f:3hammai !:;torit"?~;. 

the students' suspicion becomes more explicit as their question s 

proc:er?d. 

phrased so as to create a progressively increasing suspense and 

character conflict. 

Thematic progression appears in all of the stories with a 

special h ermeneutic focus. "Don kc-?y" is a qooc1 (.:~:.: amp 1 FJ, each o·f 

its two fUnctions embody a different thematic stanc:e, the first 

the donkey driver's false view, the second, Hillel 's correct 
· k 

view. ,I,; 

Although 8's unique stories exhibit internal progression 

versions it is usually ARNA that exhibits more internal plot 

progressi on ("El i eZf:~r-," "Waqer-," "T"'JO TOI'-(3.h~:; ')" "F'r os;r?l yt.t"?") . 

On 1 Y in" Ang el" d Cl E"J s; Af~NB E·?:-: h i bit cl m Clt-· ('! pI'· c)gr l"?SS i. ve '::1 1'" to. an q E:~rnf~~n t 

of content than ARNA. 

5. Closure: , Plot Level and Hermeneutic Level 

Closure ~ppears in the ARN stories in a variety of 

con·f i gur' at ions. It can be effected either/or on the plot level 



or the hermeneutic level. When it is effected on the plot level, 

1· c
• :::> explicit resolution of suspense at the story's end, 

often embodied in the reversal of an initial state (eg, Ignorance 

to Knowledge; Exclusion to Acceptance). When closure is effected 

on the hermeneutic level, there is an explicit resolution of a 

thematiG ambiguity or enigma. 

In the ARN stories, closure can be effected on the plot 

level alone, on the hermeneutic level alone, on the plot level 

and the hermeneutic level, or on neither plot nor hermeneutic 

levels. While sometimes the configuration of closure has no 

particLllar artistic e ·ffec::t ("Angel ," "VJOt-kE:1r'~;," "Wheat"), mo=.:;t 

often it does have artistic significance. 

"Eliezer" is an e:·:ample of lI-Jher· t~ c::lo~5ul~e is effE)cted on both 

levels. In both versions, the plot and thematic development 

reach a resolution in the story's third scene: 

obtained wisdom in Torah, and simultaneously, a spiritual 

i nhel~ i t.anc::e. B'~.; "Son" is anott,el'" f.'~:-:amplE::' of clO~:>Ulr'E' on both 

levels: the potential conflict between the two friends, and the 

disparity between apparent truth and real truth, are both 

resolved ~t the story's end. 
. ~ 

Closure on both levels creates a~ 

essent~~lly unironic story. 

Where there is closure on the plot level but not on the 

hermeneutic level, epistmological irony is engendered. (U I of 

the Scale of Innocence stor'ies E?:·:cept 'for' "Son" d€~mc>rl~~t.r·ate 

closure on the plot level but not on the hermeneut.ic. ThE' lack 

of hermeneutic closure casts a shadow of ironic doubt over the 

validity of the illustrated lemma. "Mar-tyrliom" evi nCl'?C:5 a very 

artjstically sophisticated example of t.his phenomenon. Het-' e thE' 

clbsure on th~ plot level and its lack on the hermeneutic:: level 

embody the story's theme with deadly irony. 

e:·: amp le: her-e" plot closure is E?fff:~c:tf:?d, 

"Clust.E'r··" i~:; another 

1· ,-. . ~ 



Yet the theme, man's epistemological limitations in 

the face of God's unfathomable will, is not resolved. 

nRN has two examples of where closure is effected on the 

hermeneutic level but not on the plot leve l~ n 's "Two Torc:\h,:::; " 

and El's "F'r-u s f?lytf? " Thi s configuration does not cause any 

s pecific artistic effect. It seems to exist si mply because the 

two stories focus th e ir interest on hermeneutic j rather than 

narrative, aspects. Dramatic irony i s effected through the lack 

of cl OSLWf2 on the plot I f?vf?l i 1'1 "Don key. " The story ' s resolution 

does not indicate whether the foolish driver has managed to learn 

anything from Hillel, thus strengthening the dramatic irony aimed 

against him throughout the story. 

Once in ARN is an instance where there is no real closure on 

neither plot nor hermeneutic levels: The st:.ol~y E)ncJs-, 

without having an explicit plot resolution: it. i~:; unc: I E'",\r-

whether the Hasid has learned anything from his confrontation. 

There is also no hermeneutic closure, because t.he story i s 

without thematic interest. 

Thus, closure can be used as an artistic d e vice to effect or 

to dissol.~~ epistemological or dramatic irony. ("~l t.hou~~h 1.:11(0' 
.~ ,; 

configuration of closure is not identical in the two versions, a 

pattern is difficult to discover. ARNA has a very s light 

tendency to effect more closure than ARNB. For example, ARNA's 

"Cluster" and "Ci~ptive Maiden 11" e:-:hilJit mewe henn'(~nf:?uti c 

closure than their nRNB parallels. This could well be caused by 

ARNA's tendency to play duwn irony and epistemological ambiguity. 

As far as plot closure goes, the~e seems to be no pattern 

pecL0iar to either version. A ' 5; "Pr-os!:? I yt f.:!" ef f (·2C t~:.; c: 1 DSLW f..~ on 

the plot level by adding a final segment to the story, while 8's 

has no plot closure. HOW€'~Vf?r', B' ~5 "Two T or- ah s" e ·f ·f f:~C t!:-3 plot 



closure while A's parallel does not. 

6. Narrative Time 

Two aspects of narrative time will be surveyed: the 

narrative time frame and types of narrative action. (U IllO\::.;i: a 1. 1. 

the Simple Stories in both versions describe one event taking 

place in a limited time frame. 

more than one event, but also have a limited time frame. 

Although it is not explicit in the text, it is clear that the 

action takes place in one day. stories whose action takes place 

over- many days arc-:? ei th~?r dc;?veloped Si mp 1. e f:ltor i ss (IICapt. i vf.~ 

Mai den I I 11 ), or E:·: panded en- Composi t.e Stor i es (" Escc;\pe, 11 11 {.:)nc;Je 1 , " 

11 Cl us t e r- ," 11 A k i va ," 11 El i e z (21~ ," (~' Slip r- 0 s f? I Y te" ) • In all r:)F\N, 

there is only one undeveloped Simple Story whose action takes 

The evidence suggests that a broad time frame is the sign of 

a developed Rabbinic story. There are no significant. differences 

between the configuration of narrative time frame in the two 

frame caused by the addition of a final narrat.ive segment. 

~~~ee types of narrative time appear in the ARN stories: 

conseo'utivf2 time, continuous time ",\ncl simUltaneous time. nIl uf 

the stories are largely related in consecutive time. It. rE?l a.tf2~c 

a linear sequence uf consecutive event.s in the perfect tense. 

Continuous action is related by the combination of a perfect verb 

and a part.iciple, s huwing action that occurred repeatedly or over 

a period of time. Some of the more developed stories in bot.h 

("Eliezer," "Proselyte") In two instances, ARNB's version alone 



has continuous action ("HE-(,:;id," "vJi:\gr~I'·") . In g e neral, ARNA's 

stories evince more continuous action than ARNS's. Not on I y is, 

1'1 i t h 0 utA n N El par all E~], S (" l>J h E'~ i::d.: ," " C c:\ p t i veI"l r:1i d f:? n I I " ) . 

Simultaneous n arrat ive ac tion is action that occurs at the 

• 
same time as the main plot line. It is not related by a 

particular verb tense but by devices discussed above in 1.3. It 

is r ar e i n (~RI\I. Un 1 Y t h£? d evr,:) lop eel "Esc ap f:)" has si mul t cU'leou Si 

narrative in both versions (the spy incident). Apdl'''t + t-om 

"Escape," simultaneous nal'"r"ative c:"ppe.::\rs only in AF~I\lA ("EliE~zf:?r," 

"F'rClsel yt£~") . 

Judging from ARN, I would s uggest that perhap s continuous 

and without doubt, simultaneous time are signs of a developed 

nar-rati ve. Surely, the limited amount of s imultaneous narrative 

in developed stories alone suggests that no convention to express 

narrative simultaneity existed for early/undeveloped Simple 

Stories. ARNA again s hows its greater development than ARNS in 

its use of simultaneous narrative. 

7. Function~l Speech Acts/Functional Physical Action 

, ; 
A very interesting feature of the ARN s tories i s that most 

,~ <. 
i 

of them are composed of, or contain examples of, functional 

speech act =;. Although every story contains physical action, plot 

functions are embodied chiefly in speech acts. 

As far as the use of functional speech acts is concerned, 

there is no difference between the two versions. Al thouqh CH1t:-? 

parallel may contain more direct discourse than another (S's 

"Wager," B's 11 Mii:l.r"t yr"dom, 11 8's IF'rof:;e lytE?"), the app(;?al'"ance of 

f unct i Dnal sp!: .. ~ec!h acts i s th€-:~ same. This shows they were part of 

the stories at a very early stage of their development. 



All of the Simple Stories contain phys ical actions; but 

these are almost always nonfunctional, and are merely the 

background for functional speec h acts which embody the plot 

( 11 Capt i VE~ 1"1C"~i clen I, 11 11 Capt.:i. Vf:? 1'1C:li df~ n I I ,'1 "Hon, 11 11 r~abh:i. ao S', hu c\, 11 

11 UCln 'l :i. s; a CJ Clod E~;'( c:\mp If? It contains physical 

,:\ct ions: the son sees the friend meas uring wheat and counting 

money. But this does not, in it self, embody the function 

Suspicicm. The actions constitute the background for the 

function, but the function itself is expressed through speech 

l3.ctS. 

Phys ical actions have a greater importance in a second group 

(Jf stories. They contain both functional physica l action and 

fun c t ion a I s p Ej (" c: hac t ';3 (" [~ ~:; cap e ," " A k i V cl ," " E lie z €'~ Ir' ~" " Be aut i f I...d 

WOffii:\n," "(~ngel," "Hi:1si d," "t·1i:.il~t Y lr· dom"). Significantly, most of 

these stories evince developed genres. However, even when a 

story contains functional physical action, speech acts retain a 

focal place (eg, Johanan ' s prophecy, Rabbi I s hmael' s lament ... ). 

There are no s tories in ARN which c(Jntain functional physical 

actions alone. 
" . ~ 

The c~bove E.\vi dE)nCe imp 1. i es that unch?v(:~ l oped F~ abb in i c ~:;tor' i e::., 

are composed of functional speech acts. If a story contains 

functional physica l actions, this ma y indicate its relati ve 

development. 

8. Na~~ative Connecto~s 

Narrative connectClrs are time indicators suc h as k~, myd, 

kywn ¥. When used as a narrative connector, their function is 

not to indicate time but to link segments of independent 

materials in Expanded or Composite Stories. When time words are 

used as narrative connectors they always appear at the beginning 



of a scene or an independent segment. When time words are used 

as time indicators, they can appear anywhere in a unit of 

d i se: our '5l~. 

For the most part, time words appear in ARN stories as time 

Sometimes. time words used as narrative connector s appear to an 

equal extent in both ARNA and ARNB parallels. Fell" i n ,;t,::,ulCE?, 

"Escape" and "Angel" c:ontai n nart- at i VE~ connectors in both 

ver s ion ':: •. The devE~lopf2d "Eli(;?z(~I''','' on the oth(~I'" hr."Ind, has no 

narrative connectors in either version. 

However, in general ARNA uses narrative connectors more than 

ARNB: A's "Pr'elsel yte" ha~; a narTat i ve connector' 1 ink i ng an 

additional final segment; c:dso, r~'s "(.,)kivi:\" cont,,,l.in':3 many 

narrative connectors introducing composite segments while ARNB 

contains no narrative connectors in these two stories. 

Judging from ARNA's generally more developed state, it may 

well be that the use of narrative connectors is a sign of a 

developed, later narrative technique. However, examples from 

other texts must be considered before this can be decided. 

What is str'iking about thE,' use of nal''Tat.ive COl"lnector"~; in 
, ~ 

ARN is it~ inconsistency. 

many e:,:amples, "EJ.iezer'" hc~s none, althouoh all thr'eE? are 

developed stories. 



B. Discourse 

1. Types of Discourse 

Three types of discourse are considered: di 1···f::.'Ct, i nc:li t-·E'ct 

and narr-,3.tive. Indirect discourse is extremely rare, only 

c\ppE:~t:~rin~~ in [<'s "Angel" ("God c;\nnounced to 1 ·"lo~'E"~S thi:;\t he \'1 ':;\<::, 

taking his 1i ·ff'?.n"). Because of its infrequenc y in the ARN 

stories, nothing can be concluded here about the u se of indir ect 

discourse in Rabbinic narrative. 

The relationship between direct and narrative discourse is 

closely related to the question of functional speech act and 

physical action. All of the Simple Stories with functional 

speech acts consist almost completely of direct discourse; only 

background information is supplied in brief phrases of narrative 

disc our SE~ ("Captive I"I<-~icjen I " . , 11 (" 11 
~jon , 

"Donkey," "Wheat," "Two ·fol' ·ahs, " "Pr·else l yt[~") . 

Some Simple Stories contain a mixture of direct and 

narrative discoursE' ("Capt:i. vE~ Maic:ll':!rl 11," "Ha~:;id," "W c.'~F?r··," 

"Mar-tyr-dom") • Expanded and Composite Stories all evince a 

significantly greater amount of narrative discourse than the 

Si mp le Stpr- i es (" Ef;c~J.pe," "El i e:.:: l?l~ ," "~lnqel") n HO\'JE' Vf?r, it i~; 

,t <; 

signific~nt that even in the latter, c:lirect discourse in the form 

of speech acts have a central place in the story. 

related in narrative discourse alone. 

ARNA evinces a markedly greater proportion of narrative 

discourse in some of its stories. "Capti VE~ l'1ai den I I" has an 

added scene composed largely of narrative discour se . E:-:cept ·for-

the second scene, A'=; "EliE,:zer" has mor·e n"H-Tativf.:~ di ',:;co ur£."e tt-·,cH-; 

B's, and A's " R r 0 s, (;? J. Y t e " .:::~ r1 d " t1,:n- t y r-cl Cl In 11 h i,\ V C,? ,-::I cl d i t i Cl n .::11 

segments in na~~ative discourse. Finally, although both versions 

e:·:pand "Wager," AHNA E?:·:pand~; with ni::\rT .:~tivt~~ di~;C:OLlr"S(;? i:H1d {~f:;:NB 



B. Discourse 

1. Types of Discourse 

Three types of discourse are considered: d i 1''' E~C: t, i n d i t- E~C t 

Indirect discourse is extremely rare, only 

taking his liff:?.n")n Because of its infrequency in the ARN 

stories, nothing can be concluded here about the use of indirect 

discourse in Rabbinic narrative. 

The relationship between direct and narrative discourse is 

closely related to the question of functional speech act and 

physical action. {'U I of thE~ Simple StCJI'·if.0~:; with functional 

speech acts consist almost completely of direct discourse; only 

background information is supplied in brief phrases of narrative 

d i s c 0 u r Sl? (" Cap t i V f? 1"1 a i cj E? nI," " Son ," " R.:.:\ b b i J (J s; h u i.\ ?" Wo r- k e t- ~::; , " 

"Donkey," "Whec\t," "T'",o 'fol"ahs," "F'r"osel ytE''') . 

Some Simple Stories contain a mixture of direct and 

narrative discours,E' ("Capt:i.ve MaidE:')f'l 11," "Has,id," "vJaqE?r"," 

"Mar-t yr-dom" ) • Expanded and Composite Stories all ev:i.nce a 

signi. ~icantly greater amount of narrative discourse than the 
. ~ 

Sim~~e Stor-ies ("Er; c:ape," "Elie~::l?I~ ,/I /I{.)nqel/1)n 
I HO\.-<JE'Vf?r, it is; 

significant that even in the latter, direct discourse in the form 

of speech acts have a central place in the story. 

related in narrative discourse alone. 

ARNA evinces a markedly greater proportion of narrative 

discourse in some of its stories. "CaptivE' 11airJen 11" ha':5 an 

added scene composed largely of narrative discour se . E:-: c: ep t ·f cw 

--the second scene, A 's; "Elif.0zer· " hc\s mor' !:'? nat-Tative discour~';E~ thcH-; 

B's, and A~s /I Pro':;E! 1. yt e" an d "Mar" t yr-d om" ha vc,? ,:Hi d it: i cm d 1 

segments in narrative discourse. Finally, although both versions 

e:·:pand "Wager," AfiNA f?:':pands wi th n,~:\r"rati ve di S:;COLWS(',? and Af:;:NB 
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with direct discourse. 

does ARNB have more narrative discourse than ARNA. 

The wider appearance of narrative di scourse in ARNA, coupled 

with its appearance in obvious expansions, shows it IS the sign 

of a developed narrative technique. One of the generic marks of 

undeveJ.opt':!d sitorips.;~ c.~t least in (~F~N~ i~5 thE) prE'ciorninanCE) of 

direct discourse. 

2. Illocutionary Acts 

An illocutionary act ]' c' , ::> an act which must be spokpn inCH"' cl f:?I'" 

to be effected. The central place of illocutionary acts in the 

Ar~N stor"ies is striking.' J'f "Tei:'.~chint:J" i~.:; counted c;\~-) <";\n 

i 11 oeu t i on oH" y ac t, th f-:?n f?V(:?r-y stor' ye;,: c: E!P t 'f Ol~ "(~nc,Jf21" con t a i n ~5 c~ 

focal illocutionary act: "Ak i va" .. -

Revelation; Scale of Innocence stories 

Declaring to be Innocent, Swearing; three short Hillel stories 

Teaching; "Wager" -- .Joking, Bettill(,::), Inf:1ulting; 

and "F'rosE!lyte" - Tf:?i:'.~c:hinq; "l"lar'tyr'clom" "'" Eulogy. 

All illocutionary acts appear in both versions of parallel s , 

showing they represent an original, integral part of the stories. 

It is , ~hclear whether the strong presence of illocutionary a c ts 
'i ,; 

is pe~uliar to ARN stories, or whether it is characteristic of 

Rabbinic narrative in general. Narratives in other Rabbinic 

texts must be examined to solve this question. 



C. Characterization 

1. Psychological Character Portrayal 

The portrayal of the emotional lives of ARN's story 

characters varies considerably in different stories. 

contain relatively detailed character studies; here the 

char ac t E,'r s' l7)mot i on ~5 ar e of f uc t~ 1 :i. n t f?r' f:?S t (" 1'1.':\r t yr" d om '! II c:\n cl 

espec:i<::\lly "Elif:~ze~t .. ·,,). In other stories, emotions take a central 

place, yet there is no detailed character study (the Hillel 

stories, "Angel"). Yet again, the Scale of Innocence stories do 

not focus on emotions, but on internal mental states: 

motivation, sincerity, suspicion. In "Hasic:l" charact.er· emot:icm 

is portrayed, but it. is merely incidental and not. a focal point 

of i nt.er-est. Finally in "?)kiva" nCHH? of thE? ht~ro's emotion!::.; cH-e 

displayed. 

Strikingly, in all of t.he stories, even those with a high 

psychological interest, no internal psychologizing ever takes 

pI2\ce. 

thoughts and feelings of the characters directly, in first person 

discourse. The feelings are demonstrated through action in 

n art-.3. t i vel (j i scourst?, or- ~?omF.!t i mE'.!~', in sp ef2C h (" M<::\r t yr- clam" ) . 
't ,; 

Direct r~velation of characters' thoughts does appear in later 

compilations like Tan. Possibly, there is some sort of 

Certainly, ARN's stories share this feature with non-Jewish oral 

folk literature; one of its common features is a reluctance to 

directly reveal characters' internal thoughts (eg, Kellogg and 

If the lack of internal character portrayal is a feature of 

oral folk narrative, ARNA, once again, shows its greater 

development. For in the two stories with the greatest 



much closer to revealing the characters ' internal feelings than 

ARNB. 

alternate opinions spliced into the main narrative to reveal 

Eliezer' s internal dilemma about leaving home. 

narrative description of internal anguish is expressed by the 

phrase hyh twhh bdctw. ARNB never makes a similar attempt to 

reveal internal emotions. Thus, if the direct revelation of 

internal emotion is a feature of a literary, as opposed to oral, 

text, ARNB must have preserved stories in a more original form. 

2. Characters as Functional Agents 

In several of the Simple Stories, the characterization is so 

sketchy that the characters are nothing more than agents. In a 

strict structurali s t sense, an agent is an actant that fulfills a 

function. strictly speaking, it doe s not have to be a living 

Agents have no characteristics apart from their 

functicm. 

In most of the Scale of Innocence s tories the characters are 

agent~.;. They are not described except for what relates 

£>pecifi~ally to thE! function thE~Y fulfill. In two of 8's Scale 
,! ,; 

of Innotence stories, the characters are slightly filled out: 

"Rab b i t.1 o~;h ua ," "Beau t. i ·f u I !.tJCHT)cHl. I> Although their feelings are 

not expressed, here the character s are given explicit identity. 

However, in spite of being slightly more full cha~acters, they 

remain aqf?nts. 

There does not seem to be any major difference between ARNA 

and ARNB as far as character-agents are concerned. 



3. Aspects of Oral Folk Narrative 

In many ways, the characterization in ARN stories conforms 

to what are considered common features of non-Jewish oral folk 

The lack of psychologizing has been noted above in 

I.e. 1. Characters as agents are also a common feature of oral 

The use of representative 

characters is another feature ARN shares with folk narrative (eq, 

01 r i k, "Ep i c: L.aws," p 1 :35) • In many stories, the main characters 

embody diametrically opposed values or represent opposed peoples: 

Roman-Jew, ignorant-wise, angry-patient. The expression of 

internal emotion through external action also appears in many ARN 

Although ARNA contains more expression of internal character 

emotion than ARNB, both exhibit the above features of oral folk 

narrative. 

D. Internal Irony 

The ARN stories vary considerably in the configuration of 

irony. 

" Be aut i f I..lkl ' WOol i'~ Il ," " tvl,::\ r" t. 'yT c:I 0 m") w h i 1 f:~ 0 t h E~ I'· Si E~ V i n C El lit tie 0 t"· n Cl 

,( ,; 

irony ("ffion," "Wor"k(·",r"~:."). 

A clear t.rend is evident. in the use of irony in the t.wo 

versions. Where stories appear in both ARNA and ARNB, almost 

without exception the S version is the more ironic; Thi 5 is tr·UE' 

for " E s cap E~ ," " E 1 i E::? Z E? r" ," " (~n q 0? 1 ," ,::\ n d the t 11 r" f2 E::? H ill (·2 1 i~ n d 

Shammai stor· i es. ARNS's enhanced dramat.ic irony usually springs 

from its more negat.ive characterization and character 

relationships. , In only orH-? case, "Hasic:l," is Am\~A'Si ~:>tory more 

ironic than ARNB's. Again, this is caused by it.s morE::? negative 

character relationships. "Mar·tyrc:lom" i~5 E~qually ironic in both 



versions, although the focus of the irony differs according to 

different thematic interests. 

ARNA's relatively weaker internal irony may have to do with 

its greater state of development. It is possible that ARNA's 

conflict and irony weakened in direct proportion to its 

idealiz~tion of Sage characters and their relationships. As 

discussed below (111.8), ARNA tends to idealize chc:\r'acte t-~:; . 

The idealization of Sages is regarded a s a sign of a relatively 

later, more developed story by some scholars (eg, Fraenkel, 

"Remarkable PhenoIllEmia," p54, pp59-'-60). 

In "Eliezer" c:'H1d the Hillel and Shammai storiE')s, f'-'lRN8'~; 

irony is engendered, in part, by its negative portrayal of Sages 

and their relationships. Dramatic irony was lost through A's 

idealizing process. In "Hiasid," Wher' E? Ar-::NA j,s mOI~ (;'? ir-onic than 

ARNB, the same idealization occurred with the opposite result. 

Here the more realistic ARNB is able to portray a positive 

relationship between Sage and non-Sage. 8ecause ARNS's Hasid i s 

portrayed positively, there is little dramatic irony. However, 

the idealized ARNA was unable to portray a relationship between a 

Sage and ~n ignorant Ha s id in a positive light, resulting in more 
, ~ 

dramat~i !i= ir'ony. Thus, the configuration of irony in ARNA and 

ARNB within the individual stories is possibly related to their 

relative state of development. 



E. Point of View and Narrator 

1. Point of View Shifts 

Point of view shifts are rare in ARN narratives . Us ually, 

stories have a single, detached point of view suited to 

omniscient narration. Point of view shifts do not appear at all 

Here the shift is 

effected through the intertextual device of inserting Biblical 

discourse into the narrative. The verse, Zech 13:7, is put into 

the mouth of Rabbi Ishmael, s imultaneous ly projec ting a human and 

divine point of view. 

B(~sides "Martyrdom," point of view sihifts app£:') c\l~ only in 

Compos ite and Expanded Stories. They are alway s effected by the 

juxtapos ition of independent units of tradition or by the 

insertion of a different segment of tradition into the main 

narrative. In the Composite Story, a point of view shift may be 

embodied in a shift in di s course type in two adjacent units of 

tt- adi ti on. For i n", tc=:mce, in "Cl ustel~" t.hE? sayi ng of Abba HC,'I,ncH') 

embodies God ' s view of Titus' inevitable punishment, while the 

preceding narrative embodies the human point of view. In" {-)ng Ed , " 

point of i ~ iew shifts also appear in different unit s of di scours~. 

'f ,; 
The Angel of Death's limit.ed point of view is isolated from that 

of the omniscient narrator in separate units of tradition. In 

the Expanded Story, point of view shift. i s effected by inserting 

independent segmr'?nt~; of tr-adition, ,:\5 in {~'s "Elil~z(,.:lr-," S Cf:.~ne 

one. 

As far as point of view is concerned, ARNA and ARNB do not 

exhibit different tendencies. Judging from the ARN s tories , 

there was no vJa,y for' the cr' eator' /t.r-c\[')~;mittf2r' of a F~abbinic stor'y 

to ef 'fect a po'i ,nt o 'f vit'.!w !5hift VJi.tlloUt a discCJl.tr"sE? shi 'ft. In 

"Martyrdom" the dis,cour' sie !:3 hi+t i~.:; effE~cted by inter"t,e:d ', ucll ity. 



E. Point of View and Narrator 

1. Point of View Shifts 

Point of view shifts are rare in ARN narratives. U~;ual 1. Y 1 

stories have a single, detached point of view suited to 

omn i s;c i f:-;nt nat-r at ion. Point of view shifts do not appear at all 

Here the shift is 

effected through the intertextual device of inserting Biblical 

discourse into the narrative. The verse, Zech 13:7, is put into 

the mouth of Rabbi lshmael, s imultaneously projecting a human and 

divine point of view. 

B€?sides "Mar·tyrdom," point of view <.:; hiftc.; clppE'ar· only in 

Composite and Expanded Stories. They are always effected by the 

juxtaposition of independent units of tradition or by thE' 

insertion of a different segment of tradition into the main 

narrative. In the Composite Story, a point of view shift may be 

embodied in a shift in discourse type in two adjacent units of 

tradition. For in~:;tclnce, in "ClustE?lr
" t.hE' ~3aying of Abba HC:1.nan 

embodies God's view of Titus' inevit.able punishment, while the 

preceding h~rrative embodiE's t.he human point of view. In "(~ngelll 

point qi~~~ view shifts ;"lso appear- in clif·fc-?rl:!nt units of discourst:) . 

I 

The AngE'l of Death's limited point of view is isolated from that. 

of the omniscient narrator in separate units of tradition. In 

the Expanded Story, point of view shift is effected by inserting 

independent segm cc:? ntc.; of tradition, ;:15 in {~'!:.-:; "EliE~zf.?r-,1I SCEme 

one. 

As far as point of view is concerned, ARNA and ARNB do not. 

exhibit different tendencies. Judging from the ARN stories, 

th~re was no w~y for t.he creat.or/transmitt.er of a Rabbinic story 

to effect a point of view shift without. a discourse shift. In 



In the Composite Story, by juxtaposition of different units of 

tradition, and in the Expanded Story by inserting independent 

segments within the narrative. 

2. Narrator 

I isolate two levels of narration in Rabbinic stories: the 

narration of the individual story and the narration of the 

commentar'y as a \.'JhoIE? (see "£:)€;)c," ppT'::'-·-26 ). The narrator of the 

individual ARN stories is invariably hidden and omniscient. The 

narratorial voice speaks through the third person narrative 

discourse. The voice is able to communicate its attitude towards 

the characters and their actions through the relationship betwee n 

the direct discour se , ie, the voice of the characters, and the 

narrative discourse, the voice of the narrator. Umn i ~:;c i ent 

narration is viewed as a usual feature of oral folk narrative 

(eg, Ke 11 og 9 an d Se tw I es, !.':!.0..!.':.!:.~~_.L.y._~, P~) 1) • 

The more expanded a story be, the greater the explicit 

narratorial presence. For instance, the alternate opinion 

i ntrusi on .. Also, instances where character motivation is 

suppl~~d can be regarded as signs of a visible narrator. 

'I " 
' fr he problem is, if expansions are a sign of the narratorial 

presence, can we distinguish between narrator and redactor? On 

the level of the commentary context, the redactor can be seen as 

a narrator. Thus, introductory and concluding statements that 

make the story's commentary function explicit can be viewed as 

narratorial intrus ion. 

An example of this kind of narratorial presence appears in 

S's "Martyrd.om." In ARNA the verse Zech 13:7 is incorporated 

within the s~ory proper~ In ARN8, however, it is appended after 

the story where the reader is explicitly instructed to interpret 
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the story in light of the Bible verse: " ••. in fulfillmf:mt of 

W tl a t ~3 cri pt LW P ~" a y s. . " . 11 This proof text is the embodiment of a 

narr-atorial presence directing the story's interpretation. Wh i l. E? 

the story is meant to be read in the light of Zech 13:7 in ARNA 

as well, there the narratorial presence is opaque since the verse 

is embodied within the story. 

I wish to make no general comparison of the configuration of 

the redactor/narrator in ARN until I have given more thought to 

the distinction between narrator and redactor. Wh i I t~, in on e 

sense the two can be identical, not every redactional addition 

should be regarded as a narratorial intrusion. For instance, the 

evening redactional impulse, evident especially in ARNA, is 

formal al.one, and does not evince increased narratorial 

i ntrusi CH). 

F. Stylistic Devices 

1. Repetition 

stylistic repetition has two purposes: 1) to enqender 

irony; 2) to emphasize the theme. Exact repetition can occur, 

or the ech6ed phrase can be slightly, but significantly, altered . 
. ~ 

Sometiml~~s, r€?petition h.:\s no styli~::;tic pUlrpose but i~; fTH?r-ely 

formal. 

parallelism has no artistic effect; in fact, the repetition is so 

exact, that the diction is stilted and wooden. 

There does not appear to be a general trend for the use of 

stylistic repetition in either version. Sometimes ARNA exhibits 

more stylistic repetition than it~~ B pi::\ri::\llel (IIEliezer· 1I .3.nd 

eSp',e .. cially "Mar·tyrdom"); ~:;ometimes (')RNB e:·:hillits morE' than thf? A 

pctr'~ allel (IPr-oSelyte"). 

Dramatic irony is engendered through repetition when the 

same phrase is - repeated in two kinds of discourse or when one 



character repeats the words of another. 

engendered when Hillel echoes the donkey driver. ThE! Samf? occur' ~:; 

i n A'~:; " Has id," w h l? re the !3 eHJ e f? ch CH:>~:; t h f.? Has id's vm r- d s ab 0 u t 1-) i. ~:; 

eating habits. 

Theme is emphasized when thematically significant words are 

Often, two opposing thematic values are juxtaposed 

through repetition. 

work are contrasted through meaningful repetition, and in 8's 

"Pr'os,el yte," 1 C:~wt and 11 mwd. In ()' s "1"lar't yr-clom" thE' rf:!PE't it i or) 

of the same word in different discourse levels emphasizes the 

theme: the word " sword" appeal~s in the dit-ect and narTc .. ~tive 

discourse of the story proper, and in two 8iblical proof texts. 

This seems to be a very sophisticated kind of repetition and is 

the only example in ARN. 

2. Wor-d Play 

Word play is one type of ambiguity, occurring when a word 

can be interpreted in more than one way. Again, although word 

play appe~rs more often in certain individual stories, neither 

version shows a particular tendency towards its use. Of the four 
, k 

storie~ ~ in which word play is a significant feature, three appear 

in on~? ver-sion i-.:IlonE.~ ("Captive l'1aiden I," "BG!autiful Woman," 

"Donkey") . "MartyrdDm" evinces sophisticc?lted wor'd plc:\'y' in both 

versions. 

Word play is not merely ornamental. 

epistemological irony and thematic significance. 

themes of the Scale of Innocence stories is the apparent and real 

try~h value of human speech and action. The word play in 
, ' 

"Captive Maideh I" and "Beautiful Woman" embodies this theme in 

two ways. First, through the word play the characters' actions 

are presented ambiguously. Secondly, the self - reflexive use of 



word play emph as i z e s th a t word s themselves, the medium through 

which truth must be conveyed, are ambiguous. 

ambiguity of rey ironically e mbodie s the thematic development. 

stances towards the theme. 

()F\:I\~B ' <:,; 11 Elf.~ aLlt_ if Ltl v.Joman 11 contai n~:; mOrE) \'Jor"d pi e1.Y , not. on 1 '1 

than an y oth e r ARN story, but probably than most Rabbinic 

stories. The word play takes the form of consistently deve loped 

sexual double entendre. While this story is not.eworthy for it s 

enhanced use of word play, it is unique. Thus, a preference for 

word play cannot be det.ected in eit.her version. 

3. Ambiguity 

Ambiguity caus e s a gap in the t.rut.h value of communicated 

knowledge; in the ARN stories, it usually engenders irony. Two 

kinds of ambiguit.y appear: 1) won:! p I ay; 

statement or situa tion that can be interpret e d in more than one 

way. Word play has been discuss ed above (I.F.2) . 

As far - as ambiguous statements and s ituation s are concerned, 

there ar e 0 s ually internal textual signal s that draw the reader 's 
- k 

attenti ~),I to the c."\mbiguity. 

ambiguity. Through the student s ' rhetorical ques tion prefaced 

with the qualifying ~m', the ambiguous nature of Rabbi Jos hu a 's 

actions are emphasized. Another kind of ambiguous s tatement ha s 

no internal signals; its ambiguity can only be understood if the 

reader possesses inside knowledge. For in s tance, in 8's 

"Prosel yte" the ree:"\der can understand that Shammed' ~.:; r- e tort i s 

am~jguous only if he knows t.hat th e pries thood is res tricted to 

Cot1ens. 

ARNB shows somewhat more instances of ambiguity than ARNA; 

yet, this is not an isolated phenomenon. The amount of ambiguity 



is directly linked to the amount of irony. Since ARN8 's stories 

tend to be more ironic, therefore, they contain more ambiguity. 

4. Metaphoric Language 

Metaphoric language is rare in the ARN s tories . 

one exception, it appears only in parables or parabolic 

analogies, which will be considered separately (111.0). 

shows more instances of metaphoric language than ARNB. In tvlCl 

cases, ARNA has unique examples of sophisticated metaphoric 

language. In "Akiva," ARNA has a complicated metaphoric analoqy 

between water falling on stone and Torah penetrating the heart. 

While ARNB has the same analogy, it is not nearly as 

metaphorically complex. {..)F~NA's eulogy in " l"lartyrdom" also 

contains a comparison between words of Torah and jewels, 

completely lacking in ARNB's eulogy. The last example is 

especially significant because only here does metaphoric languag e 

occur outside of a parable or analogy. 

In "Elif:?zer-," {-1F~NB contains mf?t,'.~pl-loric langu";l.gf? lac:kinq in 

ARNA, a parable comparing Eliezer to a cistern and a well. 

However, this -parable is not nearly so metaphorically complex 3S 

- ~ 
the hear ~(stone parable in ARNA's Akiva. 

G. Thematic Aspects 

1. Developed/Undeveloped Hermeneutic Plot 

It is striking that the presence of a developed hermeneutic 

plot is not consistent in ARN stories. Some stories exhibit 

consistent and often sophisticated hermeneutic plot development: 

...... ; 

"Escape," "Clust£'~I''' ,'' " Elir-:!;':~f::!r," the Scale o-f Innocence stor-ies, 

"Workers," "Donk~y," "Two TOI~ ahs," and "Pr-oselyte." Other 

stories have no thematic interest and thus, no hermeneutic plot. 



They function as straightforward, superficial illustrations of a 

lemm,,,,: 11 Ak i va, 11 11 (.~nqel ," 11 l-<Jh(.2i::>.t ," 11 Hc.,~:;i d 11 .;:\nd 11 vJaqf.;!r. 11 

While the themes of parallel ARN stories can be different, 

there is always a correspondence between the presence of a 

developed hermeneutic plot level. All stories with stressed 

themes and developed hermeneutic plots, and all stories with 

little or no thematic interest, exhibit these features in both 

ver-sions. Sometimes, an ARNA parallel will exhibit more thematic 

emphasj.s than ARNB ("F:liezer·," "Two TOI~ahs"); ~:;ometimes AF~NB will 

e:-:hibit mor-e thematic emphaf,;i~; than AF~N('~ ("Pr-o~;c?lyt(;?"). But 

these instances are not enough to decide that one version has 

more thematic interest. Thus, the presence of a developed 

hermeneutic level seems to be a feature of the individual story 

rather than a special tendency of one ARN version. 

2. Relationship Between Plot Level and Hermeneutic Level 

In most stories with developed hermeneutic plots, the 

hermeneutic development is directly embodied in and mirrored by 

corresponding plot development. The direct correspondence of 

plot and her~eneutic development appears in stories where the 

Thus? as Eliezer moves 
,~ ~~ 

from hi~ fathers house to Jerusalem, he moves from ignorance to 

knowledge. Where the proselyte moves from exclusion to 

inclusion, he moves from ignorance to self-knowledge. 

The embodiment of hermeneutic plot in the action plot also 

appears in stories with meta-fictional themes. F 01'· (~:-( amp 1 E', in 

the Scale of Innocence stories the functional progress from 

Suspicion to Vindication is expressed through different types of 

am~iguous langu~ge through which the theme, as well as the plot 

movement, is cbmmunicated. 



This phenomenon does not appear to be related to the 

development or to the genre of a specific story. F~ol~ i n~:;t..::lnCE', 

('>lh i le it appf:!':'u-S in the E:-: pand(;?d !:;tor-y .. El i e2 er- ," it i~:; L:;l_C k i nq 

in thE? eq ucd 1. y d eve 1 opE~d El-: p i:\rldE"~d Ht. cw y .. f:::~:;c: c:lp (~." Th F-~ s tor-i (-?~:; i [) 

which the hermeneutic plot is embodied in the action plot are in 

all states of development.~ 

3. Creation and Communication of Theme 

The ARN stories use three main techniques to communicate 

theme and hermeneutic development~ 1) through the charact.er 

relationships; 2) through analogy and parable; ::::) thr- ouqh 

ambiguous language. 

The t.heme is often communicated t.hrough t.he conversation and 

relationship of the charact.ers. This is true in stories with 

chat-acter-,; ~'-Jho c~I~E.\ mf"~t-eJ.y functional c~ctc:lnt~:; ("bun"), '::Ind ~::-tol---iE~::; 

Often, a thematic 

element will be stressed through dramatic irony aimed against a 

In" Don kf~ Y" for- i n~.:;tc1nc:e, th(-?, don kE:'y dt- i Vf?I'-- ' "~ 

ignorance and fooli s hness emphasize the truth of Hillel 's 

tei:.:\chinCJ. ~ , In "f::~:;C:i~~P('?," dr-i:.:\mc:d:ic i_n::my .~im(-?cI <",gain~:;t thr-,! 
'f ,; 

Jerusalefuites and Vespasian (in 8) stresses Johanan's true 

knowledge of God 's will. The storie~ in which theme is 

communicated through the characters are: 

t h<::~ Sc i'l I €-~ of I nnoc: enef:? ~.; to!'" i E!-:; , .. Don k [?y ... 

The presence of analogies and/or parables within a narrative 

also communicates theme. In B'~.:; "EliezE!r-," "Wor-ker-':5," "DunkE!y," 

"Two Torah::>," and "F'r-Dse l yte" Cl pC:lr'::lbl E~ or-- p':;lr--abol i canal oqy 

em~odies and co~municate5 a thematic element. 
, -

Ambiguous)anguage takes two forms: 1) statements or word s 

that can be understood in more than one way; 



"1-1" " "11~:; 1. ~-5 i:l self-reflexive device for theme 

communication; for in stories where ambiguous language is used to 

communicate theme, the theme u sual ly concerns ambiguous language' 

The Scale of Innocence stories are masterful examples of thi s 

techniquc-? Thl-:? ambi("::juity 0+ th(';) pi:l,~ablt"? !5 in "T\f~Cl To,""a hs" i:1ne! 

"FrClsE~ ytf':" <:\1 so pmboc:ii es thE)i r t.hE)me~:). 

There does not appear to be a pre+erred method Clf theme 

communicatiCln peculiar to one version. Instead, the preferred 

method is related to the individual story and its content. 

11. Redactional Strategies 

A. Progression in Groups of Stories 

Both versiCln s contai n in s tances where s tories in groups have 

been redacted tClgether in a progress ive order. Both AliNA i:1ncl 

ARNB exhibit this phenomenon. ARNA' s three Hillel and Shammai 

stories exhibit a more progress ive order than ARNB's. A's 

stories are arranged in orc:ier of the importance 0+ the main 

Jf.:?W) , "j' f'::°ro~:;elyte" (conv€"? I""tin<;l a non-"- Je\t~). In ARNB the latter two 
"t,; 

stori~s are reversed in a less progressive arrangement. In t.hi ~:; 

case, ARNA 's order is a sign of greater development on the 

redactional level, for it probably has been assimilat.ed from BT 

Shab. 

Both versions exhibit a progressive order in the Scale of 

Innocence stories. ARNA moves from shorter to longer, simpler t o 

more developed s tory; its second story reveals the s uspect 's 

~uspicious actions a nd is less ironic. ARNB 's Scale stories are 

ordered in a o~ore progressive and interesting way. They ar"" E) 

arranged according to the seriousness of the suspected offence : 



"Elon" (1'-e fu ~3 if1g to lend), "Habbi Joshua" (immor-al se~,: ual conduct, 

with c:\ ,1ew(;~ss), "Beautiful Woman" (immnr"al ~:;E~>:uC\1 conduct with El 

non-Jewish prostitute). Also, 8's Scale stories move from 

unir'onic ("Son") to ir'cmic ("F\abbi ,Jo~:;huc:I~" "Bf:.~ aut,iful Wom <::\ n"). 

B. Thematic Strategy in a Broader Commentary Context 

Both versions contain instances where there is C\ link 

between the theme of individual stories and a greater commentary 

agenda. In this case, the theme of the greater commentary 

context is never identical with the explicit sense of the lemma. 

The two versions share this phenomenon in three instances. 

of which it forms a part: the paradox between objective 

knowledge of God's will and its earthly fulfillment. While 

ARNB's development of this theme is more interesting, it is 

present in both versions. Secondly, the three Hillsl and Shammai 

stories are linked by a shared thematic interest completely 

unrelated to the illustrated lemma: the essence of human 

language and how it conceals and revea ls the truth. This thE!CTH2 

1· c-, more emphasized in ARNB. The third example of this phenomenon 

is the ;paradox between the apparent and real truth. 

ARNA exhibits one instance of this phenomenon with no ARNB 

parallel: 

othE~r tr'aditiClns c':\ttac:hed to its If?mmi"\ ("The Woman and her Two 

Sons" and followinq seqrm·mt). The fact that AHNA evinces thi s 

example with no AHNB parallel shows the phenomenon appears more 

in ARNA . 

C. Redactional Impulse 

Explicit evidence of a redactional impulse appears in both 

ver-s i ons. Mo~e signs of this impulse appear in ARNA than AHNB, 



in keeping with its greater development. Two things are striking 

about the way the redactional impulse has influenced individual 

stcwics. First, within each version it shows little consistency. 

While some stories exhibit a relatively large amount of 

redactional reworking 

Hillel and Shammai stories) others exhibit little. 

Secondly, the redactional impulse is usually, but not 

always, superficial. For the most part, it is expressed in 

formal features alone, assimilation of parallel phrases, 

introductory and concluding formulae, without reworking stories 

i nter-ni:.'\ll y. While some stories do exhibit internal reworking 

(A ' s "Cl uster," "1'1c:\t-"tyr"dom"), they arE' rH:"?ver" so a1 tE!rE'd that they 

lose close similarity to their sibling version. 

The lack of redactional homogeneity in both versions 

suggests two possibilities. On one hand, it could simply be a 

coincidental side effect of a haphazard transmission process. 

That is, at no point did the text pass through the hands of a 

thorough redactor who reworked materials internally. Un the 

other hand, it could be a sign of the essential antiquity of the 

te:": t. ; ~ The assumpt i un that f~RN in its present form rE'rW"e~:;E:.'nt~:; <ill 

,t ,; 
early ~abbinic compilation is more plausible given its lack of 

redactional homogeneity. If the stories were more homogenous, 

this would suggest that they had been reworked internally by a 

later redactor and could not be regarded as repr~senting an 

early, undeveloped story. The above two observat ion s are, of 

course, related. That is, because no redactor has reworked 

stories internally, we are able to assume with nec essary 

qLlalificationf.5, thclt. AF1:N, f?::;pecial1y Af1:NB, t-"E?pr"eSent s:; an early . " " 

comp i 1 i:\t i on. " ";" 



1. Introductory and Concluding Formulae 

The presence of introductory and concluding formulae are a 

sign of a redactional hand. While their presence is not 

consistent in either version, ARNA shows more evidence of their 

USE! than Ar~NB. Twice ARNA places introductory questions before 

~:;eparat.!e stor-ies Ir-E~c:IC;\cted in units; ("EI:i_E::'zf:;)lr-"'-"'Akiv,,-, ," thr:.:.~ 1-- lill E: .l 

and Shammai stories). ARND lacks these introductory questions 

al tog£?ther-. 

The Scale of Innocence stories in both versions repeat the 

lemma in the concluding statement. ARNB has only one instance of 

a concluding formula without an ARNA parallel. While only ARNA ' s 

"Proselyte" ends ~'Jith a n-;!fr'i::\in ("YoUI" impc~tiElnCE! Shammai .•. "), 

AF~NB uses it to concl udf.? both "Prospl yte" <:\rid "Two TOI~ahs." The 

opening statements to the latter two stories are also parallel in 

ARNB, but in this case the parallelism does not spem to bp due to 

redactional hand but to lack of development. 

stories have lost the original palr- allE~1 orH;!ning ~;tate:)ment ("{~ 

~;tol~y o -f Sh,,-\mmai tht"? El cler n a • " ) • 

Since ARNB's repeated concluding phrase does appear once in 

ARNA, w~ile ARNA's introductory questions are without an ARNB 
- ~ 

parall;e;:l, ARNA can be judged to s.;how mOI~e ~;igns o-f i3 r-E!dactionc:\l 

hand through opening and concluding formulae. 

2. Internal Assimilation 

Although it is not completely absent from ARNB, ARNA clearly 

shows more signs of internal assimilation. 

assimilation is usually supprficial and results in an expanded 

and unartistic product. 

Assimilation takes several forms. It can occur when the 

lemma is inc6tporated within the story. ARNB does this several 

times ("Donkey, " "Hasid," Scale of InnocE?nce ~.;t.ories). 
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artistic effect, usually producing irony as well as forging a 

link between story and lemma. ARNA exhibits this less than ARNB 

( 11 vJheat ," t:>cal e of 1 nnoc e nc::e stor i E'~~5) • 

Phrases can also be assimilated from an adjacent story into 

a n ew na~rative context. In both versions~ this occurs in the 

Scale of Innocence stories. Here the assimilation IS superficial 

and leads to a conflated, weakened story. There are more signs 

of internal parallelism due to assimilation in ARNA's Hillel and 

Shammai stories than in ARNS's. 

effective, artistic kind of assimilation by inserting the sword 

motif in different levels of discourse. 1 n El, the swol~d mot i + 

only appears in the lemma. Finally, ARNA alone s hows 

assimilation to parallels outside of ARN. A's Hillel and Shammai 

stories show repeated evidence of assimilation to BT Shab, while 

B's stories show absolutely no signs of it. 

Judging from the above summary, ARNA shows much more 

evidence of assimilation at the redactional level. 

3. Evening . Redactional Impulse 

impulse. " This impul~;e is f?:·:pn-:?ssed i.n two WrClYS, ap.:::\I .. ·t fr-om tho:3F} 

summarized above in II.C.l and II .C.2: 1) a tendency to smooth 

out transitions from segment to segment in the Composite Story, 

or from scene to scene in the Expanded Story; 2 ) Cl tendency t.o 

change stories to make them better fit a commentary context or 

agenda. 

A smooth i ng pr'oCt~SS has; been et·f f?ctec:1 i n AF~NA' so, 11 ~'k i va 11 

makfng an expliEit. connection between the stonecutter parable and 

the nimshal. Hbwever, despite its redactional evening, A's 

"Akiva" is act ually in'fer-ior- to B's ~3ince it h ,,;l5 lo~:;t thf:: 



chronological order of its segments. The same phenomenon occurs 

in "('1ngel." ARNA shows more signs of redactional reworking, yet 

a consistent narrative appears only in ARNB. 

"C I Lt S t €?r' " ~;h ows muc h mut- (') I'" ec:! ",IC t i on a I t- f2V-JOt-· kin 9 than Ah:I\IB' ~:; ; 

again, due to its reworking it loses artistic and thematic force. 

between different scenes, by inserting segments into the 

narrative (the lots scene, the food motif). 

In thE~ Compositf:? ~:;tor-:iE'<:'; "AnqF~].," "('~kivi~ " and "Clw5i:f::?r, " 

ARNB consistently shows a neater, simpler and/or more artistic 

At least in the case of the Composite story ARNA's 

evening redactional impulse has led to artistic deterioration. 

This is not true, however, with the Expanded Stories. AF~N('~' s 

"E 1 i E'Z. pr"" i~; ~;up er" i or" t 0 (~F~NB' ~:;, .::\n d wh i ]. C) AF~NA' ~~ "E~.:;c ":lp f:? " .:~n d 

and sophisticated artistic creations. This shows that an evpning 

redactional impulse does not have to be superficial. 

Finally, ARNA shows instances where storips have bepn 

altered to fit their commentary contexts. This is the case with 

the "EliezE~r' " and "Akivt~" ~;toriE!!::,. Thp text of ARNA has been 
. ~ 

chanqeiq to make ttH? "Ak i Vi,," ':story ac:cCJr-d ~·..}i th the? 1 f:?mm<.:~: "{1nd 

thirstily drink in their \'1ord~;." In this cass, there is proof 

that the change occurred at the written stage of transmission 

since it only appears in thp printed versions. The c.\clcl€?d s;c(')nE~ 

in" Mar-t YI~dom," the lot <;;, 1 ~=; pr-obab 1 y an (:'!:': amp]. f:? of th is 

phenomenon: it 15 a later addition embodying the theme of 

theodicy explored in the commentary at large. 



a:::; 

Ill. Significant General Features 

A. Comparative Development 

stories in all stages of development appear in both 

versions; however, ARNA stories consistently show signs of 

greater development than ARNB's (more narrative discourse, 

nonfunctional elements? added segments, signs of an evening 

redactional hand). The following ARNA stories show more 

developed features than their ARNB parallels: "r:::~:;cape, " 

"Cluster," "Akivi~," "Wilqer",/" "T\l-JO Tori::ihs," "Pr"os£<?lyt(?," and 

"Martyrdom." The Scale of Innocence stories exhibit roughly the 

same amount of development in the two versions. IrJh i l~? both 

versi ons of "El i ez f2r" and "Has;i d" hc;\ve bE'E)n developed in 

sophisticated development. ARNB never exhibits a developed stor y 

with an undeveloped ARNA parallel. 

The fact that ARNA stories are consistently more developed 

shows that its developed character is evident both within 

individual stories and on the level of redaction. 

B . . ~ 'Portrayal of Sages 
:~' ;.~ 

Th~ portrayal of Sages and their character relationships is 

consistent in the two versions. ARNA idealizes by portraying the 

Sages in a more positive light and relationships between Sages 

and non-Sages in a more negative light. ?mNB ha~:;a more 

realistic view; it can portray Sages in a negative light and 

relationships between Sages and non-Sages in a more positive 

light. These tendencies are consistent within the two version s 

relationship b~tween Johanan ben Zakkai and Vespasian than ARNB. 



ARNA's idealizing tendency could well be a sign of its 

df?vE?l opment. Idealization of Rabbinic figures is considered to 

If so~ then the negative portrayal of Sages wa s 

altered in ARNA' s stories in the process of transmission and 

reeL . .\(: t. i or1 , 

c. Irony 

The configuration of internal irony has been discussed above 

(1.0) , Where ARNA and ARNB have parallel stories, ARNB's are 

usually more ironic. The relatively greater amount of irony in 

ARNB's individual stories 15 cau sed partly by its more negative 

characterization and its portrayal of Sage figures. 

Irony can also a ppear on a redactional level. WhE?n this 

occurs, a story demonstrates an ironic relation s hip with the 

illustrated lemma. While the two ARNs showed a marked difference 

in the configuration of irony within individual stories, this is 

scarcely true on the redactional level. The same stories, or 

close variants, have an ironic relationship with the lemma in 

both versions. "E~:;cr:\pe " and "Clw:;tr::~r," which d€'!~:;cribe the 

Oestructtcin of Jerusalem, have an ironic relationship with the 

lemma "l·ihe world st.and~:.; .... " Here the irony is greater in ARN8 

due to its e:·:pandf?ci, ar·tistic "Clu s:;b=~ t-· ." "1"1c:~r·t yrdom" 

demonstrates an ironic relat.ionship with its lemma as well, since 

there is no logical correspondence between sin and punishment 

within the story. Here ARI\jn'~:; si:or-y ha!;:; a mOrE? ir-cmic: 

relationship with the lemma. L i k e AF(NB' s "E:: sc ap e ," t hi s:; i s 

caused by its expanded adjacent commentary, which emphasizes the 

th~me of theodicy. 

In both ve;i'"~5ions, SO mE) Sca le o·f Inr10cE'nce stories have cm 

ironic relationship with the lemma. A's-:; "Ci:\pti Vf.~ l"lai dE·?n I" and 



El':; "Rabb i Joshua" and ElE'!i:lUt i + ul lJ.Joman" shOIi'J thf-.? i ~Cln i c: p.,,~ c~dCl~-: 

inhe~ent in the process of judging something to be true. Both 

ve~sions exhibit one uni~onic story in this group as well 

( "Capt :i. 'lE'! fYlc:\i den I I 'J" "Hc.1n"). 

Significantly, a story can exhibit high levels of d~amatic 

and/or e~istemolClgical irony, but remain a straightforward, 

unir-onic illustr·e:\tion of it~:; lemrni:\ (A'~5 I'H.:~~5id," 8's 'IE:li(~zE·~I'·,'1 

"Two T()r-i..~hs," "F'~Cl~;elytE!")" 

Judging f~orn the above evidence, the two ARNs show about the 

same amount of irony at the ~edactional level. (.~n ir-onic 

relationship between sto~y and lemma can be related to the 

development of the broader unit 0+ commentary in which the st()~y 

appear~5. Thus, irony at the redac:tional level can be, but not 

always, a sign 0+ development. 

D. Parables 

The function of parables in a na~rative context is 8 

complicated, fascinating and largely unresearched question that 

Apll, pp287~311). In brief, at least in the ARN stories, I 
,. 

observe; ~hat parables have what structuralists would call a 

"horizohtal" function. They do not contribute to the development 

of the plot on the vertical axis, but rnir~or and emphasize 

aspects of theme and character. Not surprisingly, they can also 

have a metaphoric function. 

Above I noted how little figurative language, such as 

metaphor and simile, appears in Rabbinic narrative. HOI;.Jev('~r, thf:! 

parable was not included in that category. Truly, a substantial 

stories. A p~~able proper has distinctive formal features, a 

parable introductory formula and, often, a nimshal, while a 
,. 



8',; "Rabbi Joshua" and Ek~i;:l.ut:i+ul l-<Joman" sho\.'J t.hf.? ir-onic p.:.:Ir'.:.\du)< 

inher-ent in t.he pr-ocess of judging something to be tr-ue. Both 

ver-sions exhibit one unironic story in thi s group as well 

("Capt.:i, 'lE? IVl c:d, dE:.'n I I,)" "Hon"). 

Significantly, a stor-y can exhibit high level s of dr-amatic 

and/or- epistemological irony, but r-emain a str-aightforward, 

unir-onic illus;tt- .:.\t:,i on of it::; l£~rnm <.':\ (A ' ~:; "Ha~;id," B 's "Eli("zE~r' ," 

"Two Tor-ahs," "F'r-o<.,el yt~2") • 

Judging fr-orn the above evidence, the two ARNs show about t.he 

same amount of ir-ony at the r-edact.ional level. An i r-cm i c 

r-elationship between stor-y and lemma can be r-elated to the 

development of the br-oader- unit 0+ commentar-y in which the story 

Thus, ir-ony at t.he r-edactional level can be, but not 

always, a sign of development. 

D. Parables 

The function of par-abIes in a nar-r-ative context is 8 

complicated, fascinating and lar-gely unresear-ched question that 

cannot be ' d i scuss€,?d in detai I her'e (bf.:'E:.' Sb:,'rTl, "I nt.£:.~r' pr' et i ng , " 
, ~ 

Ap I I, ,FtP2B7-3 11). In brie+, at least in the ARN stor-ies, I 

obser-ve that par-abIes have what structur-alists would call a 

"horizontal" function. They do not contr-ibute to the development 

of the plot on the ver-tical axi s, but mir-r-or- and emphasize 

aspects of theme and char-acter-. Not surpr-isingly, they can al so 

have a metaphor-ic function. 

Above I noted how little figur-ative languag e , suc h as 

m_~ i,:. a ph 0 r- i;:l. n d si m i 1 e, a pp e a r- !s i n F< a b bin i c n a r-r- i:\ t i ve • Howev \~~ r-, thE,? 

p'ar-able was; n'ot included in that ci';\tegclI'-Y. Tr-uly, a s ubst.anti a l 

number of par-abIes and par-abolic analogies appear in the ARN 

stor-ies. A par-abl e pr-oper- has di s tinctive formal featur-es, a 

par-able intr-oductor-y for-mula and, often, a nimshal? while a 

L~26 



parabolic analogy is a comparison between two entities without 

the distinctive formal characteristics of a true parable. 

[loth versi on s of "?~k i va" cc.mtai n one par' abl e and one 

parabolic analogy. The parabolic analogy is in the first segment 

of the Composite Story, in Akiva's epiphany by the well. 

analogy comparing heart/stone and water/Torah, shows a metaphori c 

s ophistication lacking in ARNB 's simple comparison. The pc:\r'c:\blF~ 

of the stonecutter and the mountain occupies a separate compos ite 

segment in both ver s ion s . Again, ARNA shows more development 

here, for it provides an explicit nimshal linking the parable to 

the earlier narrative segment. A parabolic analogy appears in 

Zakkai compares Eliezer's bad breath to hi s Torah lea rning. 

true parable in both versions. The parables are more or less in 

the s ame state of cJr0vE~ lopmE)nt, howE,~vE'! r", B' ~:; "F'roselytE~" p o:\ r '.=\blE:'! 

has a more central place and function. 

However, ARNB evinces several instances of parables or 

analogies lacking in ARNA. In the third scene of ARN8's 

"Eli ezer' ," for in s tc:\nc£~, thE' e:,:chang,'E.' betwE!f~n Elic~:;:~et .. and aOh i::l rl Elr", 
' ~ 

oh; 
is in ', the form o'f i:1 humorou s p(:\I'-a blf~, punningly comp,,:\r-ing a v~ E' ll 

(b'r) and a cistern (bwr). Nothing remotely like a parable 

appears in A's equivalent scene. 8's two Hillel stories, 

"War kers" and "Don k£-?y" both cont Ed. n c€:'nt.r a1 and soph i £~t i catecl 

analogies between work and Torah study. 

has no anc~l ogy. 

create significant irony and t.hematic deve lopment. 

A certain general trend is evident in the u se of parables 

and parabolic analogies. Not only does ARNB show a preference 

for using parables, but they occupy a more central place in its 



st or-i~?s. While ARNA's par-abIes can be more developed in form 

("Akiva"), th€~y c\ppE~at-· lE~S;:':; Elnc:l hi:'~VE\ a IE~ss; impor·tCl.nt functiCln in 

ARN{-) ~; t or- i es. 

The configur-atiCln Clf par-abIes and analogies in ARN implies 

that they appear more often in less developed narrative texts. 

Significantly, ARNA evinces more use of independent metaphoric 

language than ARNB, while ARNB uses more parables. Th i <~:; f;UCj q (.?~::; t. s 

that par-able or- analogy is used in place of metaphor in less 

developed texts, while true metaphors only appear in later text s . 

Unfortunately, there is not enough evidence in ARN to explore 

th is ·f ur-th(~r- . 

E. Exegetical Features 

It is commonly accepted that an exegetical function or 

commentary context of a Rabbinic tradition is earlier than a 

t h to? m a tic f Lt n c t ion 0 r n a r r' at. i ve con t. (~:-: t ( E I h a u m , 11 ( .) ked c:\ h ,lip 1. 02 ; 

Br egman, 11 C i r c ul ar 1:;;'r'o(~(Tls," pp 1+'.j.-'.j.~S; I"le i r- , 11 Dtor-y ," p :'2~:!O) • Tht~ 

exegetical features of the ARN stories show that this a ssumption 

is not always true. 

Gene~ally, ARNB has more exegetical interest than ARNA . 
. ~ 

ARNB's ,i'~;Akiva," "Elif:?zer " i:.'1nd 1I{-)ngE~I" ;:-\11 hi:.~ ve more e:-:eq~?tical 

features than their ARNA parallels, mostly homiletic materials 

and proofte:-:ts. B ' s 11 An gel 11 n Cl t Cl n I y h d S (Tl () r f..! p r"f.::l o·f t E? ~.: t Si t h ,3 n 

A's, moreover, they are manipulated in a sophisticated, art.istic 

manner. 

However, ARNA shows intense exegetical interest in 

11 Pr-osel yte 11 c ompar- ed vii th ('·)I:~NB. 

shows a significantly great.er degree of development. Thus, 

ex~getical int~rest cannot be automatically assumed to be a 

feature of a less developed text, at least as far as Rabbinic 

stories are coNcerned. More stories with exegetical features 



outside of ARN need to be examined before this question can be 

explored further. 

F. Thematic Aspects 

Throughout my research I have remarked that communication 

through human language, the variety of its forms and its 

paradoxical significance, are a common thematic interest in both 

ver"si ons. Certain type-stories (the Scale of Innocence stories) 

or stories about certain personages (Hillel) show a special 

thematic interest in words and speech. 

Besides thematic interest in speech, the large number of 

central illocutionary acts in the ARN stories and their 

composition of functional speech acts have also been remarked in 

some deti:1i 1 . 

This feature appears equally in both versions of ARN. It 

would be interesting to discover if a thematic emphasis on human 

communication appears so frequently in stories in other 

compilations, such as SER for instance? or whether this is a 

pecul i ar feature of ?-)nN. 



Unpublished Manuscr-ipts and Fragments 
Used in the Thesis 

Little is known about the dates and provenance of the ARN mss. 
I havE refrained from investigating these aspects as I have no 
paleographic skills . An informed study of the ARN manuscripts 
and their relationships is sorely needed before more work on ARN 
C "-in pI'" oc: f?f.:?c1. 

TB NB 313.1.a-b 

Oxfor-d 

Vatican 44 

ARNA 

Taylor-Schechter Collection,Cambridge 
University Library. A fragment of the 
"(-'\kiva" Composite f.3toroy «(,).6). E~:o:panded 

with traditions from the BT. 

Bodleian Library, Oxford, Neubauer 408.95. 
Li st(:?d in" (-,\dd it i cm~; and CorTf?ct ions?" p 1152 " 
Only full ms of ARN('). 

Vatican Library, Assemani 44. Title: Perush 
Avot. An eclectic anthology c:hiefly of 
tl'"adition~:> fr"om ?W~N{-~ e:o:p<:\nded ItJith other 
traditions now found in later Midrashic 
anthologies (eg, Yalk, MhO). 

ARNB 

TB NB 259. 151.a-b Taylor-Schechter Collection, Cambridge 

Rami 

Par-ma 

Halber-stam 

Univer~:;ity L.ibl'"ary. F"r"a(JnH:~nts of "Donkey" (a) 
e:H1c:1 11 Two °Tol~ ahs 11 (b). UnE':o: pandf~d. SeE?m~:; tu 
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